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THE

SEVENTH ORDER

OF THE

M A M }I A L I A.

THE RUMINAN'fIA,

(PECORA. LIN.)

Is perhaps the most natural and best determined of
the class, for these animals have the appearance of
being almost altogether constructed on the same
model, and the camels alone present some small
exceptions to the common character.

The first of these characters is the absence of
incisive teeth in the upper jaw; in the lower there
are almost always eight. In the upper jaw, instead
of teeth, there is a callous pad. Between the incisors
and the molars is a void space, in which only in a few
general are one or two canines. The cheek-teeth,
almost always six on each side in each jaw, have the
coronals marked with two double crosses, of which the
convexity is turned inward in the uppel' teeth, and
outward in the lower.

The fore-feet are terminated by two toes, and by
two hoofs, which face each other by a flat side, so
that they have the appearance of a single hoof which
bad been cleft, whence these animals are said to be
bifurcated.

VOL IV, B



2 CLASS MAM.MALIA.

two small
The two

are united

...t__

Behind the hoof there are sometimes
spurs, the only vestiges of lateral toes.
bands of the metacarpus and metatarsus
into one.

The name Ruminantia indicates the singular pro
perty of these animals, of masticating their aliment
a second time which they bring back into the mouth
after a first deglutition, This property results from
the structure of their stomachs; of these they always
have foul', the three first of which are 80 disposed
that the food can enter indifferently into either of
them, because the resophagus abuts on the point of
communication.

The first and largest is called the paunch (ventricu
Ius); it receives in abundance the vegetable food
grossly pounded by the first mastication. From this
it goes into the second, called the honeycomh, or hon
net (reticulum), the sides of which have laminre simi
lar to the honeycomb. This stomach is very small
and globular; it seizes the food, imbibes and com
presses it into little pellets, which afterwards re
mount successively to the mouth, to be again masti
cated. The animal remains quiet during this ope
ration, which continues until all the food swallowed
before into the paunch has submitted to it. The
food, in this manner chewed a second time, descends
directly "into the third stomach (omasum), named
feuillet, because its sides have longitudinal laminre
like the leaves of a book, and from thence into
the fourth (ahomasaum), or caillette, the sides of which
al'e in wrinkles, and this is the true organ of diges-
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tion, analogous to the simple stomach of 'common
animals. So long as the ruminants live only on
their mother's milk, this last is the largest of the
stomachs. The paunch does not develop itself,
and takes its enormOU8 size only by the reception of
the food. The intestinal canal of the ruminants is
very long, though .but little s\velled in the lal'ge
intestines. Their crecum is the same, long and
smooth. The fat of the ruminants hardens more in
cooling than that of other quadrupeds, and becomes
even brittle. It is called suet. The manllnre are
placed between the thighs.

The ruminants are of all animals those from which
man has the greatest advantages. He can eat
all of them, and it is from them, in fact, that he
derives almost wholly his animal food. Many of
them serve as beasts of burclen, others are useful for
their milk, their fat, their hides, their bones, and
Other productions.

The two first genera have no horns.

The CAMELS, (CAMELUS, Lin.)

Approximate a little more than the others to the
preceding order. 'fhey have not only always ca
nines in the two jaws, but moreover two pointed
teeth implanted in the incisive bone. The lower
incisors six in numbel', and the cheek-teeth twenty
or eighteen only. These attributes, as well as hav
ing the scaphoid and cubo"id of the tarsus separa.te,
they alone of all the ruminants possess. Instead of

B 2



4 CLASS MAMMALIA.

the great hoof, flattened on the internal side, which
envelops the whole lower part of each toe, and de
tennines the figure of the ordinary cleft-foot, they
have but one small one, which adheres only to the
last phalanx, and of a symmetrical form, like the hoofs
of the pachydermata. Their swelled and cleft lip,
their long neck, their prominent orbits, the weakness
of their crupper, the disagreeable proportion of their
legs and feet, make them in some degree defonned
beings, but their extreme sobriety, and the faculty
they have of passing many days without water,
render them extremely useful.'

This faculty results probably from certain large
collections of little cells, with which the sides of the
paunch 'are furnished, and in which water is retained
or continually produced. The other ruminants have
nothing of the kind,

The camels urinate backward, but they copulate
in the ordinary manner, though not without much
difficulty. In the rutting season a footid humour
is secreted on the head.

The CAMELS, properly 80 called,

Have the two toes united underneath, nearly to the
point, by a common sole, and the back charged with
lumps of grease. They are large animals of the
old world, of which two species are known, both
entirely subdued to a domestic state*.

epallas relates, on the word of the Bucharea and Tartars, that there are
wild Camels in the Desert of Central Asia; but we must observe that
the Calmuks, from a religious principle, give liberty to all sorts ofadimals.
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Tlae Camel with two Bunches, (Camel," BiJctrianus, L) Buff.
Xl. XXII.

Originally of Central Asia, and which descends
towards the South much less than

TI,e Camel with one Bunch, (Camelus Dromedarius, L.) Buff.
Xl. XI.

Which is spread from Arabia, in all the north of
Mrica, and in a great part of Syria, Persia. &c.

The first)s the only one used in Turquestan,
Thibet, &c.: it is employed as far as near Lake
Baical. The second is very well known as
essential in traversing the desert. and as the only
means of communication between the countries
which border upon it.

The Camel with two bunches succeeds best in
humid soils; it is larger and stronger than the
other. In the moulting time it entirely loses its
hair. The Camel with one bunch is the most
remarkable for its sobriety; the Dromedary is
probably a lighter variety, and more fitted for
expedition.

The flesh and the milk of camels serve as
food. and their hair for garments of the people
who possess them. Both species become almost
useless in stony countries.

The LAMAS, (AUCHENIA, lIUger.)

Have two separate toes, and are without humps.
Only two distinct species are known, both of the
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New World, and much smaller than the two
preceding.

The Lama, or, in its wild state, lhan'aco, (Camelus Llacma,
L.) Buff. Supp. VI. XUII.

As big as a stag, with the fur thick, and of
cheEtnut colour, but which colour varies in do
mestication. It was the only heast of burden
in Peru when that country was conquered. It
carries upwards of one hundred and fifty pounds,
but is capable only of small journeys.

The Vigogna, rn Pace, (Camelus V;CUR1Ia, L.) Buff. Bu.pp.
VI. XXTJU.

About the size of a eheep, covered with yellow
wool of admirable fineness and softness, which
is made into very valuable stuffs; it hangs like
long silk on the breast.

The MUSKS, (MOSCHUS, L.)

1\'1uch le8s anomalous than the camels, differ from
the common ruminants only in the absence of horns,
in having long canine teeth on each side of the upper
jaw, and in having a delicate peronreum, which is not
found in the camels. They are delightful animals,
as well by their elegance as their agility.

The Musk, (MoschJls Moschiferus, L.) Buff. Supp. VI. XXIX.

Is the most celebrated 8pecies, of the size of a
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goat, without a tail. It is entirely covered with
hairs. so thick and 80 brittle, that we may almost
call them spines. But that by· which it is more
especially remarkable is the pouch, situated in
front of the prepuce of the male, and which is
filled with that odoriferous substance so well
known in medicine and perfumery under the
name of musk.

This species appears to be proper to that
rocky country from which descend the prin
cipal part of the rivers of Asia. and which ex
tends between Siberia, China, and Thihet. Its
life is nocturnal and solitary. and its timidity
extreme. It is at Thibet and Tunkin that it
gives the best musk; in the north this substance
has scarcely any smell.

The other Musks have no musk-pouch. They all
live in the hot countries of the old continent-; they are
the smallest and most elegant of all the ruminantiat.

All the rest of the ruminants have. at least in the
male sex. two horns. that is to say, two prominences
of greater or less length of the frontal bones. which
is not found in any other family of animals.

In some these prominences are covered with a
case of elastic substance. composed like agglutinated
hairs, which increase by depositions, and during all
the life of the animal; the name of horn is given

• The M08c!1u1 Ammcanru, established from Beba, is nothing but
the young. or the female of one of the stags of Guiana.

t M08CAua Pygamanu, Buff. Xli. XLIl. MoacJu.u Memina, Schreb.
CCXLTIl. Mo,ch.JI/J JavanicUl. Ruff. Supp. VI. xxx.
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especially to the substance of this case, and the bony
process is called the horn-mould (corne crease). The
prominence which the horn envelops increases, like
the horn itself, dwing the life of the animal, and
never falls. Such are the horna of the ox., sheep,
goat. and antelope.

In others the prominences are enveloped only by
a furry skin, which is in continuation of that of the
head, and which is Dot destroyed. These prominences
also do not fall off; the Giraffe alone has this kind of
horns.

Finally, in the cervine genus, the prominences
covered for a time with a skin, furred like tluU; of
the rest of the head, have at their base a ring of
bony tubercles, which in growing compress and
obliterate the feeding-vessels of this skin. It withers
and falls off: the bony prominence thus denuded
separates, a.fter a certain time, from the cranium to
which it was attached: i! falls, and the animal
remains without horns. But it quickly sends out
new ones, in general larger than their predecessors,
and destined to undergo the same revolution. These
hUJ"Ds, purely bony, and subject to periodical changes,
are called antlers.

The STAGS, (CERVUS.)

Al'e, then, all the ruminants whose head is armed
with antler15; but, if we except the Rein-deer,
the females are alwaY8 without them. The sub
stance of these antlers, whell it has acquired its
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whole development, is a bone very dense, without pores
or sinus. Its figure varies considerably according to
the species, and even in the same species at different
ages. The Stags are excessively rapid, live generally
in woods, on grass, leaves, boughs of trees, &c.

The species with horns, either partially or alto
gether flattened, may be first distinguished, mIG.,

TAe Elan, (C. Akes, L.) Elk, or Elend in the north of
Europe. Moose Deer of the Americans. Original of the
Canadians. Buff. Supp. VII. LXXX.

AB big as a horse, and sometimes larger, with
Jligh legs, the muzzle cartilaginous and swollen; a
80rt of goitre or pendulous swelling, variously
shaped, under the throat; the fur is always very
rough, and of an ash-colour, more or less deep.
The antlers of the male, at first simple (d'ahord en
dague), afterwards become ramified; assume, at
five years old, the form of a triangular plate, in
dented on the external edge, and mounted on a
pedicle. They increase with age. so as to weigh
fifty or ·sixty pounds, and to have fourteen antlers
or indentations to each horn. The Elan inhabits
in small troops the .marshy forests of the north of
the two continents. Its skin is valued for manu
facturing PUJ·pose~.

The Rein-Deer. (C. Tarandus.) Buff. 111. XVlIJ. bis.

As large as a ..stag, but with the legs shorter and
thicker. Both f"exes have the horns divided into
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many branches, at first thin and pointed, but
which become by age terminated in enlarged and
indented palms. Its fur, brown in summer, be
comes white in winter. The Rein-deer inhabits
none but the icy countries of the two continen~.

This is the animal so celebrated for the service the
Laplanders derive from it. They keep them in
numerous troops, lead them in summer into the
mountains of their country, and in winter bring
them back to the plains, make them beasts of
burden and of draught, eat their Besh, drink
their milk, and clothe themselves with their skin.

I
I

The Fallow-Deer, (C. Dama, L.) Buff. t. XXVII. XXVIII.

Less than our stag. in winter of a _blackish
brown', in summer yellow, spotted with white,
the buttocks white at all times, bordered on each
side with a black stripe, the tail longer than that
of the stag, black above, white underneath; the
horn of the male is round at the base, with a
pointed antler; after a certain age it increases,
or becomes, as it were, patched, and divided irre
gularly into many flat ramifications. This species,
which is the Platicero8, and not the Dama of
the ancients, is common in all the countries, of
Europe; a black variety without spots is some
times found.

The species with round horns are more numerous;
thotle of temperate climates also change more or less
in colour during winter.
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The Common Stag, (Om,.,u Elapkus.) Buff. VI. IX., x., XI.

Yellowish-brown in summer, with a blackish
line, and on each side a range of little pale
yellow spots along the spine; in winter of an
uniform grey brown; the crupper and tail pale
yellow at all times. It is a native of the for~sts

of Europe, and the temperate parts of Asia.
The horn of the male is round, and appears the
second year, at first in a simple fonn and then
takes more branches or antlers as it advances
in age and terminates with a sort of palm
having many small points. When very old
they become blackish, and the hair of the neck
lengthens, and becomes erect, and it is then
that Aristotle calls them Hippelapho8. The
horn falls in the spring, the old ones losing
them first; it returns during summer, and the
stags live separately during this time. At that
time commences the rutting season, which con
tinues three weeks, and during which the males
are almost furious. Both sexes unite in large
troops to pass the winter. The hind is pregnant
eight months, and brings forth in May; the
fawn is yellow, spotted with white.-Stag-hunt
ing, which is considered the noblest of exercises,
has become an art, which has its theory, and
an extended terminology, in which the com
monest things are expressed by whimsical tenns,
or perverted from their common acceptation.
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The Canadian Stag, (C. Canadensis. Gm. C. Strongylocero"
Schreb. CXLVI. A., CXLVll. F. G.) Elk, or Elan, of the
Anglo-Americans.

Larger than ours, of the same colour, with the
horns equally round, but more developed, and
which never take Ii flat or palmated form; may
probably be only a val'iety of the common stag.
It inhabits all the temperate parts of North
America.

The Stag of Louisiana, or Virginia, (C. Virginianus, Om.)
Fallow-deer of the Anglo-Americans. Mazame of
Mexico"'.

Less than ours, more slender, the muzzle more
pointed, bright yellow in summer, reddish-gray
in winter, under part of the throat and tail
white at all times, the lower third of the tail
black, and the end white. The horn of the male
round, smooth and whitish, deviates outward
to form a circular arch inward and forward;
it never has more than three antlers.

The species of the warm countries do not change
their colour.

1"ke Indian Stag, or Atria. (Cerous Axis, Lin.) Buff. XI.
XXXVIII XXXIX.

Yellow at all times, spotted with pure white,
the under part of the throat and tail white; tail
yellow, bordered with white on the upper side;

* Tho Cariacou, Daub. XII. XLVI. is its female.
"
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the horns are round, and become very large with
age, but never have more than one antler toward
the base, and the point forked. Originally of
Bengal, but propagates easily in all countries.

The species with little horns are called Roebucks.

The Roebuck oj Europe, (Cervus Capreolus, Lin.) Buff. VI.
XXXII., XXXIII.

Yellow-gray, with white haunches, without la
chrymal sinus, almost tailless; the horns of the
male short, erect, forked at the extremity, with
an antler in front of the trunk of the horn. There
are some individuals bright-red and others black
ish. This species lives in couples in the elevated
forests of the temperate parts of Europe; loses
its horns at the end of autumn, reproduces them
during winter, enters into heat in November,
and is gravid nine months and a half. The
flesh is much more esteemed than that of the
stag. There are none in Russia.

Tke Roebuck of Tartary, (C. Pygargus, Pal.) Scllreb. CCLIII.

Similar to ours, hut with the horns more prickly
at the base; the hair longer; nearly of the size
of a deer. It inhabits the elevated countries
on the other side of the Volga.

The Roebuck of India, (Cm). Muntjac, Gm.) Buff. Supp.
VII. XXVI.

Smaller than QUrs, with a tail, lachrymal sinuses,
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small canine teeth like the stag, and the horns
deeply cleft, but elevated on long prominences
on the frontal bone, between which is a plaited
elastic and unctuous skin. It lives in small troops,
in Ceylon and Java. Its fur, white at the base,
brown at the point, has hence a grayish tint.

America also produces different species of the Roe
buck, but which have been hitherto but ill defined.
As these are all of the warm parts of this country, they
do not change their colour, and have no fixed periods
for changing their horns.

Some have the horns arched, with as many as five
antlers, according to their age, while others have them
always in form of a dagger -.

The GIRAFFE, (CAMELOPARDALIS, Lin.) Buff. Supp. VII.
LXXXI.

Has for its character in both sexes conical horns,
always covered with a furry skin, and which never
fall. It is moreover ~one of the most remarkable of
animals by the length of its neck, the disproportionate

*The Roebuck of America, Buff. VI. PI. XXXVII., has the horns
large, short, arched, with live very tuberculous antlers toward their baile.
If this, as it appear~to be, is the GfJuazou Poueou of D'Azara, it must be
as big as our stag. of a reddish ('.olour, with t.he upper part of the tail and
end of the feet black, inhabiting humid places. It is its horns which
Pennant represents under the name of CervUlJ Mexieanu8. The Gouazou
Pita which we have in the Museum, is smaller than a Roebuck, of a brip;ht
marron·red, with while at the end of the lower jaw. We have moreover
seen two heads with simple or dagger-shaped hOrDs; yellow. gray j one of
the size of the deer, the other ofthe rOllbuck. This is called Can·aeou. at
Cayenne.
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height of its fore-legs, and by a bony tubercle which
it has upon the forehead.

Only one species is known (Camelopardalis Giraffe,
L.) confined in the deserts of Africa, with short gray
hairs, sprinkled with irregular yellow spots, with a
slight main, gray and yellow, which passes from the
ears to the crupper. It is the tallest of all animals,
for its bead attains eighteen feet ill height. It is of
a" gentle disposition, and lives on the leaves of trees.
The Romans had living Giraffes at their games.

THE RUMINANTS WITH HOLLOW HORNS

Are more numerous than the others, and it has been
necessary to divide them into genera, from characters
of slight importance, drawn from the form of the
horns, and the proportions of their different parts.

M. Geoffroy has advantageously joined to these those
which give the substance of the frontal prominence
or bony nuts of the horn.

The ANTELOPES, (ANTILOPE-.)

Have the substance of their bony nut solid, and with
out pores or sinews like the horns of stags. They re
semble, moreover, the stags by the lachrymal sinuses,
by their lightness and swiftness. It is a very nu
merous genus, which has been necessarily subdi-

• This name is not anoient; it is corrupted from Antholopo8. found in
Eustatbiu8, an author of the time of Constantine. The common gazelle
has been well described by lBlian. under the name of Dorctu. which is
probably that of tho roebuck. Gazel is Arabic.
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vided, principally according to the forni of the
horns.

a. Horns annulated with double or triple flexures,
points forward or inward. or vertical.

TJ&e Gazelle. (Ant. Drncas, Lin.) Buff. XII, xu.

With the horns round, thick and black; with
the elegant make of the roebuck; light yellow
above, white underneath; a brown band along
each flank; a bunch of hairs on each knee; a
deep pouch at each groin.
It lives in all the north of Mrica in countless
troops, which form a circle when they are at
tacked, and present their horns in every direc
tion. I t is the common repast of the lion and
panther. The gentleness of its appearance fur
nishes numerous images for the amorous poetry
of the Arabs.

The Corinne. (Ant. Corinna, Gm.) Buff. XII. XXVI.

Differs from the last
much more slender.
variety.

only in having the horns
It is, perhaps, only a

Th.e Kevel. (Ant. Kevella, Gm.) Buff. XII. XXVI.

Is again very similar, but the horns are com
pressed at their base, and have more rings.
It is pretended that this differs from the Ahu
of K1Empfer, or the Treyzain of the Persians
and Turks, (Ant. SU,hg1tttuTosa, Gm). because a
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slight swelling has been observed under the
throat and chin.

The Dseren of the Mongoles. Hoany-yang, OT Yellow Goat
of China (Ant. Gutturosa. Pall.), Schreb. CCLXXV.

Presents again almost the same distribution of
colours and the same horns as the Gazelle, pro
perly so named. but in size it approaches the
Deer. and the male has a strong protuberance.
produced by the larynx, and a large pouch
under the belly. The female has no horns.
This species lives in troops in the dry plaius
of central Asia, and avoids both water and the
forest.

The Springbock, or Pouched Gazelle (Ant. Euchore.
For,t.), Buff. Supp. VI. pl. XXI.

Numerous herds of this species fill the south
of Africa; it is larger than the Gazelle, but of the

\

same make and colour; and distinguished by
a fold of the skin of the croup, furnished
with white hairs. which opens and enlarges at
every leap made by the animal.

The Saiga (Ant. Saiga. Pall.) Colus 0/ Strabo. &hreb.
CCLXXVI.

Inhabits Hungary and the south of Poland and
Russia, it has the horns of the Gazelle, but they
are yellowish and transparent. It is as large
as a deer. Its fur yellow in summer becomes

v~~ c
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whitish gray in winter. Its cartilaginous, thick,
and swelled muzzle, with very open nostrils,
obliges it to feed in retrograding. The species
sometimes unite in herds of ten thousand.

The Antelope of India (Ant. Cervicapra, Pall.) Buff.
Supp. VI. XVIlI. XIX.

Is also very similar to the Gazelle, but it~ horns
have a triple flexure. They make offensive
weapons of them in India by uniting two with
the points opposed. The female is .without
horns.-

b. Horns annulated with a double bend, but
contrariwise to the preceding subdivision, and
the point backward.

The BubaliB of the Ancients (Ant. Bubalis; Lin.), vul-
garly the Barbary Cow. Buff. Supp. VI. XIV.

With heavier proportions than the other spe
cies, the head long and thick, of the size of a
stag, with yellow fur, except 'the end of the
tail, which is terminated by a black tuft.
Common· in Barbary.

The Caama, (Ant. Caama~ Cuv.) The Cape Sta9 of the
Hollanuers. Buff. Supp. V I. pl. xv.

Similar to the preceding, but with the curves

• To this subdivision also belongs the Purple Antelope (Ant. Pg
garga), Schr. CCLXXlll •• and the Bp/xJ· (..4nl. Stmegale,,,i,.). the horns
only of which are known. Buff. XII. pl. XXXlI. t. unless it be the same
as the Rlllah of S. Daniels, African Scenery, pl. IX., which much re
sembles the Gazelle, but is larger.
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of the horns more angular; a space round the
base, a band on the bottom of the forehead, a
line on the neck, a longitudinal band on each
leg, and the end of the tail black. Common at
the Cape.

c. Horns annulated, straight, or little bent.

The Oryx (Ant. Oryx, Pall.), ill-named Pasan by Buf
fOD. Supp. VI. pl. XVII. Cape Chamois of the Hol
landers.

Size of a stag, with slender horns, two or three
feet long, straight, pointed, round, annulated
obliquely at the lower third, smaller in the fe
male; fur ashy, head white, barred with black;
a black band on the spine, and one on each
flank; a deep brown spot on the shoulders,
and Jne on the thigh. The tail long and
blackish, and the fur of the spine directed to
ward the neck. This singular animal is the
Oryx of ~lian. and it is from an individual
which had lost one horn that the idea first ori
ginated of the Unicorn, so celebrated by the
discussions it has occasioned. It is found to the
north of the Cape and in the interior of Africa.
Its hoofs longer than in the other species facilitate
its climbing rocks. and it frequents mountainous
countries by preference.-

.. The AnI. Leucon"x. Schreb. CCLVI. B, and AnI. Gozelle, appear to be
only varietietl of the Oryx; but the Klip-apringer (dnl. Oreotragru).
Buff. Sup. Vi. pl. XVII., the Grim (Ant. Grimmia), id. ib. lIl. pl. XIV.

C 2
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d. Horns annulated with a simple bend, the point
backward.

The Blue Antelope (Ant. Leucophma, Gm.). Commonly
caUed the Blue Goat, ill-named. Tseiran. Buff. Supp. VI.
pl. xx.

Rather larger than the Stag, of a bluish ash colour,
the horns large in both sexes, uniformly bent, and
with more than twenty annuli.

The Equine Antelope (Ant. Equina, Geoff.)

As large as a horse, reddish gray, head brown,
a white Sp?t before each eye, a mane on the
neck, &c.

e. Horns annulated with a simple bend, the points
forward. t

The Nanguer (Ant. Dama, Lin.), probably the Dama of
Pliny, Buff. XII. pl. XXXIV.

As big as a roebuck, yellow, the neck, the under
part of the body and the hind part white.
From Senegal.·

f. Horns with spiral ridges.

and the Guvey (Ant. Pygtnea), have short horns, 80 little bent that they
might be referred to this section. The Duiker, or Plunging Goat of the
Cape, which Allamand confounded with the Grimme and the OureM,
(Ant. Scoparia), Schreb. CCLVI. appear to be nearly allied to them.

* To this subdivision belongs the Nago (Ant. Redu.nca). Buff. Xl!.
pl. XLVII. The Rict-reebock, or Reed Antelope (Ant. EcleotragUB),
Scbreb. Schr. CCLXVI. (Ant. Arundi"acea, Shaw), Buff. Supp. VI. pl.
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The Canna (Ant. Oreas. Pall.). Cape Elk of the Hol
landers. Named improperly Coudous by Buff. Supp. VI.,
pl. XII.

As large as the strongest horse, with thick,
straight conical horns, surrounded with a spi
ral ridge; fur grayish, a slight mane along the
spine, a sort of. dewlap under the neck, the
tail terminated by a tuft. It lives in troops in
the mountains north of the Cape. lff

The CoudOU8 (Ant. Strepeiseros, Pall.), improperly named
Condoma by Buff. Supp. VI. J;l. XIII.

As large as a stag, gray brown, striped across
with white; large horns in the male only,
smootp., with a triple bend, and a single longi
tudinal ridge slightly spiral; a little beard un
der the chin, a mane along the spine. Lives
insulatedly northward of the Cape.

l!' With smooth horns.

The Nylgau (Ant. Pieta et 7'rago Camelus). Buff. Supp.
VI. pl. x. and XI.

As large or larger than a stag, the horns short,

XXlIl. and XlI:1V. This species is probably the same 8S the Koh. (Ant.
Kob,) oC which the horns only are known. Bujf. XII. pl. XXXII. f. I.

The Gn'eabock, the Steinbock, and the Beckbock oC Forster, Buff. Supp.
VI. p. 186, should also belong to it.

• Near to the Canna ought to be placed the Guib, (Ant, Scripta.)
BuJl. XII. pl. XL.; the BOBch-bock (Ant. Slllvalica.) B,-,!tf. Stipp. VI.
xxv.

- I
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bent forward, a beard under the middle of the
throat, the fur grayish, black and white rings on
the feet; the female without horns.

This species belongs to India.

The Chamois (Ant. Rupicapra, L.), Buff. XII. pl. XVI.

Ysard of the Pyrenees.

The only ruminant in the west of Europe that
can be compared with the Antelope; has,
nevertheless, particular characters; its straight
horns are suddenly bent backward, like a
hook; behind each ear, under the skin, is
a sac, which opens outwardly by a little ori
fice. The size of the Chamois is that of a
large goat. It has the fur deep brown, with a
black band descending from the eye toward
the muzzle. It runs with the greatest agility
among steep rocks, and continues in small
troops in the middle regions of the highest
mountains.

The Gnou, or Niou (Ant. Gnu. Gm.), Buff. Supp. VI. pl.
VIII. and IX.

Differs still more than the Chamois from the
Common Antetope, and seems, even at first view,
a monster composed of parts of different ani
mals. It haG the body and crupper of a small
horse, covered with brown fur; the tail is fur
nished with long white hairs, like that of a
horse, and on the neck is a handsome' stl'E,\ight

~
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mane, white at the bottom, and black at the
end of the hairs. The horns approximated
and enlarged at their base, like that of the Buf
falo of the Cape, descend outwardly, and
turn up at the point. The muzzle is large,
flat, and surrounded with a circle of pro
jecting hairs; under the throat and dewlap is
a second black mane. The feet have all the
lightness of those of the Stag. Both sexes have
horns.

This animal lives in the mountains nOl'thward
of the Cape, where it appears to be very rare,
the ancients, nevertheless, had some know
ledge of it.·

The three remaining genera have the bony core
of their horns occupied principally by little cells,
which communicate with the frontal sinus. The di
rection of their horns has furnished the characters for
their division.

The GOATS (CAPRA, L.),

Have the horns directed upward and backward.
Their chin is generally furnished with a long beard.
and their forehead concave.

The .1Egagre, or Wild Goat, (Capra Algagrus, Gm.) Cu".
Menag. du Mus. in 8vo., IL J77.

Which appears to be the stock of all the varie-

• It is probably this animal which haa given occasion for their Catahle
ptU. See Pliny, lib. VII. C. XXXVI. and ...Elian, lib. VI. c. v.
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ties of our domestic goats, is distinguished by
its horns, edged in front, very large in the male;
short, and occasional]y none, in the female,
which is sometimes the case in the two species
of Ibex. It inhabits the mountains of Persia
gregariously, where it is known under the name
of PalJeng, and perhaps also the mountains of
many other countries, even the Alps. The
oriental bezoar is a concretion found in its in
testines.

The Goat and the domestic species (Capra Hircua)
vary infinitely in size, colour, the length and fine
ness of the fur, size and number of horns. The
Angora Goats in Cappadocia have the longest and
most silky fur. 'The goats of Guinea, called Mam
brines, and Whida, are very small, and have the
horns reclining backwards. All these animals are
robust, capricious, wandeIing, feeling their mountain
ous origin, preferring dry and wild places, and living
on coarse grass and the shoots of young trees.
They are very injurious to the forests. Scarcely
any but the kids are eaten, but their milk is useful
in many diseases. The female can produce at
seven months, her gestation is five months, and she
generally has two at a birth. The male can propa
gate at a year old; one will suffice for more than one
hundred females; he is old at five or six years.

The Bouquetin, or Ibex (Capra Ibex, L.), Buff. XII. pl. XIII.

Has large horns, square in front, and marked
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•

with prominent transverse knots. It inha
bits the most elevated summits of the highest
chains of mountains of the whole ancient con
tinent.

The Caucasian Ibex (Capra Caucasica), Guldenst. Act.
Petrop. 1779. II. pl. XVI. XVII.

Is distinguished by large triangular horns, ob
tuse, but not square in front, knotty like those of
the preceding. The two species mix with the
Domestic Goat."

The SHBEP (Ovis),

Have the horns directed backward, and returning
spirally, more or less in front; their forehea d il!l ge
nerally convex, and they are without a beard. They
so little merit being separated generically from the
goats, that they produce a prolific mongrel breed. As
in the Goats, there are several races or wild species
very nearly approximated.

The Argali of Siberia ( Ov. Ammon, L.), Pall. Spic.
XI. I.

The male of which has very thick horns, with
the base triangular, rounded at the angles, flat
tened in front, striped acr06S; and the female
with the horns compressed, and in form of a

• Add. The maned Bouquetin of Africa, Takaitre of S. Daniel's 4/"ri
can ScetU!rg. pl. XxIV•
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scythe. Its summer fur is short yellowish
gray; the winter fur is thick, hard, reddish
gray, with white, or whitish, on the muzzle,
throat, and under the belly. There is at
all times, as in the Stag, a yellowish space round
the tail, which is very short. This animal
inhabits the mountains of all Asia, and becomes as
large as a fallow deer.

The Mujfton, or Mufirme of Sardinia, Muffoli of Corsica,
Buff. XI. pl. XXIX.

Differs from it in not being so large, and the
female is without horns, or, if with them, very
small. I t is said to be found also in Crete.
There are varieties, partially or altogether black,
and others more or less white.

There is reason to think that

The Mouflon of America (Ov. Montana), Geoff. An. Mus.
II. pl. LX. Schreb. CCXIV. D.

Is a species of Argali, which has been able to pass
the sea on the ice. Its horns are very thick, and
are more completely spira.l than in the common
speCIes.

The Moufton of Africa (0.,. Tragelapkus, Cuv.), Pen. No.
XII. Shaw. pl. CCII. 2.

With the fur soft and reddish, with a long pen- .
dant mane under the neck, and another at each

•
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wrist; the tail short; appears to be a distinct
species. It inhabits the rocky countries. of the
whole of Barbary, and M. Geoffroy has observed
it in Egypt.

It is from the Mouflon, or the Argali, that we are
supposed to derive the numerous races of our woolly
animals, which, next to the Dog, seem most subject
to vary.

lVe have them in Europe with common wool,
in size large or small; with horns, large or small,
without horns in the female, and in both sexes with
out. The most interesting varieties are those of
Spain, with fine crisp wool, large spiral horns
in the male, and of England with fine and long
wool. A variety begins to spread throughout
Europe.

The most extended variety in southern Russia has
a very long tail; those of India and of Guinea,
which also have the tail long, are distinguished by
their long legs, convex forehead, pendant ears,
and by the absence of horns and short wool. The
north of Europe and of Asia has almost everywhere
small sheep, with a very short tail.

The race of Persia, Tartary, and China, has the
tail entirely transformed into a double globe of fat,
that of Syria and B~rbary has it, in truth, long, but
also charged with a suety mass of fat. In both, the
ears are pendant; the horns thick in the rams, mo
derate in the other sex and in the lambs, and the wool
mixed with fur.

Sheep are everywhere valuable for the flesh, suet,
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milk, skin, fur. and dung; their flocks, well managed,
carry fertility everywhere. .

Lambs are weaned at two months old, are cas
trated at six, and change their milk-teeth between one
and three years old. 'rhe young can procreate at a
year, and produce till ten or twelve; gestation con
tinues five months; they bring two young at a time.
The ram arrives at puberty in eighteen months; and
suffices for thirty females. They are fatted when about
eight years old.

The Ox (Bas, Lin.),

Has the horns directed sideways, turning upward
or forward, in form of 8. crescent; they are moreover
large animals, with a large muzzle, low structure and
stout legs.

The Common Ox (Bos Taurus, L.), Buff. IV. XIV.

Has for its specific character a flat forehead,
rather long than large, and round horns, placed
at the two extremities of a ridge vyhich sepa
rates the forehead from the occiput. In the
fossil crania which appear to have belonged to
this species in a wild state, these horns bend
forward, and toward the base; but in the
countless domestic varieties they have very
different directions and sizes, and are some
times altogether wanting. The common races
of the torrid zone have all a lump of fat on the
shoulden., and there are some among the num-
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her which are scarcely bigger than the hog. All
the world knows the utility of these animals for
labour, for their flesh, fat, hides, and milk; their
horn even is employed for useful purposes.

The cow is gravid nine months, and can breed
at eighteen, the bull at two years. The male is
mutilated at eighteen months or two years old, and
is fattened at ten.

The AU'rocks of the Germans, Zubr of the Polanders (Bos
Urns, Gm.), Urns, or Bison of the ancients, Gem. CLVII.

Passes generally, but improperly, for the wild
stock of the horned cattle. I t is distinguished
from them by its prominent forehead, rather large
than high, by the attachment of the horns below
the occipital crest, by the height of its legs, by
an additional pair of ribs, and by its grunting
voice. It is a fierce animal, confined at present
to the great marshy forests of Lithuania, of the
Krapacs, and of Caucasus. but which formerly
inhabited the whole of the temperate parts of
Europe. It is the largest quadruped, after the
Rhinoceros.

The Bison of America, Buffalo of the Anglo-Americans
(Boa Bison, L. B~ Americanw, Gm.), Buff. Supp. Ill. v.

Has not hitherto been sufficien~ly compared with
the Aurochs. Its legs and tail appear shorter.
the fur of its head and beard longer, &c. It
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inhabits the whole of the temperate parts of South
America.

The Buffalo (Bos Bubalus, Lin.), Buff. XI. xxv.

Originally of India, and brought into Egypt,
Greece, and Italy during the middle ages, but
unknown to the ancients; with the forehead
convex, more long than large, the horns directed
sideways, and marked in front with a longitu
dinal ridge. It is a difficult animal to subdue;
it has great power, and prefers marshy places
and coarse plants, which the ox cannot live on.
Its milk is good; its hide very strong, but its flesh
is little esteemed.

There is a race of them in India with the horns
opening ten feet; it is called Arni in Hindustan, and
is the Bos A rni of Shaw.

The Yack (BOB Grunniena, Pall.), Buffalo with horse's
tail. G'l'Unti7l9 Cow of Tartary, Schreb. CCXCIV. A. B.

Is a small species, with the tail entirely fur
nished with long hairs, like that of the horse,
and with a long mane on the back; its head
appears to resemble that of the Buffalo, but its
horns are not hitherto sufficiently described. This
animal, of which .l'Elian has spoken, is originally
of the mountains of Thibet. It is with its

tail that the standards still in use among the
Turks were first made, to distinguish the superior
officers.
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The Cape Buffalo (Bos Caffer, Sparm.). Schreb. eeel.

Has very large horns, directed sideways and
upwards, remounting at the point, flat, and so
large at. their base that they nearly cover all the
forehead, leaving between them only a triangular
space, the point of which is upward. It is a very
large animal, extremely ferocious; inhabits the
woods of Caffi-a.ria.

The Musk Ox of America (Bos Moschatus, Gm.), Schreb.
cecil. The Head, Buff. Supp. VI. III.

Has the horns close, and directed like the pre
ceding, but meeting on the forehead by a right
line; the female has them smaller and sepa
rated. I t is low on the legs, covered with a
tufted fur which hangs to the ground. Its tail
is extremely short; it emits more powerfully the
musky odour common to all the genus. It is
only seen in the coldest parts of North America,
but it appears that its scull and its bones have
sometimes been carried by the ice to Siberia. The
Esquimaux make bonnets of the tail, the fur of
which falling on their visage defends them from
the musquitoes.

•



SUPPLEMENT TO THE ORDER
RUMINANTIA.

By MAloa CHARLES HAMILTON SMITH,
KAiglll qftIN IItli~ omr of Irlllillll,

FoB.S.II_L.S.• "'c. "'c.

IN reviewing the Ruminantia, it appears necessary to extend
the observations on their character and structure, somewhat
beyond the strict outline which Baron Cuvier has furnished,
in the definitions of this order. For this purpose we shall
combine a few extracts from the works of comparative ana.
tomists of this country, on the internal structure of the ani.
mals in question, with some remarks taken from our author's
able work on fossil hones, so as to supply a more distinct con
ception of the final causes for which they were created, and by
which they exist.

Ruminating animals, in common with most qua.d.rupeds,
have the legs shorter in proportion to the length of the trunk,
and their spines more flexible than man; by means of this
formation, their progressive motion is facilitated, and their
.food attained with ease. In most species the epiglottis covers
the rima entirely, having no apparent uvula, hut a gland
secreting mucus to lubricate the food, and to act at the same
time as a valve to prevent the substance swallowed from re
turning into the mouth, while the animal feeds, which is
mostly with the head downwards: this gland is placed on the
upper part of the pharynx behind the cricoid cartilage. In
the skull the parietal bones form but one, assuming the shape
of a belt, behind and above the frontals; these are very long.
and form a powerful arch over the orbits to secure the eyes,
and give a firm seat to the roots of the horns.

VOL. IV. n
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By the length of the nose and the convolute surface on
which the Schneidarian membrane is stretched. ruminants
are emlowed with an acute sense of smelling, necessary for
the nice selection of their food. in the choice of which the pre
ference is so predisposed, that while nearly all the genera
and species will feed on the most common plants. each have
some particularly grateful or harmless to them, so that scarce
any exist that are not adapted to this special end of subser
viency to animated nature. Their ears are placed far back
and very moveable. the most advantageous position for hear
ing behind the animal while feeding, because at that mo
ment it is most exposed to ullseen danger. the attention and
eyes being engaged in a great measure before it: the pupil
of the eyes. in the whole order, is invariably of an oblong
foml, enabling them to take a more extenllive horizontal range
of vision without turning the head or lifting it from their food.
The eye is furnished with a nictitating membrane stretching
from the inner canthus to nearly half over the ball, thus pro
tect.in!?: those organs from danger while in search of their food.
In common with other quadrupeds, they possess a seventh
muscle of the eye, called suspensorius, fixed in the sclerotic
coat. and intended to sustain the weight of the orb. and to

prevent the optic nerve being stretcht'd; the posterior part of
the cricoid coat, called the tapetum, is. in them. generally of a
green passing into a blue colour, to enable them to see their
food the better, and facilitate vision in the dark.

To the strength of their skulls, already noticed, are added
in most species, osseous prolongations from the forehead,
forming either sessile antlered horns, or bony cores, upon
which the horny covers vaginate and const.ruct true horns:
these serve for defence, and for conquest among themselves
in the strife for females, it being intended by nature that the
most powerful should chiefly procreate the breed, and thus
transmit the character of the species in full vigour to pos
terity.
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The neck is in general IE.'ngthened, so as in conjunction
with the maxillm, which are also long, to reach their food
with greater ease. The spinous processes of the "ertebrlB of
the neck diminish in proportion to its length. The ribs are
broad and thick. The tuberosity near the head of the hume
rus or thigh-bone of the atlantal extremity, and the rough
edge of the bone, give greater space for the insertion of strong
muscles; and the two bones of the fore-leg, (radius and cubi
tus,) nearly grown together, give great firmness to the anterior
limbs, facilitate forward movement, amI prevent nearly all
lateral motion; the toes, externally appearing as two only, are
in number the same as in other animals, though all are not
equally developed.

The haunch-bone is shaped like a hammer, with the an
terior part of the spine extremely large, furnishing room fOi'
broad and strong muscles, for the same purpose as in the
atlantal, and for defpnce, by adding great force in kicking;
the extremities collectively being admirably adapted to sustain
the heavy mass which constitutes the trunk.

As there is in the tl'xt of the Animal Kingdom a full de
tail of the four stomachs which the animals of this Ol'der
posst'Ss, we shall only subjoin that, by thE.'ir unitoo action, the
food is so completply digested, and converted into chyle, that
they can subsist, in proportion, upon a much smaller quantity
than horses or asses, whose organization not being the same,
void theirs very little altered, and, conspquently, want a
greater quantity: hence also their dung is less useful as ma
nure than that of horses.

The season of copulation is periodical in all the species of
this order; and announces itself after the period when their
food has been most abundant, when the horns of some genera
have been relll'oduced; of others, when their bony core has
received its increase, and the horny sheath prolonged by
additional ringlets at the bottom; when, in tbe hornlpsB
!ppCie5, a fetid humour ill distilled from orifices in the back

D2
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of the head, the pouch near the prepuce is filled with musky
matter, or discharges take place at the nose; secretions which
pl:'rhaps carry off the superabundance of a fluid, which,
under other combinations, is productive of the osseous increase
of the horns in some, or of their regeneration in others: when
these symptoms, singly or collect.ively, have appeared in the
males they become more restless and bolder than before,
they use their voice and are pugnacious. With the females
gestation is so arranged by the unerring law of nature, that
parturition does not come on 'until renovated verdure supplies
ample means of subsistence, and of concealment of their off
spring; then, in their turn, they become bold, daring and
sagacious, until their young are able in a great measure to
shift for themselves.

Of the instinctive faculties and int.elligence of ruminating
animals, we shall speak under the heads of their respective
genera, eXCl:'pt.ing inasmuch as their faculties are operative
colll:'ctively. and between one genus and another. Although
we know but little of these qualities in animals, the most
obvious species of which are degenerated in this particular,
by the interventional care of man; yet we may infer, that
even those degraded creatures, unused as they are to exer
cise their instinct, have the means of communicating not
only the wants of one indi,"idual of a species to another,
bllt also of one genus to another. The following fact,
which happened before our eyes, may serve as a proof of this
opinion ;-

During an afternoon walk with a friend on a hill Ilear
Coventry, we observed sevl:'ral sheep standing with stead
fast looks round the head of a cow which was grazing:
their fixed attitude altracted our attention, and as we came
up, the Cow suddenly raised her head, and the Sheep opened
~l:'fore her, as we imagined, to go out of our way; she did
not, however, proceed more than a dozen yards, before
she rl:'ached a gravid Ewl:', which, hitherto unnoticed by
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us, had fallen over on her back, and was unable to recO\"er
herself from that perilous position. The Cow placed the tip
of her horns close under the side of the animal, and gave a
slight toss, 80 dexterously managed, as to enable the Ewe to
get instantly on her feet; meantime the other sheep had dis
persed, and the two animals walked their way.

The Camels. (Camelus, Linn.)

The name by which these animals are generally known in
Europe, is evidently derived from an eastern root-Djemel of
the Arabs, Gamel or Gimal of the Hebrews, and points out
the quarter where they have been domesticated from a period
anterior to all historical documents. In the systematic ar
rangements of the ruminating order, authors place them at the
bead of the series, because they possess exclusively some cha
racters which indicate !Itill an affinity with the Pachydermous
families, and others which are strictly their own. Among the
former are the anomalous character of the teeth, a thick hide,
and the horny.soles of their feet; among the latter, that addi
tional pouch or large fold in the paunch, serving as a reservoir
for water, and the structure of. the urinary apparatus, which
renders them retromillgent: but the presence or absence of
the hunch or hunches on the Lack, and the r.allosities on the
sternum and joints may be questioned, some eminent natu
ralists having even asserted, that they were not natural, but
accidental characters, the result of long subjection and abso
lute lliavery.

Not.withstanding the assertion of the Negroes, that camels
in a wild state are still to be found in the mountains of Cen
tral Africa, and of others, that an unreclaimed species exists
in the country of the Calmucks; it may be doubted whether
they be other than strayed or emancipated individuals *.

• According to M. Desmoulins. the Camel existed in 11 wild slate
in Arabia in the tiOle of ArtemidoruB, or the period of Hadrian.
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We can therefore only view them as they exist in a domestic
character, and as such they must be regarded as one of the
mo!!t important conquests of man over the brute creation.
Nor can we consider the victory thus obtained as the result of
force alone, when the stature and power of the animal, the
obstinacy and fierceness with which he resists ill treatment in
bis present condition, be taken into account; much, nay most,
should be a!!cribed to a confident nature in the creature and
persevering gentleness in man.

The teeth of the Camel offer molars possessed of the
general character of the Ruminantia, but they do not present
a continuous series in the upper maxilla; the foremost, in the
shape of a crook, being separated from the others, and placed
midway in the diastema, or interval in the mouth, between the
molars and the incisors. Before these are two strong canines,
and what is more singular, instead of a total absence of incisors
in the upper jaw, as obtains in all other ruminants, two cor
responding to the lateral ones appear, ~nd have likewise the
form of canines; so that the animal shews three of them on
t'ach side of the upper maxilla. Below, the two external
incisors assume a corresponding pointed form, and insert
themselves between the upper incisor and the canine behind
it; and the foremost of the molars, particularly in old
animals, growing likewise in the diastema, with the forms
of a canine, reduces the true grinders to five, and offers
two of these pointed crooked canines on each side of that

jaw.
The feet are divided into two toes without being sepa

rated, for a horny sole spreads from the heel forwards
under the foot, uniting the middle part, and leaving the
toes only free; tIlese are pl"Otected by a short unguicular

nail.
If to these distinctions we add the callosities of the

sternum, and two on the joints of each leg, the linear form
of the nostrils, the division of the upper lip, and the hunches
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on the back, we have nearly all the external character of
the Camel; but exclusive of these, its body is large, neck
long and bent, ears short, eyes prominent and dull, and
legs disproportioned, long, and meagre; exhibiting altogether
an assemblage so ugly and stupid, that it requires all
the partiality of Arabian eyes to perceive the propriety
of that image in their poetry, which compares a young
bride in her nuptial attire as r< moving gracefully like a
young cameL" These apparent disproportions are how
ever in reality only manifestations of that great will, which
adapts every thing with wonderful precision to its destined
end: for in the hands of nature true disproportion is
nowhere to be found; and although we cannot at all times
point out the direct motive for given characters, yet in
the case before us several may be assigned with con
fidence.

Thus the particular structure of the teeth indicate a pre
dilection for food not obtained by grazing, but by browsing
on shrubs, leaves, and branches, which require the action of
powerful means to tear down and masticate; and although
in Europe, or where fodder is plentifully served, the animal
will pick with care the very best, we know that, in his
native regions, he feeds on bitter artemisia, thistles, mimosas,
and other thorny trees and shrubs, such as the guwasse, ~c.

For this particular purpose he is furnished with a divided
upper lip, each separately moveable and slightly exten
sile; which he uses like palpi to feel. examine, touch,
and to turn the substances into the mouth wit.h great
dexterity.

The nostrils having the form of slits. open and close at the
will of the animal, and are admirably adapted to inhale the
air, and exclude the acrid dust of the sandy deserts. To
enable him to move with facility on a soft and sinking surface,
his feet are broad and cushion-shaped, and his limbs long
and elevated; he picks the thorny bushes as he passes
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along without halting; and provided with the extraordinary
apparatus in the ventriculus to carry water, he resists the
burning heat for ten or even twelve days without drinking;
and if, during this space of time, his food haa been still more
Icanty than his sober habits demand, or the few dates, beans,
or cakes usually in store for him are exhausted, the fat
which composes almost the whole of the hunch or hunches
on his back serves as an extra supply of nutriment: the
hunches are reduced; their substance, re-absorbed, returns
into the general circulation, and supports him to the end of
the journey, or until he sinks under privations which no other
animal, differently constituted, could have borne for half the
period.

The Camel sees and hears well, but of all his senses that
of smell is the most acute; by this beneficent provision, when
long deprived of water, h.e will snuff the air and discover its
preSf'nce at the distance of more than two miles, and disre
garding all opposition, hasten to obtain it; stirring the wafE'r
with his feet to a state of mud before he drinks. By this
faculty of the Camel, whole caravans are sometimes saved
from destruction, so that it is not only eminently useful to
himself, but of the most vital importance to all who share his
dangers and fatigues.

To the wild Arab of the desert, the Camel is all that his
necessities require; he feeds on the flesh, drinks the milk,
makE'S clothes and tents of the hair, belts, sandals, saddles,
and buckets of the hide; he conveys himself and family on
his back, makes his pillow of his side, and his shelter of
him against the whirlwind of sand; couched in a circle
around him, his camels form a fence, and in battle au in
trenchment, behind which his family and property are obsti
nately and often successfully defended; the dung furnishes
fuel and litter for the horses, and the urine produces sal
ammoniac.

All these ath-antages arl' a necessary rpsult of the con-
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l5titutional faculties and structure of the Camel, when re~

siding in the .locality assigned him by nature; under an
other atmosphere, his qualifications become less important,
and his conformation less applicable. In Tartary and
Southern Russia, where the Bactrian species (longer of body
and shorter of limb than the Arabian) is harnessed to

wheel-carriages, and even to the plough, the elevation of his
shoulders evidently produces a waste of strength; and
in a country where herbage and water are proportionably
abundant, his sobriety is not required. If the Camel is
transferred to rocky and mountainous regions, his feet soon
wear, and he ascends and descends with great awkward
ness. If he be brought into temperate regions, the frequent
mud, and above all, the thawed snows, soften his feet, and
he is unable to work; as is at least partially experienced
in central and Northern Asia, notwithstanding that the
Bactrian CampI, again provided by nature for his particular
locality, has soles of greater hardness than the Arabian,
and the dissolution of the snow is exceedingly rapid when once
bPgun.

Although the Greek and Roman writers take universally
as little notice of the Camel as an inhabitant of North
Western Africa or Egypt, as they speak repeatedly of him
in Syria, Arabia, and the rest of 'Vestprn Asia, we may
conclude, from the above considerations, that the predestined
habitation of the genus was on the sandy deserts of the Za
bara, as well as the plains of Arabia, Persia, the Indies, and
Southern Tartary.

The silence of profane writers is compensated by the 16th
\'eriltl chap. xii. of Gtmesis, where Pharaoh, the King of
Egypt, bestows camels upon Abram; consequently their
presence in the valley of the Nile is established before the
;era of the earliest Greek or Roman writers. In all obvious
cases, the intelligence of man may be considered as acting
in unison with t.he intentions of nature; now, as this saga-
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city to appreciate his own interests had already in the earliest
ages carried the Camel owr India, China, and middle Rus
sia, it is ct!rtainly rather surprising that the Romans, in
their frequent wars in Northern Africa, should not have
found them of sufficient import.ance to be mentioned, till
Procopius first notices Camel-riding Moors in arms against
Solomon, the Lieutenant of Belisarius: from that period,
and most particularly during the progress of the sword of
the Koran to Morocco, the Camel is the most striking, and
cousidered the most useful animal in the country. It is pro
bable that this animal increased iu proportion as agriculture
diminished, at least the two faefs are coeval. With the
Koran, also, the Camels first crossed the Bosphonls, and
spread with the Turks over their present dominions in Eu
rope j the late Emperor Leopold, when Grand Duke of
Tuscany, introduced them into Italy, where they have since
multiplied considerably, and they would no doubt be useful
in rural economy, if transferred to our colonies of the Cape
of Good Hope, Sierra Leone, and the interior of New Hol
land.

The Camel, emphatically described by the Arabian epithet
the Ship of the Desert, is in truth the link by which many
nations separated by boundless wastes are connected, not
only in all their commercial relations, but even in almost
every communication: his strength, docility, and endurance
of privations alone render the intercourse practicable: but
it is only in those regions that his utility stands unrivalled j

in other countries, as for example India, his qualifications
are less pre-eminent, though certainly still invaluable. In
that country thousands are employed to convey the baggage
of the British armies, but they proceed with difficulty
through broken ground; from the length of their legs, they
are apt to, what is termed, split, or dislocate their limbs
on slippery soil j still in pl'olonged forced marches they
keep up better than elephants or oxen. It is asserted
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that the Bactrian species will carry fTom one thousand to
one thousand two hundred weight; but the Arabian. as
used in India, seldom bears more than seven hundred.
and under this load will move, at the rate of two and a
half miles an hour: across the immense plains of the Za
hara. where water and food are rarely dispersed, their jour
nE'Ys being necessarily longer, are made at the rate of three
miles the hour, and the animals seldom carry more than four
hundred weighL

The Camel was used in war long before the invasion of
Egypt by the French. Without referring to the ancients, the
Chinese employed them in 1755.9 against the Eleuths:
their Military Mandarin and Commander-in-Chief, Akony,
carried swivels on their backs. In India, camels similarly
armed precede the Nabobs on occasions of state, to fire
salutes; and the East India Company maintains a corps of
dromedaries mountt>d by two men each. and armed with
musquetoons or swivels. Amongst the Arabs and Tartars
tbe Camels are led out to browse on the pastures in large
flocks. tbe males being kept separate from the females, and
both return at night to the habitations; their tongue is soft
and long, and they are particularly fond of salt. The males,
more especially in the rutting season, are impatient and
quarrelsome among each other. In their battles they bite
with great 'fehemence, endeavouring at the same time to
press their opponent down with the weight of their
shoulders. In these struggles they madden, as the trans
lator of Antal' expresses it, at each otber, witb awkward
fury, till one is compelled to fly. or is thrown down and
trampled upon by the victor. At this period, they are, on
certain occasions of ft'stivity, led out and made to fight for
show; and we must not upbraid the patient cruelty that
excitt>s them to the combat, since this favoured country,
with all its enlightened philanthropy, is not without its
numerous abettors of similar disgraceful practices. Aleppo
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appears to be the principal place where the combats of camels
are among the public amusements.

But beside the use of his fonnillable teeth, in resisting
the ill treatment of man, or the aggressions of dogs or
hyrenas, the Camel kicks with the hind feet and strikes with
the fore. We have an instance related by an eye-witness
of the dreadful bite of this animal, which happened ill
India, when a Must Camel (one furious in the rutting ex
citement) tore off the ann of a lad, whose person was with
difficulty rt'scued from the further grasp of the ferocious
beast; which, when the victim was withdrawn, stood ill
terri6c exultation over the torn limb, nor suffered anyone
to approach it, till his attention was attracted by some other
object. Under these paroxysms of fury, and also during
copulation, they foam at the mouth, and protrude from be
tween their tt'eth a membranous bag of a blood-red colour,
which hangs on one or the other side of the mouth, and ap
pears, by the late investigation of Professor Savi of Pisa, to
be no other than the uvula, which, contrary to what we find
the case in others, is in adults of this genus greatly deve
loped, and so constituted as to be inflateable and protruded
under certain circumstances of excitement. There remains,
however, some doubt whether this organization is absolutely
similar in all the Camels, it having been observed at Paris
in somt', and not in others, a circumstance which Mr. Ritcher
of Konigsberg considers as perhaps an indication of difference
of species.

Although the external appearance of the Camel is dis

agreeable, his memory is gocd; this enables man to train
him.to lie down to receive his load, and again to be unloaded:
some it is said will even assist in the performance of
this business, but the burden imposed upon them must
not exceed their strength, or they will refuse to rise, and
become very obstinate. From the ~reat docility and pa
tience of the animal, evinced by the numbers which con-
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stantly perish under their loads, it must be inferred that
this obstinate refusal arises from the presentiment of
their inability to perform the task imposed: the con
viction of which is manifested to them when endeavouring
to get the hind legs under them in rising, for they feel the
weight in the first instance upon the loins, where Camels
are weakest. Under the load which they will carry with
out compulsion, it is often observed in caravans, when the
fatigue become8 excessive, that the Camels begin to per
spire profusely, and if in this state they cannot be speedily
relieved, they soon drop, and discharging a quantity of
water from the mouth, expire. Their usual progress in
travelling depends on the assigned stations, which vary
according to local circumstances, mostly dependent upon
the presence of water; they are in general from sixteen to
twenty-four miles distant from each other, and the enor·
mous weight of one thousand and twelve hundred pounds
imposed, is not what is actually carried on the road, but ge
nerally superadded before they enter towns or places where
duties are levied by ti;le load, which causes the drivers to
pack the burdens of three upon two camels until they have
passed the custom-house, the light camels paying none. But
for speed and on urgent occasions of danger, the Arabs of
the desert will go fifty miles and more in twenty-four hours,
with their loaded household camels; and the variety of the
true Dromedary, or Mahairy, carrying only a single man,
moves with wonderful rapidity, leaving a caravan, to re
connoitre in the desert as far as the eye can reach, and reo
turning in an incredibly short space of time; these will

traverse for several successive days spaces from seventy
to one hundred miles in the twenty-four hours *. The

• It is somewhere asserted that a Bedouin carried a letter upon a
Hahairy in four days from Cairo to Mecca, a distance of at least ~ill:

hundred miles. If the fact be true, it can only have been effected, we
think, by the Arab having t;Omewhere a relay.
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genus is exclusively confined to the ancient continent of
the world. and the two known species, possibly both origi
nally Asiat.ic, have each a considerable variety of breeds
or races. adapted to the different wants of climate or
locality, for burden or speed, the result of long subju
gation. Both appear by nature to be clothed in a warm
fur, which becomes scantier only iu those which reside in
hot regions, and this circumstance seems to be a fair indi
cation that their primitive habitat was in a region oc
casionally cold; perhaps the southern foot of the Caucasan
Mountains was assigned to what we now name the Ara
bian species, and the arid plains beneath the nort.hern
confines of the Paropamisaden range, the wildernesses of
Gaznak and Chorasmia. east of the Caspian Sea, to the
Bactrian; at least some inferences to that effect may be
drawn from scatlpred hints in the Zeno, the poems of
Schah named Ferdusi, and in the Arabian epic composition
Autar, which dates at least as early as the Hegira. In
colour the several bl'eeds differ, from a deep brown, which
appears the primitive, to fawn colour aud white; at this
day, those residing towards the north are thickly clothed
in autumn and winter with two kinds of hair; one fine,
woolly and frizzled, the other long and strait; both are
well known ingredients in manufactures by t.he names of
Mohair and Camlets. In the spring, immediately after
the rutting season they become partially or entirely naked.
from whence we would induce a further confirmation of
the above geographical position, as at that period t.he lati
tudes indicated are already sufficiently warm.

The frizzled hair is almost entirely replacfd in the South
by a shorter, scantier fur; and the long, less rigid, is con
fined to the fore part of the neck, throat, shoulders, and
hunches. From tile period of heat in the animals, whi{'h
occurs early in the spring. the males, who are then what
is termed must, are observed to abstain in a great measure
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from food; they waste in strength, discharge a fetid hu
mour from the glandular orifices at the back of the head;
their eyes appear inflamed; they foam at the mouth, and
occasionally protrude the ensanguined bag already noticed;
the bunches on the back waste by degree.s till they collapse
in the form of an empty bag, and they show the singular
propensity to discharge their urine upon their tail, drawn
for that purpose close under the legs, and then to whisk
it smartly over the back. Copulation is effected, by the
male biting the female till she is compelled to lie down,
or in other species to drop on the fore knees; at this
period the male organs change their reverse position, and
assume the direction common to most other animals. The
females are gravid a twelvemonth, and produce only one at
a time; the calf is born with an incipient hunch, the eyes
open, and without the callosities on the sternum and joints,
which appear only as it increases in growth. It sucks a
whole year, insensibly learning to browse; at the end of the
second year puberty commences, but four years elapse
before it is adult, and six or seven ere it reaches maturity.
According to the treatment which camels endure, thl'ir lon
gevity may extend to thirty-five or forty years, but in India
they are considered old so early as their nineteenth.

Buffon and others imagined that the Bactrian and Arabian
specil's were specifically the same, because, as stated by
Olearius, they intermix and produce a prolific breed; but
this opinion is not gl'neral; and M. F. euvier justly ob
senes, that if the fact were true, it would not singly con
stitute sufficient proof of identity in t.he species; and al
though it must be admitted that, without the difference of
the hunches, there are scarce sufficil'nt characters to dis
tinguish them, still it would be nece!lsary, before the opinion
of Buffon can be adopted, to show the intermediate breed
proceeding from the commixture of the two species.

Some inference of the state of their intelligence may
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be drawn from their obstinacy on some OCf'ASions, and
their impatient haste for veng('ance on account of ill
usage on others: he who has given offence is sure to incur
their resentment the first opportunity; but having once
gratified this feeling, all remembrance of the injury is
past. From a knowledge of this fact, the camel-drivers,
when they have cause to apprehend this vindictive trait
in the animal, drop their clothes ill his sight, and conceal
themselves; the beast instantly rushes at them, tosses them
about and tramples upon them; when his anger being
satisfied, the driver re-appears, and the whole business is
forgotten.

The Bactrian Camel (Camelu8 Bactrianus, Linn.) is
readily distinguished by the two hunches, one on the
shoulders, and the other on the croup; his height may be
considered as superior to the Arabian, and the bulk of his
body more considel·able. The large breed of this species at
tains seven feet and a half from the top of the huncht'S to
the ground; the legs are proportionably IIhort and the body
long; they have a considerable fleece or coat of hair, gene
rally of a dark brown colour. It forms a very large tuft,
covering the whole crown of the head, and is likewise very
abundant on the arm, and round the fore-knees, the throat
and hunches. Their rutting season commences at the end of
Autumn, and lasts nearly four months; at the end of which
time their hunches are sunk into a mere skin: in the be
ginning of spring they cast their coats, and are naked
nearly two months. This species is considered as originally
extant in ancient Bactriana, the present Turkestan, and the
country we before indicated, under its ancient and indige
nous names; they have spread from thence over Tartary,
Persia, Thibet, and China. It appears that it is this spe
cies noticed in the Antar, as "unknown among the Arabs
or in Cahtan (i.~. Eastern Arabia), and only found 111 the
dominions of Kosroe or Irak." If we take the Tartarian
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DalDe Tjuga as the original, the Persian Tjuter, and the
Tue, Tua, Dui, Tego, Tymi, and Tmmestri of the other
nations of Central and Eastern Asia, may be considered all
as derived from the same root, and support the opinion,
that the species with an indigenous name was not im
ported from the south. It is probably also the origin of the
Chinetle Tong; they having a breed, it would seem, of this
species, 90 peculiarly fleet as to be named Tong Kyo Fo, or
II camel with Feet of the wind ;" the Greeks of the Roman
period seem to have designated this species by t.he name of
Ditylus.

The ArabifJff, Camel, (Camel'IU Dromedarius, Linn.) is.
the species with only one hunch, and of which the Drome
dary, properly 110 called, is a brf"ed: thus a1Ho the names
of Ashary, (the Oosbaree of Antar) Mahary Oont Egin, fe.,
designate breeds, among which the Mahairy, or Dromedary
of the Greeks, is the most celebrated for speed. Nago de
signates the female at least among the Western Arabs of
Morocco. In this species, the contraction of the abdomen
close under the pelvis, is still more remarkable than in the
preceding: the hunch is broader, placed more on the
middle of the back, and lower; but the legs are more ele
vated and slender. It appears to be divided in a similarly
great number of breeds or varieties, all, nevertheless, de
pending on the very trivial distinctions of colour, size, and
form: in height they do not exceed seven feet: those of
Turkey are the strongest and best suited for burden, those
of Arabia and Barbary the lightest, and those of India,
where there are bl'@eds for both purposes constantly
supplied by fresh importations from the north-west; yet
probably inferior in their class to those more in the vicinity
of their original climate. The rutting season commences
in Spring, and lasts only two months, at the end of which
they do not become 80 completely naked as the Bactrian.
The females are usually preserved from labour browsing

Voo I~ R
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at liberty in a gravid state, or furnishing milk to their
owners, who load them only when moving their women and
children.

This species extends from the foot of Caucasus over Persia
and Turkey, Arabia, Northern Africa, and India.

The brown, or Turkish variety, has long been used to
draw water, by moving in a circle attached to a machine
at the Menagerie of the Kiug's Garden at Paris; and ai
this work, M. F. Cuvier observes, it executes a more labo
rious task than two hor:>es could perform, although its
food is less; and he infers from this, that the variety in
question might be introduced to advantage in the domestic
economy of Central and Southern Europe, especially as expe
rience has proved at that place, that their. successful pro.
pagation in that latitude seems to demand little precaution
or trouble.

The LAMAS. (Auchenia, Illig.)

The AuchenifB or Lamas, form a secondary group of camels
peculiar to America: designated at first as a kind of sheep,
they were long known in Europe; but from the particular
reserve which characterized all the concerns of Spanish
Colonies, their real history and genus was barely indicated,
till the Abbe Beliardi furnished Buffon with details, which
even more recent writers have not known how to appre
ciate. The Count and Linnmus admitted but two species,
resting indeed upon individuals brought alive to Europe;
but Molina, writing more from memory than documents im
mediately before him, led Shaw, Schreber, and others, to admit
five. More recent observations have established three, and it is

probable that the remaining are varieties, produced by climat.e
and domestication.

Originally the Peruvian word Lama may have desig
nated only one of the species, which by extension was
subsequently applied to all: t.here is indeed so general a
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l'elIemblance in all of them, that, at _this moment, the pro
priety of the application of the specific names to the indi
viduals exhibited in England and Franoo is, to say the leas~

very doubtful. To ourselves the confusion is very apparent,
from the number of living specimens and stuffed skins we
bave had occasion to delineate and compare both in the
New World and in Europe. In M. F. Cuvit"r's An. Lithog.
a figure, given as of a male Lama, may be suspected to
belong to Vigogna, or, if a Lama, of a breed scarce more
than half the size of the larger species. I n London ano_
ther animal, exhibited as a Lama, was of the dimensioJls
and breed of those which in America were specified as
Guanacos. A white individual in the possession of Her
Royal Highness the late Duchess of York, approaching in
size the usual stature of the smallN Lama, but with a coarser
hairy coat than is found in othel' animals of the genus,
was perhaps the true Gua1l8co. The Lamas or Alpacas
repeatedly exhibited in London since 1816 and 1817, varied
in size, though similar in the distribution of the colours,
but differed in several particulars from another figure in
M. F. euvier's All. Lithog. The true appropriation of the
names and distinction of the species is, therefore, a desi
deratum, which must be left to. a competent naturalist in
Perno

The Lamas bear a general resemblance to Camels on a
reduced scale, and without their heavy and stupid aspect:
the deformity of hunches does not load their backs, and in
stead of a bent neck, they carry their heads nearly perpen
dicular; which, together with the long pointed and move
able ears, animated large eyes, and. small noses, giies them
that air of sprightliness and activity which they actually
possess. The principal organic difference which distin
guishes them from camels, consists in the conformation of
the toes, which are not, as in the Camel, united by a com
mon sole, and in being destitute of the additional apparatus

. E2
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in the '"l"ntriculu$ for water: the dentition is nearly the
same, I'xct"pting that thl'Y want the canines in the lower

jaw.
Most specil'S are readily tamed, and even capable of

considerable attachment to their kf'epers: all are believed
to have their types still in a state of freedom, mostly at
considerable elevations along the flanks of the Southern
Cordilleras j whl're they live gregariously, sometimes as
seml:1ling in herds of considerable number. By the con
formation of the toes, they are much more sure-footed than
true camels could be in rocky places and amon!': slippery
ice and snow, where they shew a decision and a vivacity of
action, not unlike deer. Although no apparl'nt provision
is made to enable them to live deprived of wat~r, it is
knoll'n that they drink seldom, and in some cases not at all.
They are curious and timid, but not very tihy j some have
a feeble bleating, othElrs it is said, a neighing voice. They
void their urine like the Camel, and are inclined to dung
in one place: the females have but two teats, and, con
sequently, thl'y produce, in all probability, but.: one at a
time: of the time of copulation, gestation, etc. nothing', is yet
known.

Before the conqul"st of Peru, they WE're the only beasts
of burden employed by the natives j since that time thE'
increase of horses, and the superior vigour and sagacity of
mules, have diminished their importance and consequent
numbers among men: still, however, many are USE'd by the
poorer inhabitants, in the difficult passes of the mountains.
When overloaded they are apt to lie down, and refuse to
rise, notwithstanding every method is triE'd by the drivers;
yet the larger species will carry, as we have had occasion
to witnE'88, a full grown man, and ·trot or rather run with
great swiftness for several miles. The weight usually im
poBE'd does not exceed one hundred and fifty pounds, which
thE'y convey from sixteen to twenty miles in a day, with
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very few attendants, among precipices and O\Ter rocks with
great steadiness.

As their 8esh is edible, the hide useful, and wool a valuable
article in manufacture, they are so profitable, that little doubt
can BrUle that the procreation of breeds of these animals in
New Holland, and even in the mountainous parts of Southern
Europe, would be attended with valuable results in rural
economy. In Spain, some endeavoUfB of this kind have been

made; but the apathy and want of perseverance which seems

to extend over all the enterprises of thatpeople have rendend
them abortive. Several of the facts-and opinions here adduced
are due to a friend, who travelled by land from Valparaiso to

Carthagena.
Beside the species which we ahall describe, with some

positive means ofdiacriminatiDg, authors have noticed the Chili
huque, Camelus Araucanus of Molina, and, perhaps, t.he
Mormorus of Nieremberg. In size it is reported equal to the
Lama, but in appearance resembling a ram, with pendulous ears,

long neck and legs, and tail resembling that of a sheep, but
shorter and varying in colour in different individuals. But as
this animal is asserted to have been the species originally
domesticated by the Caciques, and even to have drawn a BOlt

of plough, the trifting ditrerences which lIeparate it from the

Lama may be regarded as the result of a particular Lreed,
more completely degraded by long domestication and severe
labour.

The Huemel (ElJ'UU Bisulu6, Mol.) is perhaps a real
species of this genus, which from its neighing voice and.
some fancied resemblance in size and colour with the AM
bas been admitted without sufficient reflection in tbe cata
logue of uomenclators, as a species of horse. I t is de
scribed as wild, strong, and swift, and residing in the rocky

"1'ions of the Cordilleras of Chili, 8S far south as the Strait
-of Magellan.

The Lama. (Camelul Glamo. Lin.) This species is

.... I
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considered by Baron de Humboldt as entirely domesticated,
the occasional wild animals being only strayed individuals.
From this circumstance he infers that their specific characters
are not easily marked with precision; because, in a domestic
state, several breeds are reared, among which the original type
is more or less disfigured. Among the individuals examined
by us, the variations of size, colour, and conformation, were
certainly evident, especially if the animals designated as
Guanacos be considered as a mere variety of the true
Lama. But as this question is subject to doubt it will be
preferable to describe them for tlle present as a distinct
species. ,

A Lama of the largest breed is about four feet four
inches at the sooulder; above five feet from the breast to
the tail, and from the ground to the top of tbe head nearly
six feet. There are, however, breeds far inferior in stature,
and the specimen described by M. F. Cuvier did not
reach three feet in height at the shoulder. This individual
was a male of a brown colour, the face white, with dark
spotted nose and mouth, a spot before and one behind the
eye extending to below the jaw. The throat was whitish
and the neck gray. The joints of the fore-feet white.
These animals, however, vary in colour and markings, but
the prevailing tones are brown, passing into vinous rusty
dark brown, black, and e\'en white. The hair is long, soft,
elastic, and woolly on the neck, throat, body, rump, and
tail; close and short on the head and limbs. The fine
specimens exhibited in London in 1816 and 1817, were
entirely white on the head, throat, neck, shoulders, and
fore-legs; from the withers backwards of a deep purple
brown; from the chin, down the neck and throat, fiue soft
hair, about nine inches long, hung down to below the
knees in the form of an apron, with a beautiful silvery
lustre. On the back, rump, sides, and tail, the fleece was
more packed and woolly. The hind-legs were earthy
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brown. One specimen, a male, was about four feet high;
a female, considerably lower, had the same distribution of
colours, with the addition of a dark spot on the lips,
several smaller on the ears and on the fore-legs. They
were considered as Alpacos, but their superior size, and the
presence of callosities on the limbs, 'if this distinction be per
manent, places them among the species of Lama. The male
was accurately figured by Mr. Agasse, and the female, which
was shewn afterwards, by Mr. Howitt-.

The head of the Lama is thick in proportion to the
length, the lips tumid, the ears rather rounded at the tips,
and the forehead covered with short close hair. The legs
are stout, the back straight or slightly hollow (perhaps
from early imposition of burdens.) The diameter of the
ham, from the hip to the tail, rather broad, and his feet
spread. His manners are gentle and confident, and shew
ing but little vivacity; but his carriage is graceful, and
seen in front, with the splendid white clothing of the throat
and breast, beautiful. These observations on the pro
portions of the animal are, however, relative, and should be
borne in mind when compared with other individuals exhibited
as the Guanaco.

The Guanaco (Camelu.r Huanacus. Gmel.) Without as-

* This figure is engraved in the work, and by mistake named
Alpaco, because the specimens were exhibited as such. On com
paring the figures of Gesner and Schreber;it is evidently the same
animal which they have represented as the Guanaco, and.·we have
here a striking example of the confusion which reigns on this sub
ject. If the. animals here given be not Lamas, but Guanacos, it
foHows that those described here as Guanacos must be another
species or strongly-·marked v.riety, not so much of Lama as per
haps of Chilihuque, or a species as yet unknown. The hair
ascribed to my lamas i. a mere different state of their fleece.
Gesner representing hi. at the renovation of it, and mine at its
greatest length, taking Gesner'. Allocamelus as represented in Shaw's
Zoology.
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suming that the animals shewn under this name were the
real Guanaco, or that, if such, they form a distinct species,
their form and character is sufficiently different, to render
a separate description most advisable. The specimens ex
hibited in America and London were in height something
more than four feet; and their necks being proportionably
longer than the Lamas, the top of their heads was about
six feet from the ground. The head was longer and the nose
and lips much smaller and more delicate than in the
former animal; the ears longer, more moveable and pointed;
the forehead covered with a sort of brush of stand
ing woolly hair. The back was arched, and the tail
carried erect or even reversed upon the back; the abdomen,

drawn up high under the pelvis, gave an air of wt>akness to
that part; the diameter of the rump shorter, and the limbs
finer and m~re elegantly formed than in the preceding. In
attitude, the head was carried upon a neck perfectly ver
tical, shewing an inaptitude to look round or on either side;
for when this was required, the whole animal turned. The
individual more particularly observed shewed attachment
to his keeper; he was jealous, would lay the ears back,
stamp with the fore, kick with the hind feet, spit, or rather
squirt saliva at those who gave him umbrage, or who gave
potatoes or apples to other animals in his presenc('. He
would occasionally carry his keeper, and run for a couple
of miles with such velocity as to distance horses at a round
trot. His head was white, with a rusty spot on the nOlle
and some gray about the cheeks; the neck, covered with a
short wool, was buff in front, whitish on the sides, and
gray behind. The breast and shoulders were covered with
loose and soft. white hair; the back, hinder sboulder,
sides, and rump, wilh shortish woolly hairs of a dried rose
leaf colour; the legs, sternum, belly, and region around the
anus, dun; the tail, black above, was edged with longish
white hair, ana naked below. The callosities on the limbs
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were Bmall, on the legs scarcely perceptible, the toe-nails very
small.

Although the aggregate of distinctions produce a figure
very different in aspect from the Lama before described,
and from another individual similar to this, excepting that
the ,cOlours were more buff and dun (which was shewn in
LondOn, and is figured under the name of Lama in the
work), there is still no prominent character by which they
might be positively separated, and we have to a:dduce one
more, which, perhaps, may be the true Guanaco of authors,'
and yet it assimilates in some particulars most witbthe
Lama.

This individual Was kept at Oatland, and was the property
of Her Royal Highnees the late Duchess of- York.' It was
Dot above three feet 'at the shoulder, the" back was slightly
arched, and the tail carried "close; 'the ears were 'long and "
round at the tips; its colour wholly white, with "black spots'
on head, neck~ limbs, aDd belly, and larger,' paler spotS,
on the sides and back; the texture of the hair was coarser,
short on the head, neck, and legs, and longer on the othel"
parts.

It may be that the specimens here noticed are the Lama,
either in an unreCIainied state, or at 'least not so completely
altered by domestication as those before described, and that"
it, is' to these authors rerer, when they represent them as
descending from' the high Andes on the approach of the
winter months, to the middle regions, moving boldly, and
bounding with the vigour and swiftnE'SS of the Stag. They
add that the young are hunted wit.h dogs and the Lazzo; but
that the elder must be shot; their venison, when young, being
of superior quality; but "hen old, that it is then either salted
or jerked.

The PtJC(). (C. Paco. Fred. Cuv.) The Paco, or Alpaca,
was first clearly described by M. Frederic Cuvier in his
Mom. Lithog. 1821. His specimen, kept in the gardens of
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the Menagerie at. Paris, measured three feet two inches
and a half at the shoulder, four feet three and a half to
the summit of the- head, and three feet nine from the
breast to the tail. It was a female, extremely gentle,
but timid. It would blow and 13pit at strangers, move
in a canter, deposit its dung in one spot always as far as
possible from the stable,. and bleat like a young lamb.
The positive character by which it was clearly distinguish
able waS" the- total absence of all callosities on the sternum
and limbs. The colour of the neck, back, flanks, and breast.
was fu~vous-brown, tail brown, head mostly gray, darker
on the nose, and rusty behind the ears, where there was a
white spot. The legs and feet were dark; inRide of the
thighs white; from the nape of the neck all over the body
and tail the hair was long, soft, and woolly, of a delicacy
and elasticity.approaching that of the Angora Goat, and IlO

abundant as to give t\le. figu.re of the animal a clumsy ap-.
pearance. The able' n~turoalist a.Uove quoted observes with
great judgmt'!lt upon the advantages that might be derived
from the introduction of this species ill our domestic establish
ments, both as an article - of food and a manufacturing
object.

The Vicunna. (Camelus Vicugna, Lin.) This animal
was originally described by Count de Buffon, Suppl. vi.
p. 215: this species, most celebrated of all the genus for the
6neness 'of the wool it affords. the manufacturer, inhabits
the highest points of the Southern Andes. In size, it is
much below the others, not measuring more than two feet
eight inches at the shoulder; light of form, short body,
with a long straight neck, elevated croup, and in general
shaped like the former, excepting that the eyes in proportion
are very large, dark, and prominent, and the face and nose
small and roundPd. It exhibits great li\"eliness and even
vehemence of character, but is easily intimidated, even to
stupor.

58 CLASS MAMMALIA.
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A specimen which fell under our observation in South
America was of the above dimensions. On the back /lnd
sides it was of a reddish-brown, or dried rose-leaf colour;
the breast, belly, inside of the thighs, cheeks, and outer
surface of the ears, and under part of the tail. were white,
interspersed with buff; the limbs wt>re dun. It refused
water, was petulant, and would offer to bite; seemed to
bear the heat of a tropical sea-shore with uneasiness, and
preferred sweet potatot>s to other vegetables, although from
the natural abode of the species, Lichens must be its usual
food.

The fleece of these animals, well known in commt>rce, is
an object of importance in South America; but the native
Indians and the settlers in the country, alike indolent and
improvident, prefer the destruction of the animals in the
chase to the more profitable and lasting advantage of rearing
them in flocks. It is, however, to be expected that the
political changes which South America has undergone, may
introduce a more rational and a more enlightened pt·actice.
The mode hitherto adopted to obtain them, it is said, was by
stretching ropes, to which bunches of feathen! were attached,
across the passes of the valleys below their abodes, and
driving them down in the required dirt>ction till they came
upon these objects, when (similar to the Fallow-deer of Europe)
the herd would stop in terror at the fluttering of the feathers,
and wait to be slain or noosed by the Lazzo, or evt>n taken by
the hand, unless an Alpaco were among them, who, not in
timidated by this contrivance, would leap over, and then the
whole would instantly follow its example.

The MUSKS. (M08Chw, Lin.)

The animals included in this genus as,similate in so many
particulars with the Deer, that they have been classed with
propriety in the same family, succeeding in the first place

F2
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the ruminants of the Cameline group, because they are,
like them, destitute of horus, and preceding the Stags, whose
horns are deciduous. They are externally distinguished (rom
all other known rnminants by this deficiency of horns, but
they have, in common with the Stag, two pointed and edged
incisors or canines in the upper jaw of the males, which
extend in some species outside of the mouth. Internally,
they have a peroneum, which is wanting in other rumi
nants. The eyes have no distinctive character, are destitute
of a lachrymary sinus, and the nostrils are divided by a
small muzzle, as in t.he Stag; the ears are either short
or pointed, the tail short, and "the females have two or four
teats.

Their fure-quarters are lower than the hind, and with some
exception in the Tibetan Musk, their attitude is low and
crouching, bearing the body, which is hpavy and clumsy in
proportion to the delicacy of the legs, low, and the head
straight forward. It is probable that in manners they resemble
the small forest Antelopes, being, like them, shy and solitary,
inhabiting rocky woods. In a domestic state, the individuals
which have come undpr our notice were lively, ran about with
agility, shewed little instinct or attachment, but were gentle.
and uttered occasionally a weak sort of guttural grunt, without
apparent motive. They were fond of hiding in corners, lying
down often, and shewed a slight indication of callosity on the
sternum and knees.

All the Musks are probably natives of Asia and the great
Islands of the Indian Ocean. Seba and Shaw have figured
several small animals, supposed to belong to this genus, but
among them, those of South America are in all likelihood
fawns of some sort of deer, and those of Africa, females of the
Gueveis or Royal Antelopes, which, with a similar stature,
form not a single species, but a small group.

The Thibetan Musk (Moschus Moschiferus, Lin.), was
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unknQwn to the ancients, and although the drug which this
animal bears, was employed from time immemorial in
central Asia, and subsequently in Europe, no notice of the
species to which it belongs existed, till Abuzeid Serassi, an
Arabian author, described it as a deer with horns. Serapion,
who flourished in the eighth century, according to Shaw, was
the first who introduced a knowledge of the animal into
western Europe. Avicenna, Gesner, Aldrovandus, Kircher,
and Boym followed; but Grew gave the first satisfactory
description. At length Bqtron· collected the scattered notices
of authors, and having obtained a living specimen, his and
Daubenton's descriptions, united with Pallas and Gmelin's,
determined its locality in the general system of organized
beings.

The animal is nearly the size of a roebuck, with a head
similarly shaped, excepting that the upper lips are broader,
owing to the two canines which hang out on each side of the
mouth, and that behind, at the angle of the gape, are two
tufts. of hair. The texture of the hair is coarse, nearly all
white at the base, but ending in brown, dun, or black tips,
which produces a different shade of colour, according as the
creature is seen in front or flank. The lips, chin, breast,
belly, and inside of the limbs, are white; the iris rusty brown;
the hoofs long and pointed; and the succentorial very long,
Bening the animal to grasp the edges of rocks, in climbing or
descending in the same manner as the Chamois; the hind
quarters are more elevated than the anterior: hence their
movements are rather in a canter than a trot, and their
habitat requires vigorous leaping, in moving from the barren
or snowy regions to the pine zones of the Alpine tracts of
central Asia, where they reside; their native region extending
from China and Tartary, to the mountains abovll the sources
of the Iudus, and north, to near Lake Baical. The province
most renowned for the superior quality of the musk of its
animals, is Thibet.

.... 1
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The tle;;h is esteemed, notwithstanding its strong flavour of
musk; but the pursuit of the animal is principally for thE'
scented substance generated ill the musk-bag, situate on the
abdomen before the prepuce of the male, and two or three
inches in <liameter. The hunting period is chiefly in the rut·
ting season, because at this time the secretion is most abun
dant, and of the highest quality. When the animal iii slain,
the 'bug is cut away and made up into a kind of purse; but

. ftom the prodigious quantity sold, it is evident that great
falsification' of the substance must take place; and indeed
it is asserted, that the blood and liver chopped small, and
ev'"ri lead, are mixed with' the true musk. Tavernier relates
that he bought at, one ti~ thirteen bundred and seventy
three bags.
" The time of-gestation, and other circumst.aIices of the pro
ge.niture of these animals, is not as. yet perfectly known. They
ar.e said to feed principall, on roots; for which they dig and
elit with great facility with tlie edges 'of their canines;
and. it is probable that thetul'ts of haim at tlte COl1ler, of the
mouth, are to guard the under jaw from .injury during this
operation.
, In comparing the descriptions and accounts of friends who
ha\'e obllerved them in their native regions, and in India. it
would appear that there are two species, differing in stature
and in colour. The larger are said to be brown, with longer
and m<>re pointed ears, and the canines about three inches
long; the smaller, of a slate colour, with broader ears, and
some black on the throat. It ..is probable, however, that these
are only varit>ties of climate or breed, and, perhaps, of sex or
age.

The Pigmy Musk (MoschuB Pygmeu.r, Lin.), admitted in
the catalogues upon the faith of the Plate 43 in Seba, is con
sidered very properly by. M. F. em'ier, as a very doubtful
~peci('s. He justly observes, that the specimen described by
Bulfon is only a young animal, a fawn. Our own researches
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have produced several drawings from different museums, at
. first, without being aware that there was a doubt. On com
paring these with Seba's figure and Shaw's, we are inclined
to consider them all as the young or the female of Ant.
Pygmea, for the absence of the 8uccentorial hoofs, is in this
case no criterion. As the question now stands, this species
may be omitted; although M. Desmarest states that they
have tusks or canines, but upon what authority, we do not
know.

The Memima. (M. Memina, Pen. Schreber.) First
noticed by Knox, in his account of Ceylon. It is in length
about seventeen inches j in colour, of a cinereous olive, with
the throat, breast, and belly white, and the neck, sides,
and rump streaked in long bars of the same colour. The
ears are rather large and open, and the tail v~ry short. We
have seen two individuals of this species alive, but they
were in 80 languid a state, as to leave but little room for re
mark. This anima.l is not witho\1t beauty, resembling the
Java and Napu M1lSks in gait and manners, and belonging,
we believe, exclusively to Ceylon, where it resides in the
Jungle.

The Java Muska appear to constitute a small family, or
perhaps, only varieties of one species. Pallas and Buffon
first noticed them, but Sir T. S. Raffies has lately (vol. xiii.
Li". Tran8.) given a detailed account of them, as also M.
Fred. Cuvier, from whose united descriptions we shall endea
vour to extract our notice, with such remarks as we have
made on a living specimen.

The Napu, Raffies (M. Napu, F. Cuvier), is the largest,
being about twenty inches long, by thirteen in height. It
stands considerably higher behind than at the shoulder. It
is of a mottled ferruginous colour on the back, gray varied
with white on the sides, and white below and on the inside of
the thighs; tail from two to three inches long, tufted, white
below and at the end. A white stripe runs along the base
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of the lower jaw on both sides of the posterior angle; the
space between is also white and gives origin to three white
stripes, which run to the shoulders and middle of the breast,
forming thus five white divided by four black lines. The
lOp of the head is flat and of the same colour as the back,
which, however, becomes darker on the ridge of the neck;
a line of naked purplish black skin runs from the eyes
to the nose, and a gray stripe some way along the belly.
It has short spurious hoofs. Its physiognomy is very like
that of the Agouti; but the comparative bulk of body, con
trasted with the extreme delicacy of the limbs, is very
remarkable, and forbids powerful efforts in leaping: it sits
often gathered up like a ball, and walks rather heavily. The
females have four teats, which seem by their proximity to
form one udder.

This species frequents the thickets near the sea-shore, and
feeds principally on the berries of a species of Ardisia; it is
easily tamed when taken young. M. F. Cuvier objects, per
haps with reason, to the trivial name of Javanicus, which Sir
T. S. Rames affixes to it, and considers it as a new species.
An individual which we saw at ~altimore, likewise distin
guished by five white stripes, was somewhat smaller and pro
bably younger: the colour was brown, and it ran about with
great activity, although, from long confinement, the four joints
of the limbs were considerably swelled. There was also not
that evident disproportion in the bulk of the body, com
pared with the legs, and the spurious hoofs were more
visible.

The Kanchil. (Moschu,sJasanicu8, Pallas and Pent.) This
species is smaller, being about fifteen inches long, by nine
or ten in height. In form 'it nearly resembles the Napu,
but is lighter and more active. Its colour is very different,
being of a deep red-brown, approaching to black on the
back, and becoming of a bright bay on the sides, white on
the belly, and inside of the legs. It has three white stripes

,,'
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on the breast like the Napu, but differently disposed. The
shape on each side of the lower jaw ill prolonged to the
shoulder, narrowing .as it recedes: the middle stripe is
broadest below, and narrows to a point above, n~ver uniting
with the lateral stripes. In the Napu, on the contrary, the
three white stripes originate from one point, between the
maxillary ones, which appears like the commencement of
another pair, and all three become broader behind. The
head of the Kanchil is not 80 flat, and the muzzle is more
cuned above; the black lines from the eyes are wanting, but
a well-defined black line runs down the back of the neck,
which is not found in the Napu. A brown line passes from
between the fore-legs to the middle of the belly. This species
is further distinguished by having long upper canines, curving
backward, while in the Napu they are short and straight;
the tail is from one and a half to two inches long, tufted,
white below and at the end. It has spurious hoofs like the
former.

These differences are constant at every age, and they differ
DO less in manners. The species lives in the depths of the
forests, and feeds chiefly on the froit of the Kayo-briong
(Gmellinia villosa, Rox>'. 6.); .it will live in confinement,
but never becomes tame, endeavouring perseveringly at an
escape to the woods. It is a swilWr and lighter animal, and
is proverbially cunning. It is related, that when taken in
nooses laid for them, they will, when the hunter arrives,
stretch themselves mot.ionless, as if dead; and if he unties
them without further precaution, they will seize the moment
to start upon their legs and disappear in an instanL A still
more singular expedient, however, is mentioned, that when
closely pursued by dogs, t.he Kanchil will sometimes make a
bound upwards, hook itself on a branch of a tree, by means of
its crooked tusks, and there remain suspended till the dogs
have passed beneath.

No portion of this activity and quickness is ascribed to the
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Napu or Pelandok, and to this difference of disposition is
attributed; the Kanchil frequenting the forests without fear
of the tigers and beasts of prey, while the former two seek
safety in the thickets nearer human habitations, where they
are less exposed to such enemies.

The Pelandok (Mosch118 Pelandoc) is noticed by Sir T. S.
RaiBes, as the least of the three in point of height, with pro
portionably a larger and heavier body, and a larger eye. By
this description it may be presumed that the Napu, as figurE.'d
by M. Fnoderic euner, is in reality this spE.'cies, and that
our specimen is the true Napu; but none of all these notices
are completely applicable to a specimen formerly in the Le
verian Museum, of which we have a drawing, and which
Dr. Shaw figured in the first volume of the Naturalist's
Miscellany, p. 3. It was in all respects a musk of the Javan
group, in colour of a light ferruginous gray, naked round
the eyes, but without the strE.'ak to the nose. The canines
were scarcely visible, and the three white streaks commencing
at the union of the white lines running under the maxillle,
branched from thence, one to each shoulder, and the third
t.o the breast, but all united at their common centre, and
without the intervention of dark colours. Hence it would
appear that these animals vary in the form of colours of the
subjugal stripes, that sometimes the two maxillary oDes have
been overlooked, and, consequently, that the perfect dis
crimination of species is not as yet satisfactorily established·.

The DEER. (Cervus, Lin.)

M. Frederic Cuvier bas given a general view of the animals
of this genus, in the Dictionnaire des &iencu Naturelles,
article CerJ. From this excellent source we shall draw our

• The figure in this work under the name of Pigmy Musk of Sumatra,
taken from the life at Exeter 'Change, offers a further proof that the
speciel and varieties are not as yet clearly ascertained.
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principal obse"ations, and add such remarks from other
quarters, or from personal research, as may increase our
knowledge on this subject. The word Deer is derived from a
Teutonic root, or the Greek a.,;p, variously pronounced and
written. at different times and by different nations. Dier,
Thier. Thur, Anglo-Saxon Deor, designating in general an
animal, afterwards confined more especially to ruminants; in
the English and German to Cervine; and in some of the
Sclavonic dialects to the ancient Urus, or the Wild Ox. The
genus, comprehended under this denomination, consists of
those animals, the males of which have deciduous homs or
antlers, destitute of a homy sheath. In general they are re
markable for the elegance of their forms, the lightness of their
proportions, and the velocity of their movements. .The legs
are slender and firm, the body round and compact, the neck
long, and the head well shaped. Their look is meek, yet
confident, wild, yet curious; the colours of their coat, clean,
brilliant, and agreeable. Hence, Deer have been at all times
interesting to mankind, and the chase of them the object of
the great and wealthy.

The genus is extended over Europe, Asia, and America;
it is found in Northern Africa, and in most of the great islands
of the Indian Ocean. The Portuguese introduced Deer in the
Isle of France, and the British in Jamaica, and the latter,
doubtless, soon will import them into New Holland. We have
already given some general notions of the characters which are
common to all the ruminants, and need therefore only refer to
those distinctions which separate them from the other gl'nera.
The most remarkable of these are the horns; that is, those
osseous productions of the forehead which fall and are re
produced successively, and which, with the exception of the
Rein-deer, are the exclusive property of the males. The
common opinion, however, of the annual shedding of the
homs in the Deer, must be restricted, in all probability, to
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those species which reside in cold and temperate regions, or
who have these productions of a large size. It is the opinion
of Sir T. S. Raflles that the Muntjaks of the Indian Ar
chipelago never, or at least bllt seldom, renew theirs; and
our own researches within the tropics of America tend to con
firm it, so far as relates to that class of them who have only
single spikes, and branched antlers.

Animals offer few phenomena more inexplicable than
that species of vegetative spontaneous production, of which
the germ is invisible, and w\J.ich, nevertheless, is subordi
nate to fixed and precise laws. At a given age the horns
of the deer-kind begin to develop; at first a slight protu
berance appears, covered by the skin. where a great num
ber of vessels are spread, for a considerable degree of heat
is pereeptible under it. Soon the protuberance rises, and
in some species branches off into ramifications; after a cer
tain period the deveIopement is arrested, the skin which
had continued to stretch and extend over the whole pro
duction, loses its heat, dies, becomes dry, and finishes by
tearing off in rags; at length the hom itself becomes de
tached and falls; a slight hemorrhage follows from the skin
or the part of the frontal which sustained it. After twenty
four hours, in healthy Deer, the vessels which emitted
the blood are closed, a thin pellicle covers the wound, and
immediately the reproduction of a new hom becomes ap
parent; the extremity of the vessels swells, a burr expands
around the base where the late hom stood, resembling
those on the bark of trees, when they have received wounds
which bPgin to cicatrize: the burr widens, while the ves
sels which proceed from the bone depose osseous matter.
Hitherto the development of the hom has been uniform,
the vessels have extended in a certain direction, always the
same in each species; but when they have arrived at a
certain point, they separate, some continuing as before.
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while oth('rs turn into new, but always invariable direc·
tions, if no accident impedes th('m. Th('se last, which
have fonned an antler or snag, soon stop, but the former
continue increasing the beam, throwing off from time to
time others, again to form branches, till at length the
species of bony v('getation ceases also; the skin or velvet which
covers them dries again, and the horn falls, to be replaced by
~olher.

We know nothing of the origin of that power which
directs certain vessels of the head to develop themselves
constantly into divers but positive directions, and to pro
duce the forms extremely varied in the horns of the deer
kind. It is a branch of the science, covered with obscurity.
deserving the attention of observers. and promising interesting
results. The shedding of them, on the contrary, is explained
in a plausible manner; at a certain period of their growth.
the basal part of the beam becomes 80 hardened, that the
vessels which pass through them, finish by being com
}l1"essed and finally obliterated, causing the osseous substance
to become insensible. and, like a strange body, to separate
from the rest of the organized parts which are still vivacious.
thus referring the operation to the principles of exfoliation;
but what increases the singularity of t.he development of
antlers in the Deer. is the invariability of the fonns. and
the constancy of the laws to which this development is
subjected. Under similar circumstances the horns of two
deer of the same species are of similar form. and the in
Ouence of the causes which can modify it. becomes observ
able most towards the extremities; hence the basal part
oWers to zoologists one of the most positive specific cha
racters. although the antlers are. perhaps. of all the organs
of animals, the most subservient to artificial inOuence.
Thus a stag scantily fed, will carry small and slender
boms. without therefore being deformed; if he be in ill
health. the borns are liktlly to become monstrous, either from
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an excess or a deficiency of the substance which compo8e8
them. Castration will arrest their expansion, and dry up the
source. which gave them existence j a wound will give another
direction to the vessels, and in this manner produce branches
where none would appear otherwise. If in this case one hom
becomes monstrous from excess, the other will be so from
a defect of substance: to conclude, advanced age has also its
influence, the horns then become small, slender, and, finally,
irregular.

The flattened or palmated shape of the homs in several
species, seems to be a provision of nature 10 enable the
animals to clear the snow off their food, for it is remark
able that this structure is confined to those of the higher
latitudes, and rendered applicable in proportion as they
inhabit more rigorous climates. Thus, in the Rein-deer,
who are absolutely arctic, it is most so, and least in the
Fallow-deer, who belong to the colder temperate r~gions.

This form is to be traeed even in some of the Antilopinle of
America, Dicranocerus Palmatus, who resides the furthest
north, bearing horns much broader than the next species
D. Furcifer. The Caribous of America, who have to con
tend still more with deep snow than the Rein-deer of the
old continent, have their horns broader and better adapted
to that purpose j besides, both varieties, in addition to
these natural shovels, have broad feet, not only to sustain
them the better on snow, but also to clear it away. Thus
these arctic inhabitants are provided with a double orga
nization for this purpo&t>, while others less northel'ly rumi·
nants have only one provision; as the horns of the Elk, or
the feet of Ovibos and Aplocerus Lanigerus; these, besides,
migrate to latitudes of a milder character. The horns of
the Rein-deer, indeed, drop in winter, but this takes place
only at a period when the snow is already not only very
deep, but frozen hard, and even then we see that the
females, when gravid. and therefore in want of a greater
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supply of food, preserve theirs till May. Hence it may be
taken as a maxim, that all the horns of a palmated shape
belong to species of high latitudes, and that those of this
class, which we shall notice under the head of CenJus Mezica
'1m, are, in reality, of animals of cold climates; nay, more, as
we know South America to abound in Deer, that we may look
for representatives of the Elk and Rein in the high latitudes of
Patagonia.

The hair of some speci~s of this genus, presents a cha
racter visible also in several antelopes and other ruminants;
namely, that. of being fragile, unlike that of carnivora
and rodentia which is elastic; they have in general but
one sort, the woolly being in small quantity, excepting in the
Rein. In summer the most predominant colours are lively,
in winter darker; the general livery of the Deer may be
considered as of various tones of brown marked with white
spots; this livery is permanent during life in several species,
still more general in the Fawns of others, but there are,
notwithstanding, others who never bear this distinction,
Albinism is Rot uncommon in the Stag and Fallow-deer.
Within the tropics the colours of the resident species never
alter, not even when those species are brought to and
multiplied in Europe. In some, the males have canines;
in the Muntjaks they become as long as in the Musk. We
have seen one who had them double. The pupil of the eye
is a lengthened oval; the feet are perfectly cloven; the ears
are large, and hearing very acute; the tongue is smooth and
long; and the nose in most species terminates in a muzzle.
Their sense of smelling is delicate; also in the choice of
food they are select, applying the nostrils and occasionally
the opening of the suborbital sinus i which seems to commu
nicate in some with the olfactory apparatus. This sinus is not
found in all, some having only a fold of the skin or even none;
in others it forms a sack, which. according to Mr. White in
his Natural History of Selbourne, when speaking of the
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Fallow-deer, can communicate with the nose, and, consequently,
that they can drink with the nose deeply immersed, without
drawing the head out of the water to breathe. This statement
has been called in question; but we have witnessed it in the
Great Stag or C. Hippelaplnu at Mr. Cross's Menagerie,
and the air pa88ing out of the suborbital sinus, while the
animal drank, could be felt by the band, and even affected a
candle.

The voice of the genus, in general, is a disagreeable kind of
braying. The females have four teats and produce one or two
fawns at a time. In temperate regions this takes place in the
spring, because the rutting season is in autumn; but in warm
regions, where no winter is felt, the regulating seasons seem to
be the monsoons, and the rains produced by the passage of
the sun to either tropic.

In Deer the intellectual instinct is far from contemptible; in
this rcilpect the chase of the' Stag is very curious. On those
species which live more or less -isolated, a certain degree of
domesticity may be imposed; bntthe gregarious, such as the
Rein-deer, may be reclaimed altogether i which is a proof in
support of the opinion, that gregarious animals alone can be
completely domesticated. Some species reside exclusively in
forests, others in the open" plains or even in swampy meadows.

An artificial arrangement of the species in whatever way it
is distributed, is liable to objection; ~here are, however, several
subordinate groups, distinguishable as well by similarity of
structure as by the additional advantage of geographical unity,
but we must except from the latter particularit.y those of the
higher latitudes, who in common with other animalR inhabit
certain zones rather than countries.

THE ALCINE GROUP.

The Elk. (Cef"DUS Alces. Lin.) Moose of America.
This animal is the largest of this genus, beirig higher at
the shoulders thall the Horse, -it.s horns weigh sometimes
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nt>ar fifty pounds; accordingly, to bear this heavy weight, its
neck is short and strong. taking away much of the elegance
of proportion, 80 generally predominant in the Deer; but
when it is asserted that the Elk wants beauty or majesty, the
opinion can be entertained by those only who have seen the
female, tha young, or the mere stuWed specimen; for us who
bave had the opportunity of viewing the animal in all the
glory of his full-grown horns, amid the scenery of his own
wilderness, no animal could appear more majestic or more
imposing. It is, however, the aggregate of his appearance
which produces this elFect; for when the proportions of its
structure are considered in detail, they certainly will seem
destitute of that harmony of parts, which in the imagination
produces the feeling of beauty. The head measuring above
two feet in length is narrow and clumsily shaped by the
swelling upon th~ upper part of the nose and nostrils; the eye
is proportionably small and sunk; the ears long. hairy, and
asinine j the neck and withers are surmounted by a heavy
mane, and the throat furnished with long coarse hair, and in
younger specimens encumbered with a pendulous gland: these
give altQgether an uncouth character to this part of the animal.
Its body, however, is round, compact, and short; the tail not
more than four inches long, and the legs, thou~h very long,
are remarkably clean and firm: this length of limbs, and the
overhanging lips, have caused the ancients to fancy that it
grazed walking backwards. Tbe hair of the animal is coarse
and angular, breaking if bent.

The Elk is an inhabitant of northern latitudes j in Europt',
between the filly-third and sixty-fifth degrees: making a part
of Prussia. Poland, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Lapland, and
Russia. In Asia, it is found further south, from thirty-five to
beyond the fiftieth, spreading over Tartary, and abounding 'in
Japan, if indeed the denomination of Elk is not misstated for
that of a Rusa, or an und<-scribed species. In America, it

VOL. IV. G
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resides between the forty-fourth and fifty-third degree, rollnd
the Great Lakes and over the whole of Canada and New
Brunswick.

Its movements are rather heavy, and the shoulders being
.higher than the croup, it does not gallop, but shufBes or
ambles along, its joints cracking at every step, with a sound
heard to some distant'.e.. Increasing its speed, the hind feet
straddle to avoid treading on its fore-heels, tossing the head
and shoulders like a horse, about to break from a trot to a
gallop. I t does not leap, but steps without effort over a
fallen tree, a gate, or a split fence. During its progress it
holds the nose up, so as to lay the horns horizontally back.
This attitude prevents its seeing the ground distinctly, aDd as
thP. weight is carried very high upon his elevated legs, it is
said sometimes to trip .by treading on its fore-heels, or other
wise, and occasionally to give itself a heavy fall. It is pro
bably owing to this occurrence, that the Elk was believed by
the ancients and the vulgar to have frequent attacks of epilepsy,
and to be obliged to smell its hoof before it could recover;
hence the Teutonic name of Elend, (miserablet,) and the
reputation, especially of the fore-hoofs, as a specific against
the disease.

During the winter months the Elk resides chie8y in hilly
woods; in snowy weather seeking the covers, and in clear
the open spaces. In summer, it frequents swamps or the
borders of lakes, often going deep into the water to escape

• This sound is supposed to arise from the snapping of the points
of the hoofs against each other; but in a letter to Buffon 00 the
similar sounds ill the feet of the Rein-deer, it is asserted to take
place even when the animal does not lift his feet, but turns or leans
merely, more on one side than the olher, and, therefore, that it lies
in the joints.

t Another Teutonic name Elch (Elk) or Eilch, is supposed to
dt'rive from Heil, to heal, to be whole, and thus the Teutonic would
be the root of the Latin Alee, and perhaps the Greek FJopho,.
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the sting of gnats, &c., and to feed without stooping. Its
usual food in winter consists of the buds and bark of button
wood, spruce, and juniper pines, birch and maple, and under
the snow it seeks stink wood (anagyris fmtida,) and mosses;
but this is always with difficulty, for then it is obliged to
spread the fore-legs, or even it is said, to kneel. The branches
of trees it turns down with the horns very dexterously; but
to get at the ground, we have beeu assured by Huron and the
Canadian hunters, when the snow has fallen only to a foot or
two in depth, that the herd, led by an old mal!:', shovrl it
back, and throw it over their heads; the snow falling on !:'ither
side, as it slides from the inclined planes of the back of their
horns: meantime the fore-feet of all are equally engaged in
striking it from und!:'r them.

During a part of the year, the herd consists of an old
female, two adult females, two young femalE:'S, and two young
males; but during the snowy periods, at least ill America, one
or more adult mal!:'s are certainly among th!:'m, very old
males alone keeping aloof until the rutting season, unless the
winter be very severe. Several of these families keep near
each other, and in very cold weather they seek cover toget.her,
and remain closely pressed against one another, or trot in a
circle, till they' have beaten the snow down. When the rutting
period commences, which is about the beginning of September,
the old males seek the femal!:'s, and expel the young, who are
obligoo to keep aloof while the animals remain in h!:'at. At
this time they will swim ri"ers in pursuit of the females, or
after them to remain concealed in some of the Lake Islands.
The males are then very pugnacious; they bellow often, and
sink in ftl:'Sh. The gravid femal!:'s bring forth about the middle
of May, at first one, but ordinarily two calves, of a brown-roo.
colour. These are so simple and void of fear, that in the first
months they are easily taken, and if in the water, where they
wi:lingly go to avoid the Ries, they will suffer persons in a

G2
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canoe to come up to them and take them by the head, without
appearing in the least frightened.

The dags, prickets, or incipient antlers, are the first year
not more than an inch in length; the second they rise to a
foot; the thiru they are forked, and the fourth they first assume
six snags, and are somewhat flattened; the fifth year the blade
is still small, but their expansion from that time forward is
uniform; though it does not appear that the number of snags
ever exceed twenty-eight. In a very large specimen which
we saw shot, there were twenty-two, the length from the head
to the tip twenty-seven inches, and from tip to tip across the
horns three feet six: the two lower snags on each side sepa
rated by a deep indenture; the weight about thirty-three
pounds. Old elks shed their horns in January and February,
and if lean from a severe winter, in March; the: younger
later, till the month of May. They are again completely
restored in the former by the end of June, and in the latter in
August.

An elk killed in Sweden is said to have weighed tweh-e
hundred pounds; but this must have been a very extraordinary
animal: their height is about six fE-et. A white specimen
from Swedish Lapland in the Munich Museum, five years old,
is six Rhineland feet at the shoulder. A female, figured by
Mr. Heriot, was seventeen hands high: the large male above
alluded to was scarce four inches more, or about six feet; but
he was very deep at the shoulders. Another, whose antlers
were still more' deeply indented at the base, that is, with the
parts corresponding to the brow and bezantlers of the Stag,
separated from the main blade by a deep intersection, was not
more than seventeen hands and a half high. His head mea
sured from the nose to between the ears two feet three inches;
distance between the eyes eight inches; length of the ears
nine inches and a half; the lower branches or snags were bifur
cated anu thirteen inches long, and their united amount was
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seventeen, with the rudiment of an eighteenth. The hunters
named him a black Moose, and from the greatt'r length of
head in proportion to his height, and the particular form of
the horns, insisted that this was a different species from the
brown. There is, however, no character sufficiently distinct
ive to claim our assent to this assertion, for it is known that
considerable variation in the horns occurs from various causes,
although it must be admitted that the almost complete
separation of the lower parts into the form of branches, is
a .,ery prominent character in most if not all the Ameri
can specimens, while a similar forl1Jl!otion is rare in those of
Europe: but the colours of the hair differ with the season;
and if this specimen belong to a different species, both
would be of that species, the result proving only that the
European is not of the same. The two here mentioned were
dark, almost black, with gray hairs intermixed, but that with
the largest horns had the greatest intermixture of gray;
they were killed on the borders of the Sagtienai, in Lower
Canada, where both they and a herd of buffaloes were con
sidered as strangers. The darkest was shot in Septemher,
and the gray in November, which may aecount for the difference
of colour·.

During the time that their horns are sprouting, the animals
remain most in willow covers, returning to the evergreen
woods when they are restored: their period of life does not
exceed twenty ycars.

They are hunted in North America, chiefly during the
early part of winter, and towards the spring. While the
mows are not deep, they are not eoasily attacked; but wheon
they begin to harden, and the hunters run on snow-shoes,
they endeavour to tum the game towards ravines, or where
it is drifted deep. The Huron hunters have assured us,
that when this is effected, he is sure to be soon entangled,

• The measurements were taken by a string, and, consequently, with
lIome curve on the shoulders, and convexity of the nose.
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amI to flounder in it; but that they must be on their guard,
and run instantly upon the det'p snow, to fire at him as
he turns, because he will endeavour to double on his own
track, and charge all that are then in his way. When first
discovered, he is often found sitting on his hams like a dog,
voiding his urine before he rises to escape. Against the
Bear and the Wolf he stands at bay with his horns, acting
offensively only with his fore or hind feet; his kick is very
powerful and quick: it is said that a small tree is splintered
by it.

The Indians are great admirers of the flesh: to us it ap
pl.'ared superior to the Stags; but under the circumstances
which admit of this kind of banquet, it may be doubted whether
a similar judgment would be paPosed in the comforts of a home:
the nose and the tongue are admitted to be the best parts.
Mr. Pennant states that they were once used to draw sledges
ill Sweden, but. that it afforded to malefactors the facility
of escaping, and that, therefore, the use of them was pro
hibited. The hide furnishes excellent leather and buff skin
for belts. It is probable that the ancients knew the Elk under
the name of Alee, only by description, and when Pliny com
pares it to a mule, he may have had the female in view.
Cresar certainly speaks of the Alee from hearsay. The Mach
lis may have been another animal, perhaps the Schelch of the
ancient Germans•.

The Crowned Elk. (CeNJUS Coronatus, Cuv.) This spe
cies is known only by a pair of horns attached to a part of
the frontal, in the Museum of Paris, without indication from
whence they were brought. The animal to which they
belonged was evidently ap. adult, since they bear fourteen

" Much information on the animals of North America may be ob
tain~ by consulting the fJoyageur, who reside at Sorel or Wil
liam Henry, at the mouth of the Richelieu, in Lower Canada.
Several of these people have traversed immense tracts of the interior.
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snags,- and yet they are not a foot in length. They stand
about three inches asunder, and more on the forehead than
in the Elk, with five snags forward, deeply indented into
the blade and the summits forked: their texture is thin and
light, and they must have been borne by an animal probably
not larger than the Fallow-deer. It is not impossible that
this is the Kisluhe, or the Little Elk of the rocky mountain
Indians, which may be an intermediate between the true Elk
and the Rein-deer; this would correspond with the opinion
of Baron Cuvier, lately offered on this very pair; mz., that
they are the growth of a Rein-deer, an opinion which he
supports by shewing several horns of rein-deer, approaching
in form to these; but it does not appear that the specimens
so produced belong to the European species: we believe them
all American, and therefore may be of the same animal in a
junior state.

TUB RANQIFERINB GROUP.

The Rein-deer. (CeT'VU8 Tarandw, Linn. Caribou of
Canada 7) The ancients were vaguely acquainted with this
animal through the accounts which they received from Scy
thians and Germans. They asserted that its colour changed
with the objects it fixed eyl"s on; that it equalled the Ox in
size, and had only one hom branched in many directions:
but if these tales were partial misrepresentations or altogether
fabulous, there is no doubt that the name Tarandus was
Teutonic, and a mere transposition of the present, with a
Latin termination. Tarand, Thier-rand, Ranthier, Renthier,
offer a legitimate derivation; especially. as the Greeks and
Romans took the word from the mouth of barbarians, whose
language was without letters, and therefore very irregular in
pronunciation.

The adult male of this species in a wild state is the size
of a stag, or even superior, but the female is less than the
hind, and the tame races, particularly of Lapland, are not
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much higher at. the shoulder than Fallow-deer. In large
males the horns are sometimes above four feet long, in the
females they are constantly smaller" and the palmated paMs
narrower. There is, however, no species of Deer whose
horns vary to such an extent; it is difficult to meet two
alike. In general they are at first thrown back from the
forehead, and then curve with a considerable sweep for
wards. Over the face they bear each two branches, mostly
palmated, but also often ending in simple points, or in
several irregular processes: from the back part of the CUFVE'S

other snags arise, or a flattened palmed termination takes
place. The figure of the animal, compared with other Deer,
is heavy and low, resembling a calf; the neck is short.; the
head carried straight forward in a line with the back; the
legs short and stout, and the hoofs very broad, in large
individuals not less than those of an Alderney cow, and
the tail short; the hair is of two kinds, one close, the
other woolly; under the throat it is long, and in winter
long hairs more or less whitish spread over the body.
The primitive colours of the Rein seem to have been
white round the mouth, horns, and shoulders, passing in
a bar to the flanks, rump, . under tail, and round the
hoofs; at least in the domestic races, though of every
colour, these marks are mOllt usually observable. Per
fectly white is common among the Wild Oat'r of Green
land and Siberia; across the face from eye to eye, from
the shoulder-blade over the loins, and upon the Bn
terior part of the legs, there is often a dark chocolate
brown colour, and on the back the white passes to the
dark by an intermixture of reddish. The belly and inside
of the limbs is generally white, and the females have less
of that colour than the males. The fawn has no spots on
the skin, but is brownish, though sometimes white. The
protuberances of the horns are visible at its birth, and in
fifteen days they are an inch high. In the Russian
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Rein·deer these horns grow more rapidly, and become
larger than in the Swedish. The males drop theirs after
the rutting season in November, but the females, if gravid,
keep them till May; under other circumstances, they drop
theirs at the same time with the males: the new ones are
eight months growing, not being complete till August.
The time of copulation is in October; the bucks groan
much the same as Fallow-deer, and at this time spread a
strong smell like the male goat: they cover only in the
night, and parturition takes place ill May. Two fawns are
usually produced at a birth, and their life extends to about
sixteen years. Camper discovered a membranous sack
between the hyoid bone and the tyroid cartilage, commu
nicating wil.h the larynx under the epiglottis. This organiza
tion is not found in other Deer, nor is the use of it ascer
tained.
. Rein-deer swim with great facility, and are 80 buoyant as

to keep half their backs above water; their broad feet,
struck with great force, impel them 80 fast in the strongest
currents and across the broadest rivers, that a boat well
manned can scarcely keep pace with them. When defend
ing themselves, they strike downwards with the horns, but
do not gore; they kick with violence, and repel the wolf with
success; but their most dangerous enemy is the glutton,
who is reported to drop down upon them from the branch
of some tree while they are off their guard. The feet
or the Rein-deer produce the same cracking noise as
those of the Elk; their nictitating membrane is very
moveable, and used chiefly in storms of sleet and snow:
this habit, together with their scent, guides them with
wonderful precision through the most dangerous passes,
and in the darkest stormy nights of an arctic winter. To
this sagacity the Laplander trusts his life with confi
dence, and accidents are of very rare occurrence. To
him the Rein-deer afford a satisfactory compensation for
all the riches, all the worldly comforts, which his terrible
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climate forbids, while the food of the animal, consisting or
the Lichen raftgiferiftus, L. Islandicus, and the buds of the
coniferous evergreens and other arctic plants, is obtained
with little trouble. The domestic Reins draw his sledge with
such speed, that a pair of them, in the language of Lapland,
will change his horizoft three times in the twenty-four Iwur8 :
that is, they can pass three times the furthest limit in sight on
starting, which in their latitudes is computed at above one
hundred miles. The skin of the animal is wrought up for
clothing, boots, &c.; the horns to make utensils; the sinews
for thread; the Besh for food: the milk is drank fresh, or con
verted into cheese, and the serous part kept for drink; th('
bladder and the guts are also converted to use, and the tongues
are usually exported.

Thus t.he possession of Rein-deer forms the sole riches of
the Laplander, and the care of them his sole occupation.
According to the season he migrates to the sea-shore, the
low lands or the mountains. The rich among them ollen
possess two thousand head, and the poorest seldom less
than one hundred. In their language and dialects seventy
six different names of the animal or of its differe~t states may
be reckoned·. In a wild state they are gregarious; in a do
mestic they are not only gregarious, but possessed of an ex
cessive attachment to each other. In both they implicitly
follow an old male through every circumstance of danger
or difficulty. The herdsman directs him by a whistle, and
a look or a stamp of the foot will make the rest oooy with
a docility and quickness of apprehension which proves
the superior degree of intelli~nce with which they are en
dowedt·

The Rein-deer suffer much in the summer months from
insects, and particularly from the <Estris Tarandi; the

• See N~mnicla Algtmeinel PolYl{lotten Lexicon der Natur G~,..

claiclate, under the word Cermu Tarandua.
t See Mr. Bullock's interesting pamphlet on a Family of Laplanders

and the Rein-deer.
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hum of one of these on the wing is sufficient to alarm a whole
hen!, and put it to flight. This is the chief cause of the mi~

grations to the weods and mountains, where they are more
free from their annoyance: the old deer, whose hide is harder
than that of the young, Buffer least; and it is the yearling
which of all is most exposed to the painful boring operation of
the <Estris, performed for the purpose of depositing its eggs
under the skin of the animal. There are few wild rl'in
deer remaining in Lapland, but herds of them may still
be seen in Dalecarlia. They exist in Spitzbergen and
over the whole of Northern Russia, where the Tungu
sians rear a large breed, which they ride more generally
than harness to the sledge. Baron Cuvier after a laborious
investigation, _has proved that they never extended further
BOuth than the Baltic and the northern parts of Po
land.

The North American Rein-deer, or Caribou, are still
very imperfectly known. There appear to be three va
rieties, one or more of which may actually form different
species. The fil'Bt is known among the Canadian voyagel'B
as the Caribou de. Bois, the Wood-rein; it is large, dark
coloured in summer, and presumed to be the species with
flat-bladed horns, the beam being nearly vertical and UD

adorned with many snags·. The second resides in the
dreary regions of the rocky mountains of central North
America, and has been supposed to be the Mule-deer of
Lewis and Clark. We suspect it to be the Kistuhe of the
Kluche Indians~ and perhaps the horns of Cerous Coronatus
before described -may helong to this. The thin! and
smallest, living in the islands of the Polar Sea, Greenland.
and Labrador, is the most common. Pennant and Edwards
have described it, and we have a figure of the male. All
are said to be whitish in winter, but the latter species most

.. Since writing the above. we have met with a specimen which con
Inns the conjecture.
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particularly so. A probable distinction by which some, if
not all, the above species or varieties of Caribou, may be dis
tinguished from those of the old continent, is that their horns
are always shorter, less concave, more robust, the palms nar
rower, and with fewer processes than those of the former; with
them, they are also said to remove the snow, as we have already
stated to be done by the Orignal or Moose, but it does not
appear that this practice has been noticed in Lapland. None
of the Indian tribes of America have as yet learnt to domesti
cate them.

Fossil Rein-deer. (CerrJU8 Guetardi.) To the rangiferine
group must be added the bones of an animal discovered near
EtampeR ill France, in the sand and sandstone formations. They
consisted of a great quantity of fragments of horns, which assi
milated much more with those of the Rein-deer than any other,
but they were much smaller, very slender, almost filiform, and
could only have belonged to a species not larger than the
Roebuck.

THE PLATICERINE GROUP.

Next to t.he Rein-deer follow the animals of this genus, whose
horus are still palmated, but only at the summit. They form
a small group, confined to one species in the eDllting state, but
showing in the fossil several, among which is the most
gigantic of the tribe, the celebrated Fossil Elk of Ice
land.

The Fallow-deer. (Cen,," Dama.) The horns of the
male Fallow-deer, or Buck, are divergent, terminated above by
a Hattened longitudinal palm, toothed with what are termed
advancers; the base of t.he beam round, with basal and
median, or brow and bezantlers pointing forward. It has
no canine teeth, and the nose is terminated by a muzzle:
in size it is inferior to the Common Stag. In the summer
both sexes have the back, Hanks and thighs of a ful\'ous-
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brown colour, diversified with numerous white spots. In
winter these parts are wholly brown; the buttocks are always
white, with a black streak on each side; the tail is longer
than in the Stag, reachin~ to the houghs, black above, and
white below: A dark line passes along the back i the belly,
inside of the limbs, and undl'r the throat, white; the head,
neck, and outside of the legs, rufous-gray. Under the eye
there is a lachrymal sinus, in other particulars there is a close
resemblance to the Stag.

The first year no horns are seen on the Fawn, the second,
when it is styled a pricket, the horns are simple dags or pro
cesses i the third two branche~ appear, and the palm begins
to be visible, but it is the fifth before the animal is allowed by
the hunter to be a buck of the first head; after this timo
they only augment in volume, and in additional advancer,
and spiller" or snags on the anterior and posterior parts of
the palm. The species is more delicate than the Stag; they
rut later, and their horns drop or mew a fortnight after his;
their voice is low and broken, or what is styled groaning; they
are more easily tameu and feed with less nicety. In the
choice of locality, they prefer elevated cou~tries and hills;
when hunted, they do not dee in a direct line, but in a circle,
and take to the water, but without venturing to swim broad
rivers as the Stag will do; hence the chase requires more
attention to preserve the track.

The females or Does go with young eight months, and
produce one, two, or even three fawns of a lighl-brown colour
with white spots. Fecundity begins in the Doe from he;
second year, but the faculty of procreating ends in the fifteenth,
and their longevity does not exceed eighteen or nineteen years.
They are gregarious, and in parks the herd som.etimes divides,
and repeated battles ensue for the possl'ssion of a favourite spot.
Germany and France contain few Fallow-deer; in Russia and
the north thel'e are none but such as are kept in a semi-domes
ticated state, as is the case also in England whl'n they are very
numerous.
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It is doubtful, according to Baron Cuvier, whether the
species is originally European, although it is said to be
found in a wild state in Lithuania, Moldavia, Greece,
Persia, and even China. The spotted variety of England
is likewise reported to have been brought from Bengal,
where Done llre now known. It is not impossible that the
Axis of India, China, and Peniia has led to this mistake,
for we find the Spotted Buck noticed in Gwilli'11l's Heraldry,
fourth edition, 1660, page 171, where he quotes it as borne
in an<:ient coats of arms, and therefore anterior at least to
the British intercourse with India. All the Platogna of the
modern Greeks is allowed to be the Fallow-deer, it must
also be admitted that it must be wild, for there are no gen
tlemen's parks in Turkish Europe, the_grand seignor's
perhaps excepted. In Spain they are reported to be nearly
as large as the stag, and in Sardinia they are numerous.
Hence we may infer that in southern and central Europe
Fallow-deer are indigenous. Baron Cuvier shews that the
ancil'nts have known it, but they want precision in their d£'
scriptions for us to fix the names which they applied, with
unobjel'tiollable certainty, With his usual ability and learn
ing he points out the 9leO~ of Aristotle, the Platyceros of
Pliny, and the Dama of Virgil and Ovid as referrible to our
animal. The word Dama, usually considered as of Latin
origin, may however be viewed as derived from the Celtic
roots, Da, Daa, Dun, from whencl' our Doe, Dun being
almost literally translated by hill, height, down. We !Ire

Ossian's heroes hunt the Dun-deer, or deer of the hills,
and to whatev£'r date we refer these Gaelic fragments, they
are anterior to modern importation. Thus also, Daa in the
ancient Danish, Dam in the Teutonic, are words more na
turally referred to that most ancient language of West£'m
Europe than to the Latin: if the Romans bestowed the name,
they must also have introduceU the animal, for it wOllld be
singular if a species at present common from .Sweden to
Gibraltar, and from Ireland to Constsntillopl£', should have

I

j
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been spread by a people into countries where they ne\'er
penetrated, and still more so if they had bestowed a name,
questionable by their own indications yet received by bar
barians, who in no other similar circumstance have conde
scended to borrow from their language.

As an -article of food, their venison, at least in England,
is far superior to that of ather Deer; beside the spotted
variety, there is another of a dark-brown colour, the Fawns
of which have not even the spots, so common to most
others. It is reported to be hardier and to have been in
troduced into England by King James the First, from
Norway. In the British parks, thPSe varieties have mixed,
and a great diversity of shades and colours, with and with
out spots, have ensued, among "hich the wbite, resulting
from albinism, are not uncommon.

The Fouil Elk. (Cervus Giganteru, Cuv.; Cennu Hi
hernw, Desm.) The bones of this extinct species and par
ticularly those which form the head, determine its place in
systematic arrangement in the group of Fallow-deer, and
Dot in that of Elks. The horns often dug out of the peat
mosses of Ireland, consist of a round beam, diverging· more
or less from the head, with proper brow and bezantlers, the
extremity alone being flattened into an immense palm, fur
nished on both the anterior and posterior borders with long
snags. They diverge sometimes nearly in a right angle
from the bead, spreading over a direct line of from eight to
ten feet, and even more. Since a skeleton, nearly complete,
and now in the Museum of Edinburgh, was discovered ill a
bed of marl in the Isle of Man, its affinity td the Cervi of the
Fallow-deer group has been fully established, and the height
of the animal, independent of its enormous horM, admit
ting the skeleton to be of an adult, is proved to be inferior,
or at most only equal to the Elk. The horns have inva
riably a brow antler close to the burr, and bending over the
face, sometimes bifurcated; beyond this is the bezantlt"r
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somewhat larger; but the third or foremost of the palm is
constantly the largest, measuring from eighteen to twenty
three inches; then follows another scarcely inTerior, and
behind that others, often divided into two proce!lSt's. On
the posterior edge are one or two spillers, but we have not
met with a specimen, bearing more than ten branches on
each horn: heads, horns, and fragments of .this species
have been found also in England, in Sill.'Sia, on the Rhine,
i.n Brunswick, Cleves, Franc!!, and Lombardy. As these
remains are found almost invariably in recent formationS
and vegetable moulds, it would be more unreasonable to
deny than give our assent to the opinion of Professor Gold
fU!ilB, that the destruction of this species may be of more re
cent date than is commonly supposed •. His inference rests
principally upon the fact of a head being disco"ered in
1800, on the borders of the hs, near Emmerich, in a sandy
soil, at a place where uros and stone axes were also found.
In Ireland, the same peat mosses or bogs which contain
these horns have likewise produced implements of human
manufacture; but the learned professor, searching in the
earliest records of his country, points to a verse in the very
ancient and celebrated poem of the Niebelungen, where, ill
the description of a hunting match, the hero Sifrid slays,
according to the earliest, or St. Gall manuscript, the Urns,
the Bison, the Elk, and a fourth animal, a fierce Schelcla.
Thi~ Dame which commentators, without being able to point
out in any other work a single indication, had referred to

the Stag, the professor supposes to mean this species. A3
the ancient Teutonic names of the Elk were what they now
are, Elend and Elk, and as the Elk and Stag are actually
named in the verse, another beast of the chase with a name
as closely allied to the former, as its bulk and horns ac
tually assimilate with it also, may not unfairly be assumed

• The paper of Mr. Weaver in the P/&il. Tra",. of this year draws
similar conclusions.
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to indicate this very species; and we might add that
the Machlis of the ancients may have designated no
other -.

The Fossil Scanian Fallow-deer (Cerf1US Paleodama)
described by Mr. Re~us in the Memoirs oC the Academy
of Stockholm, 1802. A hom dug out of peat ground, much
larger than the common fallow-deer's, and having only one
branch before the palm: it is bent more forwards, the palm
proportionably narrower than in the living species, found at
Svedala, in Scania.

The Fossil Fallow-deer of Abbeville (Cennu &mO'llensis).
also larger than in the living species; the skull without
pt'duncles, the horns rising immediately from the frontals;
Battened between the brow and bezantlers, and with a
greater regularity of the palm; but these distinctions are
not very positive, and although the length of the horn gives
one-third more than the present Fallow-deer, Baron euvier
hesitates whether it be a different species t.

• On referring to the text these curious lines are,..,....
Dar nach schluch er sebiere, einen Wi,ent und einen Elch,
Starcher Ure. viere, und einen grimmen Sclaelch ;
Bin roa in trncb 80 balde, das ir im niht entran ;
Hirtle oder biDden, chunde im· wenig engan.

i. e. Af\erthis he Blew straight, a BiJion and an Elk,
Ofatrong Uri four, and a tlerce Sclaelch;
His _teed carried &0 quickly, that none could outrun him,
Stag, or Hindi could seareely eseape him.

De, Niebelrmgen Lied. durcn F. H. von der Hagen. S"o.
Breala1l, vene 3760. It is curious that the 8cINlc/a of the Germani
is found to be the &g/a of the BritoDll by Mr. Hibbert.

t It appears that another fossil species, together with a great
variety of bones, haa been diacovered in the Perrier mountain; btU
the work which is to describe them baa not u yet reached us. It
was announced in November, 1824, under the title of "ReclaercM'
,ur Ie' Corpa Organuu F08,ile,," &c. par Bravard.

VOL. IV. H
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THE ELAPHINE GROUP.

We now come to the Stags proper, a small group com
posed howevl'r Qf species the most celebrated in the annals
of the chase, and the fictions of the poets. The males have
canine tE'eth, and three antlers on the beam, exclusive of
the crown of the horns.

The Stag. (CeTf1US Elaphu8.) The Stag of the Euro
pean forests bears homs with a round beam slightly bent
inwards at the summits, three branches pointing to the
front, and the snags of the crown issuing from a common
centre. The adults, male and female, in the summer, have
the back, flanks, and outside of the thighs, fulvous-brown,
a blackish line running along the spine, marked on each
side with a row of pale fulvous spots. In winter these
parts are of an uniform grey-brown; the buttocks and tail
are at all times pale buff, separated from the brown by a
blackish line; the head, sides of the neck, under parts of
the body and legs, are gray-brown, and a broad band of
brown passes down the face. All these colours become
darker with age. particularly with the ~ales. There are,
however, breeds deeper in colour, who in wintl'r are nearly
black; these are most common in the German woods, the
Hartz, the Ardennes, &c., and distinguished by the name
of Brandhirsch, or burnt stag, from their colour -. Others,
among which are the English, are rufous, aDd hence named
Red-deer. Albinism likewise occurs sometimes, and was
remarked even by Aristotle and Pliny. In old age they be
come of a gray buff colour, and there are instances also of
the face being white, from whence the sign not uncommon
in this country of the bald-faced stag.

• Brand, in the Norsk and Danish, lignifies, however, the same
as the French term Entier, i. e., not emaaculated, fierce; and thence
a sword was named brand.
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The hair of this animal is remarkably brittle, and holds
to the skin only by a small pellicle; his eyes have an elon
gated pupil, and his muzzle is very broad j the tongue is
80ft, and ears middle-sized and pointed. The stag is dis
tinguished from the Hind by his homs, the long bristly
hair of his throat, and the canines in the upper jaw. The
calves during the first six months are brown, spotted with
white; after this period the bossets or protuberances of the
horns become visible in the young males, which gradually
develop two simple cylindrical knobs. During the second
year the horns assume the figure of clags, or spikes, and the
animal is then named a Brocket. The third, his new horns,
throw out two or three tynes or snags, when he is termed a
Spayad; and the fourth year the summit first assumes the
crown, or what was anciently denominatoo a surroyal, then
in the language of sportsmen he is a Staggard, or Stag
of the fourth year; the fifth he becomes a Stag, and the
sixth an Hart. From the fourth year the homs receive little
alteration in their form below, excepting in bulk; but about
the crown the tynes or forks augment in a variety of shapes:
this description, however, refers to homs which have their
regular development, without accident, for in that case they
are subject to monstrosity, all in all other dt'er. While
Germany was more wooded, and the Stag had greater abund
ance of food and of repose, the ramifications of the crown
multiplied in some individuals to an extraordinary amount.
We have sketched one in the Museum of Hesse Cassel, of
twenty-eight antlers. Aceording to Baron Cuvier there was
one or sixty-six, or thirty-three antlers on each hom. This
stag was killed by the first king of Prussia, in 1696, and
the horns were preserved, according to Bechstein, at Moritz
burg, but Wilddungen states them to have been at Konigs
wusterhauS8n. in an article describing another head (per
haps of a fossil) found near Freinwalde, ill the Mark of

H2
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Brandeburgh, which had, it seems, more than one hundred

antlers -.
The Stag and hind had, in former times, further techni

cal names in the vocabularies of Venerie. The Hart of the
sixth year was an kart of ten; and after the seventh he was
distinguished as an hart crocked, palmed, or crowned. The
Hind passed successively from the appellation of calf, to

Brocket', Suter', and then hind, which is her third and adult
state of existt'nce.

Stags mew or shed their horns in the spring: the oldest
first, about the end of February; the hart of ten, in March
or April; and the young in May. On their losing their
attire, they withdraw into the thickest covers until the new
horns are completed, which does not occur till about
August, when they begin to rub otT the skin or velvet which
covers them, against the stems of trt'es. They are able to
procreate at eighteen months of age, although at that time
one-third of their full growth is still wanting. The rut
ting season commences in September, and produces in the
animal the most violent paroxysms of fury; his throat
swells, he bellows, he leaves his food, forsakes his rest,
traverses the country in various directions; if he meet
another stag of equal age, a fierce battle ensues; they run
at each other wit.h the heads low, and with such force that
sometimes the homs get entangled beyond their power of

- Thil learned and amiable chief foreat-keeper to the Elector of
Heaie. died in 1821; the work here referred to iI hiI Weitlmanl
Feierabende. 6th vol. p. 33. That Stags of this clall might formerly
exist in England. appears from the Lytell Geste of Robyn Hood.

.. Yonder I 188 a ryght fayer hart
• • • • •

Hil tynde are 10 Iharp, maylter

Of lixty and well mo • • •

I
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extrication, and both die on the spot *. At this time they
frequent the water's side to bathe and cool themselvl's" and
they swim with great ease. At first the Hind flies, but is
pursued and overpowered. The oldest stags rut first, and
the season lasts about three weeks; the younger following
in succession, so that the period does not terminate till the
end of November. Aft.er this they are exhausted, and re
tire to the cover: if there be a great quantity of acorns,
they are soon recovered. The Hind is gravid eight months
and some days, and produces usually but one fawn or calf,
in Mayor the beginning of June. She conceals it, and
exposes herself to the pursuit of dogs to lead them from
her young; the Calf remains with the Hind during the
summer, and in winter the animals of all ages and sexes
congregate into herds, more and more numerous as the
season increas.es in severity. Ou the return of spring, the
Hinds withdraw into concealment to drop their calves, and
the Stags to shed their horns and regain them; the younger
and the Brockets remaining together, till they part also to
mew theirs.

'The ancients gave the Stag a prodigious longevity; but
the latest observers allow him scarce more than twenty
years, which is, probably, less t!tan his average life in those
countries where he can feed and range undisturbed by
man. Hinds are asserted to have been found wit.h horns,
but no well-authenticated fact places this beyond a doubt.
The adult Stag is from three feet six inches to four feet
high at the shoulder, and the horns seldom reach three-feet
in length. Mr. Pennant asserts that the Stags of Siberia

• I have Been two instances of skulls of stags entangled by the
homs, and still inextricable, found in the woods, where they must
have perished from inanition. I have also met with one of Elk"s
heada similarly locked together. It is still more frequent with the
Rein-deer. Animals found in this state are named Gusga::hioA by
tbe Laplanders.
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are much larger, and that the breed is not quite extinct in
Europe; this appears, if in reality it be the same spE'cies as

ours, from a figure of the horns published by Wilduogen, to

which the following dimensions are annexed.:-

Right hom in circumference of the bun .
Ditto of beam above brow-ant1er • . • •
Length from tip to burr along the curve .
Distance from outer tip to outer tip •
Ditto between the inner tipa. • • • • •

II\. 1M•

• 0 III

o 'f
.40
.!) 0

3 6t

These dimensions in Rhineland feet and inches give a
proportion of about one-fourth more than a large German
Stag. The individual specimen reported not to be of the
largest, was shot in 1815 on the estate of Councellor V.
Radautz, in the Bukowine, and the horns were presented by
him to Count Erbach-Erbach. These do not show that they
belonged to an animal more than seven or eight years old,
carrying only filteen antlers in all.

The Stag is an inhabitant of every part of Europe, except
ing Lapland. In England they still exist in Gloucestershire;
and the North-West of Devon and Scotland breed them
also. They spread over Russia and Tartary to Japan j but
that of Corsica, not larger than a fallow-deer, is, if not a
distinct species, certainly a permanent variety, and assimi
lates most with the Stag of Barbary, where the species is
likewise found. Its colour is darker, legs shorter, and the
antlers terminate in bifurcations only: if we may consider
that fact as general, from the specimen figured in BufFon,
compared "ith three individuals brought by an English
gentleman some years ago from Barbary to this country. It
is probably this animal which is figured in the Catacombs
of Alexandria-.

• See the drawings of Luigi Meyer, by order of Sir Robert Ainslie.
'fhis is supposed to be the Bekerel Wash of Shawe.
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From the earliest periods, stag~hunting .was the favourite
amusement of heroes, princes, and grandees. ..As an art it
was once considered impottan't, and termed venerie, because
the Stag is an inhabitant of the forest, the chaae .being ap-'
plied to hunting fallow-~eer, roebuck, and other animals,
!Fho resort. mO,re constantly to the plain. The lttudy of a
whole life was required to learn all its technicalities, and
the experience and attention of many a laborious day to
~stinguish the alot or track of the beast from, that of the
hind or fallow-deer, and even of the old stag or hart from
the hart of ten; ~d then again, if. the game had or had
not its horns complete. All these observation!\ were and
are requisite; for to great ~igour and velocity, the Stag
joins no less caution and vigilance: before he quits the
wood he has already carefully viewed and scented the open
country; when be returns his measures ar~ the same, tak
ing care to enter from leeward, 80 as to detect, by the
scent, every suspicious c~rcumst~ce: before he will arbour,
or take his rest, he will p9,.SS the spot, return direct upon
hi. tract, and then, at a right angle, spring off to his
retreat.

Men without arms, horses, or carriages, excite his curi
osity more than his fears, but dogs are an object of terror
to him i from them he flies at all times, and in the chase
will not stop to resist them, or stand at bay, until he is ex
hausted or driven into the water. With all his senses very
acute, his courage, when driven to resistance, is very de
tennined. The late Duke of Cumberland exposed one, in an
enclosure, to the attack of a Bengal tiger, who in vain en
deavoured to bring him down: the Stag was withdrawn after
a long and successful defence.

Baron eu..;er cites a great number of places where fossil
remains of the Stag have been found, anel among others in
England, along with teeth, &c., of the Elephant, the Rhi
noceros, and the Hippopotamus, as iu the same caverns of
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Kirkdale, so renowned for the bones of the Hyena. We
possess a drawing, furnished by the Rev. Richard Hennah,
of a frontal and pair of antlers, dug out at a .very great depth
in the Porthstream tin-work, parish of St. Austle, Corn
wall: the same reverend gentleman has likewise favoured
us with the loan of another horn, twenty-two inches long,
with the posterior snag of the crown broken, found in the
same stream, lying on the tin ground, at the depth of about
seventy feet. This· specimen .lay among large fragments of
rolled rock, trunks ·of trees, leaves, and hazel nuts. Horns
of the Stag have also been discovered in the same peat
mosses of Ireland which contain the remains of the Fossil
Elk. In the Museum of Mr. Brooks there is a magnificent
pair from Ireland; they measure three feet from burr to
tip in a straight line; they have bifurcations at the summit,
which we see also,· though on a smaller scale, ill those of
Cornwall, resembling, in that respect, these horns of a
dubious species of North AJDerica, which we shall notice next
to tbe Wapiti.

The Wapiti. (C. Strrmgyloceros.) The Canadian Stag: (C.
Canadensis.) America has also its genuine Stags, but we feel
constrained to place the above names together until a precise
character can be assigned to separate them. Baron Cuvier,
Ossemens Fossiles, vol. iv., considers the question as decided,
in consequence of his numerous and persevering researches,
his compari.,ons of many horns and observations on the liv
ing animal. We also have made researches on this subject,
both in America and in Europe, the result of which tends to
confirm the decision of the great Zoologist. But notwith
standing this admission, we were always struck with the ob
jection, that if the Canadian Stag and Wapiti were the
same, how can it be reconciled to the fact, that the last
mentioned, when first brought from the banks of the Mis
souri, should have excited astonishment, and persuaded a
nation of sportsmen, such as the Americans, that it was a
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heW species, when the Red-deer of Virginia must have
been known to very many in the Southern States, and the
Canadian was still often found in the eastern 7 We law
the head of one shot two years before on Long Island, and
actually met the animal in his native forests about sixty
miles up the river Chaudiere, and therefore on the confines
of Main, where, it is true, the Canadians named him Ori
gnal, i. e., Moose. Mr. Skudder, keeper of the Museum
of New York, and a sound observer, was not, however, of
the general opinion; he had possessed several Wapiti from
the interior. We examined one together, and he did not
hesitate to consider it as the same with the Canadian.
The conclusion which appears nearest the truth is that they
are varieties resulting from circumstances; the Canadian
animal living in deep forests and rocky mountains, the
Wapiti on' the Savannahs of the interior. Upon a strict
comparison of them both, we find that they are about one
third larger than the Stag of Europe; but the Wapiti by
the side of the Canadian is heavier in body, his legs shorter,
his horns longer, the antlers more serpentine, and the lowest
or brow antler more bent over the face; the beam is ]ess
pearled, and the summits, in well-grown adults, bifurcated.
The Canadian appears somewhat inferior in size, propor
tionably higher on the legs, smaller and shorter in the trunk;
his hair is much more shaggy; the horns are thicker i the
antlers usually shorter, in simple curves upwards; the beam
browner and more pearled; the summit trifurcated, and
somewhat flattened. All these disparities may be explained
by the difference of the localities which they inhabit, the
forest and the plain.

It is not that the Wapiti has no winter coat when his face
is covered with a woolly kind of hair, the space on the ~ut

tocks is whitish, and the back, neck, and sides, of a red
brown colour; but these colours are less intense, and the
legs likewise are not so dark as the Canadians. These
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trivial distinctions which may, af\;er all, gradually merge from
one into the other, serve only, we think, to establish that
difference which exil!ots in Europe, between the Stag of the
Ardennes, or Brandhirsch, and the Red Stag of England.
The living specimens of the animals in question require to be
scrupulously examined side by side, to ground a final sentence
on the subject.

The Wapiti resembles the Common Stag in nearly all his
proportions, but hiB size is far superior, being at the shoulder
from four feet four to four feet eight inches·; the superiority
of bulk appearing chie8y in the magnitude of the body. The
Hind is similar to the Stag with inferior proportions: the
colour of both in the summer season is fulvous-brown on
the back; a black spot on each aide of the corners of the
mouth descends on the under lip, round the eye brown,
and down the face darker; the neck also is darker than
the body, being mixed with a purplish.brown tint on
those parts; the limbs are anteriorly dark, and lighter fawn
behind. Under the throat long hairs form a sort of dewlap,
also darker in colour; the buttocks and tail are pale fawn
colour, separated from the brown of the thigh by a dark streak;
the tail is short, but varies from two to four inches in length t.
The suborbital sinus is long, open, and naked next the eye;
the ears are long, lined with white hair within, aud dark c0

loured externally. Inside of the limbs and the belly the hair
is close and buff coloured.

The specimens seen in Europe appear somewhat different

• Theile dimensions appear superior to M. F. euvier's and Dr.
Harlan's j but both these gentlemen give the French pouce, and not
the English inch.

t This difference appears to be a probable further distinction be
tween the two varieties. All the true Wapiti's I have seen, thir
teen in number, had it very short. The Canadian, a stuffed speci.
men, WIUl in bad condition, and the living gave me no opportunity
to investigate this character.
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lD their colouR from thoae in America, no doubt in conse
quence of confinement and grooming. The long hair of the
throat, and also much of that on the ridge of the neck and
sides dropping off. This description, derived from com
paring Rveralliving specimens both in Europe and America,
is the summer habit. One individual in his winter fur was of
a chocolate-brown red, mixed with gray, allover the body;
the neck thickly furnished with long hair, and the woolly soft
fur on the forehead were sepia-brown; the chin pure white,
and the buttocks and tail also nearly white.

Comparing this account with our notes taken on the spot
during a winter in America, we find a stag repJrted to have
been brought from the Mi880uri, but which in reality might
have been taken in the northern districts of the States of
New York, in the vicinity of the great lakes. He was three
years old, fOUf feet six inches high at the shoulder; the nose
and legs sepia-black, turning on the neck and back to dun
brown; the croup and tail nearly white; the body short
and thick like the trunk of an ass; the legs shaped as in a
calf, very perpendicular on the fetlocks, with appearance of
callosities on the knees; the croup somewhat more ele
vated than the withers; the neck much arched, and adorned
with some long hair, the full expansion of that part not
taking place till the fifth year; the muzzle broad and black;
the eyes dark, and the aspect mild; the horns were greatly
deformed. On the 17th of February another sketch was
taken of the same animal, his horns were then beginning
to shoot anew, the cicatrix of the former not quite healed,
and their form resembling a flattened globe; his face was
covered with woolly hair, extremely thick; on the side of
the hinder legs, near the true heel, a gland imbedded in
hair secreted an unctuous fluid, which seemed to cause un
easiness, and we were informed that while the horns are ex
panding the animal frequently rubs the points of the antlers
against them; the colour of his fur was a sepia-gray, ex-
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tremely shaggy. This individual was, according to Mr.
Skudder, enctly similar to the specimen IIhot on Long
Island, and might, therefore, be considered the Canadian
variety; and the drawing compared with the stuffed speci
men in Paris, if he be not the identical animal, closely re

sembles it.
The horns of this species acquire a surprising develop

ment, expanding with such rapidity that at one period their
growth eXceE'ds an inch and a half per day. The Long
Island specimen of six antlers each, measured above three
feet in length, and the burr and beam were exceedingly large,
but in some individuals they are asserted to exceed six feet·.
One specimen, of which we have a drawing, shews them nearly
five feet long. The base and tertian or brow and royal ant
lers are invariably the longest in both the varieties; these
seem to be instruments of use, for with them, when a small
dead pine or a bar of a split fenee siateen or eighteen feet
long lies in their way, they will lift and tOIlS it clear over their
backs.

In England, where they have propagated, it appears that
BOrne care is required for their preservation, since to an
aileged neglect of this kind is ascribed the loss of no less
than twelve head of the herd belonging to the king. In
Canada they feed on some buds of coniferous trees and
grass, and in summer on aquati~ plants, which they seek
under water, while sheltering themselves in that element from
the bites of flies. It was in the act of feeding in this manner
that we had a view of the Canadian Stag. We were in a
canoe ascending the Chaudiere at a point where the river
bends suddenly on opening into a small lake. A hunter
among us made a warning sign for silence, and pointed
a-head, but nothing appeared on the surface of the watf.'r;
the bateau men, however, understood the sign, and grasped

• CUD. 0". Fos,iles, vol. iv. p. 28.
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after their muskets, but with so much precipitation and
noise as to alarm the game, which now again put his head
above water, and seeing the canoe, sprang forward towards
the bank, with his mouth full of weeds. At this instant he
was fired at, but he gained the shore very near us and
dashed with elevated antlers into cover, as was thought
unhurt: he appeared quite black, with large expanded
horns, but no further observations could be made. We
were then informed that at this period (August) they are
often killed while feeding under water, but the canoe must
be so placed as to glide with the current and without noise
close to them, the game only raising its head to breathe from
time to time, take no notice of an object which appears
motionless.

On the banks of the Missouri they are said to live in
small families of ten or twelve individuals, headed by an
old male, who is reported to be monogamous; the rest, be
side the Hind, being calves and semi-adults. The females
are capable of procreating very early, one born in England
having produced a calf at eighteen months old. This circum
stance militates against the opinion of the Indians respecting
their longevity. The males do not bellow, but when they are
alarmed or excited, send forth a loud piercing whistle, to all
appearance from the suborbital slit. They mew their horns in
the latter days of February, or during March, and require little
more than three months to recover them, notwithstanding their
enormous size.

The North-western Stag. (C. Occidentalis.) It seems
that. a speeies of stag resides in the utmost western limits of
North America, beyond the rocky mountains, so nearly
allied to the foregoing, as to appear only a variety of Ca
nadensis, or of the European Elaphus, or even Perrault's
Canadian Stag. We are in possession of a drawing from a
sketch representing this animal, made by a Voyageur, who
stated it to be of the size of La Biehe, with one, two or
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even three suecessive birurcations at the summits of its horns -.
Notwithstanding this remarkable character of the horns and
the colouring of the fur, it might be taken for the Canadian
species, if the collection of horns in the British Museum had
not produced two pair, one of which corresponds perfectly
with this drawing: this pair is inferior to the ordinary antlers
of the Wapiti or Canadian, and furnishes a character likewise
observable in the sketch, and which is not found in other
stags, namely, that the second, or bezantler, is the longest
of the three on each beam; they are about three feet from
burr to tip, very rugous and pearled, the brow antlers bent
over the face, the bezantler curving upwards and to the front,
the royal bent somewhat laterally and upwards, and the sum
mit terminating in two bifurcations, one above the other,
and with both their processes subvertically forward. The
other pair much inferior in size, probably of a four years'
old animal, does not present the elegant lyrate shape of the
beams, conspicuous in the drawing and in the first pair;
its brow and bezantlers are conjoined at the base and point,
nearly vertically, and the summit bears only a single fork
with both processes upwards. There is some reason to be
lieve that both these pair were brought to England by Cap
tain Vancouver.

In the drawing the horns shewn to the front correspond
perfectly with the first-mentioned pair. The face of the
animal is coloured dark-brown, a space round the eyes and
cheeks butT, the inside of the limbs and chin white, the
muzzle broad and black, and the lachrymary lIinus long: the
ears very long, dark outside, edged with black and white

• I found the original at William Henry, on the Richelieu. and
the owner stated himself to have been in the fur trade, and in this
capacity to have traversed the North·western country in various
directions. By the name of Biche, the Canadians undel'1ltand, I
believe, the Virginian Stag; its proper signification is the Hind.
He seemed unacqullintec! with the Mule-deer.
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within; the nE'ck, back, flanks and hams, brown; the legs
ochpry, and the tail rather long and dark; a small space of
the breast between the fore-legs white, but the attitude does
not shew whether a white disk exists on the buttocks: the
figure appears light and active. Whether the horn figured
by Baron euvier, Plate v. No. 35, vol. iv.. of 088emens

F08MtJ, can be considered as an ill-grown specimen of this
species we shall not determine, nor venture to aSSert that
this is the Mule-dPer of Le Raye, or of Lewis and Clark.
Should thE'Se indications be deemed sufficient to establish a
species, we would submit the trivial name of Occidentalis ".

The Nepaul Stag. (G'ervus Wallichii.) This species
shews a nearer affinity with the true Stag, than' the other
animals of the succeeding group, by having, instead of only
one basal or brow anile, two small' ones· at the base of
eaeh hom pGintmg forwards; the beam then rises in an
undulating form, slightly bent back, and' terminates in a
'point, having' on . the anterior face, at two~thirds of its
length, a small snag or' bifurcation. The' only 'specimen
known was brought by Dr. Wallich from Nepaul to Cal
cutta, and there fi«ured· by a' native .~rtist fi'om the life, in
the Menagerie: of the Governor-general at Barrackpore: the
late Mr. Duvausel transmitted the drawing 'to the Baron,
and it has since bPen published by M.· F.-euvier. The ani-

-l.e Raye's Stag according to a MS. Journal, is deacribed by
him, Cf aB smaller and darker than the Red Deer having large
branched horns, the ears very large; the tail about. five inchea long,
with abort dark hair and a tuft of lang black hair at the end; the
in.ide of th'e limbs, belly, and mouth white." In this cue the
specUla would be' fbund ' in the Country of the Sioux;' this descrip
tion cannot weU' apply either to C. Macrouru, or C. Macrotis; by
Red Deer I preaume he means C. Virginianus, because in speaking
of the long-tailed Deer, he represents it aB larger than the Red
Deer, which if. he meant the Wapiti, would make this an immense
animal.
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mal WIUI an old Stag, so far advanced in lire lUI to leave
some doubt whether the horns are. not in that state or de
crepitude which accompanies old age in the deer-kind. We
understood the size of the animal to be large, and the figure
shews that its fur was of a yellowish-brown gray allover
the body and head; around the eyes, nose and mouth, there
is much whitish gray, the mark of age; the lachrymary
slit, is long, and there is a black spot at the angle of the
mouth on the lower lip; the ears are rather short, broad,
and pointed, whitish outside, and white with .three black
ish streaks, as in some antelopes, on the inside j the tail
is very short and, together with a large disk, spreading not
below but above upon the croup, of a whitish colour; the
hair shaggy and erect; the legs are mostly fawn colour, the
hoofs black and pointed, and the fetlocks short and stout;
the horns appear to be about one and a balf the It"Dgth of the
head, and of a whitish colour, with little indication of pearls or
rugosities. We owe to the politeness of M. F. Cuvier, the
means of taking a copy from the original.

By the presence of the three small antlers, the short tail
and disk on the croup, this animal is placed with the true
Stags, but he is intermediate, the last of this group or the
first of the next: when the animal shall be better known, this
question may be finally settled.

Fossil American Stag. (Ce1'VtU Americanu8.) An im
perfect skull and fragments of horns belonging to a large
fossil species of America is described, but the genus
not determined, by Mr. C. Wistar, in the Transactions of
the Philosophical Society 01 Philadelphia, vol. i,-1818.
In Dr. Harlan'lI Fauna Americana, it is designated by the
above Dame, and considered as a congener of C. Cana
denns.

THE RuSA GROUP.

Tilis group consisting of Stags entirely Asiatic, is distin
guished from all other Deer, by having round homs with
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a brow antler, but no median or bezantler, the beam ter
minating in a single perch, with a snag of more or less length,
placed midway, or high up, on the anterior or posterior side of
it. The group is further distinguished, by having in comm()n
with the true Stags, a bl'Oad muzzle, canines in the males,
large suborbital openings, a rugged mane, lengthened tail, and'
uniform dark colours of the hair; their stature, in nearly the
whole is large, and like the Stag they reside in woody places,
and have a predilection for water. These characters commOIl
to several species, appear sufficient to separate them from the
Spotted Axis of Belon, Pennant, and others, and to designate
it by adopting the Malayan generic name of Rusa, for this
group or sub-genus.

The Great Rusa. (Cervus Hippelaplius,) The distinc
tive denomination of Hippelaphus is applied by the Baron, to
a large stag. attaining it is said the size of a horse, with
trifurcated horns, very coarse hair, rather long tail,
furnished with long coarse bristly hairs on the throat and
neck, and with the suborbital sinus large, opening and
shutting at the will of the animal. All these characters
apply in a nearly equal degree to several, constituting dif
ferent species, or very distinct varieties; and among them
the great Zoologist quotes that described by Aristotle under
the name of Hippelaphus or Horse Stag, «Having a
maue on the withers, but the rest of the neck to the head
with but little hair; it has a beard on the forepart of the
throat, cloven feet, and the head armed with horns, but
tha f('male is without them; it is of the same size as the
Stag, and is found in Arachosia: the horns resemble the
Roebuck's." This quotation is applicable to this group in
many particulars, b,ut as it appears to us, not entirely to any
one*.

The !\'pecimens from whirh our descriptions are taken,

• Perhaps een,," Pygargll'.
VOL. IV. J
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are the male or Stag, figured from the life in M. F. Cuvier'lJ
Ham. Lithog., and which we sketched afterwards in the
museum; and a male and a female from Java likewille in the
Museum of Paris. The distinctive character of the species
appears to be trifurcated horns; tbe basal antler immediate ly
upon the burr, pointing outwards and obliquely forwards; the
beam at first reclining and then rising outwards and upwards.
throwing oft', about midway on the anterior external side, a
considerable snag, which turns up and forms the terminal
bifurcation. These horns are very robust and show the simi
1arity which exists in those now in the Brit.ish Museum, quoted
by the Baron from our drawing 8ent him by Dr. Leach: th('88,
however, are monstrous, the brow antlers and one of the forks
not being developed, and the terminal point turning forwards:
they Il6rved Mr. Pennant to constitute his species of the Great
Axis, and measure two feet four inches in a line, and three feet
along the curve.

M. F. Cuvier expresses doubts whether the individual here
noticed. came from Bengal, and we are much inclined to believe
that the Indian Archipelago was its native country, because the
large species of stags of continental India reside above the
Ghauts, and far to the northward and eastward; they are,
therefore, rarely brought to the coasts, excepting as presents to
the governors or men of consequence. In the Indian Archipe
lago they are near the coast, and more easily forwarded in a
living state; but however this may be, the specimen was in
size somewhat less than the European Stag. The hair coarse
and hard; from the first years that of the neck, cheeks, and
throat, was longer and more shaggy, forming a kind of beard,
and even a mane, which he could erect like a wild boar; his
winter coat was gray-brown in diffe~nt shades on the
neck, back, and thighs, without disk on the buttocks. In
summer he was of a more fulvous-brown; the belly, lower
limbs, and inside of the thighs, whitish buff, as also the
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rt'gion round the orbits, cheeks, nose, and chin. He had a
dark streak dO\vn the face; the ears were rather broad,
with pointed tips, nearly naked within, but furnished with
long white hair at the anterior side of the opening. The
Baron says, OS8. Foss, vol. iv. p. 41, that the buttocks
lire pale fawn, as in our stag; but this mark nt'ither M. F.
euvier's figure, Mam. Lithog., in the summer coat, nor ours
in the winter garb, exhibits·. The tail is dark-brown,
terminated by black hairs; the breast is dark coloured,
passing also along the flank; the muzzle of this species is
more pointed, and the forehead less arched than in our stag.
The horus augment progressively in volume as in the Spotted
Axis t.

A male and female from Java likewise in the Museum
or Paris, resemble the above almost completely; the female
is sma11er, but in other respt'cts like the Stag. In the
male the antlers are fully developt'd, though not quite so
robust in proportion. The Stag is largt'r, his face darker,
with a kind oC band round the n6se and mouth, which is
white. The dark colours oC- the nE.'Ck and back, composed
of an oehery sepia-gray, extend in a list down the fore
....gg, and a streak up the posterior pasterns; round the eye,
eats, and cheeks, the colour is ochery-grey, and the same tones
extend over the breast, belly, inside, and anterior part of the
thighs and legs. The tail also is buiF, tprminated with a brush
of long blaek hair.

The species has canines, and a deep suborbital opening.

• This we believe to be a mistake arising from the Hippelaphus
being confounded with Equinus, which last the Baron saw alive in
London, but anterior to the development of the bifurcation, and,
consequently, before the specific identity could firmly be established.
as we .han see when we deforibe that species.

t In this .pecies the forehead is arched a8 in the Common Stag,
and transversely depreaed between the eyes. It is probable that the
Penian Gewazen and the Arabian Ajal designate this 8pecies.

I 2
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It inhabits Bengal, Java, Sumatra, and other great islands
of the Indian Archipelago, residing in the jungle, and
often on the islands in the great rivers of the country.
Captain Williamson (Oriental Field Sparta, vol. ii.) in
the article HOG-DEER, speaks of a red deer with ver~ large
branching horns growing to the size of a small cow, chiefly
found in the J ungleterry district, and both fierce and power
ful.

The Gona Ru.a. (CerouB Unicolor. Nob.) If a still
stronger resemblance in the form of the horns were to have
directed the name, tRis species might have claimed that
of the Great Axis. There is, howe\'er, a difference in their
being less rugged, more slender, and of a paler colour.
We describe it from a drawing of the late Mr. Daniell,
who says, that it is known by the name of Gona in Ceylon,
and is thl' largest species on the island, surpassing the
Stag of Europe in stature. According to the figure,
the horns stand on a rather elevated pedicle, diverging
from the head, with a basal antler near the burr, forming a
cune forward, and the points inward of considerable ltmgth,
but slender: half way up the beam, there is a short second
snag, directed inwards; the ears are broad and pointed,
the muzzle black and broad; there appears a smaller subor
bital opening than in the former, and the forehead is
covered with dark hair eliding in a point between the eyes.
The throat is loaded with long bristly hair, but no mane
on the lower part of the neck; the tail is only a few inches
long without tuft at the end; and the shoulders are more
elevated than the croup. The whole animal is of an uni
form dark-brown colour; the female is smaller bw similarly
coloured. This species resides in the Jungle and the
deepest forests of Cpylon, and is I.laid to be very bold and
fiprcp.

The position of the second antler on the inner face of the
horn, the absence of mane all the neck, and the height of

l
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the shoulders, appear to jUlltify its being considered as a dis
tinct species, approaching by some of its characters to the
Spotted Axis. We have applied M. Schreber's epithet, uni
color, because that author's indication will suit this better
than others, he being decidedly thl' largest to which it is fully
applicable. .

In the collection of the British Museum are some horns
with the second antler to the front, but of much smaller di
mensions than the former. One, the skull of which is nearly
complete, is remarkable for the convexity of the frontal be
tween the horns, which rise near each other immediately from
the skull without pedicle. The head measures, from between
the horns to the extremity of the upper maxillary bones, about
ten inches. The horns are somewhat parallel, the lower
antler rising from the burr outwards and vertical; half way
up the beam is the second also outwards, and obliquely to the
front; they are very robust and pearled, measuring nearly
two feet in length.

The next are still fixed to the facial part of the head,
with the hair on, of a deep sepia-dun colour, very close
and hard; the suborbital slit not determinable, but the
muzzle broad and black; the horns placed on a low pe
dicle, diverge in the shape of a V; the lower antlers, com
mencing at about two inches up the beam, are placed on
the anterior external side, pointing obliquely upwards and
outwards. The second, near the summit of the beam, is
short, and turns to the front and inwards: the whole length
of the horn is twenty inches, and the distances from tip
to tip about the same.· This fragment was presented by
Zedekiah Clark, Esq.; both are, doubtless, from the East
Indies.

The Pennantian Hog-deer should be placed here, if there
was not some doubt respecting the exactitude of the di
rection of the second antler. Baron Cuder views it as a
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diminuth'e species, agreeing even in colour with Hippe
laphus. It may be indeed that the last-mentioned head
should be referred to it, and that the height of the shoulders
of two feet two inches is not inconsistent with consider
able bulk of body, we having seen individuals of the spotted
kind little less than the Gangetic Axis in all their qimen
!!ions, the length of the legs excepted; but, on comparing
Mr. Pennant's figure with a drawing executed in India,
we feel satisfied that both represent the brown variety
of the common Hog-deer, and that tlw error lies BOme
where in the description of Mr.. Pennll,nt's specimen, which
was kept by the late Lord Clive in a domesticated
state.

The Baumer or Black Rusa ofBe.'llgaJ. (Cerv1U Arislotelis.)
This is, perhaps, the largest species of the group resembling
the Hippelaphus in the general character, but specifically
distinguished by the second antler, commencing ~mly near
the summit of the beam, from the inner. posterior Pll,rt, a~d

pointing obliquely to the rear. The burr is very broad l'.\nd
pearled; the first antler strong, cylindrical, and IItraight,
stands nearly vertically upon it. measuring ten ineh68 \11
length; the beam bends from the back of it, obliquely oul.
wards. and to the rear, and with a sweep turns itll point
backwards; near the s~it. or at more than two-thirds of
its length, is the second posterior and int~rnal branch, short
and pointing upwards. The I1pecime~ in the llri.stish Mu
seum measures about twenty-three inc~, and, ~ very Jlobul;tt
and rugous. The h.orns stand up~ a sh.ort an<l broad pe
dicle; the face is straight, the nose pointed. the mu.zle
small. and the suborbital opening is very considerable. The
ears are broad, with white hairs stand.ing up around the
orifice, the tail reaches half way down the ham, is black,
and well furnished with hair. The neck and throat are
covered with long, coarse. da,rk brown ~ray hair, reat;hing
p~rtially over the shoulder, susceptible of being ra.ised like

I
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a lion's mane, when the animal is excited. The head,
shoulders, back. rump, and buttocks, are dark-brown in
summer, and almost black in winter; outside of the ears
eepia; the belly whitish, as also a ring round the nostrils
and mouth, separated from the brown by a deeper shade,
which spreads up the face; the inside of the limbs and
legs are fawn colour, darker over the knees down the
front, and the breast black. This is the appearance
of the adult stag, the hinds are much smaller and paler
in colour. In the collection of drawings executed in India
in the pO!l6ession of M. F. euvier, is the figure of a Rusa,
five years old, which lived in the Menagerie at Barrack
pore.

~ceording to the information received from friends, the
male is nearly the size of the Elk, and indeed is so named in
India by the British sportsmen. They represent him as ex
cessively strong and vicious. Some of them on a shooting
expedition had· crossed an arm of the Jumna to a woody
island in quest of game, they were on the back of an elephant,
and, entering the jungle suddenly, roused an old male of this
species. On seeing the elephant he started up with a loud
shrill pipe or whistle, which cau~d others to rise and dart
into cover, while he stood at bay with his bristly mane on
end in a most Ihreatt'!ning attitude, but before the sportsmen
could prepare proper shot, he wheeled round and dashed
through the underwood with the facility of a rhinoceros.
Captain Williamson evidently met the same species. He
describes the Stag as arriving at the size of a Lincolnshire
cart-horse, fifteen or sixteen hands high, shining black,
with tannl'd points (of the hair?). One of these, he says,
heads a score of females, who are of a mouse colour. He
too calls it ltD elk, and adds, that they reside in the Prausll
jungles.

Of the two heads in the British Museum, om~ bears the horns
already noticed, and the frontal shews a high ridge betwet'n
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the .horns. There is, besides, anothpr with the skull nearly
perfect, and the horns very robust, but rather short. In the
Paris Museum is one of smaller dimensions, brought, from the
coast of Coromandel, probably of this species, but younger.
the horns being less developed,

The Malayan Rusa. (Cen'us Equinu8.) In the de
scription of I;Iippelaphus the Baron refprs to a specimen
which he s~w in London (Oss. Foss. vol. iv. p. 40), reported to
'him' as c~m.ing from Bengal, and which at that period had
only 'its first horns or brockets. It is, however, more likely
~hat it clllJle from the Indian Archipelago, although there
is great probability that the species also resides in India.
We saw this individual in the Menagerie of Mr. Cross
at· Exeter 'C.hange, and madtl two drawings of it,tke.
first. uuring the same sea!!on when M. Cuvier was in' Lqn
don. ., The animal was then about two years old, and bis
horns were simple, or in the brocket state; the next year.
its new horns shewed the bifurcation of the summit to be
as in the Black Rusa of BelJgal'j that is, near the summit
on the internal posterior side. It was t.hen' four feet' or
something more at t.he shoulder, and still higher at the
croup; its eyes were large, dark, and mild: the su,?orbital
slit opened at pleasure, a~d was remarkably expanded when
it drank, with a perceptible action of the air passiti'g in
and out, as before noticed. The ears, broad and pointed!
were nearly naked within and whitish-gray without.. the
face, shoulders, back, and thighs, were of a dark~browil

gray j the h'air rough and bristly on the neck and throat.
This colour was darker, and the hair very long, especially
the second. year, when ~he crest or mane On' the' neck and·
throat hung very heavy and thick j the breast and belI,r
were dark ashy, almost black. A consiuerable disk of a'
clear rusty, or orange colour, expanded over the buttocks,
lined the inferior side of the tail, anu was separated by a
black line from the gray of the thighs. The tail, about a
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foot in length, was black above; the joints of the legs, the
inside of the thighs and their anterior side were yellowish
dun, and the legs from the joints downwards buff; the chin
was white with a black spot at the comer of the mouth on
the lower lip, and a bar of the same colour above the nostrils,
which were placed on a black muzzle; the cheeks and space
round the eyes were buff passing to gray. It had canines,
and Baron euvier detected them likewise in the female.

The horns are of a dark colour, rugous, robust, but shorter
and less curved than in the Hippelaphus; the anterior
antler and posterior snag are both short and obtuse, but
from the size of the first or brocket horns of the animal be
ing near eight inches long, it is presumed that they becomE',
if not much prolonged, at least very bulky: his second horns
were about fourteen inches. This species resembles the
Bengal Rusa in many particulars: both have the forehead
flat and face straight; the muzzle small with spots of black
on the under lip, and a ring round the nose; the ears nakt'd
inside; the horns short, stout, and similarly formed; the
same mane and dark breast. In fact, the only obvious differ
ences are the presence of a disk on the buttocks of the pre
sent, which does not appear on the former, and that of
dimensions. but even in this particular there can be no great
disparity. It may be, therefore, that ultimately these two
will be marked as only varieties of one species.

The sailors and the people at Exeter 'Change, named
it Jamboe and Great Water Stag, no doubt a corruption
(rom the J avant'Se name Mejangan Banjoe. I t was de
cidedly the same species which Sir T. S. Rames describt'd
in the Lin. Transactions, under the generic name of Rusa.
The Dutch of Java caned it the Elk. Sir T. S. Rames
mentions a smaller variety of a deep-brown colour, nearly
black, nallled Rusa Etam and Rusa Kumhang by the
Javanese, where both specie~ are found. This smaller may
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be the Middle Axis of Pennant, established upon the ex
amiaation of the horns in the British Museum already no
ticed •.

HUla of Timor. (CeTf1us Peronii.) The Baron deseribes
a head in the Paris Museum, brought from Timor by the late
M. Peron. The beams of the horns are rather slender, and
the posterior snag is more equal in length with the summit
of the perch; these horns are of a pale-brown colour j the
skull shews a longitudinal elevation of the cranium between
the homs very prominent, and the posterior angle of the orbit
is raised in a remarkable maImer; it has canines, and the
head long and pointed, but the colours of its fllr are un
known. The learned author suspects this to be Pennant's
Middle AxiA, and the adult of the species which Dr. Blain
ville describes by the name of Cerru.r Niger, from a figure
in a collection of Indian drawings, said to be in the British
Museum, but where upon inquiry it is not found. It is pro
bably a mistake, and that the original is in the collection
at the India House. The eDgravPd copy shews the usual
fault of Indian drawings of deer, in the legs being too short
and the figure clumsy t. Were the original without any
description, we should considE'r it as representing a small
animal of the Porcine Deer species; the horns being ill·
grown, the oval form of the head, the great elevation of tht.>
croup, the absence of bristly hairs on the breast, and the form
of the tail, appear to j~stify the conjecture. In this figure

• ODe or more of these species are said to be gregarious, and
occasionally driven in large herda to some point or :station where
great numben are slain.

t I judge this to be the case from the number of livitlg lubjects
copied by myself and other.. always differing in thil particular
from the designs of Indian arti&ts of the very BBme species. I
polllle8l several in which this want of feeling, expression, and
proportion, is remarkable, though the drawings are otherwise highly
finished.
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the horns are almost simple, the beam having only a very
small antlfor on the front of tbe base, and the rest bending
back, and then upwards; the colour of the faee is brown·
black, particularly about the eyes and moutb, and clearer
under the belly, the internal face of the limbs alone being
wbite; the tail is rather long 'and black. The whole appear.
ance is in outline aimilar to an ludian drawing we posses of
t he dark Porciae - Oellr, and the colours are nOt very dissimi·
lar: it may be a new species, for we see no indications by.
which it may be referred to this or the next.

RtUa of MalOA:CQ. M. F. Cuvier (MlJm. Lithog.) repre·
sents a female 'rom the Peninsula of Malacca of the size
of the hind of Europe. Its colour is brownish-black, tlJx-

cepting the border of the lips, inside and base of the· ears,
inside of the limbs and legs, which are white; the tail - is
black, and broader at the point than at the base; the -edgei.
of the buttocks rust-colour, and a pale streak runs acroS!iJ"

the inner angle of the eyes; but the mOlt remarkable cba->
racter is a depression above each eye, forming a sinous ana...
logous to that of the Chamois, but which this last animal has
behind the horn.; the hair is bard and strong. M. F.
Cuvier states, that 'the animalt while livillg in the Menagerie
of Paris, was mild and perfectly tame, it would follow like a
dog, and would scarcely suffer itself to be intimidated. The
Baron conjecturl.'S that it might _be the female of C. Hippela
phus, and we are inclined. to view it as the Hind of Rusa Etam
of Sir T. S. Raffies. .

RuslJ of the MariannlU. (CervU8 Mariaanus.) There is
in the Museum of Paris, a specimen brought from the
Marian Islands by. Messrs. Quoy and Gaimard; it is more
robUst but not much -talter than a roebuck, with round di
vergent horns standing on a. low pedicle, having two
antlers, the basal nearly vertical, and at its junction with
the beam a small process not unlike a trilobed tooth; tlw
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other is posterior and internal, and compared with· the size of
the head, the hOMl8 are large and heavy, being about thirteen
inches long'; their colour is ashy, and they are extremely
rugged. Between the horns the skull has a longitudinal
eminence, and before the orbits, Dear the base of the nose, are
two longitudinal convexities very remarkable, and the species
is destitute of canines, by which character it approaches nearer
to the true Axis; the face is almost black, with a streak run
ning down from the horns, between the eyes to the nose;
the muzzle small and black, and the colour of the whole
body dark-browD, slightly mixPd with gray, at least such are
the colours now discernible, the specimen being in a bad
state of preservation; the tail is about four inches long and
black.

A fawn brought from the same island in the above museum
is fulvous-browD without spots; the throat is whitish, a white
spot at the end of the lower jaw;and one at the base of the
ear, The inside and anterior border of the thighs and buttocks
are white, and the legs buff.

From the similarity of structure in the skull there is a
probability that the same species inhabits Manilla; the
markings and colours being also nearly the same, only that
in this, canines appear, which the other seems to be always
without·,

THE AXINE GROUP.

Although the true Axines have horns of a similar form
with the Rusas, their structure is more slender and less
rugous. The animals themselves are small, the largest not
exceeding the Fallow-deer; they are without canines, and
their fur is mostly spotted with white. The ancients knew

• It appears that Baron Cuvier haa distinguished one of this group
by the name of CeNJUs nuvaucelii, but I do not find which, unleslI a
new species should have been established by him since the publica
tion of his O.semenl Fossil~s of 1823.

I,
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two species of ruminants with spots, inhabiting the East,
the Axis and the Jorcos. It appears probable that by
the 6rst they understood the same animal as modern Zoolo
gists; but the second is more doubtful. The most obvious ap
plication would have been to the Hog-deer of the moderns,
if it were not improbable that the triBing distinctions between
this and the Axis had been noticed by the ancients: we may
therefore suspect that by the JorkoR they understood the Jasin
or Antelope, which, although not exactly spotted, is often
agreeably diversified with fulvous black and white; and that
this supposition is not quite fanciful, appears from the Insti
tutes of Menu, where the Jasi or Antelope is repeatedly men
tioned as spotted, which phrase is used also in other Indoo
codes, and the animal itself portrayed.

The Spotted Axis. (CenJus Axis.) This species nearly
l'P.sembles the Fallow-deer, but is readily distinguished
hom it by the round horns without a terminal palm; they
stand nearly vertically, with a slight bend forwards, the
points approaching each other; at the base an antler arises
from the front, and is pointed forwards; another half way up
the beam on the internal side is turned to the rear. There
appears no suborbital opening, and, as we have said, the
canines are wanting in the jaw; the muzzle is b.lack. These
characters are constant; bllt to distinguish the female from the
doe of Fallow-deer~ or the males, when destitute of horns, from
f'aeh other, is more difficult.

From the accurate comparisons of M. F. Cuvier, it re
sults that both have the back, shoulders, Banks, and thighs,
of a fulvous colour, spotted with white. On the buttocks
of both and along the sides there is a white line, but pure
n the Axis, more yellowish in the Fallow-deer j a dark-brown

line runs along the back of both, but darkest in the Axis, and
covered with white spots i while in the Fallow-deer the line is
paler, and the spots, range only along its border. The Fallow-
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dl.'t>r have the head pall' browuish-gray ; the Axis bears a dark
spot on the fOl'l'head, and a blackish-brown line down the face.
Fallow-dt>er hS\'e the buttocks of a pure white, markt>d on ellch
side with a black lint>, and the tail, black above, is white
bt>low; the Axis shows no white on the buttocks, the fulvous of
the thigh extending over that space, and the tail itself is of
the same colour, with only s part dark towards the tip; the
bt>lly and interior of the thighs are white, and the rest of the
limbs pale--brown; the convl.'X part of the l.'ar is brown-gray,
and thp internal border black. But the Axi~, although he shl"ds
his hair. does not, like the Fallow-deer, change his colour; his
muzzle is broader, and the head thicker and longer. But
these distinctions are not constant in all the varieties and

breeds.
The Dacca districts and Rohilla country replete with

fol'l'Sts, seem to produce the large fulvous varieties with two
rows of oval white spots on the back, and wit.h higher shoulders

than the smaller, which are the true Hog-deer of Indian sports
men on the Cosimbasar Island, in tht> Jungleterry and the
Bahar. Some of the latter have the belly of the colour of the
"flanks, a sort of mouse-colour, with a full white streak along
the side, and two large oval white spots on each side of the
tail, which is also shorter than in other varieties. In the forests
of Ceylon fhey are also large, straight-backed like a cow,
without the oval rows- and chocolate streak on the baek, and
the face is wholly buff, with the nose rather prolonged.

The female is larger than the doe, and her head somewhat
longer; the male is about the size of the Fallow-deer; the
fawns are markE'd with spots like t.he adults'. In their habits
they are gregarious and pacific, the males living pt>aceably wit.h
the femalt>S·. Tht> voice of the Axis is a kind of barking, not

• M. F. Cuvier mentionl a ling1111l.r habit in a female of twisting
the neck upwards, IOmewhat like the Wryneck, without any seeming

j
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unlike the voice of the Stag, and his manners are also "similar.
In India all the varieties are known by the general name of
Hog-deer, and called in the Moorish language used in the
country, Parrah. They are found most usually in the heavy
grass jungles in the lower provinces, and to the northward in
the JOfD and Suryut jungles along the banks of the rivers; they
feed in preference on the silky grass, used for making twint>,
eallt'd Moonge, if it be found near some heavy covers where
they bret'd, and from whence the female leads her fawns in
twelve or fifteen days after binh. They are extremely in
dolent, feeding at night, and passing most of the day in
sleep; and, perhaps, on that account they are avt>rse to, and
will not remain in the vicini1y or, Wild Pt>a-fowl. They
are Ileet for a short distance. The doe is seldom seen in an
advanced state of prt'gnancy, keeping at that time in the
cover, and the bucks are then very vigilant and fierce in their
defence.

The Spotted Porcine Axis is a smaller variety, with a
shorter head, and still shorter It>gs. Their horns are very
slender, and the branches only short processes. I n the 00

louriBg or their fur the white spots are !!mallt>r and more irre
gularly disposed, and the forehead is without the dark central
spot. The cross breed between the large and smaller varieties
partakes of both, having the large body with the regular row
of oval spots and some marks 00 the face, as in the former,
and the short fore-legs, elevated croup, shorter head, and
slender horns of the latter. It is asserted that the Axis and

Fallow-doe have bred in England.
The Broum PO'Tci1&e .Am. (Cert7UB Porcimu.) I t is a

question whether this be a variety or a spt'Cies; if there be
no error in Mr. Peanant's description of Lord Clive's speci.

cauae, but we have never observed it in others, and believe the
pretent inlltance to have ariaen from a private cause not attributable
to the lpeciea.
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men, Baron Cuvier's judgment would decide it a species,
from the circumstance alone of the superior antler being
anterior and external: but the drawings of this animal,
executed by Indian artists, which we have seen, shew no
characteristic difference in the horns, though in other
respects they resemble Pennant's figure, and therefore our
doubts still remain. In these drawings the horns are very
slender, about a foot long, very distant at the base. They are
parallel with the face, slightly bent, with a small process at
the anterior side of the beam, and a very diminutive bifurcation
turned inwards at the summit. TIle head is oval, the muzzle
small, measuring altogether about eight inches in length; the
ears short, round, naked, and rose-coloured inside, with a few
white hairs at the orifice; the body from nose to tail is above
three feet long; the shoulder3 more than two feet from the
ground, and the croup something higher; the neck, back,
shoulders, flanks, and croup, are fulvous-brown; the face,
lftId a ring surrounding a buff-coloured border round
the eyes, are pale gray; the cheeks fawn colour; under jaw
and throat white; the tail rather long is brown above
and white beneath; the body is thick and clumsy, but the legs
fair and slender, of a buff colour, with some white on the inner
side of the thighs and fore arm-, The animal is rare.

Dwarf Axis? (Cervus Pumilia? Nob.) A fragment of a
frontal, not above three inches broad across the horns, pre
served in the Royal College of Surgeons, London, may be a
very diminutive species of this group. The pedicles are
low, supporting a pair of whitish miniature antlers, with a
slightly-pearled burr at base, above which rises a smooth
vertical process, little more than an inch hig'h. 011 the
right horn this commences near the base, on the left three
fourths of an inch above it; the beam recedes slightly, and

* Measured (rom a akin without horna.
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assumes the form of a flattened spike about two inches high.
ending in a point; between the process at the base and the
beam. the hom is compressed as if hollowed out; the animal
to which this fragment belonged. cannot have exceeded the
smallest antelopes by more than an inch or two. If this
should be a species, we would name it Dwarf Axis. Cen:UB

Pumilio.

TUE CAPREOLINE GROUP.

The horns of the Capreoline gt·oup. in general. are a dimi
nutive representation of those borne by the Rusas of the
Mariannas and Moluccas; but the animals are shorter and
more elevated on the legs, they are destitute of tail and have
no lachrymary sinus. In general. the horns developing, as in
the rest of the genus. from a first pricket to a second, with
antlers. and these in their tum enlarging with age. The com
plete form. however, consists in having only two antlers, ~r
rather processes. the inferior forwards, and the superior to the
rear. which. with the point. make three; but occasionally
tubercles swell into processes, and then they seem to have four
01" more. Indeed. the Roebuck group is more subject to diver
sity of horn than any other deer, the Rein excepted, probably
from their residing much in underwood. which being apt to
inflict wounds while the hom is tender, produces disease and
monstrous formations. There is in the Museum of Berlin,
a specimen whose horns are without lower antlers, but the
summits are ftattened with four processes on the one, and
seven on the other horn, yet so regular, that, taken by them
selves, they would appear as belonging to an unknown
specie~. There ar£', besides, others diseased. where all the
processes are uncinated, and we have seen one in which the
pair united into a globular mass, nearly as large as the
head.

The Roebuck group belongs exclusivelv to the Old World,
VOL. IV. K
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and is represented in the new by the Cariacou-deer, and by the
Brockets of South America.

The Ahu or Tartarian Roe. (CeMJUB Pygargus.) Al-
though this animal must be considerably larger than the
Roebuck of Europe, and the great expanse, solidity, and
ramifications of the horns, produce a very different aspect,
yet their character is fundamentally the same: this affinity
is further supported by the absence of tail and of lachry
mary sinus. Pallas and Gmelin have both described the
Ahu, no doubt from the name in the Tartar dialects, and
even in the Persian, being generical: the latter, in particu
lar, seems to have known only a variety of the Roebuck;
but the former, although we learn from the Baron, that
ultimately he too viewed his Pygargus as a mere variety,
described nevertheless the true species of Pygargus, but in its
junior state.

According to Pallas the Pygargus is a native of Hirca
nia, Russia, and Siberia, inhabiting the loftiest regions,
and descending in winter to the plains. In form it. re
sembles the Roebuck, but is larger. Its colour is brown,
with the under parts of the body yellowish; the hinder parts
of the thighs are white, forming a large disk on the buttocks;
the space round the nose and sides of the lower lip are black;
the lips themselves white. In winter the fur assumes a
hoary appearance; the ears are lined with short white hair,
and the orbits surrounded with long black hairs. The
whole coat of the animal is excessively thick. and in the
spring grows remarkably rough and erect. It has no tail
but a mere cutaneous excrescence. Of the horns he says,
merely that they are strongly tuberculated at the base: but,
referring to his figure. we find them broad with the inferior
snag high upon the beam and much, developed, and the
posterior bending down in the form of a hook: he omits also
the dark tips of the ears, and the streaks on their inside. So
far the presumption that the animal in question is only
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a large variety of the common might be maintained, not
withstanding several minor indications of diversity of
species.

But we found in the Museum of Prague, in Bohemia,
a rem~rkable pair of horns, presented to that establish
ment, as we were infonned, by a· Polish nobleman, who
brought them from Russia, and said that they were of the
Roebuck of Tartary. We observed another pair perfectly
similar in the Museum of Frankfort, where they were
considered as belonging to a roebuck. These came out of
the oollectioll of deer'" horns of some nobleman in the
vicinity without indication. It was, however, admitted
that no frontal much inferior to the Stag's could afford
room for their burrs, and, therefore, that the Roebuck was
too small for them. These two pair showed the base of
the hom subvertical, reclining backwards and outwards,
very rugous, tuberculated, and pearIed, some rising nearly
an inch high. The anterior antler commences where the
beam curves back; it is vertical with several processe!l
beneath. The beam then bends outwards, and terminates
into a bifurcatioa, the anterior being dichotomous, and the
posterior turning horizontally inwards, so as nearly to meet its
fellow from the opposite hom, the termination being forked
also. They were of a deep.brown colour, and measured between
thirteen and fourteen inches from burr to tip. The diameter
across the base of both horns and the frontal about five
inches.

These specimens established the existence in northern
Asia of a species of Buck superior to the Roe of Europe
and even to the Fallow-deer, and which cannot be referred
to any known species excepting the Pygargus of Pallas,
whose figure in that case mu st represent the Buck of at
most the fourth year. In turning over a series of Indian
drawings of plants, insects, and animals, in a printseller's
shop, we found a representation of the animal, whic~ we

K2
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think establishes the identity. In this figure the ears are
whitish both within and on the outside, with three dark
stl'eaks, as in the Antelope, on their inner surface, a large
white disk on the buttocks, and only a rudiment of tail.
The horns exhibit the same characters as the preceding,
and the animal appears more robust and shorter on the
legs than the Roebuck. There is also a slight indication of
a fold below the eyes; the colour of the coat is a rufous
brown; the legs and face dun. By this drawing, the work
of a native artist, it would appear that the species extends
to the southward, probably to the foot of the great chain of
mountains where Captain Williamson found the Roebuck,
which from his account would seem to be the common
species·,

The Roebuck. (Cervus Capreolus.) The Roebuck is
the smallest of European Deer, not above four feet long,
and two feet eight inches at the shoulder. There are
two varieties of colour, Olle very red, and the other yellow
ish-brown gray: there is even a third nearly black in the
Duchy of Luneburg, in Hanover; but all have a white
disk upon the buttocks round the insertion' of the tail,
which is only one inch long, and does not protrude beyond
the hair. In summer, however, the disk is totally or par
tially obliterated; the hair is then softer, and the head and
neck slightly mixed with gray: in winter the fur is closer
and darker; on the back and neck also the colour is deeper
than below; the muzzle, which is small, is surrounded with
deep brown, leaving 'two white spots on the upper lips, and
one on the lower. The speci~ is destitute of canines and
lachrymary sinus: with the exception of the horns, the fe
male is like the male, and the fawn is spotted with while.
In the second year the young buck bears prickets, and the
third a small antler is seen on the front of the beam, after-

• General Hardwick has lately given an account of the Cerou.s
Pygarglls to the Linnman Society, but the paper is not publibhcd.
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wards a second antler points backwards, somewhat higher
than the first, and forms a fork.

The Roebuck is extremely graceful, active, and even
daring; his eye is fine and full, and his limbs remarkably
pliant; he is cleanly, leaps with great vigour, and resides in
preference on elevated ground, not so much in the forest as
on its borders, and in coppice; he leaves a strong scent,
and is thus more exposed fo the pursuit of dogs; but his
instinct is more fertile in resources, which he employs the
moment he is" hunted, without previously exhausting his
strength in a prolonged course: he begins, after a first dash
forward, by doubling over his track, to mislead the hounds,
and then, by some great bounds, he springs off towards a
cover, where he lies down to l~t the chace pass. His man
Ders differ likewise from the Stags; for he remains attached to
one female, who produces usually two fawns, one of each
sex: these, when grown up, pair off together. The Bucks
rut in the beginning of November, wnen the young of the
family are for a time driven off, not to return again until

,they are full grown. Gestation lasts five months, and the
female withdraws into the closest cover to drop her fawns,
and re-appears in about twelve days with them in company.
If there happen to be danger, she conceals them, and' then
advances to meet it, exposing herself to attract the atten
tion of the enemy. The Buck mews his horns after the
rutting period, and recovers the new during winter. They
live from twelve to fifteen years, but many perish in severe
seasons. The venison of adults is not I]luch esteemed, though
the brown variety is said to be superior in that respect to
the red.

Roebucks are found over all Europe, and part of Asia.
There are now very few in England, but still a sufficient
number in Scotland. They are delicate in their food, and
pick the buds and small shoots of several kind of trees
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in preference to grazing, and thereby commit some damage
in the forest. No art can completely tame them, their distrust
remains iD~·incible. Mr. Bewick relates a remarkable anec
dote of one, which, being hunted out of Scotland, through
Cumberland, and various parts of the north of England, at
last took refuge in the woody recesses bordering on the Tyne.
It was repeatedly seen and hunted, but no dogs were equal
to its speed: it frequently swam the river, and, either by
swiftness or artifice, eluded all pursuers. It happened during
the rigour of a severe winter, that being pursued, it crossed
the river upon the ice with some difficulty, and being much
strained by its violent exertions, was taken alive. It was
kept for some weeks in the house, and was then again turned
out, but all its cunning and activity were gone; it seemed to
have forgotten the places of its former retreat, and after
running some time, it lay down in the midst of a brook,
where it was killed by the dogs.

According to Captain Williamson a species or variety of
Roebuck exists in India. He says that "The Roebuck is
not unknown in Bengal, but is only found on the borders,
particularly along the western frontier among the crags and
ravines. I t is found in elevated situations, but in general
is extremely shy, and frequents such covers as are divided
into small patches. They do not grow near so large as I
have seen them in Scotland."

The Fossil Roebuck. Horns and fragments of a species
of Deer which appears to belong to this group, have been
found in calcareous marl in the environs of Orleans, with
fragments of Paleotherium and Mastodon, and in the peat
earth of the Somme, in France. The latter are decidedl (l

the true Roebuck, but there is a difference in the teeth of
the upper jaw of the former sufficiently marked to dis
tinguish them specifically and almost generically from the
whole genus, and approaching. E'IIpecially by the two first
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molars. to the Musks, and thereby proving a further affinity
in the two genera of the family.

THE MAZAMINE GROUP.

The next group of Deer composed exclusively of American
animals, appE'ars to be that to which the generic term of
Mazatl or Mazame (including indeed other ruminants) was
bestowed by the aboriginal nations speaking the dialects
of Mexico, or the Toltecan and Astecan languages; they
are distinguished from otber Deer by having in general
smaller horns, with a tendency to flattpn, bending more or
less into segments of a circle, the concave part to the front;
with only one anterior antler, and the others either posterior
or vertical Their tails are longer than the preceding, the
heads longer and finer, and they are furnished with a brush
of erect hairs on the inner face of the hinder joint; they have
a small suborbital pore, appearing like a simple fold of the
skin; a muzzle, but no canines i their eyes are. large, promi.
nent, and soft, and the ears in general long. It is as yet a
question, whether the specimens here described constitute in
reality different species: to admit them all as such, would,
perhaps, militate against precision, as it cannot be denied
that several exceed the proper limits which should guide us
in this difficult genus, where trivial and external characters
are necessarily the only criterion.

Virginian Deer (Cervru Virginianus.) The Virginian
Deer forms the most prominent species of the group, and
serves for a type of the others. It is about three feet
three inches at the shoulder; light and elegant of form,
with a long tapering nose; the horns reclined on the
head turn outwards, and then with a very decided curve.
point their extremities forwards; the burr is small, and
near it on the internal side of the beam, rU:leS a single
short antler, inclining inwards in the dirpction of the beam i
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the first hom is only a simple pricket i this is SlIC

ceeded by a fork on the summit; then two and three snags
on the posterior part of the curved beam, pointing upwards,
which is a mark of the fifth year. In old animals the superior
part of the beam flattens, and the snags and point become
dichotomous; 'while the burr having widened considerably
and increased the length of the brow antler, throws up
spurious collateral shoots round the base. Measured along
the curve, the horns scarcely exceed twenty-five inches in
length: they sometimes vary, so that in the fourth year
only simple prickets about seven inches long are thrown out;
which malformation has given rise to a supposed Deer with
single horns, known in the United States as the Spring Buck
of the Jerseys-,

In summer the coat of the male and female is of a bright
fulvous cinnamon colour, changing into a fine brown-gray in
winter, the hairs being then annulated with brown and buff;
the belly, inside of the thighs, the internal (ace of the fore
legs, above the knees, and the posterior inner border of
the buttocks, are white i the throat, breast, and under part
of the tail of the same colour; the upper part of the tail
is dark, and the legs fawn colour; the ears are long and
pointed, outside of a brown-gray, inside well lined with
white hair; the forehead, face, and chel'ks, brown, with a
slight mixture of gray; round the ey<-s, lips, and chin, fawn
colour; the muzzle small and black, no spot on the corn~

of the mouth, but the winter hair of the belly, and under
part of the tail long and silky, and the bristles on the in
side of the hinder joint, or tibiotarsal articulation of a deep
rust colour: in this animal the eyes are peculiarly bright,
soft, and bl'autiful.

This species exemplified from an individual of uncommon

• The homa of one in the Museum of Philadelphia correapoDd
exacily with Cuvier'a figure 10, pl. 5 of vol. iv. Ossm&mI FouUes.
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beauty, sketched at New York, was in the fifth year of his
age; the horns were smaller than the specimen figured by
M. F. Cuvier, the snags more slender and developed; and on
the croup were two crescents marked by the friction of the
horns on those parts, from some habit in the animal.

The fawn is of a lively fulvous-brown, marked during the
first year lI,ith numerous white spots. They rut in Novem
ber and December, when the np.ck of the Buck llwells, and
gestation lasts near nine months, the females dropping
two or even three fawns. The Bucks lose their attire about
the same period as the Stags of Europe; they bray but with
less lloise, and live in herds from the southern confines of
the great lakes and the St. Lawrence to the Floridas, and
westward, in the interior to an immense distance. Accord
ing to Professor Harlan, this species displays· great enmity
towards the Rattlesnake, which it contrives to crush, by
leaping, with the fore-feet conjoined, and dropping per
pendicularly on the serpent, bounding away again with
great lightness, and repeating this attack till the enemy is
killed.

Dr. Say notices a variety found at Eugineer's cantonment
in the interior of North America. marked with a white
triangle on the front of all the feet. the point upwards, and
a black mark on the lower lip strongly characterized, and
not so far back as the angle of the mouth as in the former: its
dimensions are somewhat less, and the weight one hundred
and fifteen pouuds.

The Virginian Deer appears to be Lawson's Fallow-deer,
and sometimes the Red-det'r of the United States, though
Mr. Warden applies this name to the Wapiti. The skin is
used for gloves, and the native Indians of the interior dress
them in an excellent manner to make leggings. jackets, and
maukissons. It appears also by the mummies dug out of the
saltpetre caves of the interior, that anciently they wrapped
their dead in them.
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Mexican Deer. (CeTfIU8 Mexicanw.) This specit's, not
as yet figured, was first noticed by Mr. Pennant, who re
presented the horns, (Hist. oj' Quadrup. p. i. xx., fig. i.)
from a pair in the Museum of the Royal Society and now in
the British, to which the ticket of Mexican was attached.
With this information he inferred it to belong to Hernan
des's Teutla Mafame, and Dr. Shaw says, "that it is about
the size of a common roebuck, and of a reddish colour, but
when )'oung is often spotted with white; the horns are
thick, strong and rugged, they bend forwards and are about
ten inches long, and trifurcated on the upper part, but
they sometimes vary in the number of brancht>s or pro
cesses; the head is large, the eyes large and bright, and
the neck thick." That author next describes what he sup
poses a variet.y, from a pair of horns, styled by Grew, homs
of the Indian Roebuck; this is probably the pair still in the
British Museum, of which the following is a description:
they are of a bright yellow colour, so irregularly and widely
palmated as to calUle a suspicion, that they once belonged
to an unknown species of Rein-deer, or to a second species of
Elk; they are nearly seventeen ~nches long, spreading dia
gonally from the head and reclining back; there is no burr at
the base, only a broad, ascending, tuberculated, and toothed
beam. At two inches from the base an antler issues from
the anterior part in a vertical direction, flat and ending in
two points: about three inches higher, the beam, being
somewhat prismatic· in form, widens, and a broad flat
branch throws up four snags in the form of a palm, the
foremost plain, the next toothed, the third plain, and the
fourth bifurcated: behind these a fifth assumes a still more
singular form, it ascends in the same direction with the
others, terminating in three processes, and from its external
posterior side throws out an horizontal branch which bi
furcates again, the inferior being the longest and hanging
downwards, this is the right horn; the left, after the basal
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antler, throws obliquely forwards a flat broad branch dividing
into two processes, then vertically one with three external pro
cesses, and then a third likewise with three external processes,
but these three branches flatten also at base into a kind of palm

obliquely facing the other.-
M. F. Cuvier describes the horns as strongly curved

forwards, spreading outwards, and converging towards each
other at the extremities: an antler at the anterior face
of the beam, pointing vertically and Jumished with strong
denticulatioDs; a spiller or antler at the posterior part of the
beam, divided into several small branches: these honlS
flatten into a sort of palm from the second antler, and
at their base are deeply grooved and strongly tuberculated.
The head in the possession of the describer was very adult,
and had a muzzle, but no canines, which forms a further
indication of affinity with 0. Virginianu6t. From these
descriptions, and the figure in Pennant, and in 0.V8. FOB
lilu, vol. iv. pI. v. fig. 23 of Baron Cuvier, it is evident, that
if the species be the same, there is a very great difference
in the development of the horns, and that the name of Mexi
can as applicable in particular to the pabnated pair, is
very problematical. There is, indeed, some suspicion that
they belong to a deer of the cold extremity of South America;
for although we still find an indication of affinity with the
Virginian Deer, it is through a sllccession of gradations, the
extremes of which have no longer the appearance of a com
mon original type.

• I find on my Bketch the words Cenus Mexicanu., but doubt
whether they were Bubjoined from any written ticket attached to the
horns themBelves; they appear to belong to CervuB RamosiCQT1lis of
Blainville.

t On referring to fig. 23, pI. v., vol. iv. Oss. Fossiles, it is plain
that theBe homB are far inferior, and very different from the pair
before de&Cribed, and leave little doubt of their being of different
BpecieB.
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Before the publication of the last-mentioned work of the
Baron's in which this transition is depicted, we had made
constant researches in museums, and among others in
that of the Royal College of Surgeons, the British, the
Leverian, Mr. Bullock's and Mr. Brooks's. In the col
lection of the last-mentioned gentleman we found another
pair of a bright golden-yellow colour, very robust, rising
from the burr with strong pearls, and a small antler in
fl'ont: behind this, and in contact with it, a second snag,
strong, vertical, notched, and grooved; the beam then
bends out at an angle, horizontally and laterally, and then
curves forward. On the superior edge, are three bifur
cated snags, two vertical, and the third bent forwards; at
the extremity are two simplE', both pointing forwards; but
what seems to confer a decisive character on these horns
is, that beneath these, on the inferior edge of the beam, a
sixth heavy snag hangs down perpendicularly, widened and
flattened at the base, and evidently much worn by fric
tion, while the animal grazes: this is the character on the
left; the right is similar, excepting the extreme points
which appear to have beE'n injured in the development. In
the British MIlseum, there is another similar pair with
the worn clavate suspensal snags, but less in proportion-.

These two 9pecimens seemed to justify the appellation of
Cervus Clavatu8 for a new species, but the comparison of
several others in the British Museum, evidently of the same
character as figures 8, 9, 23, of plate v. before cited, would
leave a doubt did anyone exhibit the inferior clavate snag.
Fig, 16 indeed has something of the kind, but comparing the
two figures their resemblance is very remote, though it
might possibly be of a young specimen of this supposed

• The notes of dimensions being mislaid, I cannot give them ex
actly. but the proportions of the drawing offer about two feet to·

each horn measuring along the curve, and about three feet six
inches from tip to tip, in a line to the extremities..
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species·. The above specific denomination may therefore be
still proposed. and as we have shown, there are in this article,
perhaps, altogether three species indicated; or we must assume,
that the Virginian or Mazame group, although it consist ofone
species only, has, nevertheless, a most extensive variety of
forms in the very parts of the horns where specifical distinctions
are allowed to reside.

Great-eared Deer. (Cervus Macrotis.) This animal
which may be the younger state of one of the preceding, is
described by Dr. Say, as light reddish-brown abo\'e; the
sides or" the nose and upper portion of the forepart of the
nose dull cinereous; the bl;l.ck intermixed with blackish
tipped hairs, which form a distinct line on the Beck near the
head; tail reddish-cinereous black at tip; this part is
somewhat compressed, and almost naked beneath: the hoofs

are shorter and wider than those of the Virginian Deer,
and more like those of the Wapiti; the horns slightly
grooved and tuberculated at base, with a similar antler as
in the Virginian ; the beam less curved forward~, is bifur
cated equally at about se¥en inches from the burr, and each
bifurcation near the summit again divided, the anterior of
the second bifurcation being somewhat longer than the
posterior; the ears very long, extend to the principal bi
furcation, about half the length of the whole horn; the
lateral incisor teeth are larger in proportion to the interme
diate than in the Virginian; eye-lashes black i lachrymal
apertures also larger, and the hair coarser, and undulated
and compressed like that of the Wapitit. The species is

• When my drawings were made, I had no knowledge of the
method adopted in the O"emens Fossiles, or I would have designed
my liKures in a similar point of view.

t This account taken from Dr. Harlan'lI Fauna A.mericana, says
Elk in this citation, but a8 that word is by him apPlied to Wapiti,
we presume it is the animal here meant. It is to be regretted that
the BC'curate Dr. Say has not published figures ofthe horna.

"
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found in the most remote north-western territories of the
United States, anu from the context of this description it ap
pears evident, that the Guampuco Deer is nearest allied to it,
and that the Guazuti and the Virginian are clearly of the same
group.

Long-tailed D~. - (CervU8 Macrouru8.) Also named
Black-tailed Df,'er, and deer with a large tail. from the p~uliar
large Bize and cOlltrasted colours of that organ. This animal
is .described in Le Raye's MS. Journal, as larger than the
Red..d.eer, of a darker colour, with a white belly; the horns
short, small, somewhat flattened; the tail nearly eighteen
inches long, black above, with broad white edges, and held up
erect while running. It abounds about the Kansas river in
Central North America.

GuazuJlUco Deer. (CerDU8 PaludoSus.) This animal iii
described"by M. D'Azara as having horns rather large and
cylindrical, terminated by a fork, with an anterior antIel'
some way up the beam, lIimple or bifurcated, pointing for
ward!!, and then vertical; his muzzle is large," figured like
that of an ox; the' eyes large and full, with a lachrymal fold
beneath; the forehead below the horns flat; the ears .ter
minating in a point; the pedic1es of the horns are one inch
high, and the horus about one foot four inches in length,
with never more than five snags; ·ma.mmm four,. disposed in
a quadrangle; the eye-lashes black, surrounded with white,
whirh passes on the side of the face,. and surroun.ds the
muzzle and mouth; a black velvety spot in the -angle of
thtdower lip, another facing the nose Oll the' upper; a .blad~

triangular one on the nase,. and another between the eyes,
united by a d~rk line· between them. Inside of the ears~

"under-jaw, and cheek, white; a black spot on the interval
of the hoofs of all the feet, ascending to the second joi~t;

a black band passing along the breast, and on the under
(upper) part of the tail. In size this animal is at least
equal to the Stag of Europe, being four feet at the shoulders,
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and four f~et four inch~s a~ the croup; the general colour of
the neck, back, shoulders, and rump, is reddish-bay; the tail
is middle-sized, and the teeth have the intermediate incisors
large.

The females are less than the Buck, without black on the
breast; the fawns are without livery or spots, being of an uni
form dun colour: albinism is not uncommon in the species.
The colours of the fur do not change with the seasons, nor do
the horns drop at fixed periods, individuals having been found
with theirs in full growth, while others were without. This
88St'nion of M. D'Azara is singular, for it would imply that
the rutting period is likewise undetermined, and this must
nevertheless be in harmony with the time of parturition in
the Does, which in its turn cannot be during the inundations
caused by the rainy season, nor even immediately after,
because they inhabit the swampy regions of South America,
particularly of Paraguay, where th~y reside among the
shrubs and bushes, where the amomilll or bastard ginger
abound.

A living specimen shown in London evidently belonged to
this species. It was somewhat less than the stature here
given; the muzzle was not unusually broad, though very con
spicuous, and the markings on the face, cheeks, and feet,
similar: the horns checked, most likely in their growth
dUJ:ing the sea-voyage, stood rather approximating. and
were reclinl'd and bent outwards. with a small antler a
sbort way up the beam; from hence their direction, though

rath~r irregular, was chiefly with the concave parts to the
front and side: Due had three terminal snags, the other
only a fork: but the principal difference arose from a great

quantity of long silvery hair on the lower: a:bdo~ni:.;ex

tending from the prepuce between the thigHa;: ~'hi{~ing
up the root of the tail, and from thence lining each side of
it to the point: as the animal carried it erect, this long
white fringe gave him a very singular appearanc~; he was
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judged to be four years old, rising five. We have seen that
the Virginian Deer sometimes has a similar white and long
fur on the belly, and therefore no character of importance
belongs to it. It were to be wished that we could have
determined exactly from what part of South America he had
been brought, but think it was Pernambuco: it is probably
the Badgew, or more correctly Gadgew, of the Surinam
Negroes; and we think that the large palmed horns before
described might belong to a variety of thi~ species residing far
to the south.

The Guazuti Deer, (Cervus Campestris,) likewise first·
described by M. D'Azara. The species is considerably less
than the former, being only about two feet six inches at the
shoulder, and two feet eight and a half at the croup; the horns
are a foot long, slender, with the beam suberect, a branch
anteriorly placed, bent upwards, and posteriorly one or two
snags towards the summit; the eyes are large and brown, with
a suborbital fold; the ears erect and pointed; the fur smooth
and close, is reddish-bay, the hair being reddish-bay at the
point, and dull brown at the base; the inferior parts- of the
body, the under side of the head and tail; which measures
six inches, are white, as also the hinder 'part of the buttocks,
and intE-rnal face of the thighs, a. circle round the eyes and
inside of the ears; the hair on the lower abdoml'n and between
the thighs long.

A specimen at Exeter 'Change shewn under the name of
Cushew (Couassou), the vulgar pronunciation of Guazu, some
what taller than _D'Azara's, agreed in all respects with his
description, ~xcepting that ·the long hair on the belly was
wanting, and that part and inside ofthe thighs were of an ashy"
coloqr ~.th~ tail was black. The smell of onions with which
th~y :ar;; 1'l'1fis~d was not obser\'ed, -it arises probabiyfrom
feeding on bulbs of that plant in its native country, and vanishes
when other vegetables are substituted; the fawns are spotted
with white. M. D'Azara says that white specimens are not
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uncommon. This species resides in the open plains, and not
in swampy woods, like the preceding. It is very ileet, and in
the heat of its course the male emits a powerful smell of
onions, which is perceptible at four hundred yards' distance.
M. Desmarets sta~s that he received a horn, which he con

siders of this species, brought from Port Desire, on the coast
of Patagonia. . Hence it would appear that they spread.
nearly over all South America; but these horns, according
to Baron Curier, become flattened and prismatic in form,

with a second snag to the rear below, and one (fig. 48, pI.
3, vol. iv. OS8. Foss.) brought from the south of Brazil, had
several snags upon each fork, approaching, -in a diminutive
form, to those before described under the head of C. Mexi
canus. It is, perhaps, proper to remark, in support of what
was before said on the flattening of Deer's horns, that this
occurs again in a specimen where the latitude is subject to
snow.

The Oariacou Deer. (Cervus Nem01'alis, Nob.) This lit
tle animal appears to be the last of this group, and the
smallest of the species or varieties of Virginian Deer. It
exists principally in the woody regions of tropical America,
and, as it would seem, as far north as the southern parts of
the United States. The Baron figures a series of the horns,
fig. 18, 19, 20,21,22, and 23, of plate v., under the names
of Cariacou, Biche de la Lou,isiane, B£che de Cayenne, Cerf
Blanc, Cerf des PaletuvierB, &c. We consider it as the
Squinaton of Dobbs; and it may be even the Jumping Deer
of the Canadian Voyageurs, but there must be some error
in Mr. Warden's dimensions of the horns, which are given
as two feet long. In the United States the name of Ame
rican Roebuck is bestowed on it, and, in truth, there is
much resemblance in the two animals. We had. an oppor
tunity of drawing both sexes from a male and two females,
kept in the gardens of the Hospital at New York, where
we were informed that they came from Virginia.

VOL. IV. L
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They were certainly very different in figure and markings
from the preceding; the horns not more than eight inches
long, somewhat vertical, rugous at ba..~, with a small antler
not above an inch in height, rising vertically at a short dis
tance up the anterior part of the beam, which at the in
sertion of the antler, bent back, and then, being slightly
flattened, turned inwards and forwards in a slightly uncinated
bend, throwing off a posterior short snag, which constituted
a bifurcation; the Buck and Does were nearly of the same
size and colours; the head rather round, not so prolongt'd
as in Guasuti, and the body longer than the Roebuck, about
twenty-eight inches high at the shoulders, and thirty at the
croup; the neck, shoulders, sides, and back, were of a yel
lowish-brown gray; the inferior part of the belly, edge of
the buttocks, and under tail, white; the face darker brown
gray, leaving the region round the nose, lips, and chin,
likewise white, with a black spot on the nose, one at each
side of the mouth on the upper lip, and one at the comer
of the lower lip; the space round the orbits and cheeks,
dun, with a little whitish-fawn behind the pye; the ears
moderately long and pointed, were brown-gray outside and
whitish-gray inside; the eyes full, dark, and soft, with a
small suborbital fold beneath; the muzzle small, round, and
black: from the knees downward to the fetlock was a dark
streak, but the rest of the limbs ochry; and the tail, about
four inches long, was dusky above, without any long white
hair at the edges - .

While engaged in making the sketch, they were fed with
bread, and the Buck jealous of the Does sharing the dainty,
shewed his propensity to leap, for he drove them off by but
ting them, the head turned sideways, not unlike a goat in

- A female which we had occasion to observe daily for a long
time in a dumestic state, at Spanish Town, Jamaica, came from
Honduras, and was in every respect similar to the above. It would
steal bread from the table of Sir George Nugent, the Governor.
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play, rising for the purpose high upon his hind-legs, and not
by running with the hpad low like the Stag. It being in the
month of Marrh, their mewing period, he broke one horn off
in this sport, and then made several surprising vertical bounds,
but only one drop of blood escaped from his head, and he stole
away in a crouching gait under a shed*.

As we are inclined to consider the Cariacou a species, we
hav; ventured to propose a trivial name pxpressive of his
haunts; but whatever be the ultimate determination respecting
the species or varieties to be reckoned in the Virginian group,
this series shows how much we have to learn; respecting the
Deer of America. The immense means of comparison now
in, and daily arriving at, the Museum of Paris, indeed may,
in time, under the hands of the illustrious brothers, clear up
the subject; but we cannot but express a wish that the
Academies of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia and of
New York should do that for Zoology, which from their
zeal. and favourable position, naturalists have reason to ex
pect.

THE SUBULONINE GROUP.

Although the specific discrimination of the Deer in gene
ral is sufficiently intricate, none, perhaps, have been in
volved in greater obscurity than the gToup which we shall
denominate Brockets (Subulones), now under consideration.
From the circumstance of the females being more numerous
than the males, an opinion was long entertained that there
were Deer in South America who had no horns; and this
notion induced artificial classifiers, without further inquiry,
to lend femalPB and fawns of real deer to the genus Mos

chw: then as the bucks of this group never bear other
than prickets or single dags on the head, it was inferred,

• M. Bajon. Hiltoire de Cayenne, asserts that the fawn of the
Cariacou is spotted. with white; but there is much confusion in the
Cayenne desrription of the Dper.
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indeed, from analysis, with fair probability, that they were
sppcimpn3 with their prickets or first horns, and, therefore~

not adults. This second question, when it oogan to be
cleared up, involved the difficulty of distinguishing those
who in reality never bear antlered horns, or the true Subu
lones from the young males, who are so only temporarily,
and bear antlered horns at a later period; and next o! in
dicating what numoor of species might be distinctly cha
racterized. Some of these desiderata are not 8S yet satis
factorily detpnnined, although some species have been long
observed in Guiana and at Honduras, where we have seen
them many years ago. M. D'Azara first gave a distinct
description of them. The Subulonine group is clearly dis
tinguished by the simplicity of their borns, they being desti
tute of branches or processes at every age. Tbey art> of
middling and - below the middling stature; tMir nose is
pointed, with a small muzzle extending at the side of the
nostrils into a· glandular termination; they have a small
lachrymary sinus, and are of uniform colours, in which the
bright rufous predominates. In their manners they are
polygamous, and prefer swampy WOod3 to the open plains.
In the Brazilian, Guarani, and Tapuia dialects, the~, to
gether with all the lightfooted Ruminants, whether Dt>er or
not, are distinguished by the generic name of Guazu,
from whence the French have derived the word Couaesou:
but these nations invariably add an adjective or a trivial
appellation to it. We have i:uJ.opted the term . Sub~lo or
Brocket, to distinguish this group from the others: the word
itself designating, in the technical phraseology of the chase,
the Stag with his first or simple horns. .

The Pita Brocket. (Cerous Rufus.) The Buck of the
Guazu Pita of the Brazilians, is about four feet. long, two
fppt seven high at the shouldpTS, and threp feet at the
croup, and, therefore, stands higher than the Roebuck. The
head is very pointpd, wit h a small muzzle pxtending at thr
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side of the nostrils so as to widen this part into a glan
dulous appearance: there is a suborbital sinus before the
eye, and the male has canines; the horns are always simple
with a small burr at base, and the pricket about five inches
long; the body is of a lively reddish-bay, excepting the face
and feet, which are red-brown; the lips, chin, surface be
tween the ulJ~er jaws, under part of the tail, and lower ab
domen, are white; the throat and internal face of the
thighs whitish~gray; the tail with the hair is nearly nine
inches long, and red-bay above; a circle round the eyes is
occasionally paler than the. rest of the head: the females hav~

the same colours~ but aresma1ler in stature. The species re':'.
sides in the deep forests of the level parts of eastern So"llt~

America, along the bay of Honduras, and the neighbour.ing
countries; they live in large. herds, aod ilppear to. he· the
only gregarious ruminants. known whO do not prefer. the
plain.

The Apara Brocket. (CervUB Simplicicornis, Nob.) There
is a second species of red Pricket-deer very }ike the {ore~

going, but six inches lower at the shoulder, and it is lie
lieved destitute of canines. The colours are the' same, but
brighter, the tail shorter, and the hair upon it longer;
round the eyes there is a: ring of ~arkish colour, and a
dusky mark on the mouth. Baron Cuvier (Dis. Fossiles)
first indicated it as a separate species, and Laborde seems
to point it out in his second or smaller Biche des Bois, thE?
above being designated by him as the Bicke de Barrallou.
This appears to be the species in the Museum of Prince
Maximilian of Nuied, to whose politeness we owe the draw
ing of both sexes. Messrs. St. Hilaire and Lalande· have
likewise brought a specimen {rom Brazil. There is also
little doubt that so early as the time of Marcgrave and
Piso, who were both in the suite of Prince John of Nassau
during his campaigns in northern Brazil, this species was
observed by them under the name of Cuguazu Apara; but
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having omitted to give a figure, and substituted instead one
of the Stag of Europe, naturalists were unable to compre
hend them. Fortunately the original collection of the
drawings made by the Prince of Nassau, or by his orders,
with MS. notes in his hand, and in that of both the above
naturalists, is still in the Berlin Library, and there we find
a good representation of the female in a nearly adult state.
The colours are the same, excepting that the ears are nearly
transparent, and the head and neck dark ashy, with a little,
white on the throat. This ashy tone we found iitill abollt the
eyes of the adults, and we infer that this colo~r.disappears
from the head and neck when the animal is full grown. I t is
probable that·this .species resides more in the uplands, and in
more open ground-.

The Bira Br.ocket. (Oervus Nemorivagus.) This species
has been .confounded with the. preceding though it is still
smaller, being only eighteen inches at the shoulder, and the
aspect and colours of the animal are. very different. Azara
deBCribes it tls having the head more like a lamb; the tip_
of the ear: is rather. round, lachrymary sinus very amall; the
homs straight; r.eelined, smooth, solid, and pointed,: having
a diameter of seven lines, and one or two inches in length;
the coat is of a gray-brown,. the hair being broWn with
yellowish-white points.; some· white on the breast, lips, and
chin i the belly, interior as well as anterior and posterior
part of the fore legs, and the whole from the knee to the
hoof, and a space round the eyes, of a buff-coloured white;

.;

• Professor Lichgenstein, to whose kindness lowe the facilities I
enjoyed of drswing and copying zoological subjects both in the 'I
Berlin MUlleUID and from the above-quoted collection, regarded the
Gouzouapara and the figure as of the female of Azara's Gouazouti,
C. Campestris; but the PBris and Prince Maximilian's specimens
prove the mistake. See his paper in the Berlin Transactions, 1815.
Die Werke "on Piso una Markgrave uber die N at",r Gesehj(;hte
BrClzilien, erlauter, <te.
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the exterior side of the thighs and hind-legs fawn colour.
We have not seen this species in the Museum of Paris, ex
cepting, perhaps the head; but there is a fine one in the
Museum of Frankfort-on-the-Mayne, sent there from Brazil:
the colouring corresponds, excepting that the tone on the
back is more yellow. The proportions of the specimen are
heavier than in the two former, the legs being shorter and
stronger, and the body more compact. A remarkable cha
racter is obse"able in the shape of the fOTe-arm (radius),
which appears to be convex or bent forwards with the
olecranon far back, so as to make that part of the limb
unusually broad; upon the outer face of it there is only a
stripe of brown-gray colour, the rest being nearly white.
The bones of the extremities being preserved in the skin,
and Professor Grii.tzmer having assured us that the same form
obtains in other specimens, it is probable that it forms a
character, and the more so as this formation explains the
compacter form of the animal. That learned professor had
bestowed the name of Simplicicornis upon this animal; but
as M. F. Cuvier had already appropriated that specific name,
we have transferred the professor's to the former species, where
it is equally appropriate. According to D'Azara the female
produces two fawns with spotted livery, and its manners are
solitary in the woods.

THB STYLOCBRINB GROUP.

The last group of the genus Ce7VUS consists of those who
have high pedunculated horns; they all appear to belong
to the continent and islands of the Indian Ocean, and to
attain but a small stature. The males have long canines
in the upper jaw, which protrude beyond the lips, a muzzle,
and a deep suborbital sinus; but their most obvious cha
racter resides in the elevated pedicles upon which the
horns are fixed, the root of which descends in prolongeu
ridges to near the nose. In the females who are always
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destitute of horns, this character is replaced by two bristly,
broad, and dark spots above the eyes resembling eyebrows;
or by a coarse dark patch of hair, like a mask or chatrron,
which covers the forehead, and descends on the nose, and
also retains the brow-like, bristly terminations over die
eyes. Mr. Pennant's Rib-faced Deer, or Muntjak, with two
antlers upon each horn, appears still unknown; for all the
specimens at present in the Cabinets of Europe have only
one or none, and the beam terminates in a simple uncinated
point without bifurcation: it is probable that this sup
posed character has arisen from some inaccuracy of expres
simi or of the' press. The females have four teats in a. qua
drangular position. The tongue of these animals is ex
tremely long, so that. they can extend it even beyond the
eyes, a conformation which they have in common with the
Musks, who often lick their eyelids. None of this group
appear to shed their horns more than once, the first pricket
being replaced by a permanent horn with a small anterior
basal· antler. The fawns are chestnut-coloured~· with nu·
merous white spots, if we may judge of the whole by
one brought from .Sumatra, and another said to be froni
Ceylon.

The Ki,jang. (GeniUS Munt,jak.) This specieS appears
to be the Gervus VaginaliB of Boddaert, and tBe GkefJT'euil
des Indes of Allaman. The male is smaller than the
Roebuck, and of ·an elegant form. The body is compact;
the legs remarkably fine and slender; th.e muzzle is
rather broad, and the canines assume the form of inverted
tusks, sharp at their posterior edge, and hanging out of
the mouth with their points turned towards the animal
and outwards. Two rib-like eminences ascend from above
the nose over the eyes, and elevating themselves from
the head in the form of slender pedestals to the height of
two and a half inches, terminate in a flattened summit.
Upon these the horns are placed about three or four
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inches long, uncinated at top with the points turned inwards,
and with a small branch at base pointing forwards: betwet'n
the ribs, the skin of the face is doubled into a fold, which
has the appearance of a third or central rib. The fur is
fine and clo8£', of ao grayish-brown, paler beneath; the breast,
inside and anterior face of the thighs are whitish i the tail
is short, dark above and white below. Dr. Horsfield's figure
of this animal displays a similar distribution of colours; and
his specimen shewing the summit of the pedicles widened in
the form of a r08e' (which is a sign of age), we presume
to be that of an old buck.

In the collection of Mr. Bullock there was a female which
may be referred to this species from the general resemblance
and the colours of the fur. It was about two feet high at the
shoulder and three feet six inches long, The head above
the orbits was square, and the nose tapering to a small muzzle;
the body rather heavy and the legs remarkably delicate; the
lachrymary sinus long and very distinct; the head, neck, back,
shoulders, thighs, and legs, were dun-gray or a brown and
buff intermixed; the hair white at base, close and fine; the
lips, throat, breast, belly, and inside of the thighs, white;
the ears rather narrow, middle-sized, dusky outside and white
within; the tail about three inches and a half long, of the
colour of the back; but on the face there was a mark, which
we have not noticed in any other female Muntjak: it formed
a kind of mask, pointed on the forehead, and tapering down
towar.ds the nose, the sides spreading above the orbits,
where they ended in a bristly and curling kind of eye
brow. The hair of this part was dark, and harder than
the rest; the posterior part of the legs were paler, and
the hoofs very small and short. It was an adult, and had
been pregnant, for the mamm&l, disposed ill a quadrangle
rather close together, protruded much, and were of a pale
rose colour.
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ThMe we take for the old specimens of Java, but it ap
pears, also, that there are others of a bright fulvous-brown
in the same island, whir.h would cause a suspicion that there
is a second species or a variety; but it may be, that these
animals change their colours with the monsoons, or what
is still more probable, that they are young specimens. In
confirmation of this supposition it may be remarked, that
the fawns are fulvolls-brown, with small white spots, which
spots soon disappear; that the young males, distinguishable
by their long slender pedicles, have the ;"hitish parts under
the throat, breast, and round the lower abdomen more red
dish than those which are further advanced in age, when
the white becomes more pure as the pedicles shorten and
widen at the summit; it spreads also by degrees round
the mouth, under the jaw on the throat and breast, and
down the internal surface of the thighs. It may therefore
be conjectured, that the white part of the hair, which it is
invariably at the base, ascends to the surface, and effaces
more or less of the fulvous, and constitutes, in reality, a
sign of old age: the comparison of above a dozen specimens
seem to warrant the opinion.

The individuals sent from Sumatra to Paris are, in truth,
all fulvous, and Sir T. S. Raffies describes his Sumatran Ki
jang with the same colours, the white being visible on the
chin, breast, lower abdomen, inside and anterior part of the
thigh, and under part of the tail. A female in the Paris
Museum, marked from Ceylon, and a male certainly adult,
are fulvous; although the pedicle is still long, it is not flat
tened at the summit, and the horns were in their growing
IItate, the velvet being still upon them. If the opinion of
Sir T. S. Raffies respecting their changing horns only once,
or at least very rarely, be correct, we may conclude that
this also is a young animal. The skull in Surgeons' Col
lege, from which Dr. Blainville drew his characters of Cer-
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I7U8 Mosckatus, is of a young male with the first horns; but
a specimen at Paris without horns, of the same fulvous
colours as the others, and said to be from Java, shewll a
particularity not observed in others; namely, a small brush
of stiff and long hairs on the outside of the back of the
ears, facing the posterior part of the pedicles. In this in
dividual the tusks are double, and the head is smaller and
narrower than in the preceding: as the pedicles are above
three inches long, it may be conjectured that the individual
was killed just after shedding the prickets *.

The manners of these animals are as yet very imperft'Ctly
known, they seem, however, to reside in the woods in pairs,
or small families: when domesticated they are Tery gentle
and familiar.

The Philippine Muntjak. (Cervu.r Philippinus.) If the
former specimens may be all referred to one spt'Cies, the
p~nt has characters which leave no doubt of its being
different. The specimen in the Paris Museum, brought from
the Philippine Islands, is somewhat larger than the above.
The horns are wanting, but the pedic1es are not above a
quarter of the length of the head, and more bulky than
in the Rijang; the ribs extend downwards only to be
tween the eyes; the face is plane, the forehead slightly
arched. There is a dark streak on the anterior base of
the pedicles, and between them the hair is black, forming a
spot with the point uownwards; on the nose another dark
spot turns its point upwards, and leaves a crescent of a
dirty buff between them: this colour spreads round the
orbits and on the checks; the lachrymary sinus is dark;

• In Mr. Manden's figure there is the same character of youth;
but in the Banksian collection are two views of a head by Dr.For
ster, where the short obtuse form of the pedicles, and the length of
the horns, shew age. In these figures the eyes are surrounded with
long scattered hairs, and there are similar hairs 011 the chin: he

names it Cerwl PlicalUl.
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the ears rather short and obtuse, whitish within, dull buff'
outside; the colour of the coat is wholly brown sepia
gray, clearer on the throat and darkest on the neck and
legs; the tail is three inches long, black above, and white
beneath.

The horns being absent, this most essential point remains .
undetermined; but the Baron conjectures that a small skull,
with very short pedicles, amI, nevertheless, supporting horns
nearly as long as those of the Kijang, with a distinct burr, and
a small anterior antler turning inwards, might belong to

this species. •
Blainvule's Muntjak.· (Cervus Subcornutus.) This species

was established by Dr. de Blainville, from a skull in Surgeons'
College. London. The horns resemble those of the Suma
tra specimenS, but smaller, with· a regular burr, a small
procesS in front, and the point of the beam turned back
and not towards its opposite horn; the pedicles are short,
strong,' very prominent, but not .much prolonged on the
face, and 'no canine!! are seen in the maxillm. We omitted
to draw this specimen, but believe it much smaller than the
Kijang, and feel inclined to consider it as belonging to the
Philippine.

The Ubi Muntjak.? (Cerous Aureu.r, Nob.) In Mr. Bul
lock's collection we found another stuff'ed sp~imen of a
female, which at first sight might be taken for an antelope,
but the supercillious spots of dark strong hair, and square
forehead, leave no doubt of its affinity to Muntjak. It was
three feet four inches in length, with slender elegant formed
legs, in height about two feet to the shoulder; the head
was seven inches long, the nose tapering, and the muzzle not
black; above ea~h eye a streak of strong reclining glossy
brown hair; the lachrymary opening large i the eyes rather
nearer the muzzle than in the former; the. ~ail four inches
long, formed a black tuft; the ears were broad, somewhat'
naked within, and four inches long; the shoulders, back,
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and rump, were of a bright fulvous-yellow; the neck and face
not so brilliant; the nose dun; the throat, belly, inside of the
limbs, and fetlocks, pure white i the external side of the legs
buff; the hoofs black, small, and pointed; forming altogether
the most beautiful creat.ure of the whole lIpecies. Its native
country wa.lI unknown, but we recollect that a deer, termed at
Exeter 'Change the Golden Deer, with bright yellow horns,
was once brought there from some part of India; it was BOon
removed, being presented to some private person. We' would
refer this female, though with great hesitation, to SirT. S.
Raffies's Rusa Ubi, noticed in his account of the" Rusa.
Li".· Transactirms, vol. xiii., which, according to the natives of
Malacc!a, is of a reddish colour, with unbranched horns,
covered with hair to within a,short distance of the point. It
is also called Rusa Saputo The colours dpscribed by ignorant
natives in a diff~rent language, are not a sufficient reason
to reject the supposition; certain it is that the Malacca
animal here mentioned must belong to the group of
Muntjaks.

The Nepaul Muntjak. (Cervus Moschatus.) In the
Oriental Collections, for January, &c., 1798, vol. ii., Sir
William Ousley figures an animal under the name of Musk
deer of, Nepaul, from a drawing execut~d by a native artist,
with the following dimensions, communicated by Colonel
Ironside :-Length from between the ears to tail two feet four
inches; height two feet i length of head seven inches; of the
tail six inches and three quarters i of the tusks two inches
and one-eighth; the hair bristly and thick, two inches long:
By the illuminated plate, the animal must be entirely dull fawn
colour, with the superior part of the tail alone dark i the horns
placed upon high pedicles are dark, simple, without. branches,
and pointing to the rear; the limbs are very slender i the spuri
ous hoofs small; the neck rather short. The habitat and cha
racter of the hair, render it probable that it is a distinct
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species; and although no re8.l!OD is assigned for the name ot
Musk-deer, that being the designation of the natives, render it
probable that it is impregnated with a musky smell. The skull
designated as Cervus MOlchatv8, by l\f. de Blainville, may
belong to this species.

The GIRAFFA. (Camelopardalis Giraffa.)

We are now to consider an animal of so.. extraordinary a
form and lofty stature, that even the stuffed spoils, the
almost shapeless representative of the living creature, produce
upon the eye of the beholder a: mixed effect of awe and
astonishment. Our imagination is involuntarily led back
to the early epochs of the world, when colossal beings peo
pled the earth, and were the undisputed possessors of every
region: we fancy ourselves in the presence of one of the
survivors of the great diluvian catastrophe, when the Mas
todon, the Megatherium, and, perhaps, its own congeners,
were swept away, to leave this one species, among a few others,
to attest what were the forms of a primitive. animated
nature. The Giratra stands isolated among the ruminating
animals in family, genus, and even in species; its charac
ters offer a mixture of several genera, among which the
quinary system may select whether to class it with Illiger
among Cameline, or with other naturalists among Cervine
or Antilopine animals. By the length of the neck, the cal
losities on the sternum. and knees, and by the want of
spurious hoofs, it assimilates with camels; and so obvious
is this approximation by the addition of stature, that it
did not escape the notice of the ancients: but the peduncu
lated form of the frontal processes, in the shape of horns,
recall that character in the Stylooeri or Muntjak Deer i

while the stiff hairs which crown their summits seem to
want only the gluten to cement them into true horns, and
embody it, in systematic arrangement. with the Ca"icomia.
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This affinity is indeed maintained by other characters, such
as the elevation of the anterior extremitie~, and of the
spinal processes of the shoulders, and the corresponding
depression of the posterior quarters, which seems to connect
it, through Bubalis, with the Acronotine group of our pro
posed genus Damalis. The similitude of conformation is
further perceived in the general shape of the head, the ears,
the eyes, the body, and the tail; yet the Giraffa is possessed
of characters exclusively its own, for beside the bony pro
cesses covered with skin, and surmounted with strong bristly
hairs, there is a spherical elevation on the forehead, elon
gated towards the nose; the nose and lips resemble that part
in a horse, and the colour of the coat is dirty-white, marked
with large, approximating, angular, amI somewhat l'egular
blotches of a dark-brown or rufous colour; from the back of
the head to the end of the shoulders a short erect mane passes
down the neck, marked by alternate spaces of black and
white. From a comparison of these characters, the Giraffa
appears most naturally placed immediately after the Munt
jaks, and before the leading Cavioomia, or that family of
ruminants which is distinguished from all the preceding by the
possession of true horns.

The nanle of Giratra is derived from the Arabic Zura
phaht.a, which is itself corrupted from Amharir Zirataka;
and the Romans who had seen this animal several times
exhibited from the period of ClIlsar, described it under the
name of Cameloparda.lis, on account of its similarity to the
Camel in form, and to the Panther or Pardalis in spots.
Pliny, .tElian, and Strabo, have noticed the animal, but the

~ first satisfactory description is found in the lEthiopica of
Haliodorus, Bishop of Trices. "The embassadors," he
says, «of the Axeomitlll (Abyssinia,) brought prel1ents to
Hydaspes, and among other things, there was an animal of
a strange and wonderful species, about the size of a camel,
which had its skin marked with florid spots; the hinder

...
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parts from the loins were low, like those of a lion, but the
shoulders, fore-feet, and breast were elevated above propor
tion to the other parts; the neck was small and lengthened
out from its large body, like that ora swan; the head in form
resembled a camel's, but was in size about twice that of a
Lybian ostrich, and it rolled the eyes, which had a film over
them, very frightfully. It differed in gait from every other
land or water animal, and waddled in a remarkable manner;
each leg'did not move alternately, but those on the right side
moved together, independently of the other, and those on the
left in the same manner, so that each side was alternately ele
vated. This animal was 80 tractable as to be led by a small
string fastened to the head, and the keeper could conduct it
wherever he pleased,.as if with the strongest chain. When it
appeared it struck the whole multitude with terror, and it took
its name from the principal parts of its body, bein~ called by
the people, extempore, Camelopardalis."

The Giraft'a in an adult state is reported to be sometimes
nearly twenty feet high from the summit of the head to the
sole of the foot. Among a dozen specimens which we have
seen, Mr. Burchell's male, in the British Museum, is the
tallest, and measures seventeen feet six inches; the rest did
not exceed sixteen feet. The head is about two feet six
inches long; the height from the shoulder to the ground
ten feet nine inches, and from the breast to t.he ground
near six feet; the hornlike processes eight inches long;
height of the croup above nine feet; and the tail, includ-
ing the tuft, near five feet. The females are smaller than ·1

the males, and have four inguinal mammm; they are said
to be gravid a twelvemonth, and to produce only one calf
at a birth. This at first is spotted like the mother, with
rufous marks, which darken, if it be a male, to deep brown.
In the teeth of this animal the external incisors have a
bilobate form. It is gentle in disposition, and might be
easily rendered domestic, and extremely useful to traverse
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the deserts of South Africa, and supply the place of the
Ashaarys, or the fast-going Camels of the north.

The Giratras live in small families of seven, eight, or
even fifteen, on the plains of the interior, and principally
on the great Southern Sahara, where there is herbage or
succulent vegetation; but this, from their great height and
the comparative dimensions of the neck and limbs, must be
inconvenient to gather, and it is known that the Canaap
Kameeldoorn, or Mimosa Camelopardalis in particular, is
their favourite food. 'I'hPy amble in gait, with the head
stretched forward, and are not remarkably fleet, notwith
standing their length of limb. From the great elevation of
the head, no use can be made of t~eir hornlikp processes
for defence, but they kick and strike with prodigious force.
It is asserted that the Lion seldom prt>ys upon the Giraffa,
because the hardness of the hide is so great. that he cannot
tear it, even ~'hen he has sprung upon their backs; and
that he is sometimes carried a great way, and at length
thrown off without effecting his purpose.

Modern Naturalists have known the Giraffa only since
Mr. Patterson, Colonel Gordon, and M. Le Vaillion found
it in South Africa; but as the Romans were acquainted
with the animal, it must ha!e existpd in the north of the
equinoctial line. It would appear, moreover, that a variety
or second species is found in Central Africa, for Mr. M.
Park, in describing his escape from captivity among the
Moors, noticed an animal of a gray colour, which he refers
to the Camelopardalis; and although it was seen by him
passing. the form cannot wdl be mistaken for any other
creature. We would consider this animal as the Wild Camel
of the mountains, the t>xistence of which we have had at
tested by sevt>ral Nt>groes who had been brought from the
interior; and in the Prrenestine Mosaio;l, where two spotted
Camelopardales are ileen together, a larger animal is like
wise rt>presented with short horns, but without spots, and

VOL. IV. M
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the name YABOYC writte-n over. In a drawing of the
same Mosaio, the word appears to be partly effaced, but to

have been PAItOYC. It is remarkable that while the spotted
figures are without a name, the animal in quc.>stion, occupying
that part of the picture which designates the Cataracts of the
Nile, should be called by the lEtbiopian appellation, which,
according to Pliny, was Nabis, resembling the Hottent.ot
Naip; or by the second reading be like the Arabic, or one
of its dialects·.

THE CAVICOJUllIAN FAMILY.

The ruminants, which constitute the remainder of the
order, seem to be all constructed after one model, their
osteological characters differing only in proportion, or in
the greater or less development of parts. The males of the
whole, and the females of most of the species, are pro
vided with r('al horns; that is, with osseous prolongations
from the frontals, covered with a horny substance, not
deciduous nor growing out from the extr('mity, but re
ceiving t.heir increase at the base. Although the number
of species is very considerable, it is difficult to assign suf
ficient characters to divide them by distinct and permanent
indications. They may be viewed as forming one great
family divisible into two tribes, the Caprine and Bovine;
but it cannot be concealed, that this division, certainly
convenient, is, nevertheless, arbitrary in its limits, for the

• The Negroes who asserted that there is a wild camel in Central
Africa, agreed in the colour being ashy, and in the animal having
horns and tusks: they represented it to be very large and Berce,
but none had been near one. The Pnenestine Mosaic is said to be
of the time of Marius; hut what appears better proved is that
Egyptian Greeks were the artists employed to make this kind of
work even in Italy and Spain, as is evident from the birds, fish, &c.,
figured. In the fragments ofa Mosaic at Avenches (Aventicum),
in Switzerland, the Mormyrus Oxyrynchus of the Nile, cannot be
mistaken.
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pasll~ from one to the other leaVl's a doubt where that limit
should be fixed. Nature, however, shews the same difficulty
wherever the species allied. have been studied in sufficient
numbers. Neither arti6ci.aJ. nor natural charactt'rs enable us
to mark the links of the chain, or .rBfth6l' the knots in the wp 6,
by which every kind of animated being is connected with
others in a greater.or less degree of affinity. ·We shall find,
jn the following pages, the ruminants subjected. to the same
laws which obtain in .other orders; namely, to undergo a sort
of cycle of all the variations of subordinate characters con
sistent with their typical plan; the last of a series resum
ing some of the distinctions of the first, and both possessing
others which COlll1ect them with the preceding or llucceeding
.genera.

THE CAPRINE TRIBE.

Both the artificial and natural systems agree in placing
at the head of the family, those animals which retain the
forms of Deer, with the true attributes of their own section,
and, consequently, the genus Anti/ope precedes the others.
But before we enter upon our view of the subject, it may
be proper to make some preliminary reflections. By the
common consent of naturalists, the extensive tribe of Ca
prine animals is composed of species extremely different in
shape and size, but linked together by a constant succession
and interchange of subordinate characters. A fanciful theory
might view the numerous species connected by this sort
of consanguinity, as resulting from several types originally
endowed with the faculty of procreating, by their intermix
ture, subordinate prolific races, which in their turn became the
types of species and even of groups. Butron clothes a theory
of this kind with the gaudy colours of his brilliant imagina
tion: two distinct species IlP~2t" to him as descended from a
third; one bearing the impress of the male, the other of
the female predominance of characters observable in the

MI
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original parent species, and constitnting two new lines of a
spurious genealogy. But although it is asserted and believed
that the Goat and Sheep produce an intermediate prolific
race, comparative anatomy and continued observation have
gradually reduced these specula.tions to very restricted limits.
Where the number of species is very considerable, and the
characters by which genera and racemi can be divided, are so
insignificant and evanescent as the flexures of the horns,
inguinal pores, &c., varying and interchanging in a manner
that might almost appear capricious, the difficulties of a
systematic arrangement in a natural order are great, and
appear surmountable only by degre('s, as our knowledge
extends over additional species, and we clear away the
confusion produced chiefly by an injudicious application of
all the known names and partial indications of travellers, to
the very few species first described by Buffon, Pennant, and
Pallas.

Linnreus, who was acquainted with few animals now
usually classed with Antilope, seems to have been led by
the observation" of Pliny, that <r goats assume many forms,
&c., including Oryges, Damre, Pygarglll, Stresicerotes, and
many others;" and, therefore, instituted but one genus,
Capra, for the whole, excepting the Sheep, which he kept
"eparate, without a distinctive character more prominent
than many of those which he threw together in the Goats.
Buffon, notwithstanding his generalizing principles which
converted species into mere varieties, opposed artificial, and
even natural classification to the extent of regarding, on
some occasions, the absolute integrity alone of specific
isolation; and then seeing no greater degree of affinity be
tween the small and the larger species, than he found be
tween the Ox and the Sheep. But with the increasing
number of species, Pallas first perceived the propripty of
separating certain animals from the Goats, and institutinJif
a new genus, founded principally upon the round, annu-
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lated, and often spiral character of the horns. To dl'Sig
nale the new genus, he applied generically the English
word antelope, which, since the time of Ray, was appro
priated to the common or Cervicapra species, although
long known in the list of fabulous bt'ings, which heralds
are supposed to have invented (or the purposes of their art,
but which, in this instance, was intended to designate a
true antelope of the Orygine group. The earliest indica
tion of this kind, in English heralury, is, we believe, among
the cognizances of the Plantagenet branches, issuing from
King Edward III., about the close of the fourteenth century.
The Antelope was a symbol of an honour held by the house
of Lancaster. John of Lancastt'r, the great Duke of Bed
ford, bore his anns supported by this animal·, and from
the time of King Henry IV., the office of Antelope Pur
mifJant had been instituted and continued to the t'nu of
the Lancastrian branch.. Whether heralds had an obscure
knowledge of the animal through their intercourse with
the Crusaders, cannot now be ascertained; but the name
itself, appearing nowhere in classical Greek or Roman
writers, seems derived, according to the learned researches
of Baron Cuvier, from Av9o>..o"",, used by Eustathius, Bishop
of Antioch, who wrote during the ft'ign of Constantine t.

• The arms of this Prince, painted, among other embellishment!l.
upon a pl'Byer-book, once his properly, and bearing evidence of the
Brugps style of that period, represents the Antelope black, with
straight spiral annnlated horns, evidently copied from those of an
oryx, though placed almost at right angles upon the head; the
animal has gilded tusks, but in other respects is not iII drawn. The
Antelope is at this time the badge of the sixth regiment of infantry.

t The Baron, indeed, writes Antholopos, probably from an error
iu the press: it occurs in the He.lam.d!Ton, and is sufficiently curi
ous. The Antholops is reprellented as very swift. and hunted with
difficulty j it has long horns in the shape of saws, with which it
saws trees of considerable elevation and thicknes'J. When thirsty, it
approaches the Euphrates, and gamboIs along its borders in the bram
bles, where it is sometimes entangled, and there caught and slain.
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What animal he understood by it is Dot very evident; the
compound name might be a mere paraphrase of Gazal,
and meant to signify fine or blooming eyes. Other names
are, however, derived from it in the Greek and Latin of
the middle ages. Antalopos, Analopos; and Aptalos of
authors, the Calopus of Albert the Great, and the very
Panthalops which Bochart would make a Copthic word to

designate the Unicorn, are all corruptions of one, by wbieb
the Greeks of Western Asia seem at one time to have under
stood an oryx.

From the institution of the geBU8, all Blsulc18 which did
not clearly belong to the other genera already establishE'd,
were without further consideration crowded into .AntiloptJ;
till the last formed exceeded in DUmber of species all the
others taken together. In the confusion, naturalists were
struck with the very great disparities in the extreme
species; various .subordinate associations were attempted,
but no additional genera, excepting, we believe, by M. Bris
lIOn. At length Profe!l8Or Lichtenstein formed the twenty
nine species then known into four families or groups, the
Bubabides, Connoch18tes, Antilope, and Gazelle. M. de
Blainrille soon after instituted eight subgenera, which he
distinguished by the names of Antilope, Gazella, Cervica
pra, Alcelaphus, Tragelaphus, Boselaphus, Oryx, and Ru
picapra, in which he noticed thirty-nine species. To these
M. Desmarets added three more, the Egoceres,Oreas, and
Mr. Ord's Antilocapra.

Although thelle arrangements certainly tended to the
perfection of our knowledge on the subject in question,
yet the species being many of them very imperfectly k.nown,
found their location in the subdh'isions to which they do
not belong, or groups were fonned of animals sufficieQ,tly
distinct to constitute !lararate genera. The flexures of the
horns, gave alone a simple, but at the same time a purely
artificial, classification, in which the most remote species
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were 1)1aced in juxtaposition. It may be presumed that
the defective state of our information induced the Baron to

confine his view to such species aa he had the mesns 01
comparing osteologically, and observing the waut of import
ance in al.moet all the characters which can be assigned, to
rest contented with the artificial arrangement just notictd.
nearly such aa Pennant and Shaw had left it. In adoptinc
the artificial arrangement, that great zoologist, so far from
objecting to a naturai classification, points out himself the
DeCe8lIity of alterations, and among others that of removing
the Gnoo. .

In this state we found the leading genera of the Cavi
cornia, and in particular Antilope, when our own collec
tion of notes and drawings relative to this genus had been
gradually accumulating for twenty years, the fruit of per
sonal researches on the west-coaat of Africa, the wilds of
both Americas, and the examination of forty-two public
lIluseums, and many private collections in both continents.
until we were enabled to compare our sketches from living
and stuffed specimens, amounting to one hundred and
thirty-five representations of animals, and above one hun
dl't"d of fragments, skulls, horns, skeletons, feet, &c. 10
this enumeration all those are excluded who, upon com
parison, were not different in species, sex, age, or variety
of colour, or other circumstances. With this mass of
materials, superior, we believe, to what c:an well be in the
possession of other Zoologists, we find it, nevertheles&, far
too lIC8Jlty in documents to come at a disposition sufficiently
satisfactory for the expectations of science: but enough is
amassed to prove that the indications of travellel'll have
commonly more precision and truth than haa been ad
mitted ; and that tlIe imputations of negligence and igno
rance, which are so convenient to writei'll of nomenclatures
and systems, generally take their origin from a disposition
to force separate subjects, species, and names, into one
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known designation. Notwithstanding that an attempt to
establish a natural succession of groups. encumbered with
its endless recurrence of anomalies, is further impeded by
the interposition of the genera Capra and Oris, we shall
endeavour to show the progress made to be principally de
rived from the accumulation of new species, whose characters
have led to an additional number of groups for some, and the
proposition of two new genera for othel"ll; thus forming a
connected series of all the Cavicornia. the Caprine tribe
passing into the Bovine at an arbitrary point of separation,
which it seems resides among those species which are strictly
independent of either.

In pvery attempt to find characters sufficiently constant to
serve for distinctive signs of the groups or racemi. even when
these are considerably augmented ill number, we found that
the flexures of the horns were inapplicable. because they
occur seldom more than in one animal of a group, though in
all other characters its component species are perfectly ho
mogeneous. As, therefore, the horns assume in osculant
species a great variety of shapes, recourse Will; had to the
combined charactt.·rs of stature and the superior elevation of
the spinous processes. arising from the interscapular verte
brae, the comparative depression· of the croup, the position
of the osseous nuclei on the frontals. provided with a cell at
their base, and other inferior distinctions, all of which we
wish naturalists to verify. These afforded data sufficient
to separate most of the larger anomalous species from the
genus Antilope, and to place them under the proposed
name of Damalis, near the Bovine tribe. To the Bovina
we refer the Gnoo of authors. also forming a new genus
distinguished genericall~ as Catoblepas, and forming the
first of this, as Damalis constitutes the last of Caprina.
Having thus far disposed of the evidently-anomalous spe
cies, it was desirable to arrange the succession of the sub
genera or groups retained in Antilope, 80 as to place those
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who 8till bore an analogy to Cel'VUB neareBt that family,
and then to class the true Antelopes and Gazelles into ap
proximating gradations to Capra and Ovis. At the head,
the groups Dicranooorus, Aigocerus, and Oryx, might, per
haps, be more properly converted into genera; but that the
two latter seem to form types to which the cycle of the
tribe retums through Damalis: and, besides, the Oryges
contain the' species from which the genus Antilope, as
already noticed, obtains its name. Notwithstanding their
size, the characters of Oryges are truly antilopine, and the
Aigoceri have so much affinity to them that they cannot
be separated with propriety by the interposition of others.
As such these two racemi should take the lead, if the small
American group Dicranocerus did not appear more na
turally ,placed before them, because they have a greater
external similarity with Deer. After these three, the Ga
zellm and Antilopes follow, succeeded by the Reduncm,
Cervicaprm, and other Racemi or group8, several of which
we have thought it advantageous to place into additional
8ubgeneric clusters, designated by proposed names which
either explain some common property in the specie8 or are
derived from an indigenou8 name. Should some of these
groups be hereafter considered as real genera, the proposed
denominations and locality in a natural order lJlay here, we
hoFt', be found approaching to their fixed position in na
ture. The latter ~oups in the series assimilate gradually
with Capra: among these, Nemorhllldus has nearly all the
characters of true Goats, but is still possessed of antilopine
horns, and Anoa presents the anomaly of caprine characters
with horns which partake of the Buffalo and Ovis; while
Aplocerus shews another anomaly of characters; in which
N emorhmdus is compounded with both Ovis and Capra,
and as such it is the last, and forms the connecting link
with these two genera. After these we place our propOllt'd
gellus DamtUi., divided into groups according as their more
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obvious characters Rem. to lead them nearer te Bovina, the
leat being Portax or Antilope Picta of atlthol'll. I t is at tiUa
point that we think the separation may be deemed arbi
trary, because aU the Damalea might be viewed by HOme
lUI more properly included in the Bovine tribe; but reflect
ing that the Acronotine group in particular, recalls the high
shoulders of the Aigoceri, it seems that we find the cycloid
revolution of the characten which pass through the tribe,
while the next Catoblepas shews a predominancy towards
those which constitute true Bovina, in the head which ap
proaches Dos Cafter through Ovibos. and the feet to B. Bison,
where we terminate the order.

Of this arrangement we dare only say, that it seems to
be the least objectionable in the prellent state of our know
ledge on the 9Ubject; awaiting the judgment of Zoologists,
whoee opinions we hope to apply at no distant period
in an intended monograph, in which we shall be anxious
to produce figures of both the males and females of many
species Dever before published, and the anatomical frag
ments of others, whose complete forms are still waLlting in
the published wor~s of authors: but although we have said
thus much to establish our motives for the present dilltri
bution, we cannot but view the propriety of the innovatioll8
with doubt and hesitation.

Notwithstanding our assertion that no fossile remaina of
the Caprine tribe, Antilope, Capra, Ovis, and Damalis,
have yet been satisfactorily determined, it appears that
Baron euvier regards several fragments, found in the 0&

800UB breccilB of Italy and the Adriatic, as probably de
rived from them.

THE GENUS ANTILOPE.

This genus forms the bead of the Caprine tribe, because
its subordinate groups display almost invariably carvine
proportions in the elegance of their conformation, and one
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group in particular carries the rel!8mblance even to a 1llDII

larity in the shape of the horns. In common with the rest
of the Caprina, their horns are persistent; consisting of a
solid bony core, with a true horn vaginating upon it.
These are present or absent in the femalE'S and in the males,
sometimes to the number of four. The core or OBBe01I5

nucleus is solid, destitute of emus or pores within the
base; it stands generally almost above and between the
arches of the orbit~. The horn itl!81f turns into various
cunes or directions, often without consimilarity in the
kindred species of the groups. The ears are usually loug,
moveable, and furnished on their internal surface with
three striae of whitish hairs upon the naked darker ground
of the skin. The eye~ likewise in the greater number, are
large, prominent, dark and 8&t\, and beneath them, in the
direction of the nose, a saek is found in most species, m01'8
or less developed, opening externally by a alit. 88 in certain
deer, aod in some appearing to communicate with the
Dostrils and the olfactory apparatus; while in others again,
a puncture only is seen, and a second sack descending near
to the corners of the mouth, likewise communicates exter
nally by a slit or a puncture; the former of these seeDl8 to
afford increased facilities in breathing, and greater powers
of scent; but the use of the latter is as yet unascertained in
the animal economy. The nostrils are usually shaped 88 in
sheep, or without a naked and moist munle: some, how
ever, have this fonn half developed, or a half muzzle, and
others again have ODe as complete as in the stag. but never
to the extent which_is seen in the Ox or Buffalo. They are
provided with a gall-bladder. The mammae of the females
are always inguinal j in number either two or four, and
these are often observable in a rudimental state on the ab
domen of tbe males. Beside these, in the hollow part of
the groin, small naked folds of the skin or inguinal pores
are found, one on each side of many of the middle-mad
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and small species. Within them an unctuous and odorous
secretion takes place, similar to that which is found in the
suborbital sinus, but the use or utility ill not as yet ascer
tained, though some inference might be draw from a habit
common to the species provided with them, of rubbing and
pressing both these parts against ~ard substances, and
then seemingly deriving great pleasure in smelling at the
substance extruded. The tails of these animals are round,
either short, or descending to near the hough j the legs of
nearly the whole are slender, firm, and elegant, often fur
nished with brushes or tufts of hair on or below the knees,
and the greater number have the anterior quarters some
what lower than the croup. In general their attitude is
more gathered j that is, they stand with the feet more
under them than Deer, and hence, their bounds are greater,
and their speed in general surpasses that of every other
mammiferous animal. The hide is either white or black,
but these colours seem to be eonstantly connected with
locality: the black being, perhaps, invariably independent
of the colour of the hair, an indication that the animal is a
resident of the open burning plains and dE.'serts of the
tropics j and the white, one who rE.'sides in more temperate
regions, or lives under the shadow of the forest.

The groups wit.h spiral and lyrated horns are mostly
gregarious, frequenting the open plains, and often pre
ferring the most barren tracts; the larger species, however,
more usually live in families or small troops, on the desert
or in mountainous woods, and the smallest are not unfre
quently solitary or monogamous, residing in the thickets,
the forest, or the borders of rivers; while there are others
whose habitat is confined to mountainous regions, inacces
sible crags, and even to the elevated zones on the confines
of perpetual snow. These walk with pE.'rfect composnre
along the giddy brinks of the most awful precipices, climb
and descend with wonderful care and precision, and leap
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down or up to the smallest surface that will contain their
collected feet with perfect firmness: but the speed of those
who frequent the plain!!, and mOl.'e particularly of the
swiftest species, consists in the alternate action of three or
four strokes of a gallop, terminated by a long bound, re
peated in constant succession and producing a ~eautiful

effect: of others it is an ~niform stretch termed running.
Though vigilant and timid by nature, the gregarious species
have the same curiosity which DE'E'r and Sheep evince at the
sight of strange objects; tIying with prodigious speed, then
stopping and turning to gaze. Their voice is mostly weak,
and seldom heard: it consists in some in a feeble bleeting, in
others it is a groaning or whistling sound, and there is one
which barks so as to deceive the unwary traveller into a
belief that he is near the abode of man, when in fact it is
the proof of his being benighted in the deepest recesses of the
wood.

In a wild state it seems that each species feE'ds on a few
favourite plants; they pick rather than browse: some,
like several species of Deer, nibble the leaves of trees,
Acacias, Mimosas, and shrubs. The gt'E'garious, keeping on
the open plains, select grasses and their roots, heaths,
wild tritica, and are not averse to bitter succulents and in
toxicating plants, being even attracted by the smoke of
tobacco. There is a disposition in several species to dung
in one place, which arises probably from the extreme deli
cacy of their sense of smelling'. In general their venison
is lean, and savours of a musky or a Caprine smell; but
the flesh of others is praised, and all afford the usual meal
to the larger nocturnal Carnivora, and even to the Eagle.
The females, particularly of the gregarious species, are
gentle and confident when reduced to domesticit.y, but the
males, at least in the rutting season, are vicious and sub
ject to sudden capricious fits. The beauty of their soft and
large dark eyes, has long been the theme of Arabian and
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Pel'Bian poetical enthusiasm. The very name Gazelle, by
which Beveral of the genus are designated, is derived from
the Arabic Gazal J~ signifying this animal, or a young
fawn, is also an image of peculiarly tender and delicate
women; it is likewise applied to a species of staaza of
highly polished 8IIld tender verocation: the root, however,
seems taken from the Hindu Basi or Sasin, the name of
the Common Antelope. It appears that iu the beautiful re
tiona of the East, beyond the river Indus, these animals
have attracted the notioe of mankind in aR extraortlinary
degree,' even in the primitive ages of that Iud of early civi
lization; for we find them in the oldest mythologies. and
among the symbols of its .astroDOmy. ~ Sasiu figures in
the Rasi Chana or Hindu Zodiaok, instead of Capricorn;
the goddess Ohandra .or tile Moon rides upon an Antelope,
and Mahadeva 'Pancha Mukti holds one of these animals by
the legs. In the Imtitute. of Menu, certainly more ancient
than the Macedonian invasion, we find that under certain
circumstances, the 'Bramins .were not only allowed but
directed to be fed. on the Sesh of the Ena or Spotted Ante
lope. and the Ruru whiah appt'ars to be the Leucoryx*.
From these causes the whole genus is held sacred to Chandra
or the Moon: but it may be surmised, that this consecration
was originally confined to some species, pellhaps still un

describtld, whose horns exhibited a sort .of resemblance to a
crescent.

We begin by the group which, in the form of the horns, the
short tail, and disk on the buttocks, approaches nearest to the
Deer.

• See the Institutes of Menu, chap. iii. v. 269. They were to be
fed six months with the flesh of Kids, seven with Spotted Deer,
eight with that of the Spotted Antelope (..4. Cervicapra), called Ena,
and nine with that of the Ruru: the Risia or Antelope Pirla of
authors, ia not considered 88 belunging to dUa aeries in the SanllCrit
writers. .
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Mr. Ord published an account of the first, and, perhaps,
only species of this group, in the Journal de Physique,
t818; after M. de Blainville had noticed, in a very im
perfect manner, a pair of horns which are in the Royal
College of Surgeons, in London, under the erroneous name
of CerfJU8 HamrJt,u. Next appeared an article in voL xiii.
of the Lirm.mfm Transactiona, where five species of Amelica
are introduced, and described as allied to the genus Anti
lope. Mr. Ord very properly regarded the animal he de
scribed as an intermediate species, and upon this opinion
formed his genus Antilocapra, a denomination which we
would adopt but for the consideration stated belowt. In

• l1urpal'OI', furca, -It£Pfl'. cornu.
t Dr. Harlan. in the Jihuna Americana, professes himself igno

rant why the author of the pape1' in vol. xiii. of the Li'ft'fllBO,n Trans
actions on animals of America allied to the gtlnus Antilope, did
not adopt Mr. Ord's specific name .of .Amer!icana for the animal in
question, his description having' the right of priority. In justice
to both thele gentlemen it may be proper to obaerve, that Mr. Ord
may himle1f recollect the author's statement in 1817, of his inten
tion to publish his drawing and notes of this animal before he,
Mr. Ord. ·had laid his before the public. Accordingly the mate
rials were prepared for the purpose, but delayed by a protracted
coune of travelling, and still more by remaining about two years
at the Linnman Society. Hence Mr. Ord's and M. de Blainville's
were unknown, if not posterior to his own original paper: but if
the author had mown of their existence, he is still free to confess
that he would not have adopted the proposed nomenclature, be
cause, philologically considered, the compound word Antilocapra
offers a vicious Itructure, being composed of two different lan
guages, and the first part not even classical Greek. Now in tech
Dical terminology we have the authority of Fabricius to reject them.
Nomina HybridJJ nullo modo toleranda. Next, if the names of ge
Rera and species are intended to convey some notion of the form
and ehsracters of the IUbject they intend to d8llignate, the compound
Antilocapra would expreu an intermediate betwet."n Antelope and
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common with Messrs. Ord, Harlan, and Rafinesque, we
consider this species as described long since by Hernandez,
under the name of Mazame; and we presume the dissent
of M. Desmarets has arisen from his not having had the
same opportunity to compare the specimen of Furcifer
with the plate of Hernandez, of the edition which we con-
sulted at Philadelphia; and, perhaps, from his not having
a faithful translation of the paper in the LinnfBan Trans
actions. This opinion is countenanced by his assigning, in
the Mammalogie, to A. Palmata, "Pelage d'un fauve
clair sur Ie dos, blanc au. ventre ('t sur les tlancs," cha
racters which are not in the description of that animal, but

Goat, or an idea of that group which will be designated here under
the term of Nemorhedus, whereas the resemblance is between the
Antelope and Deer, by the'most characteristic indication in the
creation, namely, the branched horns. As for the trivial or spe
cific name Americana. no doubt names of geographical designation
are occasionally proper for specifical appellations, especially if they
refer to more confined subdivisions of the earth, and the subject is
destitute of prominent characters, or is both large and isolated.
Thus Elephas Asiaticus, Rhinoceros Sondaicus. are as proper as
Ursus Americanus is objectionable, and only to be retained because
long established: for, in the distribution of animated nature it
is a law, with but few exceptioDlI, even in the middle-sized Mam
malia, that in whatever portion of the earth of considerable mag
nitude a species be found of any genus, two or more allied to it .
may be looked for; and, therefore, upon the discovery of a first as
yet isolated species, the llame, if possible, should be expressive
of some obvious character, or the local name. if not too barbarous,
should be latinized, in preference to a geographical denomination,
and most particularly so if that denomination would extend over a
fourth part of the globe. Where none of these occur, a provisional
name, even of a person, is preferable. For these rea~ons the name
of Furcifer is retaine9- in preference to Americana; but not even
for them alone, but also because at that very time the author had
already, 8S in the case just specified, a second of the same genus
or group. which he had reason to consider of the same country, to
indicate.
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applOar to be addl"d from HlOmand('z, unless that acute
loologist, in opposition to his own doubts, admits the sound

ness of the author's supposition *. Now the text of Hernan
dez appears clearly and diKtinctly to apply to one of this
group, and most likely to A. Palmata. .. Mazames," he
says, .. Caprarum mediocrium, paulove majori, constant mag

nitudine; pilo teguntur cano et qui facile a\'ellatur fulvoque;
sed lateribus et ventre candentibull, ....• cornua gestant
Juzta exortu711 lata ac in paucoN parvosque teretes ac
preacutos ramON di"i,a; lOt sub eis oculos." This description
cannot apply to any known Deer of America, not ev('n to
Cerv.., Coronatus, still less when we refer to the figure.

Reechus, who justly viewlOd this species, and possibly anothlOr
to be noticed in the sequel, as Antelopes, or in the language
of his time as Caprm; says, " Hos (Teleth cal Mazame et
Temmamazame) ego potius computaverim in caprl"OS quam

inter cervost." The original mistake was made by Count de
Buffon, who, in a sweeping clause, for which he most cer

tainly had not sufficient grounds, refused to America indige
nous Goats, Sheep, and Antelopes, prior to the discovery of

that hemisphere by Europeans: it must., however, be con
fessed, that so extraordinary a conformation in the horns as
the Dicronoreri off('r, could scarcely be suspected from the
rude plates of earlier naturalists, unless tb("y had belOn ex

plained with that care and minutl"ness which the moderns

generally observe.
The Subgl'tll'ric or Racemous name Dicranocerus, which

we propose for thiR group, is sufficiently explicit to rlOquire

• Mr. D. is likewise not correct when he BaYS, .. Cet animal
que,·r Mr. H. Smith, "Rapporte au Mazame d'Hernandez." ...
Now the text Bays that the Mazame is one of the group, and, proba
bly, A. paJmIJI,a.

t Nard. .Ant. Becchu, apud Hernandesium, lib. ix. cap. xiv.
p.324 et 325,figuras tld ipsa, paginas. See also Hernandes rerum
medicarum Nov(/! HispaniO! The,aurUl, cap. 15, p. 324.

VOL. rv. N
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no furt her observation: the animals included are, as far as
they are known, exclusively American. and eonfined to ils
northern latitudes. By the singular structure of their horns.
which have an anterior branch. and a prolonged '(lO!!terior
point turned down into a hook. there is a similitude though
DO affinity with the Deer; which is further evinced by pea"y
rugosities. showing like incipient additional branches, by 11

white space on the rump. and a short tail. They are exceed
ingly swift, living in small families upon the hills below the
high mountains, and above the low lands along the Upper
Missouri, rouud Hudson's Bay, and, prob~bly,· to the extreme
verge of the north-western coast of N ootka, aad Behring
Straits; they might be looked for on the north-("88tern shores
of Asia, but although the A~gali ~ spread to both Conti
nents, it does not appear that this, the A. LanigeTa or the
:Mus~ Ox. have yet been observed alive in that quarter of
the world.

Iu the Journal of M. Le Ray, an account appears of the
mode adopted by the Sioux Indians in hunting these animals.
He says." that being with the bunters on the river Jaune, in
pursuit of the Cabree, as they are termed by the Canadians,
the party selected for the sport a hill, the ascent of which was
gradual, but the opposite precipitous: at the bottom of the
slope they formed a chain of hunters, and crawled gradually
and simultaneously towards the summit., slowly inducing the
game to approach the precipice.' When arrivE.'d at a con
venient height, they all suddenly rose and gave a loud yell.
which terrified the timid creatures so completely, that most of
them sprang over the brink, and were dashed to death in their
fall. Upwards of sixty Cabree and big-horned sheep being
thus slain in a single beat."

The Prong-horned Antelope. (A. Furcifer.) In the ge
nefal aspect of this animal there is a. resemblance both
with the Chamois and the Roebuck, though it ill larger
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than either. The form is more elegant than that of the
first, and the stmcture more robust than in the second.
The horns are about a foot in length, measured along the
curve. five inches in circumference at base, compressed, nearly
8at on the inside and roundish on the outside, having small
horny pearls scattered principally on t.he internal surface,
among transvel'ge wrinkles and striae: they stand in a tufted
base nearly between the orbits, and two inches a5under,
directed vertically, but hanging slightly over the eyes. They
carry the same thickness upwards about seven inches, where
the anterior part terminates in a compressed and striated
snag, pointed forwards and upwards, forming a fork with
the posterior part, which becomes suddenly round, taper, and
smooth, and turns backwards and inwards, ending in an
obtusely pointed hook; their .colour is a brownish-black, the
horny substance thin at the b8.lle and slightly translucent, and
the hollow within sufficient to admit the two fore-fingel'll ;
the eyes are large, dark. and placed high in the head;
the ooee is small, slightly convex, and ovine; the forehead
broad and 8a.t, the edges of the orbite solid and prominent:
DO suborbital sinus is visible. The ears are six inches
long, narrow, pointed, fawn-coloured outside. and lined with
long white bair; at the back of the head the hair rises,
and fonDS a kind of tuft of a reddish colour; the forehead,
DClilM!', temples, neck, back, and hams, are of a foxy-dun colour,
with the Hides paler; the lips, chin, two spots on the throat,
ODe on the top of the head, one below the ear, the breast and
belly, are yellowish-white; the disk on the buttocks, and the
longish hair of the tail purer white: all the legs are of a
bright ochre colour. The animal measures about three leet at
the shoulder and croup, the form of the joints and limbs indi
cating great powers and activity; the shanks or cannon bones
or the hind-legs are longer in proportion, than ill other rumi
nants of the same stature; the pasterns are high, and the

N2
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hoofs remarkably low and black i the texture of the hair is
thick, coarse, flattened, undulating, and deciduous -.

It does not appear that the chlll'acters of the female have
been observed, excepting that it has horns like the male.
The species inhabits the borders of the Mi880uri, the north
western territory of the United States, and. according to

Dr. Harlan. the great plains of the Columbia. It is de
scribed as wonderfully fleet, and darting over the plain
without stopping or looking round as occurs in many ofthe
African species.

The Palmated A. (A. Palmata.) Whether the animal
here noticed be It real species or only a variety of the
preceding, is a question all yet undecided. In the paper
before alluded to, a pair of horns are described and figured,

still measuring eleven inches along the curve. although
they are partly injured at the base. They are no doubt
the same which M. de Blainville ascribed to his CeMJUS

Hamatus. notwithstanding that they are perfectly hollow,
two inches and a half across in their greatest diameter
by one inch and a quarter in the shorter i their shape ill
greatly compressed at the anterior and posterior parts into
a sharp edge, and the substance a hard, black, and brit
tle horn, with the surface strongly pearled and striated for
about seven inches upwards. Anteriorly, however, soon

• There is a small increase in my dimensions compared with
thOle of Mr. Ord taken from the same specimen; but although I
noted them while a friend made the measurement. with an inch
tape, I suspect the error on my side. The despatch of a traveller
should in this case give way to the more leisurely observations of a
resident of known accuracy. Dr. Harlan, however, Faun. Amer.,
page 251, describes the flanks as black, probably from an error in
the preas, and the reddish mane on the neck is not in my notes nor
in my liiure.
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after its onglO, the blade widens as it ascends, until it
terminates into a broad, compressed, leaf-like, obtuse, de
flected, striated, and pearled proct'S8 turned inwards; the
posterior part from this bifurcation assuming a round, taper,
and regularly-uncinated form, larger, more turned inwards
and pointed than in the preceding. Upon and near the
ridge which unites the leaf-like part to the after horn,
there are on each side one or two small knobs or buttons
of hom, above one- third of an inch high, resembling in
cipient ramification.

By the expedition to Baffin's Bay the native region of
this animal is determined, and the probability of its being
a second species increased. In a head, Ileveral horns, and
a mutilated. skin, which we have seen, the differences be
tween this and the former appears to be in the constancy
of the elongated lozenge~ which the section of
the horns presents, whereas a similar section of those of
Fureifer shows a compressed oval 0 in the width and
early commencement of the leaf-like process, its internal
direction and the rudiments of othen, in the posterior curve
being much larger and more turned inwards, the hom
being alllO more voluminous in proportion to the animal,
which, however, is described as very like Furcifer, but
lower and more robust about the limbs. The head which
we saw was shorter, wider across the orbits, and the
nose almost straight. The fur appeared more soft and
woolly, with a mixture of hoary hair, little or no white
about the face or lips, but more on the breast and belly:
thus approaching by the characters of the horns to the
paucos panosque ac teretes ramos, and the Piio cano the
designations of Hernandes, who, perhaps, described the winter
dresl.*

• The akin which we saw and the head were probably in the
IUmmer habit from the period of time when the apecimena were
o\>tained; the winter drellll ill doubtlellll more hoary. We are
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The Palmated Antelope inhabits the bleak regions neal'
the Frozen Ocean, the fragments above described being
brought from Baffin's Bay, from whence the species seem.
to extend to the Stony Mountains and the river Jaune.
Excepting the characters of the horns, no dissimilitude
sufficiently marked is obse"able in this notice to fix a
positive difference of species j but we think them never
theless sufficient, especially. as the present is a mountain,
and the former a champaign animal, to leave the d.escrip
tions under two separate heads until the question can be
cleared lip in a satisfaetory, manner. Coosidering the
high latitude which the palmated species inhabits, we are
tempted to view the ftattened pr0ee&Se8 on the homs as a
provision of nature, perhaps to s~.vel the snow off the
moa88s and lichens upon which they must principally feed.
in a country where other vegetatioQ, and even the birch i.
very rare, if, indeed, the aasertioDi of the Indians with re
gard to the similar practice in the Moose and the Caribou
can be sufficiently relied on. From the circumstance of the
Palmated Antelope residing in the mountains, it is probable
that the Kluche Indians coIUlider this as the Kistuke, or
Little Elk. Though small reliance should be had on names,
which often have no specific meaning. even among more
polished nations. the American Indians, living solely by the
chase, are. nevertheless. usually deemed remarkably correct
in their ideas of animals, and the Kluche from whom we
obtained our information showed that in his person the
observation was correct·. In the west of North America,

aware that in the zoological part: of 'Captain Parry'. voyage the
two species are considered as one j but the distinction in the
homs Dot being referred to, and the above materials having been
examined by us, our former opinion is strengthened instead of
weakened.

• We uked if he knew the white-feathered bird of prey, whOle
pinions adorn the hair and the speus of the Indians? He answered
immediately, that the bird was among our drawings, aDd tuming
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about the fur establishment of Carlton House, the Indians
reekon two Deer indiscriminately, named Apeesce MODg
BOOS, or Little Moose; and they are further distinguished
by, 1. Athee-Neethoo Apeesee Mongsoos, or real Littla
Mooee; and, 2. Kin-waithOO8, or Kin-way thoo weyo Apeesce
Mungsoos, or Long-tailed Little Moose; but whether these
Dames are applicable to the foregoing species, to Rein-deer,
or to species of our group of Mazama, cannot at present
be determined.

ThB A!OOCERU1B GROUP.

This and the following group might be viewed as form
ing ODe genus, divisible into three subordinate racemi, by
characters which are observable through the whole; but
we have already stated the principles which guide our pre
ference to retain them as genuine antelopes. The Aigoceri
are distinguished from all other groups of the genus, by
the large stature of the species, the elevation of the inter
scapular vertebrw, and the fore-legs being somewhat higher
than the posterior. The horns are large, robust, annu
lated, and bent back, as in the Ibex, standing rather near
the orbits, and rising vertically from the forehead, with
the annuli most prominent towards the front, and reaching
upwards to about two-thirds of their whole length; the
rest smooth and pointed: they are invariably black and
common to both sexes. The nostrils are placed near a
widening half muzzle; a white streak passes before the

them over, poigted to the tsil of the Ring-tailed Eagle, l18.ying,
that they were always obtained from the tail of that bird. It wu
with the drawing before him that be recognised the Prong-horned
Antelope, and observed that in thc figure the horns could not
shovel the anow, which in the valleys of the Stony Mountains, lies
often, according to his account, ten feet thick. We were at that
time unacquainted with the palmated species, which it now seems
he had in mind.
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inlier canthus of the eyes, obliquely down the face; tht'se
are not provided with a lachrymary sinus: a mane of more
or less length runs in a reversed direction along the neck;
the tail descends to the houghs, and is terminated by a
tuft; long hllirs hang from the throat, and even from the
chin, assuming in some the form of a beard. The hide is
black, independent of the colour of the hair, the ears are
long, the lpgs without the slender elegance of other groups.
but the. whole of t.heir structure remarkably powerful and
sinewy.

The group is confined to South, and probably Central
Africa, frequenting the scaUpred woody districts and the
desert, sometimes retiring to the forests, and living in small
families, headed by an old male.

In the highly-interesting travels of Messrs. Denham aoo
Clapperton, into the interior of Africa, mention is made of
flocks of wild animals called Korookoo, by the Bornouese, and
by the Arabs, EI Bucher-Achmer, the Red Bullock, noticed as
found in all the woods. They have immense horns, and
are something between the Ox and Antelope. One had
" spears struck at him without number, but he effected his
escape, carrying off several sticking in his flesh." It is not
improbable that the A. Grandicornis is here meant, but we
regret the conciseness of the notice.

The Blue Antelope. (A. Leucophcea.) The Blue Ante
lope, or Blauw Bock of Kolbe, was formerly not uncom
mon in the vicinity of Swellendam, in the Cape colony,
but now so rare. that no specimen has been killed in
South Africa since the year 1799. Mr. Allaman first
describPd and figured it from the spoils of one shot by
Colonpl Gordon, under the wrong name of Tseiran, or
Dzeren, which belongs to a smaller species of Asia. It
is an animal of considerable beauty, four feet high at the
shoulder, and above six feet in length; the horns are
slightly compressed, and assume the curve of a scimitar,
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measuring twenty-eight inches along the Cllrve ;at the
base they are closely wrinkled, numbering from twenty to
thirty annuli, without appearance of strile; the ears· are
long and pointed, gray at the back, and whi~ within; a
white spot passes before each eye, extending dQwnwards
towards the mouth; the forehead and chaft'ron are dark
gray. as also the aot...rior part of the legs; the inside of the
limbs is white: but what distinguishes this animal most,
is the silvery blue-gray of hiR coat, occasioned by the hair,
whicb is rather long and coarse, lying sparingly scattered
upon a shilling black hide, which is also the cause why the
beauty of this colour fades into a duller gray after death,
the skin becQmiIig browner with drying.

There is a short mane of reversed white hair on the n('ck,
and the muzzle is black; but the beard ascribed to it by
Kolbe is more doubtful, because not observed in the figures
or specimens, though it is not improbable that the long
hairs composing it are inclined to drop out from the skins,
or perhaps only remarkable in the rutting season, and wanting
in the females.

The manners of the species are totally unknown, and the
hornS are rare in cabinets of natural curiositip.s. Tbe only
specimen now known. is in the Museum of Paris, whither
it W88 brought, we b.elieve, from the collection of the late
stadtholder of Holland, We possess a' drawing of the in-.
dividual, which, however, is far inferior in beauty to another
which we copied from the original' drawn by Colonel Gor
don, a duplicate of which appears figured in' the works of
Count de Buffon.

Tbe Roan .Antelope. (.A. Equina.) This species ex
ceeding the former in stature by five or six inches•. and
measuring about eight feet in length, is, nevertheless, 80

Dearly allied to it in form and characters, as to have
been suspected of being only a variety, but upon a close
f'xamination, the differences are sufficiently evident. The
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horns are very stout, but something shorter; the curve
backwards commencing nearer the base is more Budden;
they exceed two feet in length. marked with wrinkles at
base, and from seventeen to twenty-seven complete rings,
having the superior third smooth: they stand cloeer to
gether than in the preceding, and more remote from the
orbits; the ears are more than nine inches long. and the
hair of the body is long, undulating, coarse, and rather
scanty. forming a gray more or less of a mixed reddish and
white. Under the throat the hair is still longer, white, and
hanging down; a streak formed by a pencil of long white
hairs, passes across the anterior angle of the eyes, and the
white spot extends in some round the orbits; a spot on
the forehead, and the region round the mouth and muzzle,
are also white; the rest of the face, cheeks. and outside of the
ears are bright chestnut or red; on the neck there is a low
ridge of white hairs turned in a reversed direction towards
the head. The belly is white, and the tail reaching to the
houghs, about twenty inches long, and the tuft at the end
dark coloured; the legs are of a dirty ochre, and the hoofs
black, and both broad and long.

This description, taken from the specimen presented by
Mr. Burchell to the British Museum, differs slightly from
that of Messrs. Cuvier and Geoffroy, who first gave an
account of the species, from that of Paris. Their specimen,
however, is inferior in preservation, and even in stature to
the pair which Mr. Burchell brought to England, but older
by the superior number of annuli upon the horns which
amount to twenty-seven, whereas the British ·have not
more than nineteen and twenty-one true rings upon theirs:
these also have the hair longer and looser. forming con
fused clouds and fleabites of brown vinous-red and white.
The larger measures from nose to tail, seven feet three
inches; at the shoulder about four feet four inches in
height; the tail and tuft, one foot six inches; the horns
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along the curve, one foot nine inches; the distance between
them at base, one inch and a half, and at the tips, one foot j

the ears nine inches and a half.
That enterprising and acientific traveller discovered his

specimens while in Bearch of the Takhaitze of Mr. Daniell,
upon the most elevated plains and hills which divide the
waters of South Africa in the vicinity of Leetakoo. They are
said to live in pairs, or small troops of four or five together,
keeping chiefly among the scattered open woods about the
sources of the Gareep.

There is a hom preserved in the Museum of Paris, re
sembling those of the two preceding species in its general
characten, but probably of an animal still undescribed. It

• is exceedingly heavy and thick at the base, three feet five
inches and a half long, and marked with forty-eight or
forty-nine annuli. No memorandum indicates from whence
it was brought, and as Beveral unknown fragments of a
zoological nature have been formerly introduced into France
from its establishments on the west coast of Africa, it is
possible that it came from thence, and, perhaps, belongs to
the Empalanga, Empabunga, and Empalunca of Purchas,
De Bry, and other authors and travellers. De Bry repre
Bents this animal as similar to an ox, excepting that it carries
the head and neck erect like a stag, and is armed with long
horns knotty at base and the points turned inwards. In
another place the borns are said to be straight, only bending
slightly inward atthe tips •.

The Great-horned Antelope, Antelope Grandicornia of
Herman, is another which may belong to the same animal,
if we judge from the hom described by that learned pro-

• De Bry. Regnum C01l90' page 22. Icon. in prima parte
Iconum ad IndiIB orienta1is partem 11.
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fessor, in the ObseTf). Zoolog. i. HS. It is stated to be fifteen
inches in circumFerence at base, two feet and a half long
in a straight line, and three feet and a half if measured
along the curve. It is erect, the point bent back, com
pressoo, roundt>d behind, carinated and rough; on the in
ternal side smoother, and separated from the back by an
obsolete ridge, through which, the summit being smoother,
oblique wrinkles ascend, and along the external surface,
furrows more numerous but less deep dl"SCend·. This
horn was brought in 1795-6, from L'Orient in France, and
conveyed to Sweden; it was probably obtained through
the commercial relations of that city, from the west coast
of Africa, and may also be suspected to have belonged to
the Empalanga or Wadan, if both names do not refer to the
same animal; which also the Korookoo of the Bornouese may
designate.

The Takhaitze. (A. Barbata.) Among the unsatis
factory indications of names and horns, we have another
species to notice, figured under the above denomination, by
Mr. Daniell, in his African Scenery, and there said to be
in stature, general conFormation, and coLours like the Blue
and Roan Antelopes. It has been surmised that, in fact,
the Takhaitze was no other than the above, and this pro
bability was increased by Mr. Burchell searching in vain
for the present animal where it was said to exist, and find
ing in its stead the Equina already described. That animal
when seen at a distance, appears rufous, and, in fact, among
Mr. Daniell's original sketches, we have seen one of this
animal so coloured; but we are assured by his surviving
brother, that the long mane, the beard, and the character
of the horns is the same in all the original drawings (for

• I must here obaerve that my version ill taken from a MS. 110

illegibly written that I am not lure of the correctnesll of the above
translation from the Latin. It ill not improbable that A. Grandicor'llis
belongs in reality to our proPOlled genua Damal;'.
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there are several). and considering the acknowledged fidelity
of the figures designed by the late Mr. Daniell, the most
natural inference Ilt'ems to be that it is a new species, dis
tinguished by a flowing mane of a dark colour; a dark
beard under the chin, and having horns less vertically placed
on the head, less curved, marked with fewer annuli, and,
as it would seem, almost united at base. It is further dis
tinguished by wanting the tuft of hair at the end of the tail,
and by a white streak which passes down the face: the
colour of the hair is bluish on the back. passing to rufous on
the beny and limbs, and as before observed, in one of the
original drawings. rufous all over the body.

These characters would seem to suit the Fish-tall or
Lerwea of Shaw, but, we believe, that these names are ne
vertheless more applicable' to the mountain Argali. Oi';a
TragelapJnu of Geoffroy, as we shall endeavour to show in
the sequel. Although Mr. Burchell did not find the Tak
haitze in the quarter where it is reported to reside, it may
be observed that the absence of certain animals from districts
in which they had pre\'iously resided, is not. unprecedented,
particularly in South Africa, where the variations of the wet
and dry seasons, cause migrations in several species of
ruminants. and along with them of certain Carnivora who
prey upon them. With the excess of one or the other of these
seasons, they not uncommonly make their appearance in
parts of the country where they were previously unknown,
and in like manner withdraw for several successive years,
or altogether. from others where they used to abound. It
might be the Takhaitze which was already noticed at the
Cape, under the name of Baas. or Bearded Ox. many years
before the travels of Dr, Somerville and Mr. Daniell; it was
reported to have shorter horns, with a beard under the chin
and on the breast, and to be of a gray colour; larger tban
an ox, and residing to the north. beyond the limits of the
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" colony. This description would have induced us to affix the
name of Baas for the specific designation of the Takhaitze,
if it were not more likely to be referrible to the Brindled
Gnoo.

TuB ORYGlNE GROUP.

Although the name of Oryx may be derived from the
same early Caucasian root, which has left its traces in the
Sanscrit and Teutonic Urox. it seems, nevertheless, to be
legitimate Greek. implying majesty or beauty, and to have
been celebrated among the ancients, without being altogether
well understood. Aristotle was informed that the animal
had cloven feet, and only one horn. Pliny adds that the
hair is reversed. Oppian represents the Oryx .as large and
fierce, with white hair and black cheeks, having long horns,
very sharp, and hard as iron: with these, ,he is said to con
tend successfully against the most powerful animals. Strabo
and Lampridius observe, that offensive weapons are made
of them in Africa. which will pierce even the skin of an
elephant; and Herodotus, that they served to make musical
instruments. In all these accounts, some species of Oryx
is always evident: even in the Aristotelian story, we find this
animal is intended by the subsequent repetitions of the same
assertion to the present time. As we have already seen,
Bochart notices an unicorn by the name of Pantalops, which
is only the word Antholops disfigured. There exists a rare
English print belonging to or inten~ for some work we
have not been able to trace, which represents an unicorn,
in every respect retembling the Oryx, excepting the hom.
The pretended Unicorn of Bhootan, we shall find to be
referrible to the group we have under consideration. and
the notice of Mr. Ruppel appears again to refer to Oryx.
In the letter of that adventurous zoologist, written from
Ambukol in Central Africa, he describes an animal from
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the account of a elave born at Koldaghi, who states it to
be the size of a cow, having the elegant symmetry of an
antelope, with reddish hair, a white stnlak on the forehead
and nose, bearing a single hom on the forehead, long and
straight, and the female to be hornless. In Mr. Barrow's
travels, we have another figure of the head of an unicorn,
which may still be of the present group; and in the collec
tion of original sketches of the animals figured in one of
the caverns of South Africa, designed by Mr. Daniell, the
croup represents very obvious outlines of HartbeestB and
other animals, and among them a whole length of an uni
com: but here we find most decidPdly a pachydermoU9
creature, such as a rhinoceros would be, if his propor
tioos were reducro. into a slighter and more elegant form,
and the hom on the forehead lengthened to a slender
figure·.

The Romans saw the Oryx in their games as is attested
by Martial, and we have shown that even the straight
horned species was known to the English Heralds of the
fourteenth century. In all probability the Dante or Lampt
of Leo Africanus and Marmol, figured in the collection
of voyages by De Bry, belongs to this group. The White
Antelope, with lyrate annulated horns rode by the goddess
Chandra in Hindu Mythology, and which appears to be
the Rum of the Sanscrit writings, and of the Institutes of
Mmu, must likewise be referred to Oryx. From an au
thority not cited, J. Mayor, in the Ephem. Cur. viii. (1677),
first described the Bezoar as procured from these animals;
aDd Mr. Pennant was well informed when he asserted an
Oryx to exist in Egypt. for the fi gure of the animal is
fouod among the ancient hieroglyphical representatiooR in
the tombs of the kings.

• It is to be wished that Mr. Daniell would publish this curious
drawing which haa a distant resemblance with the Onager Aldro
Yaodi, u figured in Johnston, table xi.
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The group is distinguished from others of the genus by
its large size, having long horns, common to both sexes:
they are slender, without ridges, sharp pointl'd, and black,
with annuli somewhat spirally turned about half or two
thirds of their length; the ears are long; the eyes large,
dark, and prominent, the suborbital sinus almost obliter
ated; the nostrils ovin~ or without a muzzle; the tail,
including the tuft, descends to the houghs, and the hoofs
are mostly rather broad. The head is narrow if seen in
front, and rather square in profile, the horns following the
prolongation of the plane of the face: the neck and withers
have the hair reversed in most species, and the shoulders
are rather elevated; the legs are firm and well propor
tioned, without tufts on the knees, or inguinal pores~ ;
the females have two mammle. A mane runs in general
along the ridge of the neck turned towards the occiput.
The general coloura of the group are rufous-gray and
vinous yellowish upon a white ground, which predominates
more or less. All the species ha\"e a streak of white and
a darker next it, crossing the E:'yes, and upon the upper
arm amI haunch. The species which frequent the woods
seem to have the hide of a white colour, as in Aigocerus
and those of sandy plains black, although the fur be pure
white. The calves are born of a reddish colour, which
becomes whiter as thpy grow up. As species or varieties,
this group is dispersed over an immense extent of territory,
perhaps from the borders of China, but certainly from the
Moultan, through Southern Persia, Arabia, over the deserts
of NOIibem and Milldle Africa to Senegal, and south to

the Cape of Good Hope. Their great strength and swift
ness, aided by their ability to feed on acrid sllcculents and
thorny shrubs, are sufficient to account for the vastness of
their native reg-ions.

They live in pairs: sometimes it is said the malell ha\"e
two females, who with their young constitute families of
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five or six together. Some species prefer mountains and
elevated. woody countries j others the plain and sandy de
serts, where they seem to subsist with very little water.
Strong, active, and vigilant., they repel the Hyama and the
Jackal; they can even intimidate the Lion. If assailed
or driven to defend themselves, they raise the tail, couch
their ears, toss the head with a menacing look, and with a
tremulous and shrill warning snort, drop their head low
between the fore legs, inverting the horns to near the ground,
and dart with incredible velocity upon their enemy. Op
pian, the modern Arabs of the desert, and the Hottentots,
agree in describing the danger of approaching. them before
they are totally disabled. We have seen spears manufac
tured by the natives of South Africa, armed with the horns
of the Oryx, which proves Strabo's account to be perfectly
correct.

In the nomenclature and synonyma of the group, Butfon,
Pallas, and other systematic writers, have caused great con
fusion. Klempfer's Pasan or Paseng, the Capra lEgagrus,
has been confounded with them. Prosper Alpin's figure of
the horn of an oryx has been refused an Egyptian origin,
and Strepsiceros of Pliny, sometimes referred to the Cretan
Sheep, applied to an animal which the ancients have not
known, although we shall show this specieM under the name
of Addu to belong to the group now under consideration,
and to have been justly pointed out by Caius in Gesner.
Mr. Pemlant, impelled by the same desire of ascribing all
the references of authors to the species known in his time,
most unaccountably considers the Catfrarian or Cape Oryx
as the Egyptian Antelope. To conclude; 80 late as the
year 1816, we find the Diet. des SeieMel Naturelles evinc
ing the obscurity which then still enveloped the present
group. It is, perhaps, worth observing, that the Arabs and
other natives of t.he climates which these animals inhabit,
never consider them as Antelopes, but as species of buffa-

VOL. IV. 0
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loes,· an idea which they extend to other ruminants usually
classed among the larger species of this genus, and which
we refer to our genus /)amalia. The Dutch colonists of
the Cape alone have fancied some resemblance between
their Oryx and the Chamois of Europe, and named it Gem
sebock.

The Cajfrarian Oryx. CA. Oryx.) The specific name
Oryx was most unquestiona.bly bestowed on the wrong animal;
for we have seen that Oppian describes it as white with
black cheeks, and, therefore, that he understood the Leucoryx
of the moderns, and not the species which is now before us.
The adult male is about three feet ten inches high at the
",houlder, and six feet six inches in length; the horns are
straight, about three feet long, annulated two-thirds from

their base with from twenty-eight to thirty-three rings. In
the fema.les they are smaller, and in old sperimens the base
is considerably widened; the length often exceeds three feet,
but instead of being straight, they have a slight bend baCk
wards, and the tips again forward. In these; the annuli
are nearly obliterated, but they are always black, shining,
and sharp pointed, placed near the summit of the frontals
on the same plane as the face, and not very divergent. The
eyes stand high in the hl'ad, the colour of which is white,
with a black space round the root of the horns, descend
ing down the forehead and chaflTon, and another passing
through the eyes towards the corner of the mo~th, whence
a band of the same colour passes round the head over the
nose, giving the whole an artificial appearance, as if it
were a head-stall. In the young and females these marks
are neither so distinct nor regular: the ears are rather
open, interiorly white and edged with a black line; a black
list passes likewise from the back of the head, along the

• The Chinese Nicu Kyo Fo or Flying Cow, with one horn only.
remarkable for its swiftness and love of salt, is probably an Oryx, if
not the Leuc~x or the Kernes.
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n~k anti spine to the tail, which is of the same colour
together with the tuft, and reaches to the houghs: a
broad dark band surrounds the uppt'r arm, then passes
in a narrower line along the flanks, dividing the blossom
colour or vinous yellow of the body and neck from the
pure white of the belly, and expanding about the lower
thigh into a broad dark space, surrounding the limb just
above the houghs. On aU the legs below the joints thl're
is another dark space, leaving the rest of the extremities
pure white; the hoofs have their points somewhat pro
longed, and, together with the spurious hoofs, are shining
black.

The Caff'rarian Oryx is an animal of remarkable beauty
and vigour, inhabiting the mountainous forests and rocky
regions of Southern Africa. They live in pairs, are vigilant,
and particularly in the rutting season, or when woundl'd,
exceedingly fierce. From the information of a friend, we
learn, that having fired at one on thl' edge of a forest,
the animal instantly turned upon his dogs, and trans6xed
one before he fell. When pressed in their escape towards
eovt'r, they will strike to right. and left at the dogs with
their pointed horns, and often wound them senrely ; but
when they have reached the edge of the wood, they will
sit down on their hams, and in that attitude kp:ep the pack
at bay. Their venison is said to be the bt'st of any in South
Africa.

The female is Dot more than three feet six inches at tbe

shoulder, and more delicately made. Of the period of gesta
tion nothing is known. \\re have compared eleven speci
mens, and a great variety of spoils and horns; the' most
perfect stuffed one is in t.he Museum of the Missionsl'Y
Society of London. There is as yet no good evidence that this
species is found to the north of the Equator, although
it must have bl'en known anterior .to the Portuguese voyage
round the Cape of Good Hope, if we admit the exact

02
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representation of the straight horns in the Prayer Book
of the Duke of Bedford before-mentioned, as evidence to
the fact. This prayer-book was probably illuminated 011

his marriage with Anile, Princess of Burgundy, and in no
case can be later than the period of his death in the year
1435.

The White Oryx. (A. Leucoryx.) Mr. Pennant firl1t
published a description of this species, derived from a
figure of the animal, drawn from life, in the year 1722, by
order of Sir John Lock, at that time agent of the Bengal East
India Company at Ispahan: several were then kept by I he
Shah, Sultan Haul1ein, in his park of Cassar. The traveller,
Vincent Marie, noticed another at Muscat, in Arabia, and
the species appears to be not uncommon in the province, and
even the Island of Bahrein, and along the coasts of the Persian
Gulf, Dr. Flemming having possessed one brought from
Lesha, the capital of Bahrein. It appears to exist also to the
eastward, along the western deserts of the Indus to Candahar,
amI the Moultan. It is the true Oryx of Oppian: the Antho
lops of Eustathius, sporting on the banks of the Euphrates.
seems to be 110 other; nor can the other names of the middle
ages already noticed, nor the Great Goat mt'ntioned in some
MS. copies of the Shah Named, be considered as deriving
their original type from any other species.

The White Oryx is in size about three feet seven inches
at the shoulder, with the head rather thick and square, the
neck short, the body bulky, and the legs slender. The

'horns, as in the former, are placed close together, diverg
ing Ktraight along the prolongation of the face, and the
points bending back into a curve; they are obliquely an
nulated about two-thirds from their base, the tips smooth;
they are round, black, and polished. measuring near three
feet in length. From the base of the horns, the forehead
is covered with a patch of black hair, uniting by a nar
rower line to a st"conrl which spreads over the chaffron to
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near the nostrils; a similarly-coloured 8treak passes through
the eyes to\Va~ds the mouth, and often" spreads over the cheek
and throat; the dark colour appears ~lso in the form of a
band on the upper arm, or spreads downward over the fore
legs to near the fetlocks; the hind-legs, from the houghs
downwards, are likewise dark coloured, but upwards, on the
lower thigh, this colour passes into brown and rufous, till it is
blended into the white, which spreads over the whole body,
neck, and face; the tuft at the end of the tail is black, the ears
are long and pointed, and the aspect of the animal is some
what vaccine.

This species is known to the Persians lIy the names of
El Walrush and Bukrus. The Arabs name it Ghau Bahrein,
or the Ox of Bahrein, from whence it appears to be a stranger
in thE'! western provinces of that peninsula *" Their residence
is in the desert and sandy districts; we have seen the head
of one shot on the west sidE'! of the Indus, in the deserts of the
Mekran.

The Nubian Oryx. (A. Tao.) Whether this animal be
a distinct species, or only as a variety of the former, we
cannot· determine, but certain it is that the Numidian forms
at least a very distinct race. The adult male is larger, being
near four feet high at the shoulder, and seven feet in length
from the nose to the insertion of the tail; the horns are
three feet four inches long, more robust, more spirally an
nulated, and equal in their curve the whole length; the an
terior part of the nose is more blunt, the neck not 80 short,
the body less clumsy, and the limbs, though finely turned for
strength and speed, more bony; the hoofs are low~ flat, and
not pointed. In the colours they differ also, being all over
the body rufoull white, that colour predominating chiefly on

• The "'0"' JachmuT, which, according to Niebuhr, inhabits the
mountainous tracte of Arabia and about the Euphratel, the lame
as the Arabic Ya~muT, is evidently the present animal.
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the nose, temples, cheeks, neck, upper arm, and lower part
of the thigh to the joint, and the white over the shoulders,
back, flanks, and croup: there is a very slight indication
of black above and beneath the eye, but a broad pure white
streak descends on each side of the forehead before the inner
canthus of the eyes, to the corners of the mouth; the nostrils
and legs are white, as also the reversed mane, and the tail,
including the tuft, the extremity alone being blackish; the
edge of the buttocks, down the houghs, and the anterior part
of the thigh, the belly and legs, are likewise of a white co
lour; the ears are shorter than in the preceding, and white.
This description is taken from the beautiful specimen in
the Museum of Frankfort, whither it was sent, as we un
derstand, by M. Ruppel, from the interior or Western Nubia,
being shot at some days journey's distance from the Bahar el
Abiad.

This species or variety is probably the 'Ml1, Too or Tao
of the Hebrews aud Egyptians; it is found portrayed in the
hieroglyphic representations tn the tombs of the kings, and
seems to be also the species designated by the Tuarics
and Tibboos near the great desert south of Tuni!, as a
small white buffalo, swift and fierce when wounded, noticed
by Captain Lyon. The Dante or Lant of Congo, figured in.
De Bry's collection, and described as of the stature of a
small ox, sub-rufous in colour, vigilant, active, and bold, is
perfectly applicable, and the notice of Leo Africanus still
more 80. He represents it as a species of ox, but smaller,
with more elegant horns and legs; of a white colour and
with black hoofs; so exceedingly swift, that a Barbary
horse alone may overtake it: more easily caught during
the summer heats, because the hoofs wear on the burning
sands and impede its speed. We must rema.rk here that
the references to the size of cattle in Central Africa are
arbitrary. several breeds beinjC emall. The colours or ru-
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foos and white are both applicable to the animal, and

we may add that ButTon, in noticing the above passage of
Leo, seems to have been misled by a wrong comma, making

the legs of the animal. instead of the size, less than that of
an ox.

The Aigazel·. (A. Bezoo.stica.) This is, perhaps, a third

variety, though M. F. Cuvier considers it a species. If this

opinion be correct, it follows that the animal described by

him under the above name, being a native of Western Africa,

has usurped the specific appellation whiclJ should hav~ been

conferred upon the foregoing acconling to Zoologists, because

that is known on the banks of the Nile, while this appears

to be more confined to the regionR of the Niger and Gambia.
M. Schreber first published a figure without a description,

under the specific designation of A. Eleotragv.s which is in
reality that of the Rietbock or A. Arundinacea. The Icon

itself may be referred to the present species, though the

pale bluish aDd rufous tone of the colouring and other par

ticulars, might prove it to be intended for the female of

LeucophlBa t. Professor Lichtenstein first pointed out the

probable identity of this supposed A. Eleo/ragus with A.
Bezoastica, and M. F. Cuvier seems to have been ofthe same

0plOlOn. To the latter gentleman we owe thg only accurate

account of the species.

The Algazel is very considerably less than the former

species, being only three feet five inches high at the

* Al gazl is evidently misapplied, as Gazl signifies a young deer,
a roe, in fact the true Gazelle; but modem Zoology has affixed it to

an orys.
t A horn in tlle possession of Mr.Parkinson is very like those in

this figure. I t is compressed, more bent than those of Bezoartica,
about twenty inches long, slender, black, not quite complete at
bue, but retaining twenty-seven obsolete annuli; the .lower dicho
tomous and with stria! between them, the superior third, smooth, and
pointed. It does not belong to Oryx, but may be of the female of
Leul'ophlllll.

•
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shoulder, and five feet two inches long. The horns are
about three feet long, close together at the base.. black,
round, slender, bent back, the lower half annulated with
thirty-six rings, not spirally ascending, but separate; the
forehead is narrow, the head long, with a small lachrytnary
sinus not much developed, beneath the eye: on the neck
and back a low ridge of reversed hair, and the colour of
the body fulvous-gray, whiter on the back; the head white,
with a dark spot at the insertion of the horns, descending
down the nose, and another passing through the eyes;
the tail white, with the termination of the tuft dark: this
description was taken from a male which lived in the Mena
gerie of the king at Paris, where we made a drawing of it
in 1819.

The animal wanted that elegance and vigour in its pro

portions so conspicuous in the N umidian species: in cap
tivity it was gentle, or more properly, spiritless, almost
sluggish. The ears, which in comparison to the former
were long and pointed, usually hung in all horizontal
spreading direction; the Museum received it from Senegal,
where it .was said to be rare, and imported from the in
terior. From the Rpecific name this should be the Bezoar,
bearing animal; but we have already stated our opinion
that the former is, in truth, the animal which naturalists
intended ,to honour with this title; and as these concretions
are in all probability not more the property of one than
the other species, and the medicinal virtues of the Bezoar
not the object before us, we shall leave the considera
tion to pharmacy, its proper place. We presume it to be
the species met by Major Denham south of the river
Shary.

Count de Buffon figures a horn without rings, but in all
other respects belonging to this group. We have seen a
similar horn in the hands of a dealer at Leipsic, three feet

•
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six inches long, perfectly smooth, bent as in the former, and
in volume something more considerable. These may be
long to au unknown species, but it is presumed that they
are mere indications of age, with, perhaps, the aid of art;
and as we have now before us a horn of the Caffrarian
species nearly in the same state, this conjecture acquires
the weight of certainty.

With the Orygine group we class a subordiD~te racemus,
more anomalous in character, but still osculating with it
by the position of the horns on the frontals, their length,
slender form, and terminal point, and their community to
both" sexes-the insignificance or absence of the lachrymary
sinus-the ovine nose, large stature, and even by the marks
on the face,-yet assuming other characters which lead to the
succeeding grou~s.

The Addax. (A. Addax.) The first impression on seeing
this animal is that of an oryx with spiral borns, and upon
examination this impression is not weakened, although Caius
in Gesner, de Capris Silvestribus, figures the horns, and as
signs them, with justice, to Strepsiceros. Nomenclators have,
in this instance, misplaced that name, and given it to olle
wbich the ancients appear not to have known: the words of
Pliny prove that be did not mean the creature of Southern
Africa, at present distinguished by that designation, and still
leBS that he meant to indicate the Cretan Sheep. His
(Cornua) .. erecta rugarumque ambitu contorta et in LlIlve
fastigium exacuta, ut Lyras diceres," is not perfectly appli
cable to either of the above, but compll"tely to the animal
before us. Hence we have no hesitation in adopting the
name of Addax, which the Roman naturalist gives as tbe local
one of bis Strepsiceros, and in adopting on this ht~ad the opi
nions of Professor Grmtzmer. Shaw seems to have known
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only the horns of his Ledmee, and may, therefore, be suspected
to have mistaken this animal for the true Antelope, although it
must be owned that their length of two feet is no objection, and
that there are grounded reasons to doubt the exclusion of that
specie'S from Africa. In the zoological part of Messrs. Denham
and Clapperton's Voyage, the Addu is clearly mistaken for
A. Cervicapra, for the Arab name EI Buger Abiad, or White
Cow, at once reveals it.

The Addu differs from the true Oryges by having the
croup somewhat more elevated than the shoulders, and by a
lengthened mane on the neck, and a tuft of hair beneath the
throat. Its stature is about three feet seven inches at the
shoulder, and three feet eight inches at the loins: the horns
are equally robust in both sexes, black, round, divergent, slen
der, with thirty-two or thirty-five annuli, some of the lower
dichotomous, extending upwards three-fourths of the length;
they form two and a half spiral turns, with an obsolete groove
on the internal side, obliterated midway towards the point,
which, with about five inches of surface, is smooth, sharp, and
turned outwards: they stand close at the base, near the Bum
mit'of the frontals, on the same plane with the face, five inches
in circumference at the root, two feet four inches long, in a
straight line, and nearly the same distance between the tips;
the eyes are prominent, and without a lachrymary sinus; there
is a dark-coloured mane on the neck, hanging in various di
rections, and a heavy, coarse, and long tuft of black hair upon
the larynx; the head is thick, the forehead flat, covered with
frizzled black hair, surrounded by a narrow white line de
scending from above the eyes, and meeting on the chaffrOD,
then passing obliquely before the inner canthus of the eyes
to near the mouth; the ~ose is ovine, and, with the lips and
chin, white; the ears long, hairy, and of the same colour;
the region about the orbits, the chatJ'ron, cheeks, and neck,
are of a deep liver-coloured gray, passing gr~dually into white
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upon the shoulders, from whence the whole animal, including
the tail with its terminal tuft, and the legs, are milk-white;
the limbs are firm and rather stout; the hoofs low, flat, round,
and black, resembling somewhat those of the Rein-deer:
the tail does not reach to the houghs. The female has two
mammllB, no inguinal pores, and appears, in all other respects,
like the male.

The first indication of this .pecies occurred to us in 1819,
while viewing the Museum of Bourdeaux, where we found
a horn of Addax, which was there mistaken for one of
Cervicapra, and had been brought from Senegal.. Upon
the measurement and description of this fragment we esta
blished the species, and found it fully confirmed in 1824,
when the complete specimens were placed in the Museum
of Frankfort. We are indebted to the liberal institutions
of that splendid establishment, formed by the public spirit
of the lovers of science in that city, and in particular to
the kindness of Professor Grllltzmer, for the means of
drawing and making measurements of many new and inte
resting zoological specimens. Several of both sexes of the
Addax were sent from Nubia by M. Ruppel It appears
that they reside in pairs on the barren deserts; their broad
spreading hoofs seem intended to facilitate their progress
over yielding sands, and their powers enable them to ex
tend over the whole Zahara, so as to ht, found as far west
as Senegal. Along with the above specimens we found the
complete spoils, skin, and skull of a calf, which it is pre
lumed belonged to this species,' and was obtained at the
time with the female, whose mammm indicate that they had
milk when she was shot. This little creature is higher on
the legs than an adult goat, with hoofs very low and flat,
the horns little more than an inch long, and the colour of

• Dr. Caius communicated to Gesner a drawing of the head of
this speciell, though it hall been mistaken by zoologists for that of
A. .Antilope.
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the hair pale rufous. It re~embles a new-born Gut>rnsey calf,
and might, indeed, be the young of the Nubian Oryx.

The ChiT1/,. (A. l(emas 1) The Kemas of lElian is only
characterized by horns with the point turned forwards, a
hide very thickly set with hair, and a white taiL Natural
ists, viewing the direction of the points of the horns as a
decisive criterion of groups, have mostly placed this species
among the RedunclB. and considered it an African species,
without adverting that the quantity of hair and the colour
of the tail removed it from any known animal of this
genus, belonging to that quarter of the globe, or even from
those of Asia hitherto described. No ruminant of a low
latitude, or residing beneath high mountains, is furnished
with a superabundant coat of hair; and thus we are led to
look for the Kemas of lElian. among those remote from the
tropics, or whose habitat is confined to elevated regions,
and to consider it as still undescribed in the catalogues of
Domenclators. Assuming the foregoing data, a late dis
covery in the mountains of Central Asia shows us an an
telope in which the indications of lElian are obvious; we
mean the Chiru or U nieorn of t.he Bhotes. From the ac
counts which we have received, and the inspection of the
horns by a friend, we are enabled to present a notice of this
animal sufficiently distinct to establish it as a species, the pro
bable Kemas of lElian, and to indicate its presumed affinity
wilh the Orygine group, at least until subsequent observation
shall have confirmed or invalidated the opinion.

The materials from which the notice is collected, consist
in the description of the skin of a male to which the horns
were attached, but mutilated and distorted from the want
of skill or of means in the natives who procured it, and
also in several horns sent from Katmandoo to Calcutta.
From these it appears, that the total length of the animal
approaches to six feet, and the height. at the shoulders is
more than three feet. The horns are from twenty-one to
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twenty-six. inches long, black, slender, annulated with rings,
most prominent towards the front, and extending three
fourths up the horn, the r(>8t imooth and pointed; they are
seatE.,d on the crest of the frontals, parallel to the plane of
the face, close at base, divergent; their general direction
between straight and lyrate, and the tips turned forward;
the head is ten inches long, seemingly without lachrymary
sinus, and without a moist muzzle; the ears are short;
the neck, compared with the body, very long, if at least this
seeming disproportion be not the result of overstretching
that part; the fore-legs and withers are lower than the
croup; the tail is eight inches long, and shaped as in the
Axis; the hair of the animal is rough and very thick, but
not quite 80 hard or long as in the Musk, with much of
the same quill-like character: it conceals a fleece of fine
sol\ wool, set very close, and pressed against the skin: the
colour of the face and legs is dark, nearly black; the neck,
back, and sides, blue-gray slate colour, turning to rufous
on the back; the belly, inside of the thighs, and tail, are
whitish; the distinctive characters of the female are un·
known.

We have here another instance of wool on the skin of an
antilopine species; a character not only perfectly consist
ent, but of necessity, when the animal resides in high la
titudes, or on high mountains: thus a similar cause pro
duces a similar· effect upon the A. Lanigera of North
America, the Chiru of Central Asia, and, indeed, on the
Chamois of Europe. This wool is so abundant, that in the
notice sent from Katmandoo *, it is described as perfectly
similar to that of the Wild Sheep of Bhote. It is probable
that the residence of this animal in the sa~e regions, and
sometimes in company with the Thibetan Musk, led the

• A MS. extract, for which I am obliged to J. E. Gray, Esq., of
the BritiBh MUBeUDl.
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Arabian and Bysantine writers to consider it as the musk
bearing animal; and this error was the more likely to occur
as they might have known the Mongolian Dzeren (A. Gut
IUTosa), who is actually provided with a pouch. Of all the
antilopine animals, the Chiru is the one which corresponds
bl'st with lElian's Kemas.; and if we consider that, although
the species is described at present as found in the Bootan,
the mountain ruminants are more likely than those of the
plain to spread along the ramifications of central ridges as
far as they can find a congenial climate. There is no rea
son to deny its former and probably present existence, even
in the Caucasian range, and to have come within the in
quiries of lElian, during the military expeditions or his
time (that is of Alexander Severus) into the mountains of

Armenia t. The species might still have remained un
noticed in the elevated wildernesses of Central Asia, if the
people of the count.ry had not asserted it to be the Unicorn,
and since the specimen is produced, insisted that it is ofU>n
found with only one horn. No doubt all the Oryges are
liable to break one of their horns, when we consider thl'ir
length, small diameter, and the vigour and courageous
disposition of the animals; and we may infer that the re
ports of Monocerotes so ancient, so universal, and so per
manent, depend solely upon these accidents; and that the

• Although the word Kemas, KlfUll:' appears a genuine Greek
term for a young ruminant, the derivation seems rather far-fetched,
and it is, p08&ibly, in common with other Greek terms, derived
from the more ancient Oriental root Kern, which, with its mutationt',
signifying summit, crest, &c., extends over the Old World. There is
a curious connexion between the ancient names of the great ranges
of mountains and of ruminants. ThUB Taurus, and Taurus a bull j

Himalaya, Hemala a ram, the Teutonic Hamel j ImauB, BIld HleRlus
and Kemas; CaucasuB, and Ghau-cas, or Onidge; Coomri, and
Komri, a doubtful Hybrid of Central Africa, &c.

t .tEHan's description of its swimming and residence in woods is
more appropriate to Asiatic than African locality.
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Unicorn Chim of Bhote is, in all likelihood, the Unicorn of
the ancient Persians.

Aoeording to the accounts of the natives, this species resides
in the most inaccessible pine-tracts of Chandang, north-west of
Digurgu, in the Himalaya mountains, on the verge of the
snow, and evinces great activity and vigilance. They associ·
ate sometimes with the Musk, and with the Nervati, or Wild
Sheep of Bhote. Mr. Hodgson, assistant resident of the
East India Company at Katmandoo, first produced the docu
ments for a description of the animal; there were, however,
already some accounts of it transmitted in a letter from Captain
Smith, who commandl'd a party stationed in the eastern parts
of Nepaul. In the- Calcutta Oriental Mi.rcella7l:y, are the
dimensions of the skin, before noticed, aDd communicated, we
believe, by Mr. Hodgson. Total length of the animal five
feet eight inches; of the head ten inches; of the ears four
inches and a half; of the body (our feet two inches; length
of the neck one foot nine inches; of the fore-leg one foot eight
inches; of the hind-leg one foot eight inches and a half; of the
tail eight inches; circumference of the head one foot .eight
inches and a half.

It appears, from the infonnatioo of friellds, that the
term spiral borns, whieh was at first assigoed to it, refers
to the annuli, which are absolete, excepting in front; and
from the figure shewn us, we are inclined to CODsidPr a
horn in the collection of Mr. Parkinson, attached to a part
of the frontal, and formerly belonging to the Leverian Mu
seum, as of this species. It is about twenty-seven inehes
long, measured upon the eurves j black. slender. very
slightly lyrated, parallel with the face, bending outwards
towards the middle, and the tips turned forwards; marked
with twenty-one annuli, most prominent in front, striated
between, and with about five inches of the summit smooth.
It is seated on the erest of too frontals, and may haTe been.
the horn which induced Mr. Pennant to describe his Cine-
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reou8 AntelopE', or Eleotragus of Schreber, as having the
points turned forward. We had placed it in the group of
Oryx, with the surmise that this referrro to Kemas in our
original catalogue. There is, however, a slight difference,
the present having a small lateral bend, which we hear
does not exist in the Chiru. If, therefore, it does not be
long to the Bhotl' species, it is a fragment of one not as yet
described.

THE GAZELLINE GROUP.

Of the great genus Antilope, there appear to be two
parallel lines of affinities, dl'l.lcending, with trifling inter
changl's of subordinate characters, down to the lower
groups included in it. The first with horns in both sexes,
passing from the Aigocerine racemus, through the Gazellre,
and the second from the Oryges, through Antilopedes, to
Reduncre, Cervicaprre, Cephalophi, Neotragi, Tetraceri and
Raphiceri, till we arrive at those which depart from the
slender structure of the former, and gradually assume more
the characters of Capra aud Ovis. In connecting, therefore,
the series by the gradations of character, either might be
selected, as through the Addax a natural passage is formed
to the Spirally-homed Antelope and through Oryx or
Kemas, a similar osculation takes place with Pallah; but
as in the groups of Antilope, and their connecting links,
the females are hornless, it may be deemed preferable to
follow in the first instance the Aigocerine series, by means
of A. Pygargas, through the Gazellre, and then taking the
Antelopes connected, both with the Oryges and Gazellm,
immediately after them, continue that line till the An
tilopine type becomes confoundl'd in the Caprine. The
Gazellre have the females provided with horns, and the
stnlcture of these arms, particularly in the larger specil's,
offer curves more decisive indeed, but still of a similar
primitive dirl'ction as 10 the Aigocel'i. The annuli are
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most prominent to the front, but they are placed lower
down the frontals, nearly above the orbits, bending more
outwards, and the tips tum in general again forward, so
8.8 to assume the shape of an ancient lyre. when the head
is seen in front. This instrument may be regarded as
originally composed of the horns, and the frontals connected
with the celebral cavity of the skulls of Ant.elopes, the strings
being passed from a cross-bar at their tips to some part
of the molars in t.he upper maxilla, or to a second bar
thrust acros.~ the orbits: this primitive form may be re
qgnised in all the subsequent modifications of the ancient
lyre.

The Gazellm have the bony cores of the horns solid; they
are provided with a small lachrymary sinus, and with in
guinal pores; most of the species have tufts· on the knees,
a streak of a dark colour, set off by a lightl"W streak through
the eyes, and a dark band separating the darker teints of the
8an~s from the white of the belly; the inside of the ears is
mostly marked by several dark lines, occasioned by the ab
sence of hair, which is placed in rows, and of a white colour;
their eyes are prominent, dark, and soft, and it is to this group
in particular, that the complimentary allusions of the oriental
nations is confined; the nose is ovine; the females have four or
two mammm developed, and the tail is short and furnished
with a dark tuft.

The larger species live in families or herds, but the smaller
are all gregarious, keeping at a distance from wooded scenes,
amI residing principally on the barren deserts; these, how
ever, they will- quit in the night, to approach cultivation,
and it is said, that in the desolated provinoes of Abyssinia,
they are f~nd of resorting to the fields, where the result of
former agriculture bas left abundance of grain growing
wild, to seek cover and food, and thus concealed, they
are hunted with difficulty. The Arabs and Bedowens
of Africa and Western Asia sometimes shoot them by

VOL. IV. P
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watching their approach to the springs, or hunt them by
contriving to get suddenly among a herd, and throwing
a heavy stick horizontally at the nearest, and generally
breaking the legs of one or more. The nobles in Persia,
and the wealthy Turks and Moors pursue them with the
Hawk, or slip the Cheetah or Seer-ghoosh '" to surprise them;
but in all these cases, even when the Hawk is flown, it is
necessary to circumvent the quarry, unless the herd is so
large as to exceed the bounds of alarm, or it would be labour
in vain to reach them. Although they feed most about
dawn and twilight, wandering travellers sometimes come
suddenly in the night upon a herd, and it is observed,
that if no dogs be present, they will scarcely rise and go
further than a short distance to lie down again; but if unusual
noise disturbs them, the whole trot oft' and evince symptoms
of anXiety till t.8e return of day-light. During the ill-fated
expedition to trace the course of the Zezeere or Congo, the
devoted. travellers saw many herds of Antelopes of various
and new species, chieRy belonging to this group, some of
which were obtained, but only a few tritles and short notes
reached Englandt.

The White-faced Antelope. (..d. Pygarga.) This spe
cies is the largest of the group, retaining somewhat of the
Aigocerine aspect, but marked by a most singular iDter
mixture of colours. In height at the shoulder, it is superior to
the Stag of Europe; the horns placed subvertically on the
frontals, a little above the eyes, are bent, first convexly or to

the front, then slightly concave, the points being tumed.
upwards; they are black, extremely strong, with ten or
twelve semi-annuli on their anterior side, separated by striated

'" Cheetah Felil YeDatica, Sechar or Seer-ghoOlh, (head or
chief thief,) the Syagulh or Penian Lynx; it also signifies long ean.

t Dr. Smith'l notes were lent to his relations at Christiania, and
thOle of Mr. eranch are unfortunately in a particular short hand
hitherto undeciphered.
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intervals; their length is from twelve to fifteen inches, and
their circumference at base seven inches; about two inches
of the point are smooth. They are seated on a fiery
rufou8 patch of hair, larger in some, and in others. divided
by a white streak which passes down the whole length
of the face ; the ears are long, reddish outside, and
white within; the sides of the head. neck, throat, shouldeni,
upper arm, flanks, croup, and thighs to near the joint,
are of a deep brownish-purple, or sanguine colour; but
it is remarkable in this species, that the back and upper
part of the shoulders appear as if a hea,vy bluish-white
was glazed over the purple under tone, forming a broad
space in the shape of a saddle: this mark is separated by
the deep-purple on the flanks, from the pure white which
extends over tt,le belly; the anterior and internal side of the
thighs, the iuside of the arms, the breast, legs, buttocks,
and tail, are likewise white, a short dark-coloured tuft at
the end of the last mentioned only excepted; the legs are
clean and tim, with small hoors exceedingly black. The
largest specimen we have seen, measured three feet eight
inches at the shoulder, and was full six feet long: the
distinctive characters of the female are doubtful. Among
nine spedmens, the horns and colours, independently of
those whOle sexual characters could be distinguished, were
all nearly alike, and appeared to be of males, though it is
possible that among the mutilated, some were females j yet
according to Shaw, the horns of the females are nearly smooth.

Tbis animal does not seem to be known in Central Africa.
It is found in the regions bordering upon the colony C)f the
Cape of Good Hope, and within the frontier about Swel
lindoun and Bf'eederiuier; among the Dutch colonists it is
distinguished by the name of Blessbock, descriptive of the
white mark on the face; and the Boollhwaanas name it

P2
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Nunni. Their manners are somewhat akin to those of the
Gnoo. living in families of seven or eight; and further
north, even ill small flocks. There is a variety which we
have seen, brought from the Boochwaana country. in which
the white colour on the ~uttocks is not observable, but the
~hite legs remain equally pure as in the others, and the
purple and glazed colours of the body are &till more bril
liant.

The Broad-Muled Antelope. CA. Mytilopes.) Dr. de
Blairiville is the only author who has published a notice of
this species under the name of Anti/ope Nezlache- (A. Naso
Maculata), from a specimen in Mr. Bullock's late collection,
and now in the British Museum; but his description is very
imperfect, no doubt, from the impossibilit.y of obtaining
a close inspection of his subject. It is a female evidt'ntly
allied to the former by several characters, bllt considerably
smaller, being only four feet two inches in length, by two
feet eight inches at the shoulder; the croup two inches higher.
The head is nine inches long, concave between the chaffron
and forehead; the horns, one ~oot in length, have the same
direction as in' the former, but the flexures are less strongly
marked; ihey are round, black, annulated, with thirteen
or fourteen rather indistinct rings extendin~ little more than
half way up, the rest smooth, standing on a square spot of
a vivid rufous colour; the ears are six inches long: the
suborbital pore not perceptible, and the nostrils with a small
,dark space or muzzle between them, the rest of the fore
head, region about the eyes, passing into a broad bar under
the ear, and into another bar before the eyes, the lips,

• Thia specific denotnination appears very objectionable, because
the animal is pOBBeB8ed of distinctive characters much more essential,
clearly marked, and applicable to it alone; whereas the spot on the
nose ia faint, of the same colour aa the cheeks and aides, and there
fore DO apot.
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under jaw, breast, belly, all the legs, the thighs, and croup,
are white; the chin is furnished with bristly hairs, and of
the samd colour, as also the tail, the end of which is mutilated;
the chaffron, cheeks. neck, shoulder, flanks, hips, and part
of the buttock, are fulvous ochre colour; the withers and
ba('k a whitish-gray, glazed upon the under teint, fonning
an ephipiform spot similar to the preceding; the ears ate
white within, and very pale fawn on the outside. There are
small naked callosities below the knees, and a dark-brown
spot embraces the insertion of the spurious hoofs; but the
broad, flat, muscle-shaped hoofs, expanding nearly an inch
laterally, and terminating forwards in two long and rounded
points, distinguishes this species from every other. In this
species four' mammoo are developed, and it is probable
that the same character extends to Pygargus. The body
is heavy compared with others of this group, and the fonn
of the hoofs indicate a peculiar mode of life, perhaps on
the sandy deserts, as we have seen something similar in the
Addu. '

We understood the specimen to have been brought from
Guinea, or at least from Western Africa. The male is as yet
unknown, but it may be conjectured, that, excepting in stature,
more robust horns, and a more brilliant coat, little difference
will be found between them.

The Red-necked Antelope. (A. Ruficollis.) There iii so
much similarity in the distribution of the colours, and even in
the horn.~, \Jetweeu this species and A. Dama, that their
possible identity requires an osculating location among the
Antelopes. The species under consideration is about three
feet high at the shoulder, of a light and elegant structure j the
head rather broad across the orbits, tapers to a small mouth
with ovine nostrils; the horns are near twelve inches long,.
with thirteen or sixteen small annuli, the superior third
smooth; they are lyrated, with the tips turned inward and
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forward; beneath the eyes there is a small lachrymary sinus;
the ears are above six inches long, and the tail is short,
and terminated by a tuft. Kxactly upon the knees, there are
brushes of a peculiar structure, being fOl'JDed of two rows
of stiff bristly hairs, perpendicular upon the edges of the
joint, and turning inwards, which meet and lie close on the
middle of the knee. The head is white with two spots of
bright rufous hair at the base of the horns, d(>llCending on the
forehead to th(ll commencement of the cham-on; the ears
inside, anrl at the base of the outsidt>, are white, from the
middle upwards rufous, and the tips black; the neck,
shoulders, and back, to the loins, are whitish rufous, darkest
on the neck, but leaving a white spot on the throat; the
rest of the body, breast, limbs, and tail, excepting a rufous
spot on each of the fore shanks, are milk-white, so that in this
species the saddle-shaped space on the back differs from
the former in the colours being reversed; the tail is
terminated by a tuft, but does not reach below the hams.

The female is a little smaller; the horns are less curvl'd,
particularly at the points, which, in th(ll male, bend strongly
to the front: the rufous colouring is also paler, and there is a
little blackish-gray upon the larynx. We found only t.wo
mammm in this species; the inguinal pores were large,
naked, and bright yellow; the spurious hoofs very small,
the pasterns high, the true hoofs small, low, pointed, and
black.· This beautiful species resides on the barren wastes
of Nubia, where the specimens were procured by M. Ruppel,
and sent from thence to the Museum of Frankfort.

The Swift Antelope. (A. Dama.) Count de BufFon
described this species under the name of Nanguer, from a
skin brought by Mr. Adanson from Senegal. The specimen

• With the haste of a traveller I omitted to note the number of
inciBor teeth, but believe they are as uaual eight. If Pallu be cor·
rect respecting Dama, thiB would conBtitute a difference.
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was two feet high, three feet nine inches 10 length; the
colour reddish-dun on the back and neck; the head, ears,
belly, flanks, tail, and legs, white; a dun streak ran down
the fore-legs from the knee to the fetlocks. There was a
rufous spot at the base of the horns, and a large white spot
on the throat; the horns were about seven inches long, black,
round, bent back, and the points turned forwards; the annuli,
if any, were indistinct. In this descriptioD, the inferior
stature, small horns as yet without discernible rings, the
rufous colour on the fore-legs, &c., bear evidence of nonage,
this beinK the semi:adult of the former; but whether Pliny
meant this species by his Dama. is more doubtful, because in
the adult, the flexures of the horns, though terminating with
the point forwards, are not more 80 than those of the Kevel,
which it is more likely that he knew. It is equally question
able whether lElian meant this species by his Dama, which
undoubtedly is as swift an animal as any of the genu.OJ, and,
therefore, well named by Mr. Pennant, but still it seems not
likely that the ancient naturalist should have characterized
the fleetness of its course by a comparison with the awful
velocity of the whirlwind.

.Dr. Pallas observed that this species has only six incisor
teeth, but if the statement be correct, it may be accidental,
there being in the Royal College of Surgeons another head
showing only six alveoli, but, not being provided with horns,
it cannot belong to the same species, and there being only
five molars in the upper jaw, with other evident signs of
nonage, the circumstance may be entirely owing to the youth
of the specimen. Mr. Adanson found the Nanguer - in
Senegal; if his lIpecimen and Ruficollis be the same, the

• AdanlOn'l Damel of Nanguer and Nagor (pasnm), are evi
dently different model of lpelling and pronouncing the Bomou,
Engry, and Begharmu Ngria, which, according to Denham, lig
Ditiee Gazelle.
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lIame of the laUE.'r must. of course be struck out of the list,
and Dama alone retained; and it follows also that then the
species will extend from the Nile to Senegal.

The Springer Antelope. (A. Euchon.) Thill beautiful
animal is the largest of a small subordinate group, several
of which seem to have been noticed by the ancients indiscrimi
nately under thE.' name of Dorcas, originally applied to the
Roebuck. The Springer resembles the Dorcas of nomen
clators, but is nearly a third larger in size. The head is
rather short, with somewhat of the expression of a lamb; the
neck is slender, the body comparatively bulky, and the legs
slE.'nder and elegantly turned. In common with the rest of
the Dorcades the croup is more elevatt'd than t.he shoulders ;
this conformation appearing to increase in the inverse ratio of
their stature, for Pygargus has the line of the back horizontal,
and Corinna and Cora the croup most raised; Mytilopes
shows it in a small degrE.'l'l, and the Springer more. Indepen
dent of the difference of relative size, we may take the
greater development of the hind quarters as an index of the
comparative powers of bounding and velocity of motion:
but the character most remarkable and unique in the
Springer, consists in two folds of the skin ascending from
the root of the tail, and terminating upon the croup; they
dilate when the animal is bounding, and expose a large
triangular space, ot.herwise concealed, of pure white-coloured
hair, edged by two dark streaks, which form the covering
borders. The general colour of the hair is a pale fulvous
dun; the face, mouth, inside of the ears, breast, belly, pos
terior part of the legs, tail, ~nd croup, within the above
mentioned space, white; the end of the tail is furnished
with a few black hairs; a broad dark-brown band divides
the white from the fulvous' along the flanks, from the elbow
to the hip. and another separates the white colour of the
buttocks, ascends on the edges of the folds on the croup,

..
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and terminates in a point upon the ridge of the back, at
the junction with the band from the opposite side: a small
dark-coloured streak passes also through the eyes, or com
mences at them, and reaches down to near the nostrils, and
the horns are placed on a bright fulvous scalp i these are
robust, and handsomely lyrated in old males, with about.
twenty narrow complete annuli, and the tips turned inwards
or forwards. In the females they are slender, and the
annuli less prominent. It is to be remarked of this species,
that while the males are young, and their horns show only
twelve or fourteen annuli, the points generally turn forwards;
but in proportion as they increase in length, the apex turns

more inward, and the annuli assume the form of large wrin
kles. This observation proves the anterior uncination of
horns to be either insignificant or a transient distinction in

many species, and in all probability is equally applicable
to A. Dama.

The Springer is known among the Dutch Colonists of

the Cape by the name's of Spring Bock and Pronk (showy)
Bock-. It resides on the plains of South Africa, to an
unknown distance in the interior, in flocks, assemblin~ in
vast herds, and migrating from north to south, and back

with the monsoons. These migrations, which are said to
take place in their most numerous (orm, only at the inter

vals of several years, appear to come from the north-east,
and in masses of many thousands, devouring, like locusts,
every green herb. The Lion has been seen to migrate,

and walk in the midst of the compressed phalanx, with only.
as much room between him and his victims as the fears of

. those immediately around could procure space by pressing
outwards. The foremost of these vast columns are fat, aDd

• The Caffer name Tesbe has a singular resemblance to the
Hebrew Tzebi, which is commonly understood to designate the
Dorcas.
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the I'Mr exceedingly lean, while the direetion continues one
way; but with the change of the monllOOn, when they re
turn towards the north, the rear become the leaders, fat
tening in their turn, and leaving the others to starve, and
to be devoul"fld by the numerous enemies who follow their
march. At all times, when impelled by fear, either of the
hunter or the beast of prey, darting among the ilock, but
principally when the herds are assembled in countless mul
titude, 10 that an alarm cannot spread rapidly, and open
the means of flight, they are pressed against each other, and
their anxiety to escape, impels them to bound up in the air,
showing, at the same time, the white spot on the croup dilated
by the effort, and closing again in their descent, and produc
ing that beautiful effect from wwch they have obtained the
name of Springer and Showy Bock.

Though Sparnnan seems to have first described it in a
satisfactory manner, the speci~s must have been known, and
enn brought alive to Europe at a much earlier period, there
being a good representation of this animal in a picture of
the Creation by the Velvet Breugel, who died about 1689.
We have compared si'lt male and two female specimens.
It appears that albinism sometimes affects the colour of the
fur, for in Paris there is a specimen of a white colour, re
taining, nevertheless, the dark bands on the flanks and croup,
the streak near the eyes, and the fulvouB spot on the re
gion of the horns, but the horns seem never to have been
developed, although the individual is somewhat larger than
the usual size: there is also a slight indication of rufous
on the arm and on the hind-legs, and the tips of the ears are
black.

The PerBian Antelope. (A. Subgutturo.ra.) The Dorcades
are considered by many eminent naturalists, and seemingly
with some reason, as including within one species, the
Subgutturosa, the Dorcas, the Kevella, and Corinna. There
is, in truth, so much similarity in their size, horns, and

,.
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markings. that it will, perhaps, be necessary to obtain
these species collectively, and to compare them more mi
nutely in their habits, than has been done, or can well be
effected by the casual examination of living individuals
and stuffed skins; but if they be of. the same species, we
think, nevertheless, that they form, most decidedly, distinct
races, which inhabit the same countries, but seldom or
never intermix, and that the presumed identity may be as
cribed, in a great measure, to their general resemblance,
most particularly in the transition of nonage to maturity.
These remarks are, however. only in part applicable to the
Persian Antelope, whose habitat is confined to a range of
latitude where snow is found, at least, during some period
of the year, and whose charactera, in several particulars, are
sufficiently remote from the others to be considered as a sepa
rate species.

This animal is known to the Persians by the name of
Tzeiran, and to the Turks by that of Jairan. In size it is
about the same as the former, measuring three feet seven
inches in length, and above two feet at the shoulder. The
homs of 'an old male are from thirteen to fifteen inches
long, measured upon the curves i they are grayish-black,
lyrated, from the base spreading forwards and outwards,
then bending inwards tum their points again outwards and
backwards, and sometimes into a - hook: they are marked
with about nineteen rings, some of which are interrupted,
extending t.wo-thirds of the whole length, and leaving the
points smooth. In the skull there are no openings or void
spaces between the nasal and lachrymal bones. and the
superorbitary perforat.ions are small and single, not double
or triple, as in other Antelopes: such are the characters of
a skull in the collection of Mr. Brooks. M. Guldenstmdt,
however. in the Act. Acad. Petrop. describes the horns of
his specimen as showing the basal annuli very close, and
the- others more separat.ed, and almost obliterated at the
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back j in ours they are distinct all round, and the middle

rings only divided by small intervals. The eyes are large,
dark, and soft; the ears long, straight, and marked with
the usual triple strim; the tail is about five inches long,
lined with distichous haiN, and the larynx is prominent,

protruding in the form of an egg; the colour of the hair is
fulvous gray; brown on the upper parts of the body; the
face ochery; a brown mark occupies the middle of the nose,
and a whitish line each side of the chaffron, succeeded by a
dark streak from the inner canthus of the eyes to the corner
of the mouth; in old specimens these marks are effaced:

the lips are blackish j the throat and legs pale ochre colour:
there is a darker band on the flanks, sometimes separated
from the colour of the back by a paler streak; the tufts on
the knees are of a mixed whitish and black hairs j the tail and

hoofs are black; the hair of the back is near two inches long.
The females have smaller horns; they are destitute of lachry
mary sinus and of tufts on the knees; their mammm are
placed on a naked surface, and the inguinal pores distil a

scented substance.
This species is an inhabitant of the open sandy plains and

hills of Northern Persia, Asia Minor, Southern Sil~ria, and

the shores of Lake Baikal. It is gregarious, and feeds in
preference on the Absynthium Ponticum. The Persians and

Tartars hunt it for the savoury venison it affords, both with
the Hawk and the Cheetah. We presume this to be the Brown

or Mountain Gazelle of Russel and Haselquist, reported to be
so fond of the smell of tobacco, as t.o approach shepherds
while reposing with their pipe, and come almORt in contact.
This species would then be found as far south as Aleppo, but
probably only in the colder season.

The Barbary Antelope. (A. Dorcas.) The Barbary An
telope, or Aop)(g.r of .LEIian, is the JY Gazal of the Arabs,
and, perhaps, the '~:!l Tzebi of Scripture. It is in stature
a little less than the Roebuck; the horns are round, black,

..
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Iyrated, about thirteen inches long, annulate<! at base, semi
annulated in the middle, with twelve or thirteen bars; the
points smooth and sharp, slightly turned forwards, and the
sides of the horn striated; the forehead and chaft'roa form
a slight concavity, rufous in colour, with a little black in
the middle, separated by a white or fawn-coloured streak
extending from the orbits to the nostrils, and succeeded by
another white and black streak, passing from the inner
angle of the eyes towards the nose; the lower half of the
orbits, and part of the cheek, are likewise fawn coloured
or whitish; the inside of the ears is marked by five alter
nate streaks of white and black; the eyes are remarkably
large, black, and beautiful; and the mouth and inside of
the nostrils are black. The general colour of the animal
is pale fulvous, reaching down the anterior and external
side of the ll"gs; the lips, nose, breast, belly, inflide of the
thighs, posterior part of the legs and buttocks, white; the
tail is short, furnished with a tuft of long black hair; a
broad dark-brown band separates the fulvous of the side
from the white of the belly; there are small tufts of hair
below the knl"es, and inguinal pores in the groin: the female
is furnished with more slender horns, whose points are turned
inward, and with two mammre. We have examined thirteen
individuals of both sexes of this species, several of which lived
in the Menagerie of Exeter 'Change. They were all brought
from Barbary and the Levant, the Dorcas seeming to be
confined to the north side of the Atlas Mountains, Egypt,
Syria, Arabia, and Southern Persia: they are gregarious,
from choice or necessity, keeping on the open and often
desert and sandy plains, !lPproaching water only once in
twenty-four hours, and that in general at the dawn of day.

The Ket7el. (A. Kef'ella.) This species or variety, when
. fully adult, is equal in size to the Dorcas, distinguishable
from it by the head being a little more lengthl"ned, and the
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facial line straighter; the horns are considerably more robust,
laterally compressed, longer, the flexures more complete, with
from twelve to twenty annuli extending uearly to the sum·
mit, and the points bent forwards slender and sharp; the
orbits are larger; the eye still fuller, and of an hazel colour;
the white 15pace round the eye is broader, ll,nd the same colour
extends to the under jaw; the colours on the forehead and
chaft"ron are £Olvous, and the streak on the inner angle of the
eyes fulvous-brown, with no really black intermixture; and
though the disposition of the colours ofthe hair in other respects
be nearly similar, the white of the buttocks is usually divided
from the pale f'ulvous of the thigh by a faint darker Bh~ak,
even when no dark band is seen on the Banks, which seems to
be the sign of old age.

It appears that the Ken-I is not found on the north side
of tbe Atlas, unless it be on the west coast of Morocco: it
forms large herds along the plains of Central Africa beyond
the river Congo, and probably as far south as Caft"raria. In
Mr. Burchell's private collection we saw a skull belonging to
the female of either this or the young male of Corinna; for.
notwithstanding the resemblance, the female of Euehon is
readily distinguished. We have compared two living and
five stuft"ed specimens of the Kevel, and particularly one old
with the oldest among the Dorcas, and our inferences are in
favour of the opinion that they are distinct species. The
horns of the female are almost straight, excepting at the tips,
which tum inwards; they are slightly compressed, and marked
in front with seven or eight half annuli; the number of
mammm the same as Dorcas.

The Corinna. (A. Corinna.) The third questionable
species is the Corinna, confounded on account of its close
affinity with the two former, which is indeed so near, that the
young females of the latter and especially of Kevella, are
mostly placed in the collections of Mammalia for specimens of

,
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the Corinna. Mr. Adanson's original description, noticed by
ButTon, appears to be the sole document which can be relied
on, Professor Licbenstein, justly observing that the speci
mens referred to in cabinets, including ButTon's, are all
females. M. F. Cuvier's more recent description and figure
relates to tbe same sex, and is taken from one brought to

France, from Senegal indeed, but so young tbat the horns
have not os yet sufficient development, and the markings
retain their juvenile character: it may, therefore, be consi·
dered os a female Kevella, a'Bd ranked with the other speci
mens as before observed; but although the genuine Korin
of Central Africa is Dot among the articles _exhibited in
Europe, it does not follow that there is no such creature;
the question merely revolves itself into, Whether the Korin .
be a separate species or a constant variety or race of the
Dorcas and K"vella, reBulting from a long residence on
the most barren plains and the most scorching climate.
The Korin, or Corinna, does not approach the coasts of
Western Africa, but is exclusively confined to the plains of
the interior bordering on the Sahara. The late captive and
traveller Adams alludes to this species It with slender straight
boms and dark bands on the flanks, running in troops on the
desert."

The only specimens which can, however, be fairly re
ferred to Corinna, were exhibited alive in London; both
the male and female, by the development of their horns,
proved that they were adults. The male was not so large
as the Kevel; the horns more recumbent at their base,
slightly tumescent at first, were regularly lyrated. but with
le88 contour in the curves, and about seven inches long,
closely wrinkled: beneath, and with slight risings in the
middle, but not sufficiently prominent to decide either wrin
kles or annuli. The points were turned a little inwards,
they stood not very close at the base, a little above the
orbits, and were bent outwards towards the summits more



than In the Dorcas or Kevella j the nose and mouth
were white, which colour passed upwards to and round the
eyes j the chaffron bright fulvous, as also a small space
between the eye and nose separat.ing the white line from the
cheek j the forehead, back of the ears, cheeks, neck, back,
outer part of the upper arm, and middle of the thigh, were
sandy or pale ochre, fawn mixed with a little gray towards
the Sanks j the inside of the ears marked with three streaks:
the breast, belly, inside of the limbs, anterior pasterns, an
terior edge of the thighs, buttocks, the whole hind-legs and
under part of the tail, were white j small darkish tufts
protected the knees of the male; the upper part and tuft
of the tail, which was still shorter than in Kevella, were
blackish, and a chestnut-coloured band ran along the flank.
The female was smaller, similarly marked j the homl[,
shorter than the ears, seemed to have only a few swellings.
on their surface, the points, however, were turned inwards j

both had very slight indications of a lachrymary sinus,
their hoofs were very small and black; they were rather
corpulent when compared with the usual lank appearance
of this group, but too timid and liable to injury for more
accurate investigation. We made sketches of this pai,.,
which was said to have been kept some time at Sierra
Leone before they were brought to Europe, and it was
added that thl.' fawns are spotted. We should nol hesitate
10 consider these as the Korin of Adanson, if we had been
able to ascertain the I.'xact nature of the wrinkles on the
horns, which, according to him, should amount to sixty;
but they were distinctly marked only at the base 'of our's,
and whether friction in captivity might not have obliterated
them on the upper parts, we may presume but cannot posi
tively determine.

The Cora. CA. Cora.) The-re existed a pair of small
Antelopes in the tower of London, one of which was after
wards stuffed and preserved in that establishment; they
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were male and female, said to have been brought from India,
or more properly from the Persian Gulf; they were taken
for Corinnas, but showed distinguishing characters which
make this opinion very doubtful. The male was equal in
size with Kevella; the head round, with the nose and mouth
small, tapering, uniting to the forehead by a concave line.
The specimens were both young; the horns not much deve
loped, stood upon a middle line between the orbits; they
were about four inches long, in the female, suberect, the
points slightly bent back, smooth, round. without str~, black.
and pointed: instead of annuli a circular groove marked
about the third of their length. It was near three feet two
inches long. twenty inches high at the shoulder; from the
nose to the horns five inches, and from the nose to the oc
ciput seven inches and a half; the ears four inches, pointed
wide in the middle, and furnished with three white striae
on their inner surface; the suborbital sinus not perceptible,
and the nose ovine. A dark streak passed through the eyes
towards the nose. and a second from the base of the horns
to near the nostrils; the forehead and chaffron were ~right

rufous: the mouth and nose white. as also the space between
the two dark streaks. passing over the eyes to the back of
and undt'r the orbits; the occiput dark-brown; the clIeeks
fawn-coloured; the outside of the ears, neck, throat, shoulders,
back, thighs. and outside of the legs yellowish-rufous, or
rust colour: the breast, belly, inside of the limbs, anterior
part of the thighs and buttocks, white; a dark streak on
the flanks; on the knees, perhaps from confinement, there
was a small callosity; the tail five inches long, was furnished
with long black hair, and the anterior face of the pasterns
to between the hoofs showed a tuft of dark-brown hair;
the pastern joints were very long, the hoofs small, pointed.
and black, and the croup was considerably higher than the
shoulders.

These individuals, though not adult, were in size above
VOL. IV. Q
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the Corinnas, bt-fore described, and larger than Mr. Adan.
son's noted dimensions; their colour was much more red.
The two black streaks on each side of the face, and particu
larly a more anterior position of the horns, seem sufficient
to warrant a separate place being assigned them, even if their
native country were not so far east as Persia or Eastern
Arabia. We have but one suspicion relating to them, which
is that they might be the young of A. Gutturosa, but in
that case the species would inhabit a latitude as hot as that
of Barbary, as well as countrit's abounding in snow, which
is not likely. Under these impressions we propose the pro
visional name of Cora· as a distinguishing designation, leav
ing the question of identity to be settled by future inves
tigation. It were to be wished that, instead of multiplying
the species, those described might be compressed into
fewer, and clearly established as mere varieties of age or

locality: but there ili an equal impropriety in being' swayed
by a desire either way so long as every circumstance con
nected with this history is not fully developed, and we cer
tainly are still far short of that end: these observations
apply to the whole of the minor group. Kevella appeared
to us as the old adult of Dorcas, but having since seen that
specu>s with only eleven whole and half annuli, though
the horns had the bolder flexures and compressed character
assigned them, and Dorcas with fourteen complete and half
rings, but the horns round and more developed, lve have
returned to the more ancient opinion that they are rl"ally
different species.

THE ANTELOPINB GROUP.

This racemus is nearly allied to the former in manners
and habits, in the general structure of its forms, the number
of mammle of the females, and the inguinal pore~; but less

• Cora, a /Cop.", puella.
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obviously so in the lateral bands of darker colour. and in
the greater expansion of the suborbital sinus. It differs in
the horns, never being truly lyrated. often subspiralor spiral.
and in their total absence in the females. The group is
likewise distinguished by an' incipient muzzle of small moist

space between the nostrils. destitute of hair. and all the
species are more elevated at the croup than at the shoulders.
As in the fox:mer. the larger species live in families or small
flocks. on various ground, but the smaller herd in vast num
bers exclusively on the open plain, concealing themselves
only during parturition in high grass or weeds. The com
ponent species are spread over nearly the whole of Africa
and partially on Eastern Europe and the plains of the west,
and middle, and chiefly Southern Asia. Among animals
of such delicate conformation no great vigour of character is
to be expe<;ted; yet the males of some species have, at least.
the pugnacious spirit of jealousy, and expel the weaker
from the herd, retaining a degree of viciousness even in
confinement. Acuteness of scent is a common property of
the genus, but most particularly the attribute of this group:
some of which appear to possess this organ communicating
with the suborbital sinus, and to consult it on all occasions.
If bread be offered them which has been handled, they
will reject it; the flavour of an orange is agreeable, for
they will not only smell it with the nostrils, but willing to
flatter themselves still more, they apply the suborbital pores
in like manner, and seem to inhale the odour with great
pleasure.

The Pal/an. (A. Melampus.) This beautiful species was
first figured and described by Professor Lichtenstein, who
obtained a specimen during his travels in Cafl'raria. It is
placed at the head of this group, because it is the largest.
The horns have a lyrate tendency, and the females are repre
sented by Mr. Daniell, as being without them. If that sex

Q2
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had horns, the place of the Pallah would be after Mytilopes
and before Ruficollis in the former section, because there is
much similarity in the distribution of the colours with the
latter, and in the dark spot on the spurious hoof with the
former. It is an animal of majestic and graceful form. The
horns of the male are at least twenty inches long, bending
outwards and midway, forming an obtuse angle with the
base, the upper half being turned inwards; they are strong,
black, striated, prominently and ruggedly annulated, with
about seventeen rings ascending two-thirds of their length,
the rest smooth and the points sharp; the height at the
shoulder is above three feet, at the croup about two inches
more, and the length nearly five feet. It stands high on the
legs, and has a long neck; the ears are about seven inches
long. white inside and on the edges, fulvous outside, and
black at the tips: between the nostrils there is a bare pale
coloured moist space j the mouth and lips are· white, this
colour passing upwards with a fawn-coloured tone round the
eyes; the forehead is brown, softening into fulvous on the
chatTron, and expanding this colour over the cheeks, with a
dark streak below the orbits; the neck, throat, and sides, are
fulvous, turning to a deeper brown upon the back and rump;
the breast, inferior part of the shoulder and thighs, the belly,
buttocks, inside of the limbs and legs, are pure white; a black
streak, sometimes double, separating the rufous from the
white on the buttocks, but a dark streak running along the
spine, not always perceptible; the tail, about eight inches
long, is white, and without terminal tuft; but above the spu
rious hoofs, at the back of each leg, there is a black spot; the
hoofs are small and black, and the whole animal is a model of
elegance and vigour.

The females are represented without horns, but with the
ears still longer than the males; they are nearly similar in
the distribution of the colours, but the rufous is less vivid.
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The Pallah inhabits the interior of Caffraria, and particularly
the Booshwana country, never appearing, according to Lich
tenstein, south of the Koosges Valley. They live in small
families of seven or eight.

We compared the figures of Professor Lichtenstein and
Daniell with three skins of males, and several heads and
horns, all so nearly alike, as to prove that this species is not
the Koba-; the ang\llar bend in the horns being constant in
all, and the distribution of the colours the same. In the
Berlin specimen the black spots on the legs descend lower,
and are larger than in those belonging to the Burchellian col
lection or the British Museum, and it was from these parti
cular spots that the learned Lichtenstein drew his specific
name of Melampus.

The Gambian Antelope. (A. For/ex.) This name, first
established by Mr. Pennant, and by him applied to the Kob,
is, however, of a doubtful nature, as it respects the species
we have to notice. Gmelin joins the Lerwia or Teshtal of
the traveller Shaw to it; but in order not to mislead the
judgment, it is necessary to produce the characters, sueh as
the original authors of these names have established them,
anfi compare them with the de3Cription of our species taken
from a living specimen. Mr. Pennant characterizes it thus:
.. horns thirteen inches long, five inches and a half round at

bottom, pretty close at the base and points, very distant in
the middle, surrounded with eight or nine rings, smooth in
the upper part." This description is evidently taken from a
pair of horns alone. Dr. Shaw, however, copying Gmelin,
likewise adds the Lerwia, which is described by his name·
sake the traveller, as of the size of a heifer, is provided with
a long mane, tufts of hair five inches long rounu the fore-legs,

• Koba, it will be eeen, belongs in all probability to our genua
Damalis.
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and recurved horns. These characters would refer to a larger
animal (more likely to be the Takhaitze of Daniell, if there
were no other considerations, which we shall notice in the
genus Ovis), but most clearly exclude it from the Gambian
Antelope described by Mr. Pennant.

The specimen which we refer to the Gambian was kept in
the Menagerie of Exeter 'Change, and there confounded with
the rest of middle-sized Lyrated Antelopes. It was a male,
larger than the Springer, being about twenty-five inches at
the shoulder, rather bulky of body, but with much resem
blance to Kevella. The horns close at the base, slightly
bent forwards, then opened widely outwards, and t.heir points
again turned inwards, and slightly forwards; they were black,
round, annulated, with twelve complete rings, the upper
third smooth and pointed; when seen in front, they repre
sented the figure of a forceps, and measured about twelve
inches on the curves; the head was broad across the orbits;
measuring ten inches in length, and terminating in a small
mouth with white lips, and a black shining muzzle between
the nostrils; the eyes were full and dark, surrounded by a
white space, and beneath them was a long lachrymary sinus ;
the ears were rather large, open, and slightly pointed, lined
with c10se white hair, and from t.he orifice filled with a bunch
of long white and gray hairs, hanging out of their conchs
between two and three inches in length •. The face, cheeks,
back of the ears, Reck, shoulders, back, croup, sides, external
face of the upper arm, thighs, rump, boughs, and anterior
face of the hind leg~, were fu lvous-dun, darkening into yel
lowish-brown on the face and buttocks; the tail about six
inches long, of the same colour, with a black line on the
middle, and a tuft of black hair at the end, the inferior part

• This character ill alao perceptible in Mr. Pennant'. figure of
the head, but biB description of the hornB is more conformable to
oun than to hi. figure.
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white; this colour, spread also over the throat, breast, belly,
anterior part of the thighs, and inside of the limbs, legs, and
fetlocks: between the dun and white on the flanks there was
a darker line not very distinct; a dusky streak passed down
the front of the fore-legs, terminating in a dark spot on the
pastern joint, and small brushes of the same colour protected
the knees; on the hind-legs the dusky space reached only a
short distance above the pastern; the hoofs were small, black,
and pointed.

Its aspect was peculiarly soft and engaging, but it was un
commonly shy. We umJ,erstood it to havt1 been brought from
the west coast of Africa.

In the Museum of Mr. Riddel there was a stuffed female
in a recumbent attitude, which belongs to this or the follow
ing speci~9, The head was hornless, ten inches long round.
about the foreh~, and tapering to a pl'olonged small muzzle;
the suborbital sinus open' and dark; the. eye-lashes l~ng and
black; the ears lengthened oval, lined with much white hair.
Its total length three feet eight inches, assumed heigb~ at
the shoulder twenty-two inches, and at the cr~up twenty-five
inches; the nose, forehead, back of the ears,. nrek, back,
croup, and anterior pal't of the legs, fulvous; sides of the
head, neck, shoulders, flanks, and thighs, sandy-ochre colour;
a spot above the eyes, mouth, throat, breast, belly, and .in
side of the limbs white; no streak but a dark spot on e~h

pastern; tufts on knees stiff, curling, dark-brown; two
mammre: it was evidently not quite adult, and came from
Africa, we believe from Sierra Leone.

The Kob? (A. .A.denota·.) The animal designated by
the name of Kob, is known only from the skull and horns
in the Museum of Paris. Mr. Adanson first noticed it, and

• Uncertain whether this is the Kob, we wish to distinguish the
preJent specimen by the gland on the back, «0'1)', glandula, "foIrOt,

dorsum.
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Count de Buffon drew up his account from the above frag
ment, with the additional information, that in Senegal it was

known to the French settlers by the appellation of Petite
Vache Brune. The horns are large, black, marked on the
first two-thin:ls of their length with seven or eight half rings ;
the posterior and lateral sides striated; they form only one
single curve to the front, and the points turn towards each
other; the head is narrow, long, and without depressions for
the lachrymary sinus. This description shews already a suf
ficient difference in the horns to separate the former species
from Kob, but whether the following will be deemed satis
factory and identical with Adanson's specimen, is more ques
tionable. The inference, however, appeared to us sufficiently
grounded.

III the Menagerie of Exeter 'Change there was a pair of
middle-sized Antelopes, like the former, supposed to belong
to the lyrated group. The horns of the male were seated
above the orbits, at base nearly vertical to the plane of the
face, then bending back, and the tips almost imperceptibly
forwards: they were above nine inches long, robust, black,
striated, a little compressed, with the semi-annuli only on the
anterior part, prominent, ten in number, the superior third
smooth, but not sharp-pointed; the shoulder was about
twenty-six inches high from the ground, the back arched,
and the croup one inch higher; the head long, pointed, with
a small black muzzle; the lips, under jaw, and space round
the eyes, white; the ears long, open, with the usual dark
streaks 011 the inner surface; the head, back of the ears,
neck, back, flanks, outside of the fore-legs, croup, thighs,
and hind-legs, fulvous bay; a small gland or tubercle on the
loins, about equi-distant from the hips and root of the tail
formed the centre, around which the hair of the body whirled
or feathered in a circle, crouching forward on the back, and
upwards on the neck, obliquely over the flanks, downward
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over the hips. and backward towards the tail; the belly,
internal face of the fore-legs, anterior and internal side of
the thighs and fetlocks, white; a dark list ran in front of
the fore-legs. terminating near the hoofs; a black length
ened spot surrounded the hind-legs, above the spurious hoofs;
the tail was short, entirely covered with long black hair;
the suborbital slit was long and' open; small black brushes
covered the knees, and the hoofs were small, pointed, and
black. The female was smaller, hornless. but similar in the
gland on the back., the direction of the hair. and distri
bution of the colours; both were excessively shy, and diffi
cult to approach. They were brought from the west coast of
Africa.

We have here three successive instances of dark spots near
the succentorial hoofs, a resemblance further maintained in
the suborbital openings, the long ears, rufous colours, and
small muzzle; but the identity with Kob would not have
been obvious, if, after the death of the male, we had not ob
tained, from the politeness of Mr. Pettigrew, permission to
make drawings of the skull then in his possession, and thus
to establish the only comparison that could be deemed satis
factory, with the figure of the skull in the works of Buffon.
Although the living objects just described were still young.
the similarity is striking, and differs only where they differ in
age. The horns of our specimen, when seen in front. re

semble the points of a field fork, opening from the base.
and bearing the summit nearly parallel; the skull is nar
row across the orbits; the super-orbitary perforations on the
frontals are triple on one side. and only double on the other.
each in one common cavity; the nasal bones are divided
from tha lachrymary by a single lengthened void; the lachry
mary are not hollowe~ out to the depth that appears in others.
and the nasals are remarkably long. We conjecture, when
the lachrymary bones are not greatly depressed, and a subor-
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bital sack is, nevertheless, extant, that it is very open outwards,
other instances of the same structure having been detected.

In proof of the almost nonage of the subject, there were only

five molars in each of the upper maxillw, the last narrower
than the third or fourth, and all the sutures were very di!j

tinct.
The Saiga. (A. Colus.) The name Saiga, which appears

to be a Sclavonic pronunciation of the Teutonic Zeiga, or

great, is applied to an animal truly Antilopine ; and although
it be found in Europe, is one of the most rare in cabinets of
natural history. There are specimens, we believe, in the
cabinets of Petersburgh and Vienna, but no other, that we
know of, can show more than the horns. The male has been
figured by Pallas, and it is to be regretted that he did not
likewise publish another of the female. Of all the AntE.'lopes,

none, if we except the Chamois, has been described SO early
as the Saiga. Strabo, in his Geograph. L. ,'ii., clearly no
ticed it under the name of KoAOf; Gesner and Johnston like
wise described the Colus j but Pallas, to whom we are in

debted for a complete account of the species, preferred to
latinize the vulgar name, and was folloWE.'d, in this respect, by
all the more modern writers·.

The horns of the Saiga assume an intermediate form be
tweE.'n the lyrate of the Dorcas, and the spiral of the Com

mon Antelope; they are distant at base, about ten inches

long, round, erect, wavy, in three curves, perfectly annu-

• We think the animal's having a proper and c1lU!sical name,
used by Strabo and Gesner, a sufficient apology for not following
the denomination of PalllU!; there are, nevertheless, other reasons j

Saiga is the Russian name of the female only. Saiga is Tartaric
fOT the Wild Ox; and in the many dialects of Eastern Asia is the
most vague of all those bestowed upon ruminants. The Polish
name Sulok is, no doubt, the ancient Sclavonic term. from whence
the Greek Kolus, which presents the letters reversed, is derived.
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lat.ed to near the summits, which are turned inwards; their
colour is yellowish and diaphanous. The animal is in size
nearly equal to the Fallow-deer, measuring more than four
feet in length, but not harmoniously proportioned, for the
head and body are heavy, compared to the delicacy of the
limbs; the nose has a turned arched form, the nostrils are
open, widl', and moist, that part being "holly cartilaginous,
as the nasal and vomer bones are never entirely ossified; this
rare structure furnishes the exquisite sense of smelling pos
sessed by the animal, and also causes it to graze backwards or
sideways; the ears are narrow, middle-sized, and the tail short,
being only four inches long, and naked below during the sum
mer, with a tuft at the end: at this season the colour of the
hair upon the back and flanks is gray·dun, with a dark streak
along the spine, and white upon the belly; in winter it becomes
more hoary and longer, so as to appear whitish at a distance;
the lips are provided with numerous bristly hairs; and the
legs, which are of a pale dun colour, have smail tufts on the
knees, and black pointed hoofs.

This species resides on the shores of the Danube, south of
the Carpathian range, on the uncultivated parts of South
eastern Poland, Little Russia, along the Black Sea, round
the Caucasian Mountains, the AraI and Caspian Seas, to the
east about the Irtish, the Db, and the Altaic Chain, being
confined to the north by the thirty-fifth degree, or less. In
all this extensive region the soil is nearly everywhere steril,
sandy, and salt; supporting mostly Absynthian, Artemysian,
Atriplecian, and other bitter and saline plants, many of which
are evergreen; these, together with the brackish water of
pools, afford the principal sustenance of the Saiga, and com·
municate their flavour to its flesh, which, however, is (,.Qusi·
dered not unpalatable in winter, but rejected in the summer,
on account of the numerous <Estri, probably of a particular
species, which infest and pierce the skin, and give it a putrid
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smell. The femalee have the hair softer, and are hornless;
and the males are themselves subject to vary in this particu
lar, some having been found with three, and others, it is !mid,
with only one horn.

The manners of the Saiga are sociable and migrat.ory,
especially in the autumn, when they assemble sometimes to

the number of u-n thousand in a herd and travel towards
more southerly deserts: in the spring they return in smalt
flocks or troops. They are unwilling to reside far from
water, are seldom Been single, and the herd, when in a
state of repose, always keeps a few stationed to look out;
even when domesticated, this instinct remains. They see
indifferently during the day, are weak and resigned when
beset, and although their speed is exceOO.ingly great, they
are soon exhausted, stopping to recover breath, and perish
with the slightest wound. It is reported that, like sheep,
they incline on one side in their course; they have a
bleating voice. Strabo had observed with truth that they
drink by the nostrils, but erred when he added that they
retain water in them. Towards the end of November the
males become pugnacious, as this is the commencement of
the rutting season. They then smell of musk, and the
most powerful buck drives the weaker from the herd, and
keeps the females to himself, with jealousy and even with
courage. to defend them against wolves or foxes. Parturi
tion takes place in May, it is usually confined to one kid
which at first is covered with a curling fleece-like wool.
The young males grow rapidly; their horns appear in the first
month.

They are gentle when domesticated, but for this pur
pose they must be taken young. They will go to the fields
and return without desiring to escape, know the voice of
their masters, and feel gratified with his caresses. In the
hay and provender they pick out the leafy plants and re-
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fuse the gramineous and buds of shrubs. The Wild Saiga
are hunted for their horns, which are an article of com
merce with the Chinese, who manufacture them into lan
terns: the wiuter hides are likewise useful and the flesh.

For this purpose both hounds and eagles are used, but the
hunters must approach them from leeward, and be without
red or white clothing. Eagle1l and wolves hunt them also for
their prey, and, indeed, are their greatest enemies. In Poland
the Saiga is known by the name of Sulak, and in Russia by
that of Mangatch, the female being the Saiga. In the Tarta
ric dialects it is commonly Saijak, and the Turks name them
AlUm.

The Dzeren. (A. GutturosQ.) The Dzeren of the
Mongolian Tartars, Tzeiran and Jairan of the Persians
and Turks, was mistaken by Buffon for A. Leucophtea,
through a figure of the horn of the latter animal being placed
at the head of the article Bezoar of Oldrovandus. The
naml", indeoed, appears generic in the East, for the Dzeren
or the Mongols ilf not the Tzeiran of the Persians, who de
signate by it, the Persian Antelope, or Subgutturosa. The
Chinese Antl"lope, or Dzeren, is like the Cormer, heavy in
body, with a short thick head armed with yellowish but
opaque horns *. or as others assert, with equal probability,
black horns i they are about nine inches long, completely
annulated to near the tips, reclining backwards, diverging.
wavy, and the points turned inwards. The nose is blunt;
the lips set with long hairs; the ears small and pointed;
but one of the chief characters of the animal is a large

• We found the hornB alcribed to the Saiga and the Dzeren in the
Prague, Munich, and Dresden Muleuml. If there be no miltake
in tbe tickets, Shaw, who ltatel them to be yellow, il correct; but
it ~ight be tbat they all belonged to one lpecies (tbe Saiga), the
smaller opaque to the young, and tbe larger diaphanous to the adult.
Gmelin reports them to be black, and he cannot well be miataken :
the truth may be that the colours vary.
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moveable protuberance in the throat, occasioned by the dila
tation of the larynx. apIX'aring externally clothed with long
stiff hairs. pointing forwards: in old males it is so much
enlarged as to look monstrous. There is also under the
belly of the male, near the prepuCt', a glandulous bag. some
what similar to that of the musk, which may have caused
the old opinion that the Thibetan Musk was a horned
animal. but in this bag there is no odoriferous substance.
The suborbital pores are small; the females are hornless, and
smaller than t.he males, who measure abont two feet six inches
at the shoulders, and Il{·arly four feet six inches in length.
In the summer both are of a· fulvous yellow-gray above
and white beneat.h; in wmter they are almost white; their
knees are furnished with short brushes, but not lengthened
tufts as in the Dorcades; the tail is short and terminated by a
dark tuft.

The species is found in Mongolian Tartary, in the de
serts between China and Thibet, in Eastern Siberia, and
t>rincipally on the great sandy desert of Cobi. It avoids
woody places, preferring the arid stony open plains and
barren mountains. It is gregarious, assembling in vast
herds towards autumn, approaching the vicinity of habita
tions in winter, and sometimes mixing with the cattle, feeding
on herbs and grasses, and rejecting the bitter and saline
plants. The Dzeren is equal in swiftness wit.h the Saiga, less
easily fatigued, and in its course making surprising bounds.
The rutting season occurs later than in the former, and the
females drop their kids in the middle of June; these are of
a slower growth, but equally tameable when taken young.
In a wild state this animal fears water so much, as to suffer
itself to be taken, rather than enter it; but if falling into
a river by accident, is said to swim well. Wood and forest
are equally an object of terror with them, probably from
a conscious feeling that their bounding speed will cause
them injury. and. in fact, if they be driven among trees.
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they soon strike against them, and are disabled. According to
Du Haldt' they are known in China by the name of Hoang, or
Wang Yang (Yellow Goat).

The Common Antelope. (A. Cervicapra.) We now come
to the most ct'lebrated species in the whole genus, not less
remarkable for beauty of form and elegant distribution of co
lours, than for the interest it has excited from the remotest
antiquity among the nations and philosophic legislators of the
regions where it resides. They have raised the Common
Antelope among the constellations, harnessed it to the chariot
of the m~on, and represented it as the quarry of the gods.
In the opinion of Hindoos the animal is sacrt'd to Chandra,
female devotees and minstrels lead it, domesticated, by the
harmony of their instruments, or the power of their prayers,
and holy Bramins are directed to feed upon their flesh,
under certain circumstances prescribed by the I~stitute. of
Menu·.

The Common or Indian Antelope is styled the Spotted
or Ena in the ancient language, and Sasin or Sasi by the
modern Himloos. It is smaller than the Fallow-deer, with
a lengthened head, ending in a rather full and round
mouth, surmounted by a small moist muzzle; the eyes are
full, soft, and dark-hazel, with a well-defined suborbital
opening beneath; the ears middle-sized and pointed; and the
horns, placed a little above the orbits, are from fifteen to
twenty inches long, which, as the animal advances in age,
become more and more spiral, though when younger they
have little more than thret' flexures. They begin to appear
on the young males at the age of seven months, shewing
the second year one slight bend, increasing the spiral
epne when they have two, which takes place at three years
of agt', and twelve or thirteen rings are numbered on their

• The Antelope, 88 we have before stated, i. eacred to Chandra
or the Moon, is depicted in the Indian Zodiack instead of Capricorn,
aud placed in the hands of Mahadeva PlUlcba Mukti.
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surface; but when they have attained three years, they
contain about twenty-two complete rings. In more ad
vanced age they thicken, at the base a succession of half
annuli or wrinkles are seen, and they are sometimes two
feet long; the spiral turns are then perfect, so that after
death, if the osseous core within be dry, they can be screwed
on and off with ease. The colours of the hair vary like
wise with age: while young they are of a pale fulvous,
more or less ochery, with white about the mouth, inside of
the ears, breast, belly, inside of the limbs, buttocks, an
terior part of the thighs, interior and posterior part of the
upper arms, and the rest of the legs; a white streak passes
also about midway of the fulvous along the flanks; there is
sometimes a dark streak in the form of a crescent passing
round the anterior part of the eyes next the forehead; when
older, the white increases on the nose, forms a circle round
the orbits, extends on the lower jaw and throat, and the
legs often become entirely white, excepting the tufts on the
knees, which are always brown; the tail, about five inches
long, is likewise white beneath, brown or fulvous above,
and without a tuft at the end. But the fulVOU8 colours
darken gradually, the forehead, back of the ears, top of
the neck, superior part of the tail, and the middle and
lower part of the thigh, to beneath the joint, alone remain
fulvous ; the chaffron, cheeks, throat, sides of the neck,
shoulders, back, croup, and flanks, deepening into a sepia
brown, and the streak on the middle of th~ flanks becomes in
tense black, with a second of the same col01'1r some inches lower
on the edge o~ the white colour of the belly. It is at this period.
that the colouring is complete, and the term spotteil is
applied; they are then of a growth and maturity to claim
a herd of females, but there are individuals, and they are
the most vigorous, which become nearly all shining black
and white, the fulvous being wholly obliterated; these
have the horns wrinkled and solid as before noticed, and
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never more than one male so marked is seen in a herd, the
leader and champion of the females and the young·.

The females are without horns, and assume the same
colours till they acquire the tawny or fulvous coat, which is
about their fifth year, when a white streak gradually shews
itself on each side of the spine, but they never acquire the
dark garb of the males. There appears to be in India no
fixed period for copulation. They are gra",id nine months,
from which considerable longevity is to be presumed. One
kid is produced at a birth, too weak to rise from the ground
for some days; at length it is led out from the cover by the
dam, and follows the herd till the third yt'ar, when it is ex
pelled by the jealousy of the leading buck, to wander at
some distance, exposed to the grasp of the Tiger, or the
weapons of sportsmen. Thus left to their own resources,
many perish j the others become vigilant, and even bold.
Most of the specimens procured' are males of this class, but
many precautions are necessary to capture them, so great is
their vigilance and distrust.

We have seen several individuals together, both at Exeter
'Change and in paddocks of gentlemen. The males are in
clined to be vicious at certain seasons, but the females are ,
remarkably gentle: they lived all together peaceably with
deer and sheep, walking occasionally round their fence, then
skipping more rapidly, and, at length, bounding with great
force and velocity j they shewed much curiosity, came towards
new objects, even when terrified, and it was generally after
reconnoitring something strange that their gambols com
menced. Similar habits had already been observed by
Pallas, in those kept at the Menagerie of the Stadtholder of

• According to Kevenot not more than five or six are led (Dot
followed) by a male, and several of these families together make a
herd. He, too, names them spotted, or like our fa1D11.1, which last
exprellion makes it doubtful whether he is not speaking of Hog
deer.

VOL. IV. R
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Holland. Mr. Pennant remarked in this species what we haft
witnessed in some kindl:l of Deer, that they apply in smelling,
not only the nostrils, but also the suborbital opening, especially
to a grateful scent.

This species resides in India in herds of fifty or sixty
does or females, led by a dark-coloured buck. They remain
invariably on the open plains, so as to see danger from a
distance. Captain Williamson and other sportsmen state,
that when a herd is collected to lie down and ruminate on
some favourite spot, the young males and some females are
detached two or three hundred yards each way to keep
watch, especially if there be clumps of grass or bushes, be
hind which a man might lurk unseen, except for such a
precaution. " It is folly," continues this well-informed
sportsman, .. to slip greyhounds after them, for, excepting
by surprise, success is not to be expected, but, perhaps, at
the expense of their lives." The height and distance of
thE'ir bounds are wonderful, and said to be at least twelve
feet from the ground, and over twenty-five or thirty feet of
space, and as it were for their own amusement, appearing
to deride such dogs as follow them. The chase. therefore,
as an amusement (for the venison is dry and lean) is con
ducted by the Mahomedan and Hindoo princes, with hawks
who fly at and fix their talons on the head and throat of
the quarry. till the dogs can come up; or with the Cheetah,
by surprise, as is also practised in Persia. They are found
over the whole peninsula of India, to the northward and
westward as far as the Indus; but as they do not resort
to the sandy deserts, it is probable that they extend along
the more fertile uplands of the Persian Gulf, particularly

* They are caught also. by· means of slip knotl attached
to tbe horna of a decoy male, who. going up to the herd, ia
aoon encountered in sport by the young males coming to play
with bim, and are entangled by the horns, and readily cap
tured.
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as we have been assured that our Indian travellers met
them near Basora, on their way home over land.

As further illustrations respecting this interesting animal,
we possess copies of two Indian paintings; the first representing
a female of the highest Bramin cast, bearing the Been,
a stringed instrument, on her shoulders, and inducing her
tame antelope to follow, by holding out her beads i the second
portrays an Indian and his wife, of the hill tribes, approach
ing an old antelope under cover of a shield of green leaves,
the woman ringing a bell, while the-. man shoots it wit.h
an arrow: in both, the figures of the animal are spirited, and
correctly drawn *.

Whether this species exists in Africa, is a question
hitherto uncertain; we have shewn that the Lidmee of
Shaw affords no decisive evidence, because he may have
mistaken the horns of Addax for those of the true Ante
lope. Zoologists must not, however, expect to find this
species on the desp.rts of northern Africa. The banks of the
Nile, the Niger, and the cultivated tracts along the coast
alone, could have been inhabited by them; and at present
the western part of Morocco appears to maintain a breed·
In support of this probability, we have in our possession the
drawings of a male and female now in the Museum of Phila
delphia, reported to have been brought from Mogadore, in
that county. The pair are larger than the Indian variety, two
feet seven inches at the shoulder, in- their structure more
robust; the horns of the male about eighteen inches long,
in a straight line, very spiral, have at the base nine or ten
close and small semi·annuli, reaching two inches high;
above these are fourteen or fifteen complete rings, and the
smooth end is short and strong. The pair diverges less
than the Indian, are more bulky, though shorter, and of a

• Copied from a book highly ornamented and painted with In
dian subjects, formerly presented by a native Prince to Warren
Hutings, Esq., and brought home by him.

R2
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depp brown colour. From these characters it is evident that
the specimen is old, yet the colours on the fur are not the same
as in India, for they are rufous-brown, or deep tawny, without
lateral streaks all over the animal, excepting the nose, mouth,
space round the eyes, a spot on the throat, breast, belly,
inside of the limbs, buttocks, and inferior part of the tail.
which are white; there are small tufts on the knees, but none
at the end of the tail; the female is without horns, with
more white on the nose, no spot round the orbits, but one below
them, and none on t.he throat, and the fulvous parts
paler: this description agrees with the extracts quoted by
Buffon from Marmol and Shaw.

Beside the above, we made a drawing of a third speci
men in the Philadelphia Museum, which, we believe, was
brought at the same time from Morocco, and was viewed
by Mr. Peel as a species he could not refer to a known An
telope. It may, however, be presumed to be a younger
specimen of the former. The height at the shoulder was
less than the foregoing, the neck, the body, and whole structure,
more slender, and the head narrower; the horns about
eight inches long, are almost straight, being only slightly
wavy, seven or eight annuli mark three-fifths of the lower
end, the rest is smooth and pointed, and the colour earthy
brown; the lachrymary opening is scarc·.ely perceptible;
the whole head, back of the ears, neck, back, anterior part
of the fore-legs, flanks, croup, thighs, and hind-legs, are
pale tawny; the throat, breast, belly, inside of the limbs,
anterior part of the thighs and buttocks, are white; a
faint indication of a dark line separates the two colours on
the danks, and on the croup; the tail is short, dun above
and white beneath, with a dark tip, but no tuft j the
brushes on the knees scarce developed, and the hoofs low
and black.

or Antelope Cervicapra we have noted, compared, and
sketched above thirty specimens, living, and in the stuffed
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furm, beside a multiplicity of horns and skulls; among the
horns there are sometimes specimens perfectly smooth, and
larger than those usually seen. Professor Lichtenstein, and
others, have suspected them to belong to an unknown species;
they are joined together with opposite points, to form a kind of
cress worn in the girdle of some Mahomedan sectaries, who
profess not to bear arms.

THE REDUNCINE GROUP.

The Antelopes of this group, distinguished principally by
horns more or less bending forward, begin to recede from
the elegance and fine proportions of t.he previous sections; they
furm a separate racemus, distinguished by the character of
the horns, which are placed behind the orbits, but little re
clined, mostly short, round. black, and annulated half way up,
or less; their ears are long, open, oval, filled on the inside
with white hairs; they have no extel'Dally developed suborbitary
sinus; the nostrils are ovine, or in a small muzzle; the fur on
the hides, which are white or black, is larger, loosel',
undulating; the tails reach below the buttocks, and are thickly
set along the edges and tip with long loose hair, but no
tufts; their limbs are strong and lower in proportion than in
true Antelopes, and their residence requires them to have
more power in springing than fleetness, for they prefer open
rocky mountains, or the cover of reeds and bushes along the
banks, or the beds of desiccated upland rivers. The females
are without horns, and provided with four mammm; they
are not gregarious, but live in pairs, or small families of six
or eight. The Kemas of JElian would seem to refer to this
group. or to be, as we shall find again in the next, interme
diate; but that, and the chain to which we apply it, must
ultimately be decided when the Bootan species shall be better
known.

The Rietbock. CA. Eleotragus.) Mr. Allaman first de
scribed thill species from the notes and a skin forwarded to
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him by Colonel Gordon. It has since been further de
scribed by Professor Lichtenstein and Mr. Barrow, and
Mr. Burchell brought the spoils of several with him from
Africa. The Rietbock is full four feet six or eight inches
long, two feet ten or eleven inches high at the shoulder,
and more than three feet at the croup; the ears are above
six inches long, and the tail between nine and ten; the
horns are from ten to twelve inches long, recumbent be~

neath the plane of the face, divergent, regularly curved,
with the points forwards, or rather upwards; they are
black, wrinkled at base, and annulated with obscure aud
imperfect rings in the middle; the superior third smooth;
the head is ten inches long; the eyes black; the subor
bital pores not visible; the nostrils with small muzzle of
black colour, but sometimes white; the colour of the fur
is in general of an ashy-gray, tinged with ochre; the ears,
lips, throat, breast, belly, anterior and internal side of the
thighs and arms, white; the hair of the throat long and
pendent; a blackish edge pass68 round the tip of the ears,
and thtl tail is mixed with rufous and white at the end; the
anterior and external side of the legs are 0 chry, and the
rest white. This species is either monogamous, or resides
in small families, among the reeds and bushes of dried
river-courses, and along the edges of springs, in the interior
of Caffraria. We have compared five specimens. The
females are snialler, and hornless, but resemble the male in
colours and figure.

The Nagor. (A. Redunca.) This species is known only
from Mr. Adan80n's specimen and Count de BufFon's de
scription; there are indications about it which create a
suspicion that it is the young of the following or only a
variety. It is described as above four feet long, two feet
four inches and a half at the shoulder, and two feet
eight inches at the croup; the horns are short, black,
straight, with one or two rings almost smooth, and slightly
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bent forwards; no suborbital openings nor muzzle are men
tioned in the description; the fur is pale rufous all over.
one and a half inch long, rather rough, and not close to the
skin. The specimen was brought from the vicinity of
Goree on the west coast of Africa.

The Red Rheebock. CA. Fulvo Rufula.) We consider
this species as the adult of the former. notwithstanding the
wide distance of the places from whence the two specimens
have been produced. Allaman long ago noticed a species
under the name of Rhoode Rheebock. or Red Roebuck. not
Rietboek; and M. Afzelius justly viewed it as a species. Mr.
Burchell in his arduous travels obtained a male, and M. Lalande
a female of the species. If the Nagor be deemed to be the
young, there is at least 110 doubt of the Lalandian being the
female. We have drawn and compared both, and Mr: Daniell
has likewise published a good figure of the male in his Sketches
of African &enery, &c.

The male in the British Museum is four feet eight inches
long. two feet eight inches at the shoulder, and about the
same at the croup. The head measures from the nose to
the horns seven inches, and from the nose to the ears nine;
the horns, placed behind the orbits, are six inches long.
close together at base, a little compressed, black, not much
divergent. suberect, bent forwards with five obscure semi
annuli, separated by strile in the front, reaching near half
way of their length, the points smooth and rather approxi
mating; the ears are long, open, oval, edged at top with
black, well lined with white hair both short and long.
There is a small fold indicating- a lachrymary sack, and
the nostrils encompass a middle-sized black muzzle; the
face, throat. back. of the ears, neck, and anterior part of
the legs are tawny or clear fulvous, with a little whitish
on the brows; the chin is rather deep and strong. and
with the lips, internal part of the arms, belly, anterior and
internal face of the thighs, white; the shoulders, back, an-
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terior part of the upper arm, the flanks passing obliquely
upwanls towards the hips, croup, and thighs, are fulvous
brown, with a cast of dull purple; the tail is six inches long,
but the hair is loose, and furnished like a brush, making
it nearly nine inches, the base dark, the middle Culvous
below, and the tip white; the legs are strong, tawny, and
a dark streak marks the anterior face of those of the male.
On the back, croup, and sides, the hair is long, bard,
10088, not very abundant, but feathering in whirls divel'llely
turned, but most from the croup forwards; the skin and
hoofs are black, as are the mammlll of the female, which are
four in number. This sex is lower and longer, without horns,
but &trongly made.

The Red Rheebock inhabits the rocky mountains of
Caffraria in small families of six or eight, seldom appearing on
the plain; it springs with great force and audacity among
rocks, but is not very swift, running with galloping action
somewhat like a horse.

The Cream-coloured A.telope. (A. raabelUna.) We
suspect this species to be the Voalebock of the colonists,
and a mere variety of colour of the former; it was esta
blished by M. Afzelius from a specimen in the collection
of Thunberg. It is four feet ten inches long, two feet six
inches at the shoulder, and two feet eight inches at the
croup. The head from tbe nose to the horns is ten inches;
tbe ears six incbes and a half; tbe horns are eleven inches
long measured upon the curve; their circumference at the
base five inches four lines; distant one inch six lines at
base; their basal direction at first parallel with the fore
head, bending slightly upwards by degrees; they are black,
round, shining, obliquely annulated, rough at base, six or
seven in front, eight or nine in rear, because some of the
superior are incomplete. The lachrymary sinus indistinct>
only marked by a naked triangular spot situated before and
beneath the eye; the incisors very sbort, the intermediate
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largest; the ears are long, straight, cylindrical at the base,
dilated in the middle, almost pointed at the summit, white
inside, and furnished with additional bristly hairs. A
small space at their root covered with very fine hair; the
tail shaped like a brush, and straight; the legs covered
with close short hair; no brushes on the knees. There
are inguinal pores, and the hoofs are narrow and pointed;
brownish-black in colour. The hair is one inch and a half
long, standing off the skin; the interior brown, the longer
and exterior gray, their intermixture producing on the
back and flanks a general cream-coloured or pale dun tone.
The belly and end of the tail are white; the forehead,
top of the head, anterior face of the fore-legs and some
other spots are yellowish; the hair is feathery in several
places on the back and behind the head. The specimen
was brought from the Cape of Good Hope. If we E.'xcept
the omission of an obvious muzzle, the apparent superior
length of the horns and head, and their basal direction,
scarce a difference remains between this and the last
species, but what results from a different tone of colour,
which, however, might resemble more if the denominations
of teints were alike with every describer of colours. It
may be asked here if the female of this species or variety
can have been mistaken by M. Vaillant for a kind of wild
Equus, which he designates as an Isabella Coloured Zebra.
As the gallop of the preceding species is said to resemble the
action of a horse, the mistake may have occurred when the
animal was seen at Ii distance.

The Riet Rheebock. CA. Villoaa.) This speciE.'S, known
at the Cape by the name of Riet Rheebock, or Reed Roe
buck, and noticed by Lichtenstein undE.'r the name of A. Ca
preolus, forms the passage from this group towards the
next. M. Desmarets describes the female, and we have
long possessed drawings of both sexes from the collection
of Mr. Burchell, in part, at the British Museum. In thE.'ir
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structure these animals assimilate most with the Reduncle;
for although the horns are nearly vertical on the head, the
tips have a slight inclination forward i they - have the
muzzle of Fulvo Rufula, and the lachrymary sinus, though
inwardly sufficiently large, is outwardly scarce visible; but
the proportions of the animal have peculiarities not ob
servable in other species; the neck is longer, the body less
in circumference than any other Antelope, if we except the
Chiru of Bootan; the hair also is soft, silky, and long,
properties which it may derive from the scorched barren
nature of the soil, which Providence has assigned it for a
home.

The male is about four feet six inches long, two feet
five inches at the shoulder, and two feet se\'en inches at
the croup; the horns, placed above the eyes, are eight
inches and a half long, straight, a little inclined forwards,
nearly perpendicular to the plane of the face, black round,
slender, with thirteen rings reaching from the base half
way up; distant at base one inch and a half, at the tips
three inches and three-quarters; the head measures from
the nose to the horns six inches and a half, and from the nose
to the ears eight inches; the ears are six inches and a half
long, open, pointed at the tips, white inside, with three dark
strife, and gray outside; there is a dark spot at the angle of
the eye, beneath the orifice of the sinus; the eyes are large
and black; the muzzle round, small, and black, termi
nating in a pointed nose; the lips and chin, white, with a
black spot at the inferior angle of the mouth; the neck is
long in proportion to the body, and the body very slender
in girth; it is covered with rather long hair, feeling in
texture like that of the Kanguroo, annulated gray and
white, with a coat of yellowish, which becomes darker with
age, on the specimens preserved in Museums, but is at
first bluish ash colour; the breast and belly, and the inside
of the arms and thighs, are white; the front of the legs are
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brown, the posterior part ochry; the tail almost five inches
long, is gray, tipt with white, but has no real tuft at the
end; the legs are slender, ratber long, and the ·hoofs small,
pointed, and black; round the eyes there is a dark circle,
enclosed within one of a whitish colour; the face is more
mixed with ochre and brown, and the hair close and harder;
the chaffron dark-brown, and the throat almost white.

The females are smaller, without horns, but provided
with four mammle and inguin~l pores, but the texture of
the hair, and distribution of the colours, is nearly the same
as in the males. We have compared three of them, and
one male. The species has similar manners as the former,
living in pairs, or small families, the males suffering no
adults of their sex in company. When they are observed
in greater numbers, it is occasioned by the attraction of
water, a rare element in South Africa, but most particu
larly in the barren districts of the west coast, where they
mostly reside. The females bear but one kid at a time, which
is at first almost fawn-coloured. It is an animal of great
swiftness, moving with wonderful rapidity by lengthened
stretches, close to the ground, so as to seem to glide over the
desert like a mist driven by the winds, and, favoured by the
indistinct colours of the fur, is immediately out of sight.
The Bushmen, and western tribes make lance-heads, awls, and

other tools, of the horns, and, occasionally, cloaks of their skins
for the women-.

• On this and many othen of the Cape Animal, lowe much of
my information to the late Colonel Graham, who, as Colonel of the
Cape Corps, commander of the interior, and a keen and indefati
gable sportsman, had collected numerous factll on the local natural
history of the Colony, which it was his duty often to traverse in
varIous directions, where he was settled and fated to die, in the full
vigour of life. I would fain say more of one whom I respected
as a private gentleman, and admired as a ~oldier, in the tumultuous
llCeneB of war.
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The Orebi. CA. Scoparia.) The last which we place in
this group is the Orebi, one of those anomalous speci('S
which retains a Reduncin~ character in the horns, and the
four mammlB in the females, but departs from them by
having the suborbital sinus developed, as in the next, and,
besides, resumes a character belonging to true antelopes in
the brushes on the knees. The adult male is about four
fef!t in length from nose to tail, and is equal in stature
to the Roebuck, or twenty-two and twenty-four inches in
height. The head is five inches long from the nose to the
horns, and eight inches from the nose to the ears; the
horns are nearly vertical, slightly bent forwards, black,
round, five inches long, with six or seven wrinkl('S at base,
and then five annuli reaching half way up, the rest smooth
and pointed; they stand close above the orbits, one inch
and a half asunder at baSe, and three inches and a haIf
at the tips; the head is round, with a prolonged snout; the
chaffron rather convex, and the nose terminated by a small
muzzle: under the inner canthus of the eye is a well
defined lachrymary opening; the incisors are small, over
lapping, the external edges being oblique and prolonged;
the ears are long, rather pointed, white, and villous inside;
the neck slender, and the knees tufted in both sexes: com
pared with the length of the animal, the legs are high; the
face and back are tawny in some, and paler-fulvous in
others, this colour extending over the back of the ears,
shoulders, flanks, anterior and external side of the fore
legs, down the croup, thighs, and hind-legs; above the eye
there is in most specimens an arched white streak, and that
colour surrounds the mouth and nostrils, passes along the

under-jaw, the breast, belly, and inside of the thighs; on
the throat and breast the white hair is long, soft, and pen
dent; the tail is short, hairy, and blackish; the skin is
black and naked in the groin of the pale-coloured specimens,
and the mammle, four in number, are likewise black, but
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in the tawny or bright ,'ufous it is white. and the teats are
rose-coloured; the females are without horns, and in other
respects resemble the males.

Of this species we have compared seven specimens, among
which three were females, and one a young male, whose horns
were still more erect than in the adult, the annuli very
small, and the edge of the buttocks white. The Orebi re
sides in pairs or small families in the interior of Catl'raria,
aud from the ditl'erence of colour in the hide and in the
fur, we would infer that it frequents both the woody cover
and the open plain.

THE OREOTRAGlNE GROUP.

In this section which embraces at present but one species,
the characters present a sudden passage from the surround
ing racemi to the Caprine forms and manners; the horns
are short, slender, vertical, and parallel, with very few an
nuli; the suborbital sinus is compicuous, and marked with
a dark spot, but the head is short, the superior edge of
the orbits projecting; the body and legs, when compared
with the size, exceedingly robust; the hair is of a singular
structure, being hard, flat, spiral, flexible, and erect upon
the skin, with the tips turned back, or reclining; the females
are hornless, but in other respects resemble the male; they
have inguinal pores, and t"o mammw?; their habitat is
confined to barren precipitous rocks.

The Klipspringer. (A, Oreotragus.) The form of this
animal is very like that of the Ibex Kid, of about seven
months old. The male is about three feet seven inches
long, and twenty-one or twenty-two inches high at the
shoulder and croup; the head is short, broad, and round,
tapering rather suddenly to a small mouth, terminated by
a diminutive muzzle, of a black colour, the dark part ascend
ing in a point upon the ridge of the nose or chatl'ron;
the incisors are equal, touching at the edgl'!!, and the mid-
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dlemost close together; the ears are middle-sised, broad.
and pointed, reaching as high as the barns; they are white
within, and whitish ash-colour outside; the horns are about
five inches long, distant, round, vertical, slightly bent for
wards, obscurely wrinkled at the roots, and annulated below
the inferior third, the rest smooth, pointoo, and black; the
eyes, covered by the arch of the orbits, are full, dark, hazle,
and lively; they are edged with black, and beneath them is
a suborbital opening, marked by a black spot: the body is
round and compact, and the tail almost rudimental: the
legs nearly as robust as in the Goat, the joints broad, the
arms long, the cannon bones or shanks short, the pastern
joints high and rigid; the hoofs short, rounded, hard, and
black; there are no brushes on the knees, and the spurious
hoofs are close and flat; the hair, of equal length all over
the neck, body, and thighs, iR squill-like, dry, and spiral,
standing off the skin, and forming~ a natural pad, to protect
the body from bruiBes, the points alone lying flat. It is
ashy at the root, brown in 'the middle. and yellow at the
point, producing the singular effect of a lively olive-green;
the legs below the joints are buff.

None of the species in this genus have so completely the
lively gamboling manners of the young goat as the Klip
springer; none bound with greater force and precision
from rock to rock, gathering their feet upon points or
rugosities among the cliffs, apparently too small to admit
of foothold. The least obliquity or ruggedness of sur·
face suffices them to run up and hold their footing. The
solidity of their pastures is such, that on the plain, at their
bighest speed, no other marks are perceptible of their
track, than the points of the toes, all other ruminants in
similar cases always imprinting the spurious hoofs also.
With powers like these, a certain sense of security against
carnivorous animals is created, which exposes them to be
sbot by sportsmen, wbile, as it were, deriding the vain
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efforts of his dogs. They were formerly so abundant in
the colony of the Cape, that their elastic hair was used to stuff
saddles; but now they are become rare, excepting in the in
terior. The females resemble the males in every respect ex
cepting in the absence of horns; they live in pairs among the
most precipitous rocks of South Africa, where they are, never
theless, eagerly sought on account of their venison which is
considered among the best in the country.

We have compared two males and three females, several
skulls Rnd fragments of their spoils.

THE TRAGULINE GROUP.

Messrs. Forster and Lichtenstein have considered the
present racemus as consisting of varieties of colour only,
the animals being all of t.he same species: it must be
confessed that their characters and colours, passing from
one into the other, afford grounds for the suspicion and
would lead to a conclusion that difference of age and
of residence are sufficient to account for the trivial dis
tinctions observed between them. The Cape colonists,
however, are of a different opinion, and Mr. Burchell
appears to coincide with them principally, because-with
the differences of colour observed. among them-they vary
in manners, habitat, and stature. AB this is a question
which cannot be decided in the present state of our informa
tion, nor indeed of very great im-portance, we shall de
scribe them as separate species by the names which they
have received from the above learned zoologists and tra
vellers.

The group consists of animals small in stature, high
upon the legs in proportion to their length, slender in form,
and like the preceding, destitute or nearly destitute of tail;
the ears are longer than the horns, rather broad and not
much pointed; the homs are short, distant, round, vertical,
parallel, inclining slighly forwards or backwards, with no,
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or only slight, indications of wrinkles at the base. The
skin round the orbits black, baving a suborbital sinus, and
small black muzzle; the females without horns, with two
mammlll and inguinal pores.

The Steenbock. (A. Rupestris.) Professor Lichtenstein
appears not to have known the adult.. of either of the Steen
bocks, and particularly the present, which is larger and more
robust in structure than his Tragulus. It is nearly equal
ill size to A. Scoparia, three feet six inches long, about
twenty inches high at the shoulder, and twenty-one or
twenty-two inches at croup; the head is oval, with the
snout pointed, and terminated by a small round and black
muzzle, ascending in a point on the ridge of the nose; the
horns are vertical, or at a right angle with the plane of the
face, distant, straight, parallel, round, pointed, and black,
with only one or two rudiments of wrinkles at base, not
quite four inches long, and seated nearly between the orbits;
the ears longer than the horns, are open, pointed, with
three dark naked strilll between, scanty white hairs within,
and pale fawn-coloured outside, edged with black; the eyes
are placed hi~h in the head, with black eye-lashes, and a
small black suborbital sinus placed beneath their inner can
thus; the forehead and nose are pale chocolate rufous;
sides of the face, mouth, and chin, fawn-coloured; the
back of the neck, shoulders, back, and croup, rufous cho
colate, passing into rufous on the sides of the neck, flanks,
and thighs; the breast, belly, anterior part of the thighs,
buttocks, and inside of the limbs, are white; the legs entirely
dun, or dark buff; the groin is naked and black; there is a
small callosity on the knees, and the tail does not protrude
beyond the hair; the hoofs are rather high, short, and black,
and the pasterns short. In this species the incisors are
narrow, long, oblique, overlapping, and the two middlemost
close.

The Steenbock is dtill found within the limits of the

,
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Colony of the Cape of Good Hope, but is very rare, residing
entirely among the rocky cliffs of the eastern districts, and
evincing great vigilance and actitlity. The specimens we
have seen came from Algoa Bay. In the Dutch language the
name Steenbock properly signifies the Ibex, and can have
been bestowed upon the species only on account of a similarity
of manners between the two animals.

The Vlackle Steenbock. (A. Rufescens.) We are in
debted to Mr. Burchell for a knowledge of the male of this
species, which might be considered as the young of the for
mer, but that its residence is on the plains, as the colonial
name Vlackle, plain or open country, impIil"S; and that the
brilliant colouring of thp. fur is not a sign of nonage.
The horns are subvertical, reclining a lit.tle at base, with
the tips slightly be'nt,: so as to" point 'upwards; they are
round, black, parallel, sharp, perfectly smooth, or without
any\ninkles or, strilB, three inches a~d" a half 'long, one
inch and a half asunder at base, two inches at. the tips: the _
ears are longer than in the preceding, measuring four
inches and a half, and reaching beyond the points of the
horns; rather rounded at the tips, lined on the edges and
inside 'with white hair, streaked with dark lines inside, and
grey. outside;' the' head is somewhat squarer, tapering gra
'dually to' 'the nose, and not as 'in' tht: former contracting
suddenly before the orbits:' betwel'n the nostrils there is a
'small black muzzle; the head, neck, back, flanks, upper
arms, and' thighs, are bright fulvous-red, with something of
a cast of crimson; a spot along the lower eyelids, and pass
ing beneath the lachrymary sinus, is white, as is also the
under jaw, throat, breast, internal face of the fore-legs,
beny, interior of the thighs to the edge' of the buttocks, and
after part of the hind-legs and pasterns; the rt'st of the
legs from the joint downwards are pale rufous; no tail is
"isible beyond the hair of the buttocks.

Of this speciE'S we saw the drawing of a fl'male taken l\t

VOL. IV. e
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the Cape by the accurate Le Sueur, and found the male in
Mr. Burchell's magnificent donation to the British Mu
seum. The animal stands high 011 the legs for its length,
which is only two feet six inches from the nose to the ru
diment of tail. Of all the smaller antelopes, this appears
the most elegant in the delicacy of its limbs, and brilliancy
of colour. The Vlackte Steenbock resides in pairs on the
open plains, along the borders, and beyoud the limits of the
Cape Colony, and is very rare.

The Grysbock. (A. Grisea.) This species was first no
ticed by Mr. Forster, and figured in the Banksian collection.
It is larger than the last, being nearly three feet long,
nineteen inches at the shoulder, and about twenty at the
croup; the head is oval, and shorter than the former, four
inches and a half from the nose to the horns, and six inches
from the nose to the ears; the horns are nearly four inches
long, round, black, smoot.h, vertical, sharp, slightly inclin
ing forwards, one inch and a quarter asunder at base, three
inches at the tips; the muzzle is small and black; a space
round the eyes, and the prolongation of the inner canthus
forming the lachrymary slit, are black; the ears. four inches
and a quarter long. are wide and open, marked on the in
side with three dark streaks, and rufous on the outside;
round the nose there is a little whitish; the rest of the
head. neck, body, and thighs, is deep chestnut-red, inter
mixed or stippled with single white hairs; the throat,
breast, belly. and inside of the limbs and legs, are rufous;
the tail protrudes little beyond the hair; the hoofs are small,
black, and pointed; the pasterns short, and the cannon bones,
or shanks. long and slender.

. The Grysbock was described by Professor Lichtenstein
under the name of A. Melanotis. It inhabits the mountains
overgrown with shrubs, and is swift and vigilant. At pre
sent few remain within the limits of the Cape Colony.
We have compared four specimens. two male and two
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female, who, excepting that the latter is deprived of horns,
are perfectly alike. Its local name of Grysbock signifies
Gray Goat.

The Bleekbock. (A. Palida.) Among the Cape Colonists
mention is often made of the Bleekbock, or Pale Goat, but
the animal is rare. Profe8llOr Lichtenstein considered it as
a mere variety, but it does not appear that a specimen
actually came under his eyes, because he insinuates that it
is the female, whereas the female is without homs; nor is
it less in sizl', we having compared three spl'cimens, all
highl'r on the legs than the Klipspringer. It is about
equal in stature to the Steenbock,. but much more slender,
and delicately formed: the head is rather square about the
forehead, the horns perfectly straight, incline slightly back
wards; they are round, black, smooth, and very pointed,
with an obscure line running down the front; the muzzle
is small and black, passing in a point upon the nose; the
eyl's, with a very small lachrymary opening, have a black
edge round them; the ears are somewhat shorter and
broader than the former, more villous within, and marked
with two dark perpendicular streaks on their inner surface,
and greyish on the outside; the forehead, neck, back,
shoulders, posterior part of the upper arm, flanks, thighs,
and buttocks are of a pale rufolls fawn colour; the lips,
chin, and arch o\"er the eyl's, a spot on the throat, the
breast, anterior part of the arm, belly, anterior and internal
face of the thighs, white; the If!gs from the joints down
wards pale buf}'; the tail, near three inches long, is buff;
the pasterns are long; the hoofs very low, small, and black;
the groin is naked, and the skin black; the females are
somewhat more red in colour, without horns, but in other
respects the same, shewing two bla<;k mammlB.

The BI8l'kbock inhabits the plains, is solitary, or only
accompanied by one female-; they conceal themselvl's in the
bushes, are excessively shy and swift, and owing to the in

82
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distinct colour of their fur, easily escape the eyes of sports
men: they seem to be confined to the eastern side of South
Africa, and are nowhere numerous.

THE RAPHICERINE GROUP.

This group might be united with the former, if the cha
racters of the horns were alone to be considered, for they
are destitute of every vestige of wrinkles or strire, perfectly
round, smooth, and very sharp, but not parallel. Their posi
tion on the frontals is subvertical, the forehead is very nar
row, indicating animals of a diminutive size, whose resi
dence, besides, being confined to the East Indies or the
islands of the Indian Archipelago, makes it probable that
when we shall be acquainted with the whole of their cha
racters, distinctions will be observed which will confirm
their separation. At present the horns attached to a part of
the frontals is all that is known of them; but these tend to

shew that Mr. Johnson alludes to them under the name of
Small Deer in his Sketches of Field Sports, ~c.; assigning
them a residence in the Rhamghur dilltrict, Cl Where the
Deer with four horns, or Chickara, are likewise found," and
describing them as not larger than an English hare, with
long ears, exceedingly active, and delicately formed.

The Sharp-/wrned Antelope. (A. Acuticornis.) M. de
Blainville first described the horns of this species from the
fragment of a skull in the Royal College of Surgeons of
London; they are only three inches long, perfectly round
smooth, black, and pointed, about three-eighths of an inch
in diameter at base, slightly bent outwards, and dil'erging;
the frontal crest, passing behind them, unites with a broad
parietal bone, with the sinciput much elevated, narrow, and
somewhat square; on the parietal are many rugosities, perhaps
from disease. The fragment belonged to a young animal,
and was brought from India; and upon comparison with the
Chickara of the next group we have some doubt whether the
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Acuticomis be not the same species, with the spurious homs
and anterior part of the frontals wanting, but this, ne\"ertheless,
much smaller.

The Awl-horned Antelope. (A. Subulata.) The homs of
this unquestionable species, attached to the frontals, are
likewise in the Royal College of Surgeons; they are not
above three-eighths of an inch in diameter, subvertical,
round, smooth, black, four inches and a half long, bending
outwards in the middle, and the. points again a little in:
wards, one inch and two lines asunder at base, two
inches distant about the middle, and something lE.'8s at the
points; they stand higher on the frontals than the preced
ing, the sinciput is broader, round, and placed on a nar
rower parietal. The specimen was likewise brought from
the East.

TUE TETRACER1:NB GROUP.

ThE.'re are few or no examples of animals in a state of
nature, beside the preSE.'nt, who have four homs as a per
manent character. The Colus, indeed, is reported to be
found sometimes with threE.', and several breeds of sheep
have four, five, or six horns, but these are invariably mon
strous productions, issuing from nearly the same basE.', and
constituting a morbid superabundance of that organic sub
stance. In the TetraCE.'ri, however, these productions are
constant and uniform, the upper or true pair rising on the
frontal crest, and the lower, or spurious, as invariably be
tween the orbits. Skulls of these animals ha\'e been pre
SE.'rved for years in the Museum of the Royal CollE.'ge of
Surgeons, and in the superb collection of Mr. Brooks.
From the former M. de Blainville published an account of
a species; but we are indebted to the investigations of. Ge
neral Hardwicke for a complete description of the animal.
For although M. F. Cuvier produced a figure, his notice
communicated by the late M. Duvaucel, is not sufficiently
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explicit, and possibly Dot altogether correct. We are, how
ever, inclined to believe that there are two species of Tetra
ceri, differing in the characters of the horns, and in some
olher tri6ing particulars, as shall be noticed in the sequel.
The name of the group is derived from the generic denomi
nation which Dr. Leach first bestowed upon the Four-horned
Antelopes.

The Chickara. (A. Chickara.) We cannot give a more
satisfactory description of this animal than by repeating
the excellent account furnished by General Hardwicke,
in the Linnt1!Qn TramactiO'fU, Vol. xiv. "This llpe
ciea of Antelope," he says, .. seems hitherto to have
escaped any particular description of the naturalist; and
this circumstance is the more remarkable, as the animal is
not scarce in India. It inhabits the forests and hilly tracts
along the western provinces of Bengal, Bahar, and Orissa,
and is known by the name of Chickara. It is an extremely
wild and agile creature, and only to be tamed when taken
young. In size this species is something less than the
Harnessed Antelope (A. Scripta); it is in height, from the
foot to the top of the shoulder, twenty inches and a half;
and in length, from the nose to the root of the tail, thirty
three inches, or two feet nine inches; and the tail is five
inches more. The superior, or common horns, are black,
subulatf>, rounded, without annulations, smooth, and erect,
slightly inclined forward, and a little diverging; their
length three inches; space between them at the base one
inch eight-tenths; the greatest thickness at the base is two
inches in circumference, and gradually tapering to a point
one-tenth of an inch in diameter. In front of the common
horus (one inch four-tenths), in the middle of the forehead,
and between the eyes, rises a very short pair of spurious
horns, erect, stumpy, smooth, cylindrical, three-quarters of
an inch in length, one inch and a half in circumference at
base, and suddenly tapering to a point; ,they are apart at

,
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base three-quartel'll of an inch, and at their tips one inch
two-tenths. Head in length seven inches and a half, and
its greatest circumference across the cheeks and behind the
spurious horns thirteen inches; eal'll mostly erect, ovate;
the greatest breadth about two inches and a quarter, and
length four inches and three-quartel'll i nose naked and
black; the margin of the lips black; ('yes large, with
strong bristly black eyelashes; limbs delicately made, the
shanks of the fore-legs being. two inches and a half in cir
cumference, and those of the hind three inches j the proper
and spurious hoofs are black; the greatest. circumference
of the body is twenty-nine inches. The general colour of
the animal is an uniform and bright bay on all the upper
parts, and below, i. e., the chin, the under line of the neck,
the abdomen, the inner side of the thighs, and under the
tail, inclining to white, more or less mixed with sandy
hairs; the teeth in the lower jaw are eight in front, the.
two middle ones being much larger than the six lateral
teeth, and spread out; their inner margins rounded and
not touching, and their internal surface hollowed out like a
spoon; in the hinder part of the jaw, on each side, are six
grinders, with pointed surfaces, and a like number in the
upper jaw, similarly constructed.

"The female differs only in having no horns, and being
of lighter colour. This distinction of colours is found to be
a permanent character; it at least remaint'd so for the four
years I kept a pair in my possession. and within which period
they bred; two young ones were produced at the same
birth, one male, and the other female; and the distinction
of colour, as above, was conspicuous at that early stage,
and continued. The male in t he rutting season becomes
exceedingly wild a.nd mischievous, and, although partly do
mesticated, continues dangerously so, running at every
animal within its reach, whether deer, goat, or man; even
the feeder could only approa~h him on the verge of the
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circle to which the rope he was tied with allowed him to
reach."

Jn this statement the General has not marked the time of
gestation, nor the period of the rutting season; and we
regret the omission of the number of mammle in the female,
as they are at least a secondary character for the distinction

of groups.
The Four-horned Antel"pe. (A. Quadricornis.) It is a

question whether the skull in the Royal College of Surgeons
be of the' Chickara or not: the length, position of the
upper horns, and their direction, are similar, but the spu
rious horns are subtrigonal, and of a yellowish colour OD

their internal face, possessed of three wrinkles or small
annuli at. the antE.'rior base, robust, vertical, and one inch
and two-thirds long. The head is narrower than the former;
the frontals are prolonged above one inch "before them,
having on each side a wide open space, and the nasal bones
begin consequently lower down. In front of the spurious
horns are several rugosities; the parietal is broad, and
surmounted by an elevated crest of the sinciput; the su
perior arch of the orbits" is also more straight than usual,
and more prolonged over the eyes. In this specimen the
osseous cores of the superior horns alone remain two
inches and three-quarters - long, but no comparison can
be made of the horny sheaths themselves; the skull is
something above seven inches in length.· There is a
second skull in the Museum of Mr. Brooks, from which, we
believe, Dr. Leach drew the characters of his TetraCef'U8
Striaticornis. It is, perhaps, worth remarking, that in this
racemus the interorbital horns appear to be composed in
the ~reater part of corneous matter, with only a short bony
nucleus within.

• M. de Blainville, mistaking the meaning of the ticket attached
to the head, says, it is namro,d Hoornadabad in India, whereas the
specimen is stated to have been brought from Moonhadabad.
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In the paper before noticed, General Hardwicke expresses
a doubt that the 'head here described is not of the same
species with the Chickara, and we are inclined to the same
opinion, especially since the drawing of a four-homed an
telope was published by M. F. euvier, communicated to

him by the late M. Duvaucel, who, it appears, represents
the species as belonging to N epaul. In this figure, of
which we were enabled to make a copy through the kind
DellS of M. Cuvier, the superior horns are slightlyannulated,
whereas in the Chickara they are perfectly smooth; the·
animal is also more elevated on the legs, and the colour of
the back is brownish; the ears are larger, with three faint
streaks within them; ~e spurious horns stand before the
middle of the line between the orbits, and not behind that
Jine, as in the Chickara, and the suborbital sinus termi-

or

nates in a round opening, and not in a slit like the other;
the under jaw is white, and the tail longer. It may, there
fore, be presumed that the Duvaucelian figure represents
the Quadricomis,. in which the more advanced position of
the spurious horns is very evident; nor can we assent to
the conclusions in the note at the end of General Hard
wicke's communication to the Linnman Society, that the figure
in queStion is copied from his specim~n, because we have
been allowed by M. F. Cuvier to copy several other draw
ings of ruminants, forwarded by that gentleman from India,
some of which will be noticed in the sequel, including specimens
from Nepaul. We think these observations due to the memory
of M. Duvaucel, whosE.' zeal in pursuit of natural history has
led to a premature death.·

• Dr. Leach hlUl favoured 'us with a note respecting hill Tetra
certU Striaticornis, in which he expressly statea, II Horns longitu
dinally striated, transversely atriolated, with rings at their bases."
Thia character appean.to agree with M. Duvaucel's Chickara, or
our Quadricornis, and supplies the characters deficient in the skull
above noticed.
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'I'HB CEPHALOPHl!(B GROUP.

We place, among others, in this group. the animals which
have been noticed by authors under the name of Grimmea,
varying very considerably in stature, but all distinguishable
by a tuft of hair rising from the forehead, and more or less
spread between the horns; by a pouch or sack opening be
tween the orbits and the nostrils, in some (orming a black
slit in the shape of a segment of a circle ending near the
nostrils, in others by a puncture near the comer of the
mouth, and seemingly appropriated to a different purpose
in the animal economy, than the usual lachrymary sinus.
The horns of all are small, straight, or nearly so, reclining,
placed high on the forehead, black, with wrinkles or annuli;
the muzzle is rather developed arid black, a~d several have
the forehe84i entirely covered with long fulvous hair, parting
to the right and left from the centre. With the exception
of one, they want no brushes, the pasterns" are "short, aDd
mostly of a dark colour, passing in" a streak upwards' to be
yond the knees; the tail is short and tufted with long black
hairs; the females are without horns, and have two or four
mammre. The group extends over South Africa, from
Senegal to the Cape of Goop Hope. It is probable that the
whole is possessed of nearly similar manners; residing in
bushes and low co\'ers, standing up on the hind-legs to look
out for danger, even leaping into the air to overlook obstrocting
vegetation, and then running into concealment from one bush
to another. These manners, and the strong family resemblance
maintain~d through them all, aecount for the difference 0'
stature assigned to species under the same" name, and the vain
endeavours to make them agree.

The BWJh Antelope. CA. SilrJicultrix.*) This species is

• Silvicultrix appears to be a wrong translation of Bush Goat.
The Swedish Zoologist haa no doubt mistaken the meaning of bush,
and considered it lynonymoWl with forest; Deamarete jUltly appliel
the term Buillon.
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known to the British residents at. Sierra Leone by the name
of Bush Goat; it is of considerable stature, and if really
belonging to the present group, the largest of the whole.
The length from nose to tail is five feet; height at the
shoulders less than three, and at the croup three feet two
inches; the head is ten inches long, and both the borns and
ears four, and the tail six; the bead, as in others of the group,
is oval, the snout pointed; tbe horns, reclined on tbe pro
longation of the .plane of t.be face, are sbort, very straight,
pointed, closely wrinkled for about six lines, then marked
witb inequalities for the space of an inch more; the points
diverge outwards; the ears, situate near the root of tbe
horns, are about the same length, rounded at tip, and the
eyes are furnished with heavy eye-lashes; the tail hanging
and bush-like; the anus naked; the legs are slender
without tufts; the mamm18 two; the fur generally soft,
recumbent and shining, principally of a dark brown colour,
paler on the nef:k and flanks, greyish on the thighs and
buttocks, almost yellow on the throat, and Isabella co
lour along the spine, widening over the loins, where the
hair lengthens to two inches; hair of the head sbort and
close; anterior part of the cbeeks, sides of the nose and
chin of a dirty yellowish-white; chaffron and forehead of a
dear brown, sunnounted by a tuft of hairs one inch and a
half long, covering the root of the horns; the external side
of the ears brown, the internal greyish; the tail dark; tbe
legs chestnut browIL

This species inhabits the bushy acclivities of the open
mountains of Sierra Leone. and the vicinity of the Upper
Quia and Pongas rivers. It quits the cover about sun-rise
to feed, and is then shot by sportsmen. It is not so fleet as
other Antelopes, and its venison is esteemed. From the above
account, extracted from the .4.cta Upsal. by M. Afzelius.
this animal is nearly allied to the next, perhaps they form
only varieties of the same species.
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The Broad-eared .Antelope. (A. Platous.•) There exist in
the Museum of the Missionary Society of London, the spoils
of an antelope belonging to this group, brought from the
Cape, under the wrong name of Steenbock. The specimen is
enclosed in a case, and in a recumbent attitude, and when
the sketch and notes were taken, it was placed in an un
favourable light; some inaccuracy may, therefore, exist in
the description. It is estimated to be in length equal to
the preceding, with a very pointed snout and diminutive
muzzle. The horns are sub-erect, not five inches long, black,
straight, divergent, round, and very sharp at the tips,
somewhat irregularly annulated to three-fourths of their
length; the ears are very wide, pointed, l0lleaer than the
horns, whitish within, and dun-coloured on the outside;
the eyes are large, edged with black eyelashes, and beneath
them, more on the cheek than usual, is a black spot, mark
ing the suborbital opening. From the vicinity of the nos
trils the chaffron is dark sepia, spreading wider at the
commencement of the forehead, from whence the hair is
more lengthened and bristly, of a bright brown, and tumed
upwards, 80 as to cover the base of the horns. Round the
nose and mouth, the fur is close and fine, of a yellowish
white and fawn colour on the cheeks, round the eyes and
temples. The back of the neck is brown, becoming paler
as it approaches the throat, by a mixture of fawn colour,
and the throat itself is almost white; t.he shoulders. and
back are of the same mixture of brown, fulvous, and fawn,
colours, but we observed no lengthened hairs on the croup,
as in the former; the belly and inside of the limbs are
grey; the legs fine and firm, yellowish-brown in colour,
without tufts, and the hoofs small, pointed, and black; the
tail is of the colour of the back, not bushy, and appears
full six inches long, but without a terminal tuft. ThE.' spt>-
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cimen seemed long in the body, and the fore legs may be
some inches lower than the hind, of which the shanks are
evidently long.

By the denomination of Steenbock, though it be applied
to the wrong species, we may infer that the animal resides
on rocky mountains in the interior of Catrraria, but its
habits are unknown. If it be the same as Silvicultrix, the
species must extend from Senegal to the banks of the
Gareep. The figure was designated in the original series
of drawings in our possession, by the name of Platous,
before the description of Silvicultrix was publish~d, and
we have thence preferred retaining them separately, be
cause there appear no proofs that the species of the Cape
Colonies and Nigritia are the same, excepting that they
both reside on the east coost of Africa, and our speci
men was understood to have come from the vicinity of the
Gareep. There i~, besides, a' doubt that Silvicultrix is
described from a female, in which case that species cannot
belong to the present group, but must be referred to
another not at present determinable.

Four-tufted Antelope. CA.. Quadriscopa.) We saw this
singular and hitherto undescribed. species in a living state
at Exeter 'Change. where it was kept for some time and
then sold, but being excessively shy, we understood that it
met with an accident in· removing, and probably perished.
Thu8 much it is necessary to premise. in order to explain
why a more accurate ~escription could not be obtained. It
was les8 elevated on the legs than a roebuck, but about
equally long in the body; the head round with a tapering nose
and muzzle; the horus about four inches long, situate rather
high on the head, nearly straight, divergent, slightly bent
back, round, black, sharp at the tips, with about six or
seven small annuli at base; the ears rather wide, longer
than the horns, marked with two black strie within; the
neck long, the body rather bulky, and the legs very elegant;
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the forehead was covered with longish hair of a mixed buft'
and sepia-grey, darker down the nose; the back of the
ears similarly coloured; from their root, passing round the
eyes to the mouth, the colour was buff. A small lachrymary
opening appeared under the eye, and between that and the
nose a narrow dark streak, apparently not open but naked.
The cheeks, neck, back, flanks, and thighs were of a similar
buff and sepia-grey, paler on the flank, and towards the
belly and buttock edged with an indistinct darker band;
the lips, breast, belly, inside of the limbs, buttocks and
houghs, were white j the external and anterior face of the
arms and hind-legs dirty buff, marked above the knees with
four narrow and dark cross streaks, similar to those usually
seen on the legs of mules; but the most remarkable cha
racter was, that brushes or tufts of hair of a dark colour
marked each leg below the knees of the anterior, and on
the upper anterior face of the posterior j the pasterns were
short, and the hoofs small, black, and pointed. The individual
was brought from Senegal.

Burchelt, Antelope. (A. Burchelli.) In the Cephalo
phine group, the Duiker or Dodging Antelope appears to

form not a species alone, but a small racemulus, being
surrounded by others so nearly allied, that they may be reo
garded as varieties, although we believe it most advisable
to describe them separately, leaving the question of iden
tity to future investigation. At the head of these, appears
a specimen shot by Mr. Burchell's hunters, who as we
were informed, considered it as new to them, nor did a
second come under his observation. The spoils of the animal
are now in the British Museum, and although the charac
ters in general would refer them to a A. Mergens, yet when
compared with several specimens of that species, procured
by the same indefatigable naturalist, the differences are
sufficiently obvious, The total length, from the nose to the

. rump, is three feet five inches; from the nose to the horus
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seven inches; length of the horns, five inches; of the ears,
six inches; total leogth of the fore-leg, one foot three
inches; lenw.h of the posterior canDon bone, or from the
toe to the hough, one foot. The structure of the animal,
and particularly of the limbs, is remarkably solid; the horDs
placed. high on the head, little elevated Crom the plane of
the nose, much approximated, parallel, the superior third
alone slightly bent outward, and then again inward and
forward; they are black,' round, and obtuse at the point,
shew at base a succession of six or seven very irregular
coarse wrinkles, then a striated space, surmounted by a
second series of irregular wrinkles, strilB and obsolete an
nuli, not easily described with clearness. There is DO ex
ternal opening of a lachrymary sinus, and the suborbital
pouch is scarce perceptible; the ears are wide, long, and
open, marked with three greyish streaks within; round the
base of the horns, the hair is long, lying outwards, and
upon them of a bright fulvous colour; the forehead is
dun, and the chaffron black down to the muzzle, which is
small and round: round the eyes, cheeks, sides of the nose,
and back of the ears, the colour is reddish-buff grey; the
~eck, back, flanks, croup and buttocks, are. covered with
rather coarse loose hair of a brownish rusty dun colour,
producing a dark Isabella tint; the throat, belly, and in
side of the limbs, more ashy; the tail is short, twisted, lined
with coarse hair, above black, beneath white; the legs
dark buff, with a blackish streak down their front, from the
shoulder to the fetlock, from whence it spreads, and reD
ders the pastern wholly black; the hind·legs have a similar
line along the shanks, and upon the anterior part of the
pasterns; these are very short and strong, and the hoofs
rather high pointed and black.

W ~ propose to distinguish, provisionally, this species by
the Dame of the traveller, to whose arduous enterprise we
are indebted for this and many other subjects of the ruminating
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order. It was, we believe, obtained in the interior of the west
side of Caffraria.

The Duiker Bock. (A. Mergens.) There is a particular
distinguishing character about the horns of this species,
which separate it unequivocally from all other Antelopes.
It Consists in a ridge more or less obsolete, rising on the
anterior surface, and passing through the four or five
annuli of' the middle, but not through the closer wrinkles
at the base. The horns do not exceed four inches in length,
somewhat more distant at their root than in the preceding,
diverging slightly, bending outwards and more reclining
along the plane of the face, black, and obtusely pointed;
the total length of the animal is from three feet two inches
to three feet six inches, and the height about twenty-one
inches at the shoulder, and twenty three on the croup, or
something more; the forehead is entirely covered w~th

long coarse hair, reaching above the base of the horn!', of a
fulvous colour, which passes also over the back of the ears :
these are five inches long with three dark streaks on their
inner surface; the chaffron has the same black streak
down to the muzzle, and the legs similar dark markings,
and somewhat the same robust. structure as the former, but

_on the side of the nose a dark naked slit is very percept
ible; the fur is of a light brown colour, close and smooth,
and the throat, breast, belly, inside of the lim~s, and under
part of the tail, are partially white. In the female the
white extends along the back of the legs, and the dark
colours on the front are wanting. Among the different
specimens examined, the fulvous hair of the forehead was
I'lometimes tanlished, and the annuli of the horns scarce
perceptible, but the basal wrinkles and the anterior ridge
always prominent. The frontal ornament is then often in
the shape of a single tuft placed between the ears, espe
cially in the females, and the whitish parts ashy. These
may be signs of youth, for in an old male the colour of the
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fur resembled the Burchellian, but the characters of the horns
were decidedly of the present species.

This species is easily tamed to a certain degree, but
always timid, becoming alanned at the least unusual noise,
and concealing itself on hearing thunder. It resides in
bushy plains, alone, or in pairs, rising upon the hind-legs
to look round. making a blowing noise with the nostrils,
and then stooping and flying under the cover of the vegeta
tion to stand and rise up again: we have compared eleven
specimens.

Dodger Antelope. (A. Ptoox.) The name of Duiker in
the Dutch language, is derived from Duiken, to dodge, to
stoop, not to dive; it has been applied at the Cape to th6
former animal, and transferred by zoologists to the present,
and even to the next, or the true Grimm. The species or
perhaps variety of the Duiker now under consideration, is
here designated by the English name, for an instinctive
qualification in its manners, which ill this particular re
semble the true Duiker, and the specific name is that
which Professor Lichtl'nstein has pointed out for this or
the former species. There is so much similarity in the
general aspect of the two species as to be easily con
foundl'd. The distinctions, howevl'r, appear to be, that the
present is somewhat less in stature, or the size of a kid,
more delicately framed, destitute of the prominent muzzle,
the nostrils bl'ing almost orine, and the horDs scarce thrl'e
inches long, bending outwards, with only three annuli,
black, round, pointed, and without ridge in front; between
them there is a small black brush of hairs standing up like
a feather; the orbits are rather promilll'nt; the lachry
mary sinus a little prolonged, and showing, midway between
the eye and mouth, the small perforation of the lowel'
pouch; the face and forehead is of a rusty dUll colour; the
sides of the head and external face of the ears, fawn; a
little white about the lips, throat, breast, lowel' abdomen

VOL. IV. T
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and inside of the limbs; the ears are not four inches long,
and whitish inside; the general colour of the neck and
back is pale dun; a black streak passes from below the
knees, covering the anterior part of the pastern, and a
similar spot marks the posterior pastern; the tail is short,
dun at base and black at the end. We bave compared two
specimens, both males, one from the Cape, the other from
Western Africa.

Although there are marked distinctions between the thl'f'e
above-described species, and there is no direct evidence to
shew tbat they arise from difference of age, of wbich Burchell's
would be the old, and the present the young, yet it was
thought preferable to place them under different names,
particularly as the Ptoox is both more daring and agile, and
said to have a different voice.

The Grimm. (A. Grimmia.) This species is now dis
tinctly known by the description of M. F. Cuvier, from the
living animal: it is lower than the above, more clumsily
built, but equally active and vigorous. The head is rather
heavy, terminated by a prominent muzzle; the horns very
short, stout, reclining. and almost concealed by the profusion
of black hair covering the forehead, and rising between the
horns to a point: this colour descends the whole length
of the face; the ears are short and wide, white on the inside
and pale gray on the outside; below the eye tbere is a
lengthened slit, observed in several of the former, containing
an unctuous substance, but no lachrymary sinus; tbe region
about tbe eyes, cheeks, and side of the nose is fulvous-fawn
colour, passing in a lower tint down the neck, shoulders,
and flanks; the under jaw is white, and the lips and chin
dark ash colour; from the withers to tbe tail, a broad
bluish ash coloured streak covers the back and croup.
mixing with the fawn coloured flanks by an intermediate
space of fulvous, which passes also along the buttoeks and
thighs; the tail is longer than in the former, black, with
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a little fawn at the sides; the poilterior legs and internal
face of the thighs are blackish ash colour, the anterior
of the same tone having only a small streak at Ihe back
of the arm paler; the female is more coarsely fawn, and
ashy gray on the back and sides, but the black streak down
the face is very conspicuous, ending in a broad pointed tuft.
above the forehead.

The male measures, from nose to tail, about twenty-seven
inches in length; the head six; the stature at the shoulder
seventel'n, and at the croup eighteen inches: the pair were
brought from Senegal, and were excesl!ively active and timid.
There is a skin of a fawn. probably of this species, in the
British Museum, brought from Sierra Leone. It is eighteen
inches long, the horns just pointing above the hair, seated
far back, about half an inch in length; the head is oval, with
small muzzle, and a slit on each side of the nose; the ears
rounded at tip, mouse colour: general colour, dark brown and
red gray.

Maxwell's Antelope. CA. Maxwellii.) A specimen some
what inferior in size was brought home from Sierra Leone
by Colonel Charles Maxwell. It was an adult female,
which produced a kid while in captivity. Comparing this
animal with the female Grimm, the differences are that its
size is somewhat inferior and more elegant; the head, seen
in fronl, is squarer above the orbits; the eaTll are longer
and more pointed; the muzzle is equally full and round,
but beneath the "eye there is a blackish spot, and low down
on the cheek a puncture opening the pouch, corresponding
nearly with the upper maxillary perforation; the forehead
and nose are dark coloured, with a streak on each side
above the eyes, resembling brows; between these and the
eyes, the cheeks and sides of the face, the colour is pale
dun; the neck, back, and croup, dark brownish-dun,
lighter on the flanks; the inside of the ears, breast, in
ternal face of the legs and anterior part of Ihe thighs and

T2
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belly, white; mammlB, four in number, and pale yellow,
form a small udder; the tail is two inches long. and black;
the hoofs small, vpry pointed and black: the specimen
lived two years in England. No dpcisive opinion can well
be formpd respecting the locality of t.he animal in a syste
matic view. while the male remains unknown, but it
appears to form the passage from the present group to. the
next. We suspect this to be the Philantomba of the Sierra
Leone Negroes; not uncommon there and yet not clearly
described •.

The Slate-coloured Antelope. CA. Cterula.) This species
is known among the Dutch colonists at the Cape. by the
name of Blauwbockje. and Klepne Blauwbock, or Little
Blue Goat. The malp. among the donations of Mr. Bur
chell to the British MU!leum. measures about twenty-eight
inches from nose to tail, nearly thirteen inches at the
shoulder, and fourtepn at the croup: the head is rather
long and pointed, with a small muzzle; no lachrymary
opening is perceptible. but lower down towards the .nose
there appears an indication of a lower pouch; the horns
are one inch and a half long, recumbent. with the tips
turned upwards; they are round. black, and pointed. hav
ing five semi-annuli in front, partly concealed by the hair;
the ears are rather short. open, and round. white on the
inside; the back part, a space round the eyes and the lpgs
are buff; the face, cheeks, neck. body, and thighs, a slat.y
purplish-blue with a cast of brown, which predominates
as the specimens continue to be pxposed in a stuffed state;
the lips. chin, a spot on the throat, the breast, belly, inside
of the limbs. and anterior part of the thighs. white; the
shanks. or canllon bones of the fore-legs, are seven inches

• Since writing the above, a gentleman, long rellident about
Sierra Leone, inform8 U8, that the Philantomba i8 the animal noticed
a8 a kid in the preceding article, in which case it i8 nearly allied
to the Kleenebock, or A. Perpusilla.
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long; the posterior to the houghs six inches; the pasterns
only half an inch; the hoofs oval, three-quarters of an

. inch long, and horn colour; the spurious hoofs very small
but distinct. A female in the Museum of Paris is smaller
and lower, the blue colours more distinct, but less white about
the belly or limbll.

There are good figures of this species in Mr. Daniell's
Sketches of Southern Africa j its Dutch name Blauwbockje
bas caused it sometimes to be confounded with A. Leuco
phcea. The species residPR in woods and bushy plains on the
borders of the Cape Colony; it is fleet and cunning, and was
formerly more common near Cape Town.

The Kleenebock. (A. Perpusilla.) This species ill some
what less, or about twenty-six inches from the nose to the
tail; the head is shorter, more suddenly pointed to the
muzzle; the form more graceful, but the make of the ears
and the appearance of a suborbital sack as in the former;
the colours in general are dull brownish-buff on the face
and back, the limbs paler buff, and the throat, belly, and
interior side of the thighs, whitt:'; the hair on the forehead
is somewhat longer than on the face; the horns are black,
conical, horizontally reclined, lliender, and the points slightly
turned inwardil, and nearly two inches long; no lachrymary
opening, but tbe lower slit visible. In the mouth the inter
mediate incisors are broad and in contact; the pasterns are
rather long; the hoofs and the spurious hoofs very small.
This species inhabits the under-wood and open forests of the
mterior of Caffraria, where it is known to the Hottentots by
the name of Noumetje, and to the colonists by that of the
Kleenebock : we consider it as perhaps a variety of the Ccerula,
but of a different species from the next.

THE NEOTRAGINE GROUp·.

In thill section are included the smallest specit.'S of the

" NfO" j'Uvenis, rpayo" hire'Us.
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genus. They are distinguished by an oval head, with a
pointed snout, terminating in a diminutive muzzle; the horns
are 'Very small, lying horizontally on the top of the head,
with a few annuli or semi-annuli to the front, and the base
not concealed by the hair of the forehead, though somewhat
lengthened, and retaining the Cephalophine character; the
pan of all are short and round; the lachrymary opening is
not as yet sufficientiy investigated, but appean to be wanting
in one species; there are no brushes on the knees, and
the tail is short; the females are deprived of horns, and
have two teats? These very delicate creatures are confined
to Central and Southern Africa, living in solitude in the
forests; their voice is said to be a loud and shrill warbling
kind of cry.

The Guevei. (A. Pygmea.) It is the female of this. spt'
cies which has been so often confounded with, or caused
the establishment of, t.he Pigmy Musk, a species altogether
very doubtful; yet ill this species t.here are two "arieties,
if not actually different animals. The larger Guevei, or
Royal Antelope of PenDant, is about eleven inches high at
the shoulder, and near twenty inches in length from the
nose to the tail; the horns are one inch and a quarter long,
placed high on the head, rath('r close, bulky at base, black,
with one or two prominent annuli, then taper suddenly to a
sharp point; there is a small lachrymary opening before the
eye, no appearance of a sack beneath it; the muzzle is
complete, round, and black; the ears are short, round, and
lined with white hair within, and the outside, face, cheeks,
upper lips, neck, back, thighs, and legs, are bright bay,
more buff on the limbs; the under jaw, chin, throat, an
terior part and inside of the thighs, white; the breast and
belly grayish-white, mixed with yellow; the tail is short,
hairy, bay above, and white beneath; the legs are very
slender, the pasterns rather long, and the hoofs black;
the spurious hoofs appear wanting in some specimens.
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The females are smaller, hornless, and more dull in
colour.

The Guevei Kaior, or smaller Pigmy Antelope, is still
less. A young female, which appeared to belong to this
variety or species, was in Mr. Bullock's Museum; the size
of the body scarcely exceeded that of a Nomay rat; the
head was round, with a short nose, no distinct muzzle, the
eyes much nearer the mouth than in the preceding; the
ears round, and the general colour a reddish orange, with a
silky gloss, darkest and most vivid on the forehead and
back; the throat, breast, and belly, white; nose, legs, and
groin, buff; the ears, with a dark border, were translucent,
white on the inside, and darkish on the back; there was a

small dark spot at the anterior corner of the eye; two teats
were observable, no spurious hoofs, and the tail was about
three-quarters of an inch long, and rufous. It stood under
a bell glass, and could not be more than eight inches high
at the shoulder, the legs not exceeding the thickness of a
large goose quill.

The Gueveis are brought from Guinea, but too delicate
to survive a sea voyage; they are said to be prodigiously
active in proportion to their size. Of the Guevei we have
compared two specimens, male and female. The figure in
the frontispiece of Shaw's Zoology, taken from the Leverian
specimen, is the best published; the others seem to be of
the Guevei Kaior, of which we have seell several skins, all
of females, and similar to that described. It is not rare in
Ashantee.

Salt's Antelope. CA. Markka.) Mr. Salt brought
from Abyssinia the spoils of a small speci.es allied to the
above, and M. de Blainville noticed them under the name of
A. Saliiana, from the fragment preserved in the Royal
College of Surgeons. The head, deprived of the anterior part
of the face, shews the horns with six or seven semi-annuli.
the points slightly turned forwards j they are one inch and
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three quarters long; the ears broad and oval; the eyes
without lachrymary sinus, and probably without a pouch
below; tht> hair on the head is very fine, short, and close, of a
pale buff colour; but tile dimensions of the legs, as given by
M. de Blainville (for they no longer exist), make it doubtful
whether they belonged to the same animal: they have very
long pointed hoofs. I t is known by the name of Madoka, in
its native regions.

THE TRAGELAPHUiIE Gaoup.

We preserve this group, with one exception, !luch as it
was originally instituted by M. de Blainville. The species
are few, uniting considerable elegance of form, with singular
ly-opposed colours; but their horns depart considerably from
the true Antilopine type, having ridges, which give them an
angular and comprell8pd character, in some slightly twisted,
spiral, or lyrated. They ha\'e a small muzzle, no suborbital
opening, and the females, provided with four mammle,. are
destitute of horns? This group resides chiefly in the deepest
glens of woody mount.ains, living in solitude or in pairs, feed
in~ in the night, and springing with great elasticity; they are
timid and vigilant, and seem not to extend beyond Nigritia,
and South Africa.

The Boschbock. CA. Sylvatica.) The Boschbock is one
of those animals which unite elegance and vigour with a
singular distribution of lively colours. The fine specimen
in Mr. Burchell's collection, measured about five feet three
inches in length, two feet seven inches and a quarter at the
shoulder, and two feet nine inches at the croup; but there
are specimens of larger dimensions. The head is seven inches
and the horns ten inches in length; the ears and tail each
six inches; the horns are marked with an obsolete 'ridge in
front, and another very distinct in the rear; they are placed
high on the head, parallel with the face, and in their ascent
are both spiral and lyrate, black, closely annulated, even
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across the anterior ridge, to near the tips, which turn out
wards and forwards; the ears are narrow, but not pointed;
the neck is rather short. the head, neck, back of the ears,
body, shoulders, and thighs, are of a brilliant chestnut
colour; the inside of the ears, part of the under jaw, three
spots along the cheek, one larger upon the throat, one on
the shoulder, a narrow line along the spine, six spots near
it, whereof three before and three behind the hips, five
near the groin, amI six low down near the anterior part of
the thigh, are pure white, as also two lengthened spots on
the anterior part of the upper arm, the belly, inside of the
thighs, and the legs from the joints downwards. A white line
on the back passes down the' tail, which is dark at the sides ;
the chaffron and lips are darker than the rest of the head;
the muzzle consists of a naked spot between the nostrils
white or flpsh-colour; the hoofs are small and black. In
the disposition of the smaller white spots there is some
variation, but the larger are fixed.

There i, a specimen in the Museum of Edinburgh, the
horns of which are slender, about six inches and a haIr
long, not spiral, but with a ridge in the front, and five or
six annuli at base, the superior half smooth and wavy; the
colour of the fur is pale rufous, and the white spots less·
distinct and regular. This individual has been regarded as a
female, but if the female be hornless, it can be only a young
male; unfortunately a partial mutilation renders the ques
tion doubtful. If the females be without horns, as asserted,
they must also be much more difficult to obtain, for among
the immense number of materials collected by us on this
genus, not one occurs.

Sparrman and Alaman first described the Boschbock; but
the only goOd figure yet published is that in Mr. Daniell's
Sketc/les of African &enery. ]t is considered as affording
good venison, the breast in particular being much prized.
At present the species is chiefly, if not exclusivt'ly, found
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in tbe Colony of the Cape of Good Hope, east gf CamtoOi
River. It is monogamous, living concealed in deep fol'l'llts,
most active in the night., when its "oice, consisting in a
kind of barking, sometimes deceives travellers, inducing
them to fancy that they are near human habitations, when,
in fact. the voice of the Boschbock is a sure indication that
they are far from the haunts of man. From some cause, not
satisfactorily explained, the males are often found with the
throat bare, as if worn off by running through under-wood;
but that supposition does not agree with the invariable law
of nature, which provides completely for the necessary cir
cumstances of the assigned locality of its creaturt"s; it is
more probably the effect of disease, or of the attack of
insects.

The Harnessed .Antelope. (.A. Scripta.) Mr. Adanson
first noticed the Guib, or Harnessed Antelope, and Buffon
both figured and dl'scribed the male. It is an animal of
considerable beauty, more slenderly formed than Sy[vatica,
about the size' of a fallow-deer; four feet eight inches
long, two feet seven inches and a half at the shoulder, and
two feet eight inches and a half at the croup; the ears are
five inches long, and the tail six incht"s; the horns of the
male are black, about seven inches long, recumbent, or on
the same plane with the face. placed high, straight. with a
slight wue, rather stout at base. with two ridges twisting
spirally one and a half turn round their axis; the eyes are
without lachrymary opening, but the anterior lids are pro
longed. and the muzzle ill a mere naked space between the
nostrils; the colour of the head, back of the ears, neck,
back, flanks, belly, croup. and exterior side of the limbs, is
a bright fulvous-bay i the nose, mouth, under jaw, throat,
breast, a long streak upon the anterior part of the upper
arm, the anterior side of the thigh, and a little about the
hoofs, are white; two narrow white lines pass on each side
from the withers downwards, in an oblique direction, one
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to the flank, and the other towards the groin, both are in
tersected at right angles by two or three similar narrow
lines across the centre of the back, followed by four or five
others, but shorter across the croup; on the thigh are nine
or ten small white spots; two others are near the cubitus of
the fore-lE'gs, and one or two on the cheek beneath the eyes,
and the extreme edge of the buttocks, is white; on the belly
the rufous is duller, and in the female that part, the throat
and breast are wholly white. This sex also wants the darker
tone on the middle of the forehead, on the posterior pasterns,
and the streak more or less extended on the shanks of the
fore-legs, as usually seen in the males.

Of this species we have compared a male and a female.
It is found in. the woods and plains of the country of the
Jalo&, and on the Senegal. ProCessor Lichtenstein, and
others, considered it as sometimes found in Caffraria j but
Mr. Burchell, during his four years' residence in the in
terior, did not observe it, nor is the assertion of the colonists
to be relied on, as their Bontebock is commonly applied to
A. Euclaore, and even to Pygargus.

The Ribbed Antelope. (A. Plaalerata.) We 8E'parate
from the Guib the present species, which M. Desmarets
considered to differ only on account of nonage; but the
constant recurrence of the same marks of difference in the
specimens we have examined, warrant the opinion of a dif
ference of species. The horns are small, three or four inches
long, reclining, conical, not compressed, without ridges or
transverse, protuberance in frout. Although the animal is
altogether smaller, the forehead is comparatively broader,
the nose shorter, and terminatt'd by a small black muzzle:
the fur is less vivid in colour. A black line of hair passes
along the spine, edged on each side with white, commenc
ing on the withers, and terminating at the root of the tail;
from each of the white lines nine others descl'nd perpendi.
cularly in the form of narrow ribs, without, howE'ver, unit-
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ing with a second transverse line, which commences on the
middle, or at the insertion of the shoulder blade with the
humerus, and passes obliquely downwards to the groin. On
the .thighs are nine or ten white spots; the white lips and
chin, two similarly-coloured spots on the lower jaw, and one
on each side of the anterior angle of the eye, with a dark
blackish spot between them, mark the face; the tail is long,
reaching nearly to the houghs, bay above, white beneath, and
black at the end; the rufous colour extends over the belly, the
posterior part of the arm, and hind-legs, leaving a length
ened white streak from the point of the shoulder towards
the knees; from thence the legs are anteriorly dark to the
pasterns, and posteriorly white; the anterior .part of the
thighs and hind-legs to the hoofs are likewise white, with
only a dark spot above the pastern; the hoofs are rather
high, and appear more enlargt"d than in tbe former.

There are, we believe, in the Paris Museum, three l!peci
mens of this animal, one male and two females. We have
seen a male and female in London, and have possessed the
skin of a kid nearly adult, which differed from the former
only in the rufous colour, being. more yellow, the streaks on
the back being more distant from the spine, and the four.
lumbar transverse ribs ending in round spots; besides
which there were twenty-one others on the flank and croup,
and the lateral streak commenced behind the elbow, with
two additional white spots further forward on the shoulder,
and two others near the junction of the neck and withers.
The length of this skin was not quite three feet six inches,
and shewed that the white spots disappear gradually, as tbe
lines becomes more distinct and eKtended; but also that tbe
dorsal white lines approach with age towards the spine,
rather than descend to the flanks. The London specimens
were all, we believe, brought from the expedition up the
river Congo; and it is worth observing, tbat Professor
Smith, in the few notes of his hand which ha\'e been pre-
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8erved, notices the sight. of herbs of a small species of An
telope striped with white; and as he was thoroughly versed
in Zoology, he would have recognised them to be the
&ripta, if he had not considert'd them as of a differt'nt
species. Hence, also, it is probable that they differ in
manners from the former;. and we find that they reside on
the barren plains above the great falls of the Zezere, or
Congo.

THE N ..£MORH..£DINE GROUP.

Several of the lath'!r groups shewed a gradual decline of
the typical characters of Antelope, both in the horns and
limbs, approaching more and more towards the genus
Capra, and the present appears still more nearly allied to it.
The deer-like conformation of their structure is not only reo
placed by robuster forms, but the head assumes a Caprine
shape; the mild dark eye of the true Antelopes gives place
to the yellow or light hazel pupil; the skull is solid and
heavy, but the horns still retain a round and falcated cha
racter, which is intermediate between 'the Cephalophine
racemus, and Capra, and some shew the pouch upon the
intermaxillary bone, and the muzzle common to the for
mer; on the other hand, the legs, and the character of the
hair, which is coarse, and onen shaggy, belong to the latter.
They Beem to have, invariably, a white mark on the throat:
the females are hornless, and have two mammal? They
reside principally in the forests and high mountains of Central
~sia, and of the great Indian Archipelago.

The Cambing Ootan. (A. Sumatrensis.) Mr. Marsden
first described this specif'S in his history of Sumatra, and a
specimen was formerly preserved in the British Museum.
The Malay name signifies wood-goat; and it would appear
that there are varieties, if not different species of this ani-

, mal, on the neighbouring islands. The body, limbs, and
form of the _Cambing are compact, measuring about four
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feet six inches in length, from the nose to the tail, arid two
feet four inches in height at the shoulder; the muzzle is
broad, black, and moist; the suborbital sinus is consider
able, secreting a yellowish viscous humour througtl a nar
row opening, aud showing, on £'ach side upon the inter
maxillary bone, a naked and smooth streak of eighteen or
1wenty lines in length; the horns are six inches long.
rather stout at base, nearly reclining with the plane of the
nose, r£'curved one inch distant below. three inches at
the tips, furnished with ten or tW£'lve wrinkles and annuli,
and the pointa smooth; the middle incisors of the teeth
are very broad, and the lat£'ral not overlapping, but touch
ing and spreading outwards; the head and body is entirely
cov£'red with black hair, close upon the sides of the face,
longer and rougher on the body; but the neck from behind
the homs to the end of the witherll is furnished with white
hair, still longer and very abundant, forming a kind of
mane; from the corners of the mouth the under jaw and
gullet are likewise covered with long white hair, mixed
with som£' yellowish; the legs are black, and the tail of the
same colour is short, and furnished with longish hairs; the
hoofs high and strongly resemble those of a goat; the female
is without horns, and has less white about the neck and
throat.

A drawing. which we copied from an original in the pos
S('Bsion of a Dutch gentleman. representffi an animal of
this genus. probably a vari£'ty, said to be from Malacca. In
this the face, from the nose to the middle of the forehead,
was distinctly marked with a chafl'ron of long and coarse
black hair, the ch£'eks, neck, and body being bluish ash.
and the fur short and shining; on the withers a small
tuft. and beneath the under jaw a small spot of white. In
other respects resembling the Cambing, but more slender
and el£'gant in form.

The species resides In the mountain forests of Sumatra,
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and is represented as singularly active and lively. We have
seen the spoils of two males; the head and skulls of both
sexes are in the Royal College of Surgeons and several
drawings, among which those transmitted to M. Cuvier by
the late M. Duvaucel.

Duvaucef8 Antelope. (A. Duvaucelii.) This provi
sional name is proposed for an animal of this group, the
figure of which was sent with the above by M. Duvaucel;
but we believe the description never reached M. Cuvier.
Judging from the drawing, it Ulay be considered an animal
nearly allied to the Cambing Ootan, somewhat higher at
the shoulders, equally robust in the limbs, and about the
head, but with horns still more recumbent, apparently less
annulated and· straighter; the lachrymary opening not per
c~ptible; the muzzle smaller; the hair clo!.'er and sborter;
the tail a little longer; the colours entirely ashy gray-brown,
more rufous on the inner face of the limbs and thighs; the
lips and chin, lower part of the jaw and gullet, white; a
small white mane from the nape to the withers standing
erect, or reclined backwards, edged at the base with a black
line; the hoofs are longer and more pointed than in the
preceding.

M. F. Cuvier permitted us to take a copy of the original
drawing in his pOSlSession; the habitat is unknown to us.

The Goral. (A. Goral.) The Goralis in size equal to the
Common Goat, being three feet one inch in length, and two
feet at the shoulder. The head is conical, rat.her compressed
and tapering suddenly from the eyes to the snout, very
wide across the cheeks, and narrowing toward the fore
head; the horns are black, four inches and a half long,
subulate, approximating at base, gently bending backwards
and slightly diverging; they are smooth, excepting at their
base, which· is marked with five or six rings, occupying
about one-third of the whole length; the eyes are rather
large, of a dark brown, surrounded with a cirde of whitish
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hairs, and long, slender, and black eyelashes; the ears
large, five inch('ll in length, ovate, erect; hairs within
white; the neck proportionably long; body roundish; the
back a little arched, having the appearance, without the
reality, of being higher at the rump, hut showing the na
tural position of the animal ever prepared to leap; from
the rump to the'tail the croup is much sloped; the legs are
slender, wt"ll formed; the hoofs black; t he tail slender,
tapering, about four inches long; the general colour is
the gray-mouse (almost white about the lower part of
the neck and throat), and darker with the hair longer
upon the upper part of the neck and back, inclining to fer
ruginous about the legR. The female differs but little; has
no horns, but in their place appear two prominent tuberclE'S 
covered with a tuft of dark brown hair.

A pair were presented by the Court of Katmandoo to the
resident, the Honourable E. Gardner, and the male lived
in the Govemor-general's Menagerit! at Barrackpore. It is
a native of the Himalaya range, and mountains of the
Nepaul frontier, and considered by. the natives as the most
activt! of the Antelope gt"nus. It is seen in numerous herds,
shy and rarely taken, excepting by stratagem. If pursuoo,
they disperse and fly to precipices and places to which no
dogs can follow them. General Hardwicke, from whose
description this account is extracted, states, in proof of its
agility, shewn within a space of about ten feet square, en
closed by stak('ll eight or nine feet high, that the animal
attempted to spring ovt:r, and at every leap so O(·arly ef
fected its purpose, as to appear in imminent danger of
being staked. Its flesh is considered as delicate venison.
We possess a drawing, probably of the same individual,
under the name of the Bouquetin, or Ibex of Nepaul, for
which we are indebted to the kindness of M. F. euvier,
who received it with others before noticed. In the drawing
we find the ears marked with the usual striae, and the ehin,
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lower jaw, and gullet, pure white; there is also a small
lacbrymary opening before tbe eye. This circumstance if
correct, and the want of a beavier fur, indicate tbat the
species does not' elevate itself beyond the secondary ranges
of the mountains.

THE RUPICAPRINE GROUP.

Of this group, receding still more from the Antilopine
type, one species only is known! though its varieties range
over a very large extent of country, being found. in the
Caucasian Mountains, the Demavend range of Persia, the
Alps, and the Pyrenees. Its principal distinctive characters
reside in the horns, which are vertical ,to the: plane of the
face, posteriorly uncinat~'d, round, longitu~inany striated,
and dark brown in .colour: behind' th~ horns, on the pos
terior part of the head, are' two small apertures, the use of
which is not ascertained. The limbs ,are strong and re
semble those' of goats; the hair rather long, especially in
winter, and a dark streak passes through the eyes from
near the horns, towards the mouth; the tail is short. Both
sexes are prov.ided with horns, and the females have two
mammm; they have neither' suborbital sinus, nor. tufts on
the k~ees, but in common' with the true Antelopes,' they
possess. inguinal pores, and the ovine form of the nostrils.
Although this group is usually considered as most remote
from the type of the genus, we find no signs to separate
them more decis~ve than may. be observed in the Klip
springer, the Chickara, the 'Chiru, the Prong-horned, or the
Cambing Ootan.

The Chamois. (A. Rupicapra.) This animal, in its ex
ternal appearance, bears a great similarity to the Goat, es
pecially during the cold seasons, when the bair is longest.
It is in stature about equal to the Roebuck, but more cor
pulent and massy in its proportions; the bead resemblt's a
goat's with the nostrils more pointed and forward; the face

VOL. IV. U
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is straight; the ears longish and narrow; the ~yes similar
to those of the Goat, and the incisor teeth as in the Com
mon Antelope; the horns are six, seven, and even eight
inches long, slender, round, striated, and terminated in a
complete posterior hook; they stand vertically on the head,
and are common to both sexes; the tail is short and black;
the hair is of two qualities upon the neck and body, the
superior and long!'st brown, varying - to gray with the sea
sons, and the inferior short, woolly, close and gray; the
face, cheeks, and throat, are yellowish white, with a broad
band passing rather beneath the eye, to near the corner of
the mouth, and the rump, similarly coloured, has a darker
streak along the edge, where it unites with the longer hairs
of the croup; the legs are brownish-; and the hoofs solid and
strong, ~ave their outer edges higher than the soles.

The Chamois is known to inhabit the wildest and most
abrupt regions of high mountains, but does not ascend to
those elevated ranges which the Ibex alone delights to visit:
more feeble in its nature, the valleys of the Glaciers form
the limit of the temperature it can bear, and the woody
belts beneath them, the verge below which it seldom de
scends. Its physical strength is thus in harmony with the
localities it prefers. Although in vigour and activity the
Ibex stands pre-eminent, the Chamois is next, running
with rapidity along the most perpendicular ledges, spring
ing- across precipices, and bounding from rock to rock wit.h
a steadiness and security truly wonderful. We have seen
it leaping down a precipice, sliding first the fore-l~gs down
the sleep, while with the spurious hoofs of the hind·feet
it held the edge of the rock with firmness, till the centre of
gravity was lowered as far as possible, then, bounding for
ward, by a jerk of the body during the descent, turn the
croup under, and alight on the hind-feet first, with such
apparent ease, that the fore-feet dropped close to the
hinder and all expression of effort vanished. These descents

I•
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we have witnessed from more than twelve feet, and it will
Dot hesitate to leap down twenty and ·even thirty. Upon
the snow of the Glaciers it runs with equal security, but
upon smooth ice it slips and is awkward.

Chamois are sociable in their manners, living in herds,
from fifteen to twenty strong, and sometimes in greater
numbers. The old males alone remain isolated, excepting
on the approach of the rutting season, when they join the
herd and expel the younger males to keep undisputed pos
session. The season commences in Europe about the end of
October or November, and in March or April the females
retire to drop their kids, who remain with the mother
until the following season, and their longevity is estimated
at twenty-five or thirty years. Their food consists princi
pally of the richest mountain herbs, and particularly of
those which are considered as medicinal, such as the
Carlina Acaulis, and A1·temisia Glacialis, and it is probably
for that reason that thp,ir blood has been held specifical in
pleurisies. I n winter they feed on the buds of juniper,
firs, and pines. In Switzerland they have been observed
to lick with avidity certain sandstone rocks, most likely on
account of a saline impregnation which they may contain.
Their feeding time is mostly in the morning and evening,
seldom in the middle of the day. Heat is unwelcome, yet in
winter they usually seek the sunny flanks of the mountain,
while in summer the northern aspects are preferred. Not
withstanding their habitual residence among precipices, it
has been remarked that they are even more subject to
fits resembling apoplexy than the Common Goat.

The usual voice of the Chamois is a hoarse bleating; it
is the mutual call of the herd; but when they are alarmed
they send forth a shrill whistling note, to give warning to
their companions: they are shy, vigilant, and keen scented.
The herd neither feeds nor reposes without some among
them being stationed to watch, looking out from a pinnacle

u 2
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or precipice, particularly to leeward of their haunts. On
the approach of danger. or of a strange object, the shrlll
signal is given and repeated by all; the youngest trip off to
windward, while others in great agitation skip from rock
to rock to reconnoitre, until they are re-assured or move
off; but always, while choice is left tht"m, in an ascent to

wards the more inaccessible cliffs. If the hunter pursue
them until one is driven to some point from whence tht"re is
no further retreat, it is said that it will pitch itself headlong
downward upon its foe and dash him into the abyss bt"low.
Although the males emit even a stronger odour than the
he-goat, the venison is much estt"emed. A carcass pro
duces from ten to twelvt" pounds of suet, and the uses of
the skin for gloves and clothes is well known.

The species is now much rarer than formerly in the Swiss
and Savoy Mountains, but the Tyrol still contains a consi
derable number. In Carniola, the Carpathian and Grecian
Mountains, where they are named Carnusa, few remain.
Mr. Haller informed us that two distinct bTt"eds, if not
varieties, rt"side on the Alps; the larger, or Chamois of
the Woods, with long rough hair and dt"licate venison, and
the smaller, or Chamois of the Glaciers, with shorter hair,

also fumi"hing very palatable venison, pro\'ided it be
dressed very soon after the quarry is slain, for otherwise
it becomes very 800n ft'tid and useless. Notwithstanding
its averseness to quit the wildest mountain scent"ry, the
Chamois is said to mix sometimes with cattle and goats;
and it certainly can be partially tamed. In that state it
evinces all the mixture of impudence, timidity, and curi
osity observed in goats. One kept in an enclosure, shewed
at first great signs of shyness to us, but was so soon I'('con
ciled that in a short time it came behind us to look erect
over our shoulders on the paper, steal the drawing imple
ments from a chair, and if looked at, to bound away
for a rt"w yards and return again; when forCt"d in a cor-
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ner it lay down and suffered itself to be handled very
quietly.

Of the species we have seen a great number of indivi
duals, and from different countries. One l~rger than the
European, '"ith the horns ten inches long, measured upon
the curve, came from the eastern shores of the Black Sea,
and the Caucasian Mountains; it had short hair, was more
uniformly brown, with the face, throat, and buttock ferru
ginous, and the black 'streak across the eyes very broad; the
legs were pale buff.

The Yzard or Pyreneean variety, may be the smaller, or
Glacier breed of Mr. Haller. It is smaller, the hair short,
the fur a mixture of dun and gray on the back; rather a
lively buff on the cheeks and throat; the usual dark streak
beneath the eye, with a black arch above them, and a bright
ferruginous one immediately beneath that and abovl'i the
eye; the forehead, lips, and chaffron, whitish; a dark line
from the corner of the ears, passing round the buff of the
throat, and a faint dark line on the flanks, as in the
Dorcas; buff buttocks, having another black line next the
gray of the croup; the l~gs pale buff.

The Persian variety is of the same size as the Yzard,
with one kind of close short hair of a rufous-dun colour,
paler 011 the face and extremities, the dark streak begin'i ...
beneath the eye, and is less distinct; the horns are shorter
and bend with a greater curve backwards; the buttocks
are white, and the legs more slender than the above.

THE APLOCERINE GROUP.

".e have seen in the former divisions of the genus, a
gradual evanescence of chal'acters, from the deer-like
{onns and other attributes of the Antilopine type, till we
have reached. those where the predominance seemed to bear
towards Capra. [n the present, however, equally remote
with the two last from the primitive characters, thero
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appears to be an approximation to o"is in the torms of
the animals, though the horns still retain the structure
which prevails in the Nllemorhlledine group, and indeed so
closely, that if other distinctions, and an immense geogra
phical distance did· not interpose, they might have been
left in the same racemus. The horns of the Aploceri are
simple, conical, obscurely anuulated, the points bent back j

they have no lachrymary Ilinus, no black and moist muzzle,
110 inguinal pores j their skulls are solid and heavy, their
limbs strong, the tail rath~r short, and they are exclusively
confined to the western hemisphere. The want of a lachry
mary opening in this and other ruminating groups is most
commonly an indication of their residence being confined
to high latitudes, or elevated regions, and the remark is
verified in the present case, at least as far as the only spe
cies perfectly establi'shed is applicable, and not disproved
by those whose existence is more problematical.

Woolbearing Antelope. CA. Lanigera.) This animal
was first noticed by the Spanish missionaries in 1697,
and subsequently by Venegas, in his History of Cali
fornia. Captain Vancouver afterwards brought a muti
lated skin to Europe, and the late Lieutenant-general
Davies presented· a complete specimen to the Linnllean
Society of London. From this subject M. De Blain
ville published It notice under the name of Rupicapra
Americana, in 1816. About this period Messrs. Lewis and
Clark returned from their valuable travels, and brought
another imperfect skin, from which Mr. Ord drew up his
notice under the name of Ot,is Montana in May, 1817, and
in the same year a more detailed description, chiefly taken
from the specimen in the LinDman Society, was drawn up
and afterwards published in the T.,.anaactioni, vol. xiii.
Some additional information relative to the species was de
rived ~rom the Indians, and particularly from a memoran
dum drawn up by Donald M'Kenzit>, Esq., chief factor of
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the Hudson's Bay Company, transmitted by Major Long to
the gov~rnment of the United States, and inse-rted by Dr.
Harlan in his Fauna Americana in 1824-.

The various locations where this species has been placed
in systematic catalogues, shew that the anomalous mix
ture of characters in the animal, demand at least a sub
ordinate division, somewhere intermediate between the
Antelopes and Capree. While the structure of the horns
is held as a chief character for the larger division of the
genera, no alternative remains, and our proposed sub
genus, or racemus Aplocerus must be derived from the Anti
lopinee: for the compact structure, ovine or caprine chaf
f~on, and presence of wool on the body, are characters
found, as we have seen, in others of the genus. Hence,
while the horns of goats are designated as compres3ed and
nodose, those of sheep as angular and spiral, the Aploceri
cannot range among them; nor while the characters of
Rupicapra, consist in horns without annuli, but smooth
and striated, is that section fit to admit the-m. The group
N eemorhl2dus alone might answer, but we ha\-e stated the
reasons, which, for the present at least, render it preferable
not to Unit8 them, and when both these groups shall be
better known, there is little doubt that other causes of se
paration will be discovered.

Notwithstanding the notices published since the paper
in the Linntl!an Tran.actions was produced, we find few
additional particulars to add to that de-scription. The ani·
mal ii equal in size to the largest sheep; the nostrils, ridge
of the nose, and position of the eyes, resemble a ram's,

• Thi. gentleman claims the priority of dellcription for Mr. Ord,
which, however singularly enough, ia diaproved by that able Zoolo
gist himself. We have been particular in stating the datea to settle
thill point, al with the claim is coupled the right of imposing the
specific name; but that question the leamOO world will determine.
Vide Journ. of the Acad. of Nat. Sciences, vol. i. part i. Harlan's
Fauna Americana. Bull. SiJC. Phil. 1816. Lin. Transac!ions,1821.
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though the chaffron may be something more straight tho
in the ordinary breed; the ears are rather long and pointed,
filled inside with long hair; the neck appears short, and
the wnole structure of the animal exceedingly' robust; the
colour is wholly white i the bulk of the body considerably
increased by a thick coat of long straight hair, of a yel
lowish tinge, but softer to the touch than that of a goat:
this hair is particularly abundant under the throat, about
the shoulders, the neck, back, and tail; it covers the upper
ann and houghs of the animal; beneath it, lies a close
downy wool of a clear white colour, and in young animals
feeling like unspun cotton j on the face and l~gs the hair is
short and close, similar to that of sheep; the eyelashes are
white, but it has no beard properly so called, that appear
ance resulting from the profusion of long hair on the side
of the face, and under the throat;, the horns are about five
inches long, above an inch in ~ameter at base, bending
slightly back, having two or three obscure annuli, then
striated, and ending in a point .; the females probably
have none; the legs exceed in thickness those of a large
calf; the fetlocks are short and perpendicular, and the
hoofs black, high, broad, and with deep grooves in the
soles.

We are indebted to Dr. Harlan's Faun!& .Americana for
the following details respecting the manners and residence
of the animal. It appears that Messrs. Lewis and Clark
ohserved it as low as the forty-fifth degree of north latitude,
but that its chief residence is on the elevated regions of the
Rocky Mountains, between the rorty-eighth and sixtieth
parallels of north latitude. It is found in great numbers
near the head waters of the north fork of the Columbia
River, where the flesh constitutes the principal food of the

• Dr. Harland haa juatly objected to the marked character of
the annuli in the figure publiahed by the LinneaD Society; it is Dot
ao in the original drawing. .
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natives. The banks of the sources of ~uddy rivers, Sas
kachawin and Athabasca rivers are also inhabited by these
animals; but they are said to be less numerous on the
('astern slope of the Rocky Mountains, than upon the west
ern. They are seldom or never seen at a distance from the
mountains, the climate and productions of which appear
best. adapted to their nature and mode or life. In summer
they resort to the peaks and ridges in quest of pasture,
but retire to the valleys in winter. In their native regions
the long bair stands erect on the surface of the body, which
gives them a shaggy appearance, and the wool of the head
is so long as nearly to conceal the horns. Their flesh has a
musky flavour, and is at best unsavoury. They are easy of
accE'SS to the hunter, who seldom pursues them unless com
pelled by hunger. Their fleece is esteemed of little value by
the traders, and is used only as a covering to the feet
during winter: the skin is of a remarkably thick and
spungy texture. It has been asserted by good ju~aes that
the silky fineness of the wool is not surpassed by that of the
Cachmere Goat; and it is, therefore, to be regretted, that
the patriotic intentions of naturalizing this animal, as ex
pressed by the late Lord Selkirk, were not carried into
effect.

M. Raffinesque's Mazama Dorsata, and M. Sericea, ap
pear to be the young' and adult of this species; the name
Mazama was certainly understood in a generic sense by the
nati\"es of North America, and extended to animals of the
present family, but the greater number were deer. For
these reasons we applied it to a group of the genus CeTfJus,
retaining only the specific application of it to the following
species, which we find were designated as such by anterior
writers.

The Ovine Antelope. (A. Mazama.) There is in the Lin
neean Transactions, vol. xiii., a notice of this species, which
bt-ars so gTl:'at an affinity to the last mentioned in all the
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f.'S8Pntial characters, that it may be only a variety of cli
mate; for with the exception of the colour, and chardCter
of the wool and long hair, which are the natural compa
nions of a severe climate, we may ascribe the rest to the
residence of the present species within the Tropics, and
where even the Andes are comparatively low. On the
other hand, ruminating animals do not seem in a state of
nature, to extend themselves over latitudes of extreme dif
ferent temperatures; if they are found so sometimes geo
graphically, it will be observed, that they have followed
high chains of mountains, where the difference was locally
not considerable. In that paper the Mazama is noticed as
inferior in bulk to a domestic goat, but higher on the legs;
in aspect resembling a small It-an sheep, with soft hair in
stead of wool; the homs about six inches long, obscurely
annulated at base, dark-coloured, round, bent back, and
pointed; the ears rather large j the head thick, and the
neck short; the nose shaped as in sheep; the colour pale
rufous-brown; the inside of the limbs, breast, and chin,
dull yellowish-white, and darkish gray beneath the eyes
and about the nostrils; the tail thick and short; the legs
rather stout; the hoofs black, and the whole animal some
what heavy in its proportiol'ls. These characters agree
with the Mazame of Seba, table xlii., figure 3; and on re
ferring to the unique-coloured copy of the work in the
British Museum, we find it there pale chestnut-brown,
paler beneath, the cheeks pal~, with a dark longitudinal
spot beneath the eye, and the horns black.

We have lately seen several horns which appear to belong
to this animal, said to have bl'en brought from Panama.
The above description was cursorily made from a specimen
killed by the Mosquito Indians ill the rocky forests not
far from the River St. Juan, and the Lake of Maracaibo.
It may be the Pudu of Molina, but. that author's ac
count seems to agree better with the next, if that
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be not also a variety or a young individual of the Ma
zame.

The Chichiltic." (A. Temmamazama.) In the above
mentioned paper, this supposed species is likewise noticed
as derived from a drawing taken from a specimen shot
near the sources of the Red River, or towards the base of
the mountains of New Mexico; but no additional informa
tion has been obtained on this head. I ts form is light and
slender; the nose small and ovine; the ears long, narrow,
and rounded at tip; the tail several inches long, and often
carried erect. Its size equal to a kid; the horns about five
inches and a half long, black, slender, wrinkled at base,
lying straight along the prolongation of the forehead, di
verging and bending back at a slight angle; the eyes dark
and full, and the colour that of a roebuck, with s.0me white
on the lhroat, belly, and inside of the limbs. This description
agrees with Ovis Pudu of Molina; but the figure in Seba,
and still more the description coincide, excepting that ours
appears a young individual: he says in the explanation of
table xlii. figure 4, that .. the Macatl Chichiltic, or Tem
mamazame, ranges in great numbers along t.he elevated
mountains of New Spain, feeding on grasses and herbs,
and that they are fleet -and active in leaping; their horns
are spirally annulated, ending in a point, increasing an
nually by an additional ring, which marks their age; the~'

are dark coloured; the ears and eyes large; the teeth
broad; the tail furnished with longish hair, that o.n the
body ahorter and wholly brown." In the illuminated copy
before mentioned, the figure is entirely pale chestnut brown,
and the horns black. In Hernandes, page 3'Z5, we suspect
the description to refer to a deer of the Broket group; both,
however, figure their animals with heavier proportions,
and in this respect are probably right.

Considerable doubt is generally attached to characters
derh'ed from mere drawings, especially if they be without
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satisfactory notes, or by unknown hands. These objections
attach, in part, to the last-mentioned animal; and from the
circumstances under which we saw the former~ sufficiently
explainE'd in the original communication, some doubts will
remain even respecting that species. It is true they coin
cide with Seba, and the figures in Hernandes and Recchi,
but still a more satisfactory testimony· is desirable, and
they are entered here with a view to excite the enquiries of
future travellers who may be more fortunate than oul'St!lves,
leaving it to the nomenclator to admit or reject the evi
dence produced. Our view on this subject differs from the
arbitrary system which assumes upon its own authority the
right to believe or discredit the recitals of others, who had
intellect, eyes, and judgment, as well as ourselves; and we
deem it tl!0re for the interest of science to admit, in their
proper places, and with the signs of uncertainty, such docu
ments as are new, and not yet fully substantiated, than to
reject them altogether as unworthy of notice. Time has
proved Broce, notwithstanding the incredulity of Zoologists,
to have been right in all the subjects that have been in the
way of verification; and many other instances shew that
the natural sciences are more likely to gain than lose by
the practice.

THE ANona.: GROUP.

We have now to consider the last species which we refer
to the great genus Antilope, though there is little doubt
that when its history and characters shall be fully known,
an absolute separation will be the consequence. In the
present stale of our information, it demands, at least pro
visionally, a location in a separate group, which we de
signate, we must confess, by a name offered more from in
ference than from proof sufficiently clear. The characters by
which to separate it from all the foregoing, are-horns
placed on the edge of the frontaf crest, on the same plane
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with the face, exceedingly robust, a little depressed, subtri
angular, short, straight, wrinkled, and suddenly terminat
ing in a very sharp point; the face straight, no lachrymary
or suborbital opening?

The Anoa. (. A. Depressicornis.) The specimens from
which the following descriptions were taken, are one in the
British Museum, and the other presented to U8 by Dr.
Abel, is at present deposited in the superb collection of
Mr. Brooks. The first consists of the bones of the face,
with the hair and horns on, measuring about nine inches
from the nose to the base of the horns; the muzzle is very
broad and naked; the forehead and chaft'ron straight, ra
ther narrow, covered with bluish cinereous hair, short,

- close, and feathering beneath the left eye; the sides of the
maxillm are cut away, leal'ing it doubtful whether there was
no sack on the jaw, though no lachrymary sinus, for the flat
surface of the lachrymary bone is partly preserved; the
borns are ten inches long, straight, very robust, a little de
pressed at base, and flat on their anterior side, subtrian
gular to about two-thirds of their length, then tapering
suddenly to a sharp point; from the base to more than half
their length, they are nearly of equal thickness, rudely and
irregularly wrinkled, and of a dark gray colour. A memo
randum within the head states that it was brought from the
Island of Celebes.

Our learned friend Dr. Abel, who, probably, was the
donor of the above, presented us with what he tenned ano
thE'r of the same description, and we thence infer from the
Bame place, no doubt procured by him on his return from
China in the suit of Lord Amherst. This head is somewhat
less; the horns are shorter, rounder at the back, less wrin
kled, and the contraction to form the point. begins near the
middle of their length; the hair of the face is almost
black. This fragment may be of the young animal, or the
femalE'; but the horns of the other spec'imen are sufficiently
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bulky to form legs of a low seat, and must be dangerous
weapons on the head of the animal. Their structure and
native country induced us to apply to them the name of
Anoa, because in a note of the late Governor Loten we
find the Anoa described as a small buffalo of Celebes, not
larger than a middling sheep, gregarious in the mountains
of the island, and so fierce, even in c.onfinement, that some
of them being kept in a paddock, along with several stags,
they ripped up the bellies of fourteen in one night.

The form of these horns have, in fact, a mixed character,
which bears some resemblance to those of a buffalo, and
hence it is likely that the animal is considered by the na
tives as one of that species. It is not, impossible that it
may be ultimately classed in the genus Damalis, and sub
genus Porta, but we believe the female to have horns. Mr.
Pennant classed the Anoa among the Buffaloes.

THE GENUS CAPRA.

It is a fact of a singular nature, that as far as geological
observations have extended over fO!lsil organic remains,
among the multitude of extinct and existing genera, and
species of mammiferous animals, which the exercised eye
of comparative anatomists have detected, no portions of
Caprine or Ovine races have yet been satisfactorily authen
ticated; yet in a wild state, the first are found in three
quarters of the globe, and perhaps, in the fourth; and the
second most cerrainly exist in e"'ery great portion of the
earth, New Holland, perhaps, excepted. It would almost
seem as if this class of animals were added, by the all-bounti
ful hand of Providence, to the stock of other creatures, for
the express purpose of being the instruments which should
lead man to industry and peace, at least such an effect
may, in a great measure, be ascribed to them; and if not
the first companion, the goat may, nevertheless, be regarded
as the earliest passive means by which mankind entered
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upon· an improving state of exiswnce. The Dog, by an in
nate inclination, may havl' associated himself with the for
tunes of human nature at a still earlier period, but his s0

ciety could lead no further than to mutual assistance and
protection, not to civilization; while the Goat and Sheep,
the best fruits of the united exertions of man amI his canine
associatl', first slain and devoured, then caught, tamed, and
reared (for there appears a natural inclination in these
animals to familiarize with us .), must have furnished ob
vious inducements to abandon the prl'cariou8 life of a
huntl'r, perhaps of a cannibal, to relax in the pursuit of
his carnivorous wants, for the more peaceful. more humane
occupations of pasturage, and its consequent allureml'nts to
gradual improvement, such as the arts of clothing and of
building. A gift of nature so evidently important to man
kind, led to its usual effect upon minds without cultivation.
The wandering shepherd guided his nightly course by the
stars; he observed the connexion of the seasons by the
pRssage of the sun through certain portions of the heavens;
he named the stars within this range, after the objects
most familiar to his mind, and his zodiac was formed with
Capricorn and Ariel among its members or houses. These
names, at first applied for the purpose of divisional desig
nation, as they stood connected with real or suppoaed duties
or events relating to pastoral life, gradually acquired the
character of sacred; and the same minds which had se
lected them from common objects, by no tnlcommon transi
tion, typified them with characteristic attributes, and then

• Buffon relates a fact in support of this opinion, and a similar
thing has happened to UB when landing on a precipitouB and wooded
bank on the Bide of the lake ofThun. where theBe animals breed. and
are only occuionally removed by the ownen, some goats and kida
came bleating to us, went directly into the boat, and required some
effort before they would retire, although they wanted neither food.
water, or Bhelter, and in that wild country they cannot be familiar
ized with human being&.
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regarded their representatives as objects of veneration, of
hope, or of fear. In the early mythologies, Pan, the su
preme powl'r over naturP, is portrayed with the insignia
of the Goat, and the Lybian Jupitl'r with the horns of the
Ram; Osiris, or the Sun, during the vernal period of the
year, assumes the same characters; and the Grecian J'" u
piter and Minerva claim alike the lEgis, or Goat skin, for
a brl'ast-plate. Both the Goat and Sheep "'ere held sacred
to one or morl' divinities, and sacrificed at their altars. In
the Jewish law they Wl're likewise sacrifict'd, but not with
the Bame intention; for here the Goat was expressly marked
as emblematical of atonement, and in th~ christian dis
pensation, the beautiful image of exalted innocence bearing
the sins of mankind, is still retained in the figurative de
signation of the Lamb.

The skins of these animals were, probably, among the
first materials employed for clothing; afterwards t he long
hair of the Goat was mixed up with the short and soft fur
of other animals, and united with the gum of trees, or ani
mal glue, manufactured into that coarse but solid felt,
known in Northern Asia from the earlil'st ages, and noticed
by historians and poets. It was probably of this material
that the black war-tunics of the Cimbri were made, in
their conflicts with Marius; and we know it was the win
t.er dress of the auxiliary Cohorts, and l'ven of the Roman
LPgions in Britain, at least to the period of Constantine.
But long before this era, the gradual advance of art was
felt, even in the depth of Northern Europe; the distaff had
reached the Scandinavian nations, as wl'11 as we find it sub·
sequently in the hands of the Mexican; and the thread,
at first platted into ribbons, afterwards enlarged and
wrought like matting into a kind of thrum, was at length
woven into narrow, and last of all into broad, pieces of
cloth. In thl' ribbon plat (i. e. plaid,) we see the origin of
the check dresses common to most nations of northern lati-
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tudes during their state of incipient civilization; for these
were made by platting the ribbons into broader and warmer
pieces: the stripes, almost universal in the south, were the
same plats sewed together. That goat's hair was the chief
i~edient among the Scandinavians, is proved by their
divinities being dressed in Geita KurtZu. The Domestic
Goat in the north and. west of the Old World, preceded sheep
for many ages, and predominated while the country was
chiefly covered with forests; nor is there evidence of wool
bearing animals crossing the Rhine, or the Upper Danube,
till towards the subversion of the Roman Empire. In
Spain, Southern Gaul, Italy, the shores of the Black Sea,
and Greece, the case is otherwise; it may be conjectured
that the mythological romance of the Argonauts rests upon
the first importation of the breed of sheep into the land of
taste and genius.

It would be difficult, if not impossible, to substantiate
the descent of the present domestic breeds of goats from
anyone particular species still found in a state of nature,
if the probabilities were not that two, at least, if ~ot all,
have served for that purpose, or have subsequently inter
mixed with them; for although the characters of t.he horns
ar~ in this genus sufficiently diversified, they retain, neverthe
less, a cl;ar typical stru~ture, even in the Jemlah species, and
the several races, however debased by domesticity, resume more
or less of the normal form, when restored to their original in
dependence under congenial circumstances.

The genus Capra is distinguished from Antilope by the
osseous nucleus of the horns being partially porous or cel
lular, communicating with the sinus of the frontals. The
direction of the horns is upwards, bending to the rear,
more or less angular, compressed, nodose, and transversely
wrinkled; they are common to both sexes, but smaller, less
angular, and straighter in the females; the line of the. fore
head and chaftron is rather convex; the eye of a light brown

VOL. IV. X
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or yellowish colour, with a lengthened dark pupil, has a
lively and independent expression; there is no suborbital
or lachrymary opening beneath the eye; the nose is without
a muzzle, leaving only a narrow naked space between the
nostrils; a beard adorns the chin of nearly all the malE'S;
the ears are narrow and rather rounded at the tips; the
tail is short, naked below, often carriP.<l in an elevated po
sition, and the fur is not very coarse, but of different
lengths and colours, and accompanied beneath by a close
woolly down; the legs are strong and thick, with a small
callosity on the carpus instead of a brush; the hoofs are
high and solid, supporting rigid perpendicular pasterns.
The females are furnished with two mammm, forming an
udder; their time of gestation is five months, and the
young female is capable of propagating at seVl"n months
old: two kids are usually produced at a birth. The male
requires one year to develop his faculties, and one is suffi·
cient for a flock of one hundred goats; but at six years of
age he is already old, though the life of this genus extends
to fifteen. At all times, but more particularly during the
rutting season, the males emit a powl"rful smell; tlley are
libidinous, and contend for the possession of the females by
butting with their horns, not in the manner of the Stag or Bull,
by running low at each other, but by standing on the hind-legs
and striking with their whole weight obliquely downwards.
During these conflicts they mutter abruptly, lick their lips, and
paw the ground.

Goats are by nature inclined to ascend: _in a wild state
all the species reside on the most elevated mountains upon
the borders of perpetual snow; and the domesticated, if
they live in mountainous countries, will climb invariably,
while feeding, till the necessity of drinking, or the habits
of education, again call them down. When mixed with
sheep !hey always take the lead. and the more helpless
specil"S follows their .track. They are fl"arless, capricious,
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impudent, gl'egarious, not disinclinl'd to associate even with
man, but always in mot.ion, ever in search of new objects. ,
persevering yet inconstant. They spring with precision on
the most difficult ground, love to look over precipices, and
to perch on the highest accessible pinnacles. They walk on
narrow ledges of rocks, and if two meet ill such a place that
neither call turn, one lies down and the other passes over its

back*. Their senses are acute; they see to a great distanct',
and the faculty of smelling is very delicate; but in the choice
of food they are not difficult, often preferring bitter plants,
Euphorbia, Cicuta, and -e\'en manufactured tobacco, barking
the trees and buds, and doing great mischief to the woods.
None of the species are large in stature, but their structure
is robust, and thpir habits vigilant. The chase of them is,
therefore, both laborious and dangerous; for eVt'ry strange
object is seen at a great distance, and if suspicious, avoided
by a retreat, which defi~s the skill and industry even of the
most intrepid hunter, and often causes his life to be sacri
ficed, by the dangers of the precipices, the ice, or the ani
mal driven to despair, bolting down upon him, and plung
jng both headlong into the abyss. The wild species can
mount a perpendicular surface, fifteen feet high, at three
leaps, or rather three successi\'e bounds of five feet each, if
the slightest rugosity will suffer the renewals of ascending
force, while the original impulse is still sufficient to retain
the given direction. Between two perpendicular rocks,
close together they mount, by alternate bounds from one to
the other. In cases of fear, their voice is a short sharp
whistle, stronger than the Chamois; at other times, it is a
Ilnort; when threatening, as we have said, a broken splut
tering sound; and when young they blt'at. The females are

• Mr. Bingley relates an anecdote of the kind, where two goats
passed each other in this manner upon the torus of the rampart of the
Citadel of Plymouth, overhanging the beach, in sight of a nu!nber of
spectators, some of whom have confirmed the fact to us.

X2
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attentive and alfretionate to their young, and will defend them
against wolves and pagles.

The Ibex. (C. Ibex.) The goats are not numerous in
species; in Europe the Ibex is the most celebrated. It is
an animal near five fpet long, two feet eight inches in hpight
at the shoulder, with about two iuches more at the romp;
the horns are Bat, sustained by two longitudinal ridges at
the sidps, traver&ed by numerous cross ridges or knots, dis
posed at intervals so as to bear a resemblance, when seen
in front, to a 8l'gment of a cog-wheel; thpy are nearly ver
tical to the plane of the face at their roots, diverging and
uniformly falcated backwat'ds, sometimes thirty inches long,
dark coloured, and very robust. It is asserted that the
transverse knots mark their age. We have sketched the
living Ibex reported to be in its third year, with only three;
one in the second, having two knots, and old adults marked
with fiftepn or sixteen; but doubt whether these indications
are invariable, or pprfectly conformable to fact -. In the
first years the Ibex is of a light ashy-gray colour, deepening
to brown as it advances in age, and in the adult varies from a
red-brown in summer, to a gray-brown in winter; the hair is
never very long- or loose; on thl! face, and along the back, is a
line of a dark colour; the internal face of the thighs and
butlocks are whitish; the inside of the eal's and interior part of
the tail are white; the head under the chin is short, dark-brown,
and not very full.

An adult female, whieh was shot in the mountains of
Asturras, in Spain, had horns much resembling those of

* The first was taken at Les Moulins in the valley of Chamounix,
in the presence of several Bouquetain and Chamois hunters, who
agreed in stating that the three knots on the animal's horns denoted
its third year; aud further asserted that its full growth required
twelve years! If the specimen was then in ita third year, its
growth wall certainly not more than half completed. It may be,
indeed,"that the horns grow till the twelfth year.

j
I
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the male in its third year, but more slender, less curved, and
marked with four knots on the anterior side; the forehead,
sternum, anterior face of the ll'gs, and the pasterns, were
earthy-brown; the neck and back gray-brown, paler beneath.
The Ibex ruts in autumn the male, then emitting a most
powerful smell, assembles the females, and remains with
them till the spring; when the females begin to withdraw
into cover, for the purposes of parturition, which takes place
in one hundred and sixty days after impregnation, usually in
April; the kids following the mother in a few hours after
their birth.

The species seems to be confined to the highest mountains
ofEurope, the Alps, particularly the Rhmtian, and the Pyrenees,
with their loftiest branches. They may exist still in those of
Candia, Greece, and the Carpathian, but it is doubtful whether
the variety noticed by Pallas. in the Caucasian· range, was
decidedly of the same species. They prefer the most elevated
ridges, upon and near the verge of perpetual snow, which they
invariably seek when pursul'd. In Savoy and Switzerland
they are now rarer than in the Tyrol, and in the Pyrenees they
are nearly extinct. .

The Abyssinian Ibex. (C. Jaela.*) There are indica
tions that this animal was known and, "noticed by the an
cients, although both Aristotle and Pliny deny the exist
ence of Wild Goats in Africa, as is remarked by Gesner.
It appears, also, that the same species resides in the moun
tains of Arahia, is referred to by Aviceuna, and occurs
under the name of Jaal, in the' book of Job. Our original
drawing, compared with the skulls and horns of several
specimens in London, shows the African Ibex to be some
what more elevated on the legs than the European, of a
dirty brownish fawn colour, with a short beard, and ll'ngth
ened hair under the throat down to the breast, and a darkish
line on the anterior part of the legs, and along the back;

* N~ JaJa, Chaldaice, ~V' Jaal, Arabice.
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the ears appear shorter, but the horns, of a dirty colour, are
superior in length to those of the Ibex, forming a half cir
cle, closer on the forehead, less diverging backwards; they
are subtriangular, having a round edge to the front, marked
in one pair with twenty-three very elevated cross ridges,
'pxtending to near the posterior edge, and rather irrpgular
'in their distan~s; besides these, four others less prominent
appear near' the base, and from the thirteenth the larger
knots are separated by three smaller. This species, we are
told, is numeroas in the mount.ains of AbYllSinia and of
Upper Egypt; it extends, probably, also over the range of

-Atlas, Imd may be the Baeden (though, indeed, from the
name, we sUspect this to refer to avis,) of the Dsjac range.
There is, an undescribeti head in the' Royal College of Sur
geons, considered as, belonging to lEgagrus; it is a younger
animal, but, in all probability, of the same species, and
similar to one which we compar-t>d, and came from Mount
Sinai; it differs from the ~bove in the elevated knots being very
regularly divided, and numbering only six, though in their length.
they exceed those of an Ibex of Europe, which have fifteen.
lfthese be of the same sppcies, the community of habitat is
established for them ~o both'shol'es of the Red Sea; and it may
be inferred that the 'pM Aka or Akko of Deuteronomy, applies
to this animal.

The CalLcasian Ibex. (C. Caucasica.) M. F. euvier dis
tinguishes this species from JEgagrus" by the horns being
triangular, the ?nterior face forming an angle; with ribs or
projecting knots." This definition would apply to the
Abyssinian; it is therefote necesSary to add, that the knots
are progressively more distant from each other as they recede
from the base, with uniform transverse wrinkles, not so
prominent, ,confused, and crowded, as in the former. M.
Guldenstadt first described the species, which he discovered
in the northern part of the Cauca!lian Mountains. In size
and proportions it resembles the Ibex of Europe, but is
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broader and shorter in the body, dark brown on the superior
parts, and white on the inferior; the head is gray, ex
cepting a space round the mouth, which is black; the breast
and a line along the back, are dark, and there is a white
streak at the back of the shanK~; the under jaw and gullet
are generally whitish-gray, and the anterior part of the legs is
dark; the homs are about twenty-eight inches long, dark brown.
and very solid. The hair of this species is rather hard, more
ashy in winter, and at the root interspersed with much grayish
under-wool. The females are smaller, with diminished horns
as in the former.

This species of Ibex is equ~l, if not superior, in strength
and agility to the Alpine, making immense bounds with the
utmost confidence. Monardes relates that he saw an Ibex leap
from the top of a tower, and falling on its horns, immediately
spring up and move on without having received the slightest
injury. It resides in the Caucasian Mountains about the sources
of the Terek and Cuban, and is probably found in the high
mountains of eastern Persia.

The .lEgagrus. (C. .lEgagrU8.) This species is dis
tinguished from the former by the horns forming an
acute angle to the front. with the ribs less broad. al\suming
an undulating edge, and the posterior part rounded. In
size and proportion it is nearly the same as the Ibex; the
fur is grayish-brown above, with a dark line on the back.
and a black tail; the head black about the nose, rufous at
the sides; beard and throat brown; the horns are near three
feet long. but in the females they are small, or altogether
wanting: t.heir fur is paler and more uniform in col~ur'

Krempfer noticed the Bezoar bearing Goat by the name of
Paseng, which Butron, by mistake, transferred to an Oryx,
and it is very probable that the Antelopes, as well as other
ruminants, occasionally produce these concretions. That
the oriental Bezoar was extracted chiefly from the viscera
of the prl'sellt species at a ,'ery parly period, appears indicated
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in a bas relief at Cbelminar or Penepolis, which represents a
man leading a wild goat by tbe borns, in token of tribute to the
gn>at king. •

KlBmpfer, Gmelin, and otbers, noticed the lEgagrus as
found in the Caucasian Mo{mtains, the hills of Laar, and
Chorazan in Persia, and in still greater abundance in Asia
Minor. Pallas first clearly distinguisbed it from its con
geoers, and conjectured that the domestic goats migbt derive
from this stock.

It is supposed that a variety inhabits tbe high mountains
of Europe: two individuals existed in Paris, described by
the Baron, but with some doubt as to tbeir identity with
the Asiatic lEgagrus. In general they were of the same
IOrm, but tbe horns had not the anterior edge undulating,
but rather level, and marked with transverse" strie, though
one sbewed eight more prominent ridges; they were two
feet six inches long, and the tips somewhat turned out
warda; the colour of one was gray, that of the other ful
vous. It was also doubted whether these were not the oft"
spring of the Ibex and the Common Goat; but this conjec
ture was the more questionable, because their inter-copu
lating with the Domestic Goat was either followed by abor
tion, or by the speedy death of the kid. Large individuals~

cherished as leaders of the flocks, are not uncommon both
in Switzerland and the PYI·enees. We have eVt'n seen sheep
of a very large size kept for the same purpose; and at
Chamounix, a male goat, which would have answered to the
above description, but that it was covered with long hair.
This animal was said to be the third remove from the inter
mixture with the Ibex.

If continued experiments on crossing the wild and tame
species of tbe Goat should not reverse the results obtained
in PariR, it would follow that the tame species are not de
Beanded from them; yet there is a gradation of the cha
racter in the horns from the square nodose of the Alpine

"

I
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Ibex to the more obtuse Caucasian; then the sharper nodose
and rugged StrilB of the Abyssinian passing to the trans
versely striated yet undulating sharp edge of lEgagrus;
from whence the smoother edge of the Alpine lEgragri are
immediately allied to the common domestic. Among the
varieties reared in Bengal; it is, however, common to ob
serve, tbat the fine breeds originating in the northern pro
vinces, perish when removed towards tbe south. though
still above the Gbauts, and far from· tbe sea. Great altera
tions in the typical fonns must, ind.eOO, be admitted, where
many ages, climates, and species of food, and above all the
weight of domesticity~ has acted so unremittingly, as in this
ca.~, and accordingly we find some breeds tall and robust,
like the wild, others small. There are races wbose bodies
are supported on very. short legs, some with long, othtirs
with short hair, tbe horns of various sizes and curves, or
even totally absent, and the com'.ave chaffron changed into
an arch; the nose depressed, and the chin prolonged: do
mesticity has also changed the ears, naturally small and
neat, into long and pendulous, to an enonnous dispropor
tion, and the colours from the gray and brown, are varied
to black, white. spotted, and pied, in every imaginable
variety.

The Domestic Goat (C. Hircus) may be mentioned
under its principal varieties, taking for principle that those
most resembling the wild species are nearest their original
type. These have small upright ears, differing, in general,
little from the lEgagrus; the male is. however, smaller,
more coarsely clad, with hams more vertical, and the ends
turning outwards; their colours pass from blackish-brown
to sandy, black, and white. Further removes from the nor
mal cbaracters have horns more or less divel';lified. a smooth
coat, with white, brown, and reddish colol,lrs; then large
and pendulous ears, with various hair, and common to
all the varieties are small glands hanging beneath the
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throat, and the want of horns: a few are polieerate, or have
a monstrous assemblage of more than two horns. The uti
lity of Goats' milk is well known, and in warm countries
the flesh of the kid, especially of the short-haired breeds, is
very palatable: the hair and horns are employed in manufac
tures, and the skin is valued for gloves, morocco leather,
and vellum.

The Persian breed retains the form of the horns as in the
lEgagrus, but ,on a diminished scale. It has long coarse
hair, ashy-brown, with rufous tips, and a large turt of hair
stands forward between the horns like the forelock of a
horse; the ears are small and upright. A specimen was
brought to England along with the horses presented to Ole
king by the Persian ambassador.

The Welsh breed is of a large description, generally white,
with fine long hair; the horns vertical, then bending
outwards, sometimes above three feet long; the ears
upright.

The Widah or Jueda long-haired breed. Smaller, and in
particular lower than the former; the horns depressed, bend.
ing outwards and upwards, with long fine hair, often white;
ears upright.

The short-honled breed, with smooth hair, more variously
coloured; ears upright.

The Dwarf Goat, originally from Guine~ now extremely
multiplied in South America and the West Indies; much
intermixed with other breeds. and then larger in size, but
always distinguishable by close short hair, more or les8
white, with fawn-colour, and especially in the males, with
some parts nearly black, as the beard, tail, neck, and legs:
they are usually without horns, and have 8mall upright ears.
We have possessed a Bock of this variety, among which one
had four mammle. This breed fears thunder, and above all,
rain: a slight shower would drive them in an instant, all
bleating, under cover.
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Sweden amI Spain have also long-haired hornless breeds,
often white-coloured, with upright ears.

We possess a drawing of an Indian variety, with long
curling hair, of a white colour, nearly allied to the Cache
mire breed, but retaining small upright ears; the horns
are yellowish, and angular, with a triple spiral tum, di
rected outwards, the female with short curved horns turn
ing downwards, and the face and legs fawn-colour. Can
this be the species which Mr. Boyle, in his Embassy to
Tayshoo Lama, considered as sheep?

The Cachemire breed resembles the last, but the hair is
quite silky, long, straight, and white; the ears large. and
turned downwards. brown or blackish; the horns more
upright. pale-brown, and not so spiral; the legs slender
and clean.

The Thibet, or Tartar half breed of the above, lately in
troduced into France, by the judiciolJs pat.riotism of a pri
vate individual, has likewise very fine and white hair, but
more subject to black patches. The horns are ash-colour,
still less spiral, shewing only one or one and a half turn;
the ears smaller, but pendent, and legs robust, with long
hair at the back.

The Angora breed, with long soft hair, mostly white, an
ovine physiognomy, long buff-coloured ears, and the horns
more upright. forming about one tum, and yellowish. In
the females turned downwards, a:nd short.

The Policerate breeds, with long hair, mostly white, and
smaller drooping ears.

The Syrian long-haired breed, with horns rather erect
and bending outwards, slightly spiral, the ears longer than
the head, pendent; our specimen black where the hair is
long; the hfoad, ears, and legs, white mottled, with black.

The Nepaul breed, high on the legs, the carpus short,
the nasal bones elevated, rising the chaffron into a high
('onvexity j the horns short, \'ery spiral, like a screw; the
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hair rather long, loose, black, in others slaty-gray i the
pars longer than the head, white speckled, with black; the
lips, chin, a spot on the forehead, and one on the breast,
white.

The Egyptian breeds. One with long hair; hams de
prelJSed, sub-spiral i ears small, pendent; colour often brown;
a second, with horns very spiral; ears longer than the head;
close smooth hair generally brown, and a third breed with
the ears very long and broad, one sometimes cut off, to
facilitate the animal in feeding, horns small or noop, hair
rather long. generally rufous-brown.

The breed. of Upper Egypt, without horns j chaffron sin
gularly elevated; the nose contracted, so as to shew the
chin and incisors bare j high on the legs, with coarse hair
of a rufous-brown colour. The femalt's with the udder hang
ing very low.

The Jemluh Goat. (C. Jemlanica.). This unquestionable
species is only known from the skull and skin formerly in
the British Museum. The size of the animal appt>arB
nearly equal to the Ibex j the facial line is straight, though
the prominences of the horns give the forehead a concave
appearance; the eyes are rather small; the ears short,
narrow, and rounded at the tips; the homs stand obliquely
on the frontals, rather high above the orbits, nearly in con
tact at base, extremely depressed, almost flat, four inches
and a quarter in brt'adth at the root, nine inches long, inclin
ing outwards, then suddenly tapering into a point whicb
turns inwards, so as to nearly meet over tht' neck j tht'ir eo
lour is pale ashy-buff, the anterior t'dge marked with seven
small protuberances, round distinct, almost. detached; shaped
like drops, being gradually obliterated as tht'y asct'nd, and
each marking the commencement of a wrinkle, which passes
round the external flattened surfaces, in the form of grooves,
resembling the joints of a lobst('r, and leaving about four
inches smooth, where they contract into a point; the bon('S
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of the head are exceedingly solid and ponderous, without
a void space on each side of the nasal bones, as is the case
in the Caucasian and lEgagrus species. The hair of the
face and legs is short, marked with a dark earthy-coloured
streak down the chaffron; that of the neck and back is
very abundant, long and loose with a streak of the same
dark sepia colour down the ridge of the spine; the tail is
very short; on the sides of the cheeks, the hair is exceed
ingly long and coarse, hanging like a lion's mane on each
side of the head, and feathering vertically, also upon the
shoulders; excepting the dark streaks before mentioned,
and a darkish line on the anterior part of the legs, the whole
animal is of a dirty whitish-fawn, with a few locks of brown
interpersed. It has no true beard, and the limbs are remark
ably robust.

This species is said to inhabit the district of Jemlah, be
tween the sources of the Sargew and Sampoo; that is the
most elevated range of Central Asia, forming the nucleus
between the western and 8Outh-eastern branches of the
Himalayan Mountains. It may therefore represt!llt the
Ibex in the most lofty ridges of the East, beyond the Bur
ram~ter, and extend into China. The Capricorn of
Buffon seems to have been an accidental fariety, no satis
factory description being given of the animal. It might
have been preferable to transfer that name to the present
species, if the species could have been identified. Had the
Jemlah and its native regions been known to a celebrated
philosopher of France, he would no doubt have adduced it
as a new proof in support of hig opinion, that. the Egyptian
Zodiac was originally derived from a nation residing under
or near the forty-third degree of north latitude, or in Cen
tral Asia, and marked its short horns as the true type of
the original Capricorn. At this moment we have a Birman
Zodiac, chased in silver before us, where the Capricorn is
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actually represented with short borns, lK) that the conjecture
is, even in this instance, not without corroboration.

The drawings of which M. De Blainville makes mention,
as representing goats by the names of Cossus and I mberbt.>,
of which we believe the originals to be in the Museum of the
Honourable East India Company, seem to be domesticated
varieties of this species.

The C088US Goat (Ckevre C08stU of BlainviUe) is entirely
white covered with long hair, not curled; ears horizontal;
the horns bent back and outwards at the points; depressed
against the posterior part of the head; the forehead pro
minent; no true beard on the chin; the hair of the face
turned to right and left, very long and dividing the middle
line of the chaffron; thp tail short, curled up.

The Beardless Goat (Chevre Imberbe of the same author)
greatly resembles the Caucasian Ibex in the general forms.
The body is bulky and lengthened; the neck short and
wide; the It'gs ratht'r long and stout; but the head re
sembles that of a ram; the chaWron is arched; the fore
head prominent; the ears horizontal and middle sized: the
horns much compresst'd, transversely wrinkled, nearly in
contact at the base, then widening outwards and backwards,
and slightly twisted. Those of the female smaller and less
compressed; the tail turned up; the hair in general short
and close, longer, and forming a kind of mane of a black
colour on the neck and part of the back; no beard on the
chin, but a pendulous skin in the form of a dewlap; the
general colour, varil'galed black and white, irregularly
scattered.

The small species, C. Depressa, described by BuffaD, may
also derive from the Jemlah; the horns being greatly de
pressed. recumbent on the back of the head, and the hair
long. It is doubtful whether Africa be its native country;
for the breed propagated chiefly in South America, may
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have been introduced from Manilla; at least among the
multitude of which we have Been on the eastern coasts of the
New World, brought from differE1nt parts of Guinea, not one
of this variety occurred.

TOE GENUS OVIS.

Sheep are so nearly allied to goats, that the distinguish
ing characters of the two genera are of a trivial nature.
The chaWron which in the fonner is almost invariably more
or less elevated, is in the latter occasionally of the same
form j the beard is not absolutely wanting in the one, and
sometimes absent in the other, and the wool which distin
guishes almost aU domesticated sheep, in the wild or Ar
galis, is reduced to a rudimental state, little more promi
nent than in several species 9f Antelope, of Deer, and of
the Wild Goat itself. It was believed by the ancients, that
sheep are an hybrid production,

Tityru8 ex ovibu8 oritur, hircoque parente: .
MU8imonem Capra ex vervegno semine gignit-

and the moderns still relate that the commixture of the
two species produces prolific breeds, said to be common in
some parts of Russia, and also found in America, where it
is known by the name of Chabin. There are, however, no
well authenticated facts to establish the matter beyond a
doubt, and the mere carelessness of the proprietors of
flocks is certainly insufficient cause for their existence;
for if the two genera intermixed with facility, and re
mained prolific, most countries would be without the pure
breed of either, and possess only the intermediate j and
above all the west coast of Africa would be in that condi
tion, because the wool is there no object, and not the
least care is taken in breeding of the domestic animals;
and yet several breeds of goats and sheep exist, per
fectly distinct and without the smallest appearance of
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having mixed at any former period. The notion of the
Chabin may have arisen from the sight of sheep, partly
clothed with hair, and partly with wool, a breed not un
common in Northern and Western Africa, from whence it
may have been transported for live stock on board the
slav~ ships to America, and preserved for curiosity or for
want of better stock.

If the Caprine genus be endowed with a more indelible
impression of its primitive characters, with more confidence
and familiarity, a greater spirit of independence, combined
with an elasticity of temperament fitted for all climates and
soils, so as to render it an earlier associate of man, during
the first da,wniugs of civilization, and cause it to mul
tiply by his care in woOth and swamps; the Ovine, though
more timid, and when domesticated, more helpless and
delicate, must have become the most important acquisi
tion, especially in the colder climates of the earth, as
soon as the state of Society and of the region would suffer
its propagation. At first, no doubt, it was without wool,
but certain parts of Asia have a natural tendency to pro
long the fur of animals; even of Carnivora and Rodentia.
It is there, we might conjecture, that the Wild lEgagrus
lengthened and refined its short hairy covering into that of
great length and the finest texture, and the newly-~omes

ticated Argali first put forth the under down of its fur
to obliterate the setaceous hair, and assume the 6el"ce.
The high western basin of Cantal Konti, or Cachmere,
the secondary valleys of ancient Taurus and Caucasus, the
Chorassan and Caramania, and at length, the environs
of Angora, or central· basin of Asia Minor, about the
sources of the Halys and Sakaria, may be considered a.~

the favoured nurseries from whence the improved 8eeee
bearing animals have gradually spread over the rest of the
world. It was at the foot of Caucasus that Jason obtained
his celebrated spoils.
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Although the generic characters are so little remote
from Capra; that there is lesli difference between them than
between the sub-genera of A.ntilope, still certain physio
gnomical traits are always obvious, and lead to other indi
cations of more importance. Among these, the horns are
very voluminous, more or less angular, transversely wrinkled,
pale, or whitish, turned laterally in spiral directions, and
growing upon a porous bony axis; the forehead with its
chalFron is almost constantly arched, and protruded before
the base of the horns, but there are no lachrymary openings,
and the nostrils are lengthened, oblique, and terminated
without a muzzle; the incisors, the middlemost of which
is the largest, fonn a regular curve, touching at their sides.
Sheep have no beard, properly 80 called; the ears are
middle-sized, and pointed; the body is round, covered with
short close hair, with a short downy wool beneath, and the
legs are slender and firm, without brushes or callosities.
Their stature is rather larger than that of the Ibex, 'but
that of the female does not exceed that of the Goat; her
borns are small.. pointed, almost vertical, and divergent,
sometimes wanting, and there are two mammw. A rufous
dun, passing into a chocolate gray, appears to be the wild
primitive colour of the genus, in which particular all the
species have 80 close a resemblance, that they ~ay be con·
sidered as forming only one, slightly dh"ersified by the acci
dents of climate and food j but with regard to the domestic
races, it is varied to excess by all the circumstances which the
influence of man can produce.

ShPep live in familiezJ or flocks, more or less numerous,
upon the most inaccessible mountains of Asia, Africa, Europe,
and America; a circumstance sufficient to prove, that in
strength, hardihood, and enterprise, they are in nowise inferior
to goats. They are found on the Islands in the Medi·
terranean, and even upon the Kuriles in the Northern
Pacific, where it would seem that. the ice only could have
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brought them; nor. indeed. can their intellectual qualifiea
tioDS be justly considered as inferior to those of the Caprine
genua. We have already alluded to a striking proof of their
intelligence in a former part of this work; and it is equally
known that they practise the llame expedient for passing
each other on a narrow apace, as is recorded of the goat.
They are certainly timid animals, but this shyness, as in other
ruminants, is balanced by curiosity, and when once overcome.
tends to extreme confidence. We cannot, therefore. assent to

the whole inferences drawn by the acute observer M. F.
Curier, and by M. Desmarets. from the apparent stupidity of
the Mufro allowing itself to be caught as often as was re

quired. by merely offering it bread; we only see in this fact,
that the animal had so far familiarized itself with man as to

feel the desire of obtaining a dainty, more than the fear of
ill consequences. It is not under the confined circumstances
in which this animal was placed. but it is in the country
where no direct constraint has cramped their faculties. and
above all, in their wild state, that we should study and ap
preciate their moral qualities. Now if we turn our view to
an intermediate state, as, for instance. the Mountain Sheep
of Wales, half wild from the nature of the ~untry,. we find
them not crowded in close herds. because .experience has
taught them to feel secure from carnivora, but scattered in
groups of twelve or fourteen. one of which is. nevertheless.
on the look out, from a rock or a peak, to give warning of
the approach of any strange object, and to give the hissinjr
signal of retreat, when all betake themselves to the most
inaccessible parts of the mountain. Such:s also the practice
of the American., and no doubt of all the Argalis. whence
the difficulty of arriving within gun-shot, which is as well
known in Kamschatka as among the Cree Indians. If they be
shot. it is, in geDeral. because, feeling secure from dogs, they
will stop and look with curiosity from some lofty crag upon
their cry beneath, while the wary hunter steals unperceived
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upon them. Nor are their affections obliterated in a d0
mestic state: he, wbo in shearing time, when the lambs are

put up separately from the ewes, witueues the correct know
ledge these animals have of each other's voices; the parti
cular bleating of the mother, just escaped from the shears,
and the responsive call of the lamb, skipping at the same
moment to meet her; its startled attitude at the .first sight
of her altered appearance, and the fe-assured gambol at her
rePeated voice and well-known smell; he who observes them
at these moments, will not refuse them as great a share of
intelligence R8 their ancient subjugation, extreme delicacy, and
eonsequeot habitual dependtlnce on man, will allow.

The courage of sheep is superior to that of goats. The
males both wild and tame alike contend with each other
for the p08llession of the females, by butting witb the fore
head and homs, running at each other with great force, 80

as to precipitate the YRoquished sometimes o~er precipices
of great height; and the solidity of their skulls is such, that
the domestic ram, whose blOWll strike low, will drive a bull out
of the field. Rams. and even wethen, will attack, and some
times kill, dogtt, or foses. Instances of this kind are not un
common in tbe mountainous parts of England, though they
might appear incredible on tbe Continent, where sheep enjoy
less liberty. British shepherds are also well acquainted with
the cunning and the arts sheep will put in practice to elude
their vigilance when a young com field entices them to theft ;
and the Scottish and western moantaioeen often witness their
sagacity in anticipating a storm, by seeking timely sbelter
under a cliff, wbere sometimes it i& necessary to dig them out
of the lIDOW, in which they beeome buried, without incurring
any material injury.

Sheep drop- the two middle incisors of their tim teeth
after a twelvemonth's age; at two years the two nest; at

three. four are renewed j and at four· yean of age all are
replaced: they are tho "hite and replar. but by deg1'eell

Y2
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they become blunt, angular, and blackish. The horns of
the Ram acquire annually another ring. They suffer from

various insects. among which the lE,tnu o"i8 is most de
trimental, the larva introducing themselves from the lips into
the nostrils, and thence into the frontal and maxillary pores,

stopping them up, amI causing diseases which often prove
fatal. They are, probably, less dangerous to the wild species,
who constantly reside in elevated localities. Sbeep feed in
preference on alpine and aromatic herbs, and are always
more cboice than goats in the quality of their pasture. It
is stated to be a fact, that they will devour greedily several
species of Helix, which come to the surface of the soil in
dry Pf'riods •.

The high mountains of Bhootan are frequented by an
animal of this genus, which may be a variety of the next
species. They are known by the name of Nervati, or Wild
Sheep of Bhote, and are represented as similar in colour, and
in the texture of the h~ir, to the Chiru, that is a slaty bluish
gray, inclining to red, and concealing, beneath the general
superficies, a spare fleece of very soft wool, which lies close to
their skin. This colour is, probably, not unlike that of the
Musmon, or a liver-coloured gray; but it may be that the
Nervati is of a different species, and even of a different genus,
because we have no account of the horns.

The Asiatic bgali. (Ovi8 ~mmon.) This species, ob
served and described by Gmelin and Pallas, is, perhaps, the
Pygargus and Ophion of the ancients. Rubraquis was the
first of the modems, about 1253, who again noticed it by the
name of Artak, most likely an erroneons reading of the MS.
for Kirtaka, one of its Tataric names: that of Argali, first
admitted by Pallas, is the Mongolic for the female, that of
the male being properly Guldschab. Several of its Asiatic
names have reference to the white rump. It also seems

• The species hitherto mentioned are, H. Ericetosufl&, Lin.; Co
Rim" Mull; H. Oingenda, Zeba, Leach; H. CantiaM, Mont. Leach.
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to be the ancient German Weissarsch, although this mark
is not· 80 distinctly observable in this as in the next species
or variety, this circumstance, however, might explain the
disputed rnti'1 Dishon· of the Pentateuch, and S'v'ycz(1'Y0ll of
the LXX.; it is also more consonant with the interpretation
of Bochart.

The male is not much inferior in size to a stag, indivi
duals having been killed that weighed considerably above
two hundred pounds. He is about three feet high at the
shoulders, and nearly five feet in length. The horns are
very large, sometimes near four feet long, and weighing
upwards of thirty pounds; their width is 80 considerable at
the base, that young foxes are said to shelter themselves in
such·as are found casually on the ground; they rise near
the eyes, before the ears, occupying the greater part of the
back of the head, and nearly touching above the forehead,
bending at first backwards and downwards, then to the
front, and the points finally outwards and upwards; their
base is triangular, with the broadest side towards the fore
head; the surface is wrinkled crossways to beyond their mid
dle, but the extremity is more smooth. Some variation of
form occurs in the Argalis of Caucasus, their horns being
often only semicircular, almost round at the base, extremely
heavy and stout, dark brown, with scarce any wrinkles, not
tapering, but ending in a stumpy form. The fur of the ani
mal consists of short hair, fulvous-gray in winter, with a ferru
ginous butl'-eoloured streak along the back, and a large disk
of whitish buff on the buttocks, including the tail; the in
ternal side of the limbs and the belly are still paler, and the
chaffron, nose, and throat, are white. In summer the whole
fur is more rufous, but the buff-coloured mark on the but
tocks remains unaltered. The female is smaller, with
slender horns, nearly straight, and small wrinkles, resemb
ling those of a domestic goat; the colours of the hair are

• DUhon, at derived from 1tn Disen, cinereous f:olour.
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nearly the same, but paler, and without the di8k on the but·
tocka; both have the face rather straight, the taU very
short, the eye-lubes whitish, the skil, beneath the throat
lax. and covered with longer hair, and a close wool concealed
by the outer coat.

The Argall inhabits the highest mountains of Ceutral
Asia, the Caucaaus, K.am.cbatka, and the elevated steppes
and plains of Siberia, &c. The males fight fiercely in the
manner of the Common Ram i they breed twice in the yew,
in apring and autumn, and produce ooe or two lamba at a
birth. These are at first covered with a gray fur, and if taken
they are easily domesticated; but the adults remain always
intractable. They are s~ng I!J1d active, Bying from the
least danger, always in a direction of the m~t inaccessible
ground, but their motion is from side to side, like that of the
Domestic Sheep, and stopping in their course to look at the
pursl,l8r. The Besh is esteemed very savoury, and the skins,
Dtlw becomiog more rare in RulllJia, fetch a good price 011

the spot to be converted into articles of clothing. In the
autumn, when they descend from the mountains, they are
'very fat, but in the spring they are lean, from want of choice
food. and from licking salt, before they again aacend to the
sunny glens of the high mountaiQ,s.
. The .A.me1'ican Argali. (p. Pygargua.) This animal wu

known in the time' of Hernandez, by the name of~heep of
California; V.enegas and Clavighero; afterwards noticed it,
and the Canadian fur traders' have long been acquainted
with it by the name of Culblane; but Mr. M'Gi,llivray, after
his travels in the Rocky Mountains in 1800, first drew the
attention of ZoologistS more particularly to the species, and
its spoils have since been transmitted to Philadelphia and
London. In size and form, it resembles the former, being
also about three feet high at the shoulder, and four feet six
inches in length. but the horns are still larger and more per- .
reetly spir'al, measuring above fift.een inches each at their
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base, and the pair covering the sides of the head from near
the eyes to the occiput, touching at the top of the forehead.
This structure lengthens the head, raising the forehead
high between them, and depressing its articulation below
the orbits: their triangular characters is almost effaced. by
the arching of the sides. In old specimens the wrinklell
are not very prominent, and the tips are commonly broken
off. The face and mouth is white; the cheeks, neck, back,
and limbs, dun rufous-gray; the tail, about five inches long.
together with the buttocks and part of the croup, is enclosed
in a disk of whitish-buff; the eyes are pale bluish-gray, and
there is no appearance of a lax skin or longer hair beneath the
throat. The females are smaller, and have similar horDs to
those of Asia.

In their manners they reaemble the O. AmmOfl, living in
troops of thirty to forty, headed by an old ram, bounding
vigorously along the steepest ridges, and occasionally de
scending on the plain, particularly during the severest
winter day.. If the American species be the same as the
Asiatic, which appears very probable, it can have reached
the New World only on.'r the ice by Behring's Straits; and
the passage may be conjectured as comparatively of a re
cent date, since the Argali has not spread eastward beyond
the Rocky Mountains, nor to the south, further than
Califomia.

The Bearded Argali. (0. Tragela11/uu.) Africa has its
Argali, and in all likelihood more than one variety of the
species; for it does not appear that the specimen described
by Dr. Caius, and that discovered by M. Geoffroy St.
Hilaire in the mountains of Egypt, call be viewed other
wise than as varieties of the same species; that figured
by Mr. Pennant may be altogether distinct.

The Tragelaphus, described by Caius about 1561, brought
from the mountains of Mauritania, Morocco? was larger
than a fallow-deer, or nearly equal to a stag, being
three feet six inches at the shoulder, and four feet six
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from the nape of the neck to the tail. The ht>ad. from the
nostrils to the vertex, one foot three inches; the horns one
foot one inch and a half in circumference at ba.se. one inch
asunder on the bead. bending back and downwards. angu
lar. black, two feet one inch long and wrinkled; the ears
small; a beard fonned .by hairs on the cheeks. and under
jaw dividing into two lobes; the neck thick, of no great
length, and beneath it a quantity of long hairs hanging from
the throat to the knees; a setaceous mane stood up along
the neck, and in particular about the withers where it was
t.ufted. long, and erect. and of the same colour. or some
what darker than that of the rest of the body, which re
sembles the winter dress of a stag, or blackish-rufous; the
knees~ protected by long and dense hairs. which seem in
tended to protect them in bounding, were bent backwards,
but without a callosity; the legs were slender, and the exter
nal hoofs of the fore-feet longer than the internal; the in
cisors were only six in number; the nostrils black. divided
by a perpendicular line of the same ('.olour. It was gentle,.
petulant, and lascivious, fond of ascending high places and
roofs of houses; it could run swiftly and bound prodigiously.
According to Caius, the females are larger than the males,
but are not provided with a similar luxuriant mane, but on
this head he does not seem to speak from personal observa
tion. This animal appears to be the real Fishtall or Lerwt>e
of Shaw, all the characters agreeing excepting the stature,
which may have been over-rated to him by the Arabs, or
may allude to some of the smaller breeds of cattle. whose
heifers in Africa are not higher at the' shoulder than
the male is here represented. Its character is likewise
in hannony with the name, whether the interpretation of
Fishtall refer to its form, or to its habits *. Here we

• According to my learned friend, N. Howard, Esq., the name
may be a compound of";;; lelA, bristle.. mane, and cJU tall, long;

thUI long mane; or be compeunded of ...;.:, vehal&, a deaert, and
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have the troe name, by which this species should be
designated from that of Tragelaphus, adopted by Caius
and Gesner, because Pliny noticed an animal with a
forked beard, residing on the banks of the Phasis in Asia,
as evidently intended for the JEgagrns, or the Caucasian
Ibex. .

M, Geoffroy St. Hilaire, described and figured. a wild
sheep of the mountains of Egypt, which has great affinity to
this, and may be a variety, or perhaps merely differing from
youth: It is not larger than a common ram; the horns are
oo1y eleven inche'l in circumference, and the throat, not the
under-jaw, is lined with long pendulous hail'1l, but there is no
mane on the neck, nor tufts upon the shoulders; the knees,
as in the former, are protected by a kind of romas, consisting
of straight hairs about five inches long, hanging quite round
them; the tail is longer, or nearly six inches; the colour pale
rufous, and thp. hoofs 8S in the Argali. It was discovered in
the mountains of Egypt.

The figure published by Mr, Pennant is a copy from
a print by Bassau, after a drawing of Oudry, representing
a species of Argali which belonged to the Menagerie of
the King of France; this must have lived some time in cap
tivity as appeaN by the great length of the hoofs, which
invariably assume an unnatural appearance, when these ani
mals are long confined. The general aspect of the specimen
is Dot unlike the former, but the horns, placed at a consider
able distance from each other on the head, are smaller at ba'se,
forming a curve indeed, as in the Argali, but the points
turning more directly and irregularly outwards. There is
a considerable undivided beard under the throat, but DO

jli tall, wanderer, or the deeert wanderer; veluA .ignifies alIo,
animal silveltre lera, a wandering wild animal.

• In the great work on Egypt, by the Iustitute of Cairo, it i. there
named Moutlon d'Afrique. We found the .pecimeD in the Muaeum
of Pari•.
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tufta of long hair about the knees, nor mane on the neck. It
may be an individual or mixed blood, such as the ancients often
allude to; perhaps the Ophion or Pliny.

The Mtumon. (0. MII8tJ'I07I.) The ancients were ac
quainted. with this animal: Pliny notices the Musmon,
Musimon and Ophion. In Candia it is still said to be
found. The mountaineers of Sardinia and Corsica are well
acquainted with it. by the name of Mufro, and in former
ages it abounded. in Spain, and, probably, in all the high
primitive chains of mountains in temperate Europe. If
one species of Ovis can make a direct claim to the pro
genitorship of the domestic breeds more than another, it
would be the Musmon, and the last described variety of
Africa. which by the structure of its horns is more allied
to Musmon than to Ammon; both having proved that the
intermixture with domestic sheep is readily accomplished,
and the intermediate breed prolific. It is probable that
African sheep first peopled the south and west of Europe,
perhaps as early as the Asiatic, which may have spread them
selves over Greece, Sicily, and the east of Italy; but. later
period may be assigned to those which came round the Black
Sea into the valley of the Danube: the northern nations of
wooded Europe, could not maintain them till a period compa~

ratively recent.
The Corsican Musmon, like the African animal, has the

horns shorter than the other Argalis, usually not exceeding
one and a half the length of the head, curved. backwards,
and the points turned inwards. In general the colour of the
fur is a brownish or liver-coloured gray, with more or less
white upon the face and legs; there is also a tuft of long
hair beneath the throat, and a darker streak along the back.
and on the flanks. But they sometimes vary in colour,
beiDg marked with large black spaces, particularly about
the neck, resembling, in this particular, the domestic bn.>eds
both in Africa and India, which appear to be .nea~8t the
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original stock. The females are in genl'ral without homs,
and of all the wild species of sheep they have the chaft"ron
most arched, and are Baid to be the least intelligent and
hardy. This form of the nual bones is found to increase
with the degeneracy of the domeRtic breed of bo~ goatll
and meep, and is even an unfavourable character in the
Horse; and we might be led to 8U8pt>Ct that the MuCro of
Conica is not a genuine wild animal, bllt an African do.
mestic breed once imported, and only partially restored to
its primitive characters, by the security of its insular situ.
tion from carnivorous animals, after it had escaped to the
rocks from the influence of man. Columella, who in the
reign of Claudius, crossed the breed of his Tarentine sheep
with wild rams brought to Gades from AtHca, and which
were of a 8ingular colour, would not have looked for the
African, if the Musmon of Spain, then abundant upon aU
the mountains of the Peninsula, had been viewed by him 88

the same animal; nor cou~d the Argalis of Africa which are
at present known, be the kind mentioned, for theW rufoau
colour is not singular, but very common in Barbary. Yat
this extraordinary colour remained for succeBBive genera
tions, though the hair W88 rt"placed by wool; and we find
that the Morocco sheep are very R9nerally marked with
spaces of chocolate or liver-coloured brown: that these races
have also an arched chatTron, long legs, more or 1888 hair
among their fleeces, and the points of the horns tumed in
wards. The Musmons are distinguished, it is true, by a
very short tail, and by the black colour of the mouth and
tongue; but the variations in the tail are common among the
different domestic breeds, and partially black mouths are not
more rare, than a similar distinction in certain breeds of ter
rier dogs. or the facility of breeding this species with our do
mestic meep, proof was obtained from the specimen brought
to England by the celebrated Pascal Paoli, which was the
parent of a mixed progeny here; hence, there is some ground
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to 8U8J>8Cl that the Musmon and Ophion of the aneienta "'ere
not synonymous Dames for the same animal, and that the Wild
Sheep of Spain and the Carpathian Mountains are not the
Mufro of Corsica. The Spanish Wild Sheep mixed however
with the domestic, and the intermediate breed, according to
Pliny. were named Umbri.

The Musmons of Sardinia and Corsica never quit the
highest ridges: where, however, the temperature allows no
permanent snows. They live in small herds, headed by an
old male, uniting occasionally into flocks of near one hun
drt'd; but they separate again in December and January,
when the rutting season commences, and the usual battles
have decided how many females each male can retain. The
females yean two lambs in April and May, which run· about
the moment they are dropped, and are cherished and defended
with greoat constancy by their dams: they are not adult till
the third year, but the power of procreation is the same as in
the domestic races, and can commence at eighteen months.
In Corsica the male is denominatf'd Mufro, and the female
Mufra, from which Buffon has fonned the word Mouflon.
Their skins are used for various purposes, and in that island
and Sardinia, the mountaineers still convert them into vests,
and a kind of cloaks, which may be the present" representa
tives of the Maatruca Sardorum, noticed in the commentaries
on Cicero, as made from the skin of the Mufro: this dress
was worn in particular by the inland robbers, the Mastruci
Latrunculi.

I t appears that in ancient times a wild species of sheep
inhabited Great Britain. Bootius mentions a wild breed in
St. Kilda, larger than the biggest goat, with tails hanging to
the ground, and horns longer and as bulky as those of an ox.
Mr. Pennant observes upon this subject, that such an animal
is figured on a bas relief taken out of the wall of Antoninus
near Glasgow.

The Domestic Sheep. (0. Aries.) Whether the infinite

I

I

I

j
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variety in the breeds of sheep result from one or more species
of Wild Argalis and Musmons, or whether the original stock
is lost, are questions which appear in a great "measure deter
mined by the observations made 011 them in the preceding
pages; but it may be worth observing, that as Asia seems to

exhibit the most numerous and finest varieties in the breeds
of domestic goats, so Africa might claim the grE-atest num
ber of distinct varieties of sheep, from those approaching
nearest to their supposed primitive characters, to the ulti
mate degree of deterioration which can exist without extinc
tion. The ~radations in the scale of domestication, appear to
be distinguishable in the first place, by a decrease of bulk in
the horns, retaining the original direction, or passing into
more elongated spiral turns; by a partial retention of hair
on the body, more or less mixed with wool; by the local
accumulation of fat on certain parts; by the expansion and
drooping of the ears; the lengthening of the tail; by the
arching of the nasal bones or chaffron ; and last, by the
wool changing from white to dark brown and black.. In
proportion as one or more of these characters combined
are observed, the breed recedes from the original type; but
in reviewing the races by these indications, regard must
still be had to the obvious influences of climate Bnd circum
stances.

The principal breeds of Africa are the .Adimain, or Lmg
legged. Sheep, remarkable for elevated legs and robust make,
notwithstanding they have hollow flanks. In height at the
shoulder, the ram measures three feet, and in length exceeds
four feet six inches. The chaffron is more or less arched, the
ears horizontal, the tail invariably very long, and the neck·
short. On the croup, back, and flanks, there is wool, vary
ing in the degrees of fineneBB; but from the nape of the neck
to the shoulders, a heavy mane of hair hangs down to the
breast. The horns in general are short, forming a segment
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of a circle round the eal'l. or this race there are several sub
ordinate breeds, the fil'lt, or

Marocco breed, bas long wool; the hair on the neck rather
shorter and more undulating, of a rufous-brown; the ears
lIDall, horizontal; the hOrDS small, turning spirally outwanb,
and the scrotum forming two leparate sacks: general colour
white, with lome marks of liver-colour. A specimen sent by
one of the princes of Morocco, was in the possession of Sir J.
Banks.

The Emmewaa or G.inea breed is the second, and well
known by the figures of Marcgrave, Buft'on, and M. F.
Curier. The horns of this animal form a semicircle, with the
points forwards, rather robust and short. The females are
hornless. There il usually some black distributed about
the sides of the head and on the neck j and in proportion as
this colour spreads on the specimens we have seen, the horns
were observed to decrease in lize, the ears to become more
pendulous, and at last wattlft were found near the throat.
Of this sort was a large ram from Guinea, nearly without
wool, white in colour, but with large black lpots on the
head, shoulders, flanks, and legs; on the neck there was a
beautiful mane of long silky white hairs. It is this breed
which was formerly introduced into Holland, and kept upon
the Islands near the Texel, and in Groningen, by means of
which the cross breed with long legs and long wool was reared,
which bred twice a year. It is also found, with little variation,
in the Fezzan.

The Corego is a third breed of the aboYe race, with simi
lar proportion, but still hollower flanks, very arched chat
fron, meagre and powerless, and iD8tead. of wool, covered
with lOOlle hair, slightly lengtbeDed beneath the throat;
the horns very short, turned back upon the neck.; the ears
pendulous, two wattles beneath the throat; the tail very
long, alender, and almost naked. The females without hornl ;
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and the general colours of the fur consisting in large elouda of .
pale mfous-brown upon white.

The Muana Conquo. Coquo, and Zomba, Angola breeds.
are better proportioned. The form of the chatrron is as in
the breeds of Europe; the horns small; in the first and
third turning from the head; in the Coquo Corming a com
mencement of the usual curve. This species has also more
and finer wool, and. in general. bears a black spot round the
eyes; the others are more hairy: all have the tail very long.
the ears only horizontal, and their geoeral colour is white, with
broad spots of mfoue.

The Zunu or Goitered breed. is a fourth of the A~ola

race, low on the legs. with close hair, pendulous ears. aQ,d tail
reaching to. the (e~locka. It is very delicate, Md has the sin
gular peculiarity of a mass of fat rising in the Corm of a high
collar behind. the horns. and resting upon the occiput; the
horns are very short, slender, turned inwards towards the fore.
head: upon the larynx another mass of fat hangs like a goitre
under the throat; the forehead is so prominent that a deep de
pression occurs between the eyes; the ears, neck, body. and su
perior part of the tail. are pale brown; the head, goitre, throat.
legs, belly. and inferior half of the tail, white *.

At the Cape of Good Hope seye~l breeds are fOlmd, the
Dutch import~ froQl Hollaad, -the Indiau from Ceylon, and
the Indigenous, or Hottentot Broad-tailed Sheep. Besides
these, other intermediate s9rts have arisen by crossing be
t"freen them; but the Broad-tailed. or Hottentot Sheep, is
the true South African. and DOW found also in Madras aud
Bengal.

It is beneath the ordinary me. The males generally. the

• There are excellent figurea'of theee breeds in the celebrated col
lection of Prince Maurice of NUI8U, the copiel of which were im
mediately reoogniIed by aneral of our late voyagen on the Wat
Cou~of Africa.
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females always, without borns, han<bomely made, tbe tail
lower than the boughs, ending in a sharp point, the end of
which is turned up, with a considerable expanse of fat
beneath, rather thick, and not spread laterally; the wool is
replaced by very soft and short white hair, with a fulvous
spot round each eye; the same on the tips of the ears, the
knees. fetlocks, and houghs. It is a very delicate breed,
and almost useless if taken on board for sea· stock, wasting
and perishing in the first gale of wind. This breed is one of a
vast race, spreading. with various modifications, over Egypt,
Barbary, the Levant, India, China, and Russia. Their name
of Broad-tailed, common to the whole race, is derived from
one or two ma8Sl'S of fat extending, with some variation of
shape, on each side of the inferior part of the tail where it is
invariably naked and flesh-coloured.

Mr. Pennant mentions a second breed of this race also

from South A.frica, with large pendulous ears, a convex
. face, small horns, and a long tail. There is a third, which

may be a cross with the Dutch. The chafFron is nearly
straight, the ears small, horizontal; horns rather large,
stretching at right angles from the head. Jt is a large
variety; the head commonly black; the ears white; the wool
on the forehead and body, mostly white and coarse; the tail
broad, with two lobes of rat at the sides, reaching to the
houghs.

The Barbary and Egyptian Broad-tailed breed is more
rufous on the neck, legs, tail, ears, and nose; the wool is

coarse, the face not much arched, the ears pendulous, and
the horns retain the original curve of the Argalis on a smaller
scale. In this breed the tail is long. and at base wider than
the buttocks.

The last African race we shall notice is found in Barbary,
and even in Corsica. It is policerate, with pendulous ears;
the tail not much widened, white in colour; posterior
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parts covered with wool; and from the head to the shoulders
with 1908e soft hair. A crossed breed of this race with the
Emmemas, and brought from Guinea, was in the possession
of R. Wilding, Esq. It was entirely covered with soft silky
hair of a silvery whiteness; o~ the fore and hind part of
the neck, the hair was of great length, especially in front;
half of the nose was jetty black; on each knee and on each
thigh a black spot; the fetlocks and feet white. In the
month of November it began to assume a soft woolly coat,
like that of English Sheep, so forcibly was it influenced
by the elimate. It was at first very gentle, attending its
master in his walks, and leaping over the stiles in the
path; but being introduced to other sheep, it became vicious,
and was sent to a mountain enclosure, where it died.

The Asiatic Sheep are partly of the same broad-tailed race
as the African.

Pallas mentions one with very few caudal vertebrm, but
loaded on each side with a considerable and rounded mass
of fat, separated beneath, but uniting at the tail. It has
coarse wool, is often dark-coloured, almost black; the hoofs
are long, and the ears pendulous. This breed is found in
China, Persia, and Southern Russia.

The celebrated AstTacan breed, which extends over Cho
razan, about Meschet, and.in the Kerman or ancient Cara
mania, is remarkable for the fine spirally-curled wool of a
gray or mixed black and white colour which is obtained
from it. The Sheep are below the ordinary size; the
horns of the Ram curved back and spiral at the tip; the
ears pendulous; the colour dirty-white, with a fine gray
wool beneath; the tail not very broad. The fine furs are
of the lambs slain with the dam a few days before yeaning.
Some are black.

There is another Russian breed without horns; the chaf
fron not much arched; having wattles under the throat;
ears pointing downwards and forwards; a yellow face,
~~~ Z
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and a very short broad-tail: the wool is white, and of good
quality.

The last Broad-tailed breed of Northern and Middle
Asia, is policerate, with the ears pointing forward and down,
as in the former. The horns are (our, five, .and even six;

the chatrron very convex; wattles under the throat, and very
coarse wool. This breed forms t.he flocks of the Kirguise, and
range along the banks of the Volga and Jennissai.

The Steatopyga or Fat-rurnpecl Sheep, are of another race,
principally reared in Southern Tartary. They have small or
no horns; the chalfron not quite straight; the mouth
small and pointed; long pendulous ears, and the tail very
short and without fat; some have wattles: the wool is of
good quality, but mixed colours, being white and roan or
light-brown in the RamB, and black and white in the Ewes.

A variety of this, seemingly cros&ed with the Astracan,
forms a breed in the Mysore. It is hornless, with narrow
pendulous ears; a very short clean tail, and the wool, very
fine, is particularly curled in small meshes, shaped like a
cork-screw j the eyes are blue, and the colour pure white.
It is the most beautiful breed of India. The late Sir
Joseph Banks had a specimen which came from the gar
dens of Tippoo Sultan, at Seringapatam.

India and China are, besides, in possession of a breed
which seems allied to the African Adimain race. It is
rather high on the legs, with middle-sised curved horns, a
collar of hair reaching to the shoulders, which, together
with the head and legs, is deep rufous-brown. On the body
there is a short whitish and coarse wool, rather curling,
and the tail, more hairy, reaches below the houghs, and is
rufous.

The Dolichura, or Circassian breed, has a very long tail,
trailing to the ground; middle-sized horns, twisting spi
rally from the side of the ~ead, and very coarse wool,
often black.
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Among the European varietips
The Many-homm of Iceland. seems t.o be derived Crom

the Russian policerate breed. They are small, with very
irregular horns, three, four, or 6ve, in number, never spiral.
but variously bent. They have a covering of long coarse
hair. beneath which lies a coal'ge thick wool, and next to
the skin a finer down. Their oolour is rusty-brown; the
Ipgs very small. and the hoofs narrow, long. and irregular,
Bepm to acquire this form from their continual residence
upon snow. which does not wear them down. Some of
these sheep are housed in winter. but o~heJ"8 are nearly
wild, shifting for themselves. and often buried under the
mow for many days. Yet a good ewe yields from two to
six quarts of milk per day. from which butter and cheese
is made. They are not shorn, the fleece coming oft' at once,
when the young wool is somewhat advanced (about the month
of May).

There is. beeides, in Iceland, a large white breed. with
similar horns as the former. but probably obtained by crossing
with some continental race.

In _Conica the white polieerate race, with coarse
straight wool and small ears, seems derived from the Barbary
breed.

A second race of Europe, with horns of a peculiaI' cha
racter, so as to have been regarded as forming a distinct
species, and named StJ"epsiceros by the modems. is the
Ct-etafL The animals are of handsome 'form, with long
horns. having a strong ridge in the front; the Ram is dis
tinguished by having them usually in the form of a com
plete spiral circle at the base, and then three additional
spiral twists ascending vertically; the ean are small,
drooping; the tail long; and the whole body covered with
undulating wool, of rather a coarse quality; the face and
legs are often speckled, or even entirely black. In the fe
males tht> horns art> divergent, straight, and twisted into

Z2
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four turns on their own axis. Their colour is white, and
stature equal to the Common Sheep.

The Wallachian breed is derived from the Cretan, and
resembles the old unimproved breed of England in form,
shape of the ears, and voluminous scrotum, but the wool,
though curling, is rather coarse, and straight on the thighs
and tail; the horns are very long, marked with a promi
nent ri~ge, diverging almost at right angles from the head,
and twisted, in a lax spiral fonn, into two turns and a half.
The breed is white.

But the most important continental race of Europe is the
Merino. It is distinguished from British Sheep by bearing
wool on the forehead and cheeks; the horns of the Ram are
ponderous, the spiral curve, as in the Argali, turning for
wards and laterally into an additional crook; the head is
large; the body rounded; the chaffron not much raised.
There is a lax skin beneath the throat, which is, in Spain,
esteemed a mark, denoting a tendency to fine wool and a
heavy fleece: the females are without horns. This race
produces the wool of first quality for manufactures; it is
abundant, very fine, soft: to the touch, much packed, and
twisted into the fonn of screws; oily, but shorter than in
the Common Sheep. The race, subdivided into breeds, is
extended over the greater part of Spain; large Bocks are
kept constantly travelling during the seasonable part of the
year, and pent up during the winter. The best breeds are
those of Cavagne and Negrate; these are kept in pens
during the cold season, about Merida in Estremadura, on
the left of the Guadiana, and from thence they move about
the 15th of April, in flocks of two or three thousand, pass
ing the Tagus at Almaras, proceeding towards Villa Costin,
Alfaro, and Espinas, to be shorn; after which operation
they travel again towards the kingdom of Leon, where they
are divided into Bocks of five hundred head, and distributed
on the grazing territory of Cervera, near Aquil08 del
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Campo. The &uan breed resides in winter on the borders
of Estremadura, Andalusia, and New Castille. They remove
at the end of April cross the Tagus at Talavera de la
Reyna, and at Puente del Arzobispo, direct their march to
wards Madrid, and from thence to Soria, where a part re
mains in the mountains, and the rest cross the Ebro to graze
in Navarre and the Pyrenees. These three breeds are known
by the epithet of Transhumante, or travelling, to distinguish
them from t~e Estantes, or such as do not migrate. Of these
latter the best breeds reside about the flanks of the
Guadarama and Somosierra ranges, and in the environs
of Segovia, where they are shom in places named Esquileos;
but the Leonese breed has the finest form, and produces the
most abundant fleeces.

The fleece of Merinos weighs, upon an average, from three
to five pounds. In colour, the best are on the surface dark
brown, almost black, from the dust adhering to the greasy
character of the pile; beneath, it is pure white, producing
a striking contrast with the rosy hue of the skin; .the harder
the fleece, and the more it resists pressure, the more close and
fine will be the wool. Since His late Majesty spread his fine
flock of Merinos over England, the breed is much intermixed,
and with the Ryeland, by late experiments four, or at most five
times crossed, it has produced wool of equal excellence, and
more than double the weight: one instance is recorded of a ram
producing a fleece of twelve pounds.

Great Britain, however, produces the most valuable
sheep, taking all the qualities required into consideration.
From the reign of Edward I. the wool produced was an ar
ticle of immense value to the kingdom; and from Edward
III. to Henry VII. the wool staple was an object of repeated
legislative attention. It is curious that in earlier periods
the English breed was transported to Spain -, and that from

• Baker ..ys .. King Edward IV. enters into a league with
John, King of Arragon, to whom he sent a score of Cotsal Ewes and
five Rams, a small present in shew, but great in the event; for it
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the middle or the fourteenth century the government COD

stantly endeavoured to introduce tbe manufacturers of
woollen. into this realm; and that the gradual success of
tbese measures was cbie8y owing to the turbulence of the
weavers, and afterwards to the religious wars of the Ne
therlands, which brought them partly as exiles, partly as
emigrants, to the British shores. The value of wool, ex
ported in the reign of Edward III., amounted to 150,OOOl
per annum; at present the aonual value of wool shorn in
England, and no longer exported, is estimated at 5pOOO,OOOI.
sterling, which, together with about 6OO,OOOlbs. of Spanish
wool and some Saxon imported, is. worth above 20,000,0001.
per annum.

No history, ancient or modem, shews an equal instance
or such per!levering attention bestowed upon improving tbe
breeds of domestic aRimals in general and of sheep in
particular, as Great Britain presents. The atUuent leisure
of the great, emulating the practical science of the farmer,

is alike engaged in a pursuit, which the Sovereign himself
has not disdained to support, and science has forwarded with
all its means. When the attention of an enlightE"ned and
powerful nation is thus concentrated upon objects of real
and practical utility, the result is invariably commensurate
with the effort; and hence, not only horses and oxen, but
sheep, and even swine, have arrived at a very high standard
of improvement, some, perhaps, at the highest attainable
consistent with the climate and circumstances of the case.
With regard to sheep, it appears that the chief aim of im
provement consists in combining the production of the best
wool with the most delicate flesh, upon the least pouible
quantity of bone, at the smallest expense. and without in
juring the vigour and hardiness of the animal. Experience
proves that these objects are not efFected but by selecting'

proved of more benefit to Spain, and more detriment to England.
than could at lint have been imagined." C!l.rqn,. fol. 206. Thia
mU8t have been about 1466.
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at all times, for breeding, the individuals posBessed of the
handsomest proportions, and crossing them successively with
those who partake in the highest degree of one or more of the
desired qualifications. When, by these means, a breed is
advanced to the point of perfection desired, to desist from
crossing, and to breed with the most perfect of both sexes of
the same race, or what is termed in and in.

But the nature of the soil, wooded or open, heath or down,
elevated or low, the vicinity of the capital or of large cities,
demand modifications; for, where the flesh is more valuable
than the wool, the chief attention is necessarily bestowed upon
that quality, and the greater or less readiness in fattening,
preferably to that of fleece. In like manner the difference of
latitude and the prevalence of moist weather require modi.fi
cations; but by the application of these general principles,
subordinate to local circumstances, Great Britain has acquired
a variety of breeds, each adapted to its localities, in such a
state of perfection, that little can be desired beyond the fur
ther extension of the practice to every part of the United
Kingdoms.

These results were not, however. obtained, but by slow
degrees, great expense. and persevering attention. It is
nearly seventy years since the system commenced, and its
increasing importance may be traced by the comparative
prices paid for the hire of rams for the season, and the rate
of purchase for those possesst'd of prime qualifications. At
that period, the best rams of the Leicester breed were let
out for hire by the season at sixteen and seventeen shillings a
piece; and from that time the price kept rising from one
guinea to ten, and even more. For the purchase of rams
four hundred guineas have been repeatedly given j and Mr.
Bewick states, that Mr. Bakewell, in the year 1789, made
twelve hundred guineas by three rams. two thousand guint'as
of seven, and three thousand guineas of the remainder of his
stock of rams. But it must be observed that these enormous
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prices were paid by the principal breeders, for the purpose of
improving their own stock.

The British Sheep may be considered as forming t"o
combined races, collectively distinguishable from others by
a very small delicately-fonned head, the cbaffron oot much
arched; those derived from the original or old b~ with
horns, the others mostly without. The line of the back is
in general straight, the quarters full, the ears small, the
legs slender, the tail rather long, and the scrotum volumi
nous. According to Mr. Culley there are fourteeo different
breeds of sheep in the kingdom, all of them sufficiently
distinguished by their horns, or by being hornless; by the
colour of their faces anu legs, and by the length and quality of
their wool. To these Mr. Dickson adds two more breeds;
and Mr. Parkinson enumerateS no less than thirty-seven, to

each of which are assigned one or more cha~teristic peculia
rities.

Mr. Culley thus describes the best fonn of a ram. H His
head should be fine and small; his nostrils wide and eX
panded; his eyes prominent and rather bold and daring;
ears thin; his collar full from his breast and shoulders, but
tapering gradually all the way to where the head and neck
join, which should be very fine and graceful, being perfectly
free from any coarse leather banging down; the shoulders
broad and full, which must, at the same time, join so eMSy
to the collar forward, and chine backward, as to leave Dot
the least hollow in either place; the mutton upon his arm
or fore-thigh must come q~ite to the knee; his legs up
right, with a clear fine bone, being equally clear from su
per:fluous skin ~lld coarse hairy wool, from the knee and
hough downwards; the breast broad and well forward,
which will keep his fore-legs at a proper wideness; his
girth or chest full and deep; and, instead of a hollow be
hind the shoulders, that part, by some called the fore-flank,
should be quite full; the back and loins broad, flat, and
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straight, from which the ribs must rise with a fine circular
arch; his belly straight; the quarters long and full, with the
mutton quite down to the hough, which should neither stand
in nor out; his twist deep, wide, and full, which, with the
broad breast, will keep his fore-legs open and upright; the
whole Qody covered with thin pelt, and that with fine bright
soft wool. The nearer any breed of sheep come up to the
above description, the more they approach towards excellence
of form."

In the Ancient race or Black-faced heath breed, the
Rams have horns more contorted tl:tan the Merinos. The
female is with or without horns. The face and legs are black,
or spotted with 'black; the tail very long, and they have a
coarse shaggy wool extende4.,over the forehead and nether
jaw; their eyes have a fiery wild aspect; they run with
great facility among the heathy mountains, and their Ilesh
is peculiarl.y fine and high-8avoured. This race, usually
termed Short Sheep, though now greatly absorbed in the
following, still exists in the north-west of Yorkshire, as far
as Fort William in Scotland, in Northumberland, and West
moreland; but the improving system extending over this breed
a more elegant form, more slender limbs, and very fine wool,
has been obtained, without impairing their hardihood, or the
quality of the mutton. They carry from three to four pounds
of wool.

The Norfolk Sheep retain, in their large spiral horns and
black faces, the marks of originating from the heath; they
have long dark or gray legs, and large bones; the carcass is

.long, small, thin, and weak; the wool is short and fine, from
one and three-quarters to two pounds per fitlece. This breed
has a voracious appetite, and a restless disposition; they are
good travellers, but not so valuable as others. Norfolk and
Suffolk rear them.

The next is the Dorset, probably also derived from the
ancient stock, without the black colour on the face and
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limbs. but horned like the former, and usually in both
eeXell. They stand rather high upon small legs, and are long
and thin in the carcass; the wool is fine and short, from
three to four pounds per fleece. This breed has the peculiar
property of producing lambs at almost any period of the year,
even 10 early as September and October. They are particu
larly valued for supplying London, and other markets, with
bouse lamb, which is brought to market by Christmas, or

sooner.
The Walt.rkire is a variety of this breed, whieh, by attention

to size, have considerably more weight. In general they have
no wool on their bellies, which gives them an uncouth appear
ance. Varieties of this breed are spread through many of the
southern and western counties; Gloucestershire, Worcestershire,..
Hereford, &c.

The Hereford.rhire have horns common to both sexes,

and rather bulky in the males; it is a fine proportioned va
riety, with short tails. In Devonshire there is a small breed
with horns and long wool, named the EsmoO'l', from the
place where they. are chiefly bred; these have white faces
and legs, delicate bone, neck, and head, but the carcass is
narrow and flat-sided. The fleece weighs from four to five
pounds.

In the north of Scotland and the Isles are several varieties
of a horned small race, said to have been once imported from
Denmark or N OTWay, and having some affinity to the Astra
can Sheep. They are named in general Dun-faced SJ.eep.
In Kinkardineshire, &c., the breed of this race is distinguished
by the yellow colour of the face and legs, and by the dishevel
led texture of the fleece, which consists in part of coarse, and in
part of remarkably fine, wool, and the mutton is very highly
flavoured and delicate; but ot.her breeds intermixed with it,
or introduced, gradually obliterate it; and the same occurs in
Zetland, where another breed of this race is gradually disap
pearing.
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This ZetlaM breed, and another variety in the same
islands, " carry a very fine wool in three different successions
yearly; two of which resemble long hair more than wool, •
named Fors and Scudda. When the wool begins to loosen
in the roots, which generally happens about February, the
hairs or scudda spring up, and then the wool is carefully
plucked off; these hairs remain firm, until the new wool
grows up about a quarter of an inch in length, then they gra
dually wear oif, and the new :fleece has acquired about two
months' growth. The new hairs, termed Fors, spring up,
and keep root until the proper season for pulling it arrives,
when it is plucked off along with the wool, and separated
from it at dressing the :fleece, by an operation termed Forsing.
The Scudda remains upon the animal as if it were a thick
coat, a fence against the inclemency of the season, which pro
vident nature has furnished for supplying the wants of the
fleece. The wool is of various colours; the silver-gray is
thought to be finest; but the black, the white, the muurat, or
brown, is very little inferior, though the pure white is certainly
the most valuable tor all the finer purposes in which combing
wool can be used."

The Hebridean Sheep is the smallest animal of the
kind. It has usually straight short. homs, a thin lank shape i

the face and legs are white; the tail very short.; the wool
of various colours. Bluish and gray-brown, or deep rug..

set, sometimes meet in the :fleece of one animal. It rarely
~xceeds one pound weight per fleece, though in good pas
tures it is fine. This breed is likely to be speedily extir
pated.

Among the hornless race of England, the Lincoln breed,
with long wool, has the face white, the carcass long and
tbin; thick rough white legs; the bones large, the pelts
thick, and the wool from ten to eighteen inches long,
weighing from eight to fourteen pounds per :fleece, and
covering a slow feeding coarse-grained carcass of mutton.
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This breed will not fatten young, excepting on rich lands, such
as Romney Marsh, and the Lincolnshire marshes; yet the

• great weight of wool amply repays the tedious course of fatten
ing, though it requires two years, which is one more than is
required for others.

The TeesUJater have the wool shorter and lighter than the
former; the legs are longer, and the carcass thicker, firmer.
and broader; whence it affords finer grained flesh with more
weight. It is derived originally from the Lincoln.

The Dishley,' or New Leicester, is distinguished from other
long.woolled breeds by their clean heads, straight, broad, flat
backs, round barrelled bodies, very tine small bones, thin pelts,
and readiness to fatten at an early age. The mutton is not
only fat, but also fine grained, and of superior flavour to all
other large long-woolled sheep. The weight of wool is froID
six to eight pounds a fleece.

The DefJonshire Nots form a fourth breed of long-woolled
sheep, having white faces and legs, thick necks, narrow backs,
and high back-bones; the sides are good, the legs short, and
bones large: in weight much the same as the Leicester; the
wool heavier but coarser.

The short-wool1ed homless breeds contain the
H erefordshire, having white legs and faces, and the wool

growing close to their eyes; the carcass is well made, aud af
fords excellent mutton; they bear very fine wool, from one and
a half to two pounds' weight per fleece.

The store or keeping sheep of Herefordshire called Cotting,
as also Ryeland, from the land whe~ they feed, formerly
being thought fit only for rye, but which now yields every
kind of grain. They are pent into cots at night. winter and
summer, and in winter foddered with peas-straw, barley-straw,
and hay. The cots are low buildings. covered over, and made
to contain from one to five hundred sheep, according to the
flock.

The South DotD1/. have gray faces and legs, tine bones,
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long small necks. They are low before, high on the shoulder,
and light in the fore-quarters; the sides are good, and.Jhe
loin tolerably broad; the back-bone too high; die thigh full,
and twist good; the fleece is very short and fine, weighing
from two and a halr to three pounds: they prevail in Sussex,
on Chalky dOWDS.

The Cheviot have the head bare and clean; faces and legs
white, subject to spots of gray or dun; the fore.quarters
generally wanting depth in the breast, and brt1Qdth both
there and on the chine; the body is long; the legs fine, with
clean small bones, well covered with wool to the hough.
Weight of the fleece about three pounds.

The Hardwyke breed is peculiar to that rocky moun
tainous district at the head of the Duddon and Esk Riyers
in Cumberland; they have speckled mces and legs; wool
short, weighing from two to two and a half pounds, which,
though coarser than the other short.woolled sheep, is yet
finer than the heath sheep.

In France much attention has been paid of late to the
improvement of the native breeds with a success equally
satisfactory, though less general. The native races are, in
general, middle-sized, with moderately large horns, or alto
gether without horns; the chatrron is much arched, the tail
long and slender, the legs heavy, and the wool abundant
and coarse. In colour usually white, but in the southern
departments sometimes overbalanced by black, or brown·
black. This general character is modified by the crossing
of Spanish, English, and Fll.'mish breeds.

The Flemish breed, common to both France and the
Netherlands, is, in general, hornless, high on the legs, and
derived from an intermixture with the Barbary long.legged
sheep.

The Solognot breed has a fine head, small at the mouth,
mostly without horns; and the wool curled at the ends only.

The Berichonne is distinguished by a long neck, the head
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without horns, coYered with woo) 011 the llIUDIIlit; that on
the body fine, white, close, short, and curled.

The Rouuillonne fumishes very fine wool, the filaments
or piles twisted spirally; it is derived from the Merino race.

The Arclefmoise likewise extended over part of the N~

therlands, is homed, and bears very fine wool, and the
Norman is lately much improved.

In Germany this part of rural economy is likewise im
proved and improving; the Saxon and Bohemian flocks in
particular fumish wool of a very superior quality.

We must add a dwarf breed mentioned by Mr. Bewick
as brought from abroad. It was homless; the wool round
the head forming a sort of hood, with t.he ears erect in
front; the forehead projecting, chafFron concave, and the
lower jaw protruding, and shewing the teeth; the tail long,
and wool white and curling.

America is destitute of indigenous domestic sheep; but
the United States have been attentive to preserve and im
prove the breeds originally imported from England. Me
rinos have been introduced at high prices, but it is found in
the Atlantic States that the Spanish Sheep accustomed to

roam, do much mischief on small farms, and they are now
mostly sent into the back settlements; nor is the object of
woollen manufactures as yet in the States of the Union of
equal importance with the clearing of land and growing
crops; this branch of industry has, consequently, not con
tinued to fix the national attention.

We need not enter upon a subject so universally known
as the utility derived from every part of the Sheep, nor ex
patiate on the beautiful cloths obtained from wool in
England, France, Germany, the Netherlands, and the
United States. Our information on this interesting species
of animal, besides personal inquiry, and fifty-six mostly ori
ginal drawings in our portfolios, is principally derived (rom
Count de Butron, Messrs. F. Cuvier, Desmarets, Carlier.
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and Tessier; and of British writers from Messrs. Pennant,
Bewick, Bingley, Culley, Arthur Young, Dickson, Parkin
son, Sir John Sinclair, Macdonald, Lord Somerville, and
Dr. Parry; names who have deserved well alike of their
country, and of mankind.

THE GENUS DAIlIALIS.

We have attempted to arrange the foregoing genera by a
successive transition of their most prominent characters,
from the Deer tribe to the Antelope, and from these into
Capra and Ovis; but this arrangement allowed no natural
location for thoBe species of a large size, hitherto classed
with Antilope, whose more equivocal characteristics approxi
mate them to the Bovine nearly as much as to the Caprine
nature; hence it appears necessary to interpose a new
genus, the characters of which should embrace the evanes
cent distinctions of Antilope, Capra, and Ovis, together with
the incipient characters which shew the approximation
to Bos.

The native names of the animals thus generically Be
parated, import that they are considered distinct from
the Antelope in their own countries; and although no
great stress should usually be laid upon local names, yet
it would btl treating the knowledge and experience of the
resident nations with an indiscriminating indifference, if,
upon inquiry, it should be found that from the earliest an
tiquity to the present time, every people who have intimate
knowledge of the animals under consideration, should agree
in bestowing one generical designation upon them, and yet
that such designation should be rejected by systematic
writers for one less analogous. Such, however, is the case
with the groups of animals before us, which, whether they
be Indian or African, have, in their local names, either
something that shews their separation from Antilope, or,
what is more common, a generic indication, which proves
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them to be regarded as more nearly allied to Dos than to
Capra. Where the Persian, Arabo Indee, and Eastern and
Western Arabic. are concerned, it appears (whenever
the names are obtained from well-informed natives under
circumstances in which neither the inquirer nor the native
can mistake the precise object of the question,) that all the
species we are about to enumerate will be designated with
the generical word J~ Gha., ox or cow; .f! Bakr, oxen,

cows, in the Arabic; or~ Bakrah, in the Persian. The

Oryges, moreover, are almost as universally distinguished by
a term which refers them to the Goat, for the exceptions
of the Bahrein Cow, or White Oryx, occurs in a rountry
where the animal ~ a stranger,) the generical ~ Bukra,

being affixed to them; hence we may suspect that the
similarity of sound among unlettered people, are the causes
of the few mistakes which occur in these two genera, and
in Ovis; mN~ and m~ Barah, and its mutilations Baa,
Bery, &c. Shaw, we have no doubt, was misled when he
assigned the repeated name of Beker-el Wash to a stag,
~hose true Arabic name must be ~ Ajal, as it is also in
the Hebrew. How Aristotle, and his successors, first came
to designate an African animal of the present genus by the
name 6f Bo/lI3Dt:AOr, cannot be explained but by the suppo
sition that he gave that name (which it is worth observing
is symphonic with that of the Buffalo, in all the dialects of
Northern and Central Asia,) in consequence of some imper
fect information which he may have possessed upon this sub
ject through the Macedonian invaders of Eastern Persia.
But we shall return to this question in the article Buffalo.

On turning the inquiry towards South Africa, where the in
dig,mous tribes are scarcely removed from savage life, it
nevertheless appears that none view these large species as in
the least allied with Antilope; they consider them as large
game of t.he desert or forest unconnected with other genera,
or connect them with large ruminants, such as Impoof with
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Impatoo, the Cameleopard, and Nonne, both an Ox and a
Gnoo.

The very aspect of the animals is indeed sufficient to
point out the probability of their being totally distinct
from Antilope; •but upon closer examination, especially of
the spoils which usually are seen in Europe, we confess
that it is very difficult to establish characters sufficiently
general tD justify the proposal of a new geuus. We found,
however, that the species intended to be included within it,
are all of a large or above a middle stature; that the in
terscapular or first vertebrllB of the back are usually much
elevated above the rest of the spine, and the posterior ex
tremities more or less shortened when compared with the
anterior; the horns, placed on or even above the ridge of
the frontals, have within the osseous nucleus or core, a con
siderable cavity, communicating, in all the species we have
been ahle to examine, externally, by a sinus which passes
under the horny substance. nearly opposite the root or the
ear·, The head is long and heavy; the ueck rather short
in proportion, with something like a constrained arching;
the throat and neck with more or less mane and beard,
hanging in a tuft, or loose along a true or partial dewlap;
the tail descends to the houghs, being terminated by a
large tuft; the legs though well proportioned, are heavier,
the animals more unwieldy and less swift than Antelopes,
and their form gives them a particular mode of standing
with the haunches under them. Olle of the species only is
noted for spirit and fierceness. Although the compound
name Acronotus might best designate the obvious external
cbaracter of the groups in this genus, it has been thought
advisable to propose that of Damalls t J because in the

• NaturaliBtB well know the difficulty attending researches
which are BUppOBed to injure the Bpecimen8; here the saw is abso
lutely necessary.

t ~I£a>..lr:, vacca, JtJ.venca; aKpo" altus; I'IIIT'Ol', leapula.
VOL, IV. 2 A
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Greek it ill applicable to the young bull and the adult cow,
and in se~'erR1 languages of Europe and Asia, the first, or
IE'ading syllable constitutes a part of the name of several
other ruminants, and therE'fore 'in zoological phraseology it
may be adopted for a genus. As the proposed sub-genera
which are included in its staud, they may be regarded as
osculating on the one side with the Aigo<'..eri in the genus
Antilope, and on the othE'r with the BisontE's in that of Bas.

The animals of this genus, which reside in South Africa.
are subjPct to a destructive epidemic, known among the
Colonists by the name of Brant Siekte, or burning dist>aSe,
which commences by a cutaneous enJption about the close
of the rainy season; the hair falls off, thE' skin is covered
with scurf, the joints stiffen, the beast languishes, consumes,
and dil's. All the Antelopes are subject to it, but the species
plscN! in this genus, Oreas, Caama, Strepsiceros, and in the
next, Gnoo, are the chief sufferers, and sometimes infect
domestic cattIe.

THE ACRONOTl~EGROUP.

Professor Lichtenstein first formed a group analagous
to this, under the name of Bubalides, which included
some species we refer to N emorhllldus; M. de Blainville
afterwards formed his sub-genus Alcelaphus, clearly circum
scribed, and to whiC;h no other objection can be made than
that the compounds of the name refer both to the genus
Cervus, and therefore denote ruminans with deciduous
horns. We characterize our sub-genus Acronotus, by
horns with double flexure, more or less bent, seated on
the summit of the frontal crest, approximated, annulated
at base, smooth at the points. which are turned backwards
or inwards. They are common to both sexes; the head
long; front narrow; muzzle almost none, or half; small
lachrymary opening; no tufts on the knet's; inguinal pores j

the first vertebrlll of the back much elevated; the croup
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sloping; tail terminated by a tuft, hanging down to the
boughs. The :females have two or four mammal, and the
gronp is confined to Africa.

The Bubalis. (D. Bubalis.) This species was known
to Aristotle, Oppian, and Pliny, but Belon and Caius were
the first of the moderns who described it. The proportions
of the Bubalis are rather heavy, the head is long and clumsy,
and the singular elevation of the shoulders is remarkably
striking. Its general appearance is not unlike that of a
small cow; the horns are stout, obliquely and obscurely
grooved, approximating at base, thep diverging and bent
forwards, with the tips thrown back again, resembling some
of the forms which distinguish Antelopes, excepting that the
flexures are the reverse of what they appear in the lyrated
species of that genus. In the males they are about thirteen
inches long, somewhat les8 in the females, and black in colour;
the eyes are placed very high in the head, and there is a
very distinct lachrymary opening. The stature of the ani
mal is ab<We that of a large stag at the shoulders, but it is
lowl.'r behind, and the body appears less. It is wholly of
a yellowish-dun colour; the tuft of the tail alone being some
times black, and the internal face of the thighs, the pasterns,
and the edge of the nether jaw, somewhat whitish.

The species is found in the deserts, and as it seems also
in the forests of Africa, north of the line, from the Nile to
Morocco: it appears that Messrs. Deuham and Clapperton
allude to this species as seen in the woods of Bornou. The
Arabs consider them as small cattle or buffaloes, Baler el
Warh, and Bukr al Washi, or cattle of the forest. Accord
ing to Shaw, they live in small troops, and are easily tamed,
mixing and grazing with domestic oxen. The ancients had
observed that the horns are not used by them in fighting,
and we may add that in running their action is not like
that of Antelopes.

We have seen two living specimens and several prepared

2AZ
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skins; in one of all old male, a tuft on the throat was observ
able, but scanty and dE'Ciduous; perhaps the season of copu
lation is indicated by its presence; the young animal is like
a domestic calf, and wholly pale butr.

The Cooma, (D. Caama.) Baron euvier first separated
this species from the foregoing, to which it has considerable
resemblance in stature, colour, and in the curves of the
horns. The hl'ad is still longer but finer than in the for
mer, the horns placed so high as to stand upon a ridge
elevated above the frontals, and 80 close together that they
have been described as forming but one root; they are very
rohust and black, anteriorly with ponderolls knots, diverg
ing at base in a parallel direction with the forehead, then
suddenly turning forward, and the superior half again bent
back, and ending in sharp points; the knots are five or six

extending to beyond the backward flexure, and the rest
smooth. At thl' base of the horns there is a large black
spot, and from the centre of the forehead a broad streak of
the same colour passes down the face to near the nostrils;
the chin, and a narrow line on the ridge of the neck, are
black, also a streak communicating on the middle of the
shoulder, passing downwards on the anterior face of the
fore-legs, and ending upon the pasterns, and on the middle
of the thighs a broad streak of similar colours defines the
base of a large triangular white space which corers the
buttocks, a.nd from thence passes to the houghs; the tuft
at the end of the tail is black; the head, back of the ears,
neck, shoulders, outllide of the legs, flanks, and hollow part
of the thighs, are of a lively ochry yt:'llow, darkening on the
summit of the shoulders, back, and croup, into a bright
rufous, as far as the posterior part of the hips, where the
point of the white triangle commpnces; the region round
the mouth, inside of the ears, internal face of the fore-lpgs,
bl'east, belly, inside of the thighs, and anterior part of
the hind-legs, are white; the edge of the sternum pro-
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jects somewhat pointedly, forming an incipient dewlap,
lined with coarse hair; the hoofs are pointed, black, and
strong.

The Caama is a majestic animal, whose shoulder is not
so high in proportion as in the former, measuring at the
withers five feet in height; the croup is not greatly de
pressed, and the length of a full-grown specimen, from
nose to tail, exceeds seven feet and a half. The female is
nfarly a foot lower in stature, the horns are shorter, legs
prominently knottl'd, and the points shorter; the colours of
the fur are distributed in a similar manner, excepting the
black on the hind-ll'1r-l which extends down the hough to
near the fetlock, where it ends in a kind of band: this
colour is often onl)' deep brown. The hide of both is black,
as are also the mammm. In the half-grown calf the colour
is entirely buff, excepting the triangular space ou the
rump, which, however, is much smaller, and the black ap·
pears faintly upon the pasterns; the horns are nearly
straight, parallel, and slightly wrinkled. In the Paris spe
cimen the horns appear pressed together, no doubt from
package and drying in that form; a circumstance which has
misled Zoologists on other occasions.

This species resides in small flocks of ten or twelve, on
the more barren parts of the interior of Caffraria. The
males, who head a family. expel the adults of their sex;
they are not very swift, and stop to turn round when pur
sued; they fight by dropping on the knees, like the Neel
ghau; their voice is not unlike a kind of sneezing. The
venison is very good, with a flavour of beef; but they
have been so much hunted that the species is become
rare within the colony. The female bears but one calf,
which is brought forth in September or April. It is the
Caama of the Caffre, the Hartebe~st of the Colonistll, and
Ct'rvine Antelope of Pennant add Shaw; who have thus
confnsed the meaning of the Dutch word beed, as it is
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here applied, bearing the same interpretation as beast with
English grazers, and therefore Hartebeest signifies Ox-Stag.
There is a fine specimen of a male in the British Museum,
and one of an old female in the Museum of the Missionaries
in London.

The Collared Damalis. (D. Suturosa.) This species, very
recently noticed and described by Mr. Otto under the name
of Ant. Suturosa, belongs, unquestionably, to this genus,
and most probably to the present racemus. Its structure
is, in general, rather heavy, assuming a bovine appearance;
the body is long and bulky, the head large, the neck short
and thick, and the limbs low and strong; the internal edge
of the nostrils is naked and black; the eyes are ratht>r
small; the t>ars middle-size, of the usual form, and lint><!
within with hair; there is no appearance of a suborbital
sinus; the horns are large, annulated, round, with double
flexures, nearly vertical at base, then suddenly bent back
wards and outwards, the remainder turning again so that
the long smooth points art> directed upwards and to the
rear; the tail is flat at base, stiff, and becomes very slt>ndt>r,
terminating with a tuft of hair, which hangs down to the
hl'els; the mammm are four in number. The colour of the
animal is in general a gray-brown, turning yellowish, but
the croup, the belly, feet, and lips, are white ~ on the fore
head is a space of blackish-brown hair, above which a large
white spot is found, irregular in form, and two others of
the same colour, but smaller in size, are marked, one be
hind the eye, and the otht>r beneath the ear; that organ is
of a paler colour than the rest of the fur, and on the edge
and within, white; the tail is whitish, but the tuft of a
mixed white and brown.

This hair is dry and fragile, as in the Stag, and its length
very unequal; on the face and chaffron short; the dark
space on the forehead longt>r and spreading. Upon the neck
there are three streaks of long hairs like collars, rather
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singularly arranged, the first descl'nding from the root of the
ears unites under the throat; the second begins upon the nape

of the nl'ck, ending at the sides of it, a little beneath, and in

tbe reat" of the origin of tbe first; t he third, by far the

most considerable, forms a large tuft of long hairs, stand
ing up or inclining forwards upon the ridge of the neck, then

descends upon its sides and joins anteriorly the band beneath

the throat, and extends downwards to the breast. Upon
the middle of the back the hair is likl'wise very long, those of

the after part of the body being directed towards the tail,
and those of the fore part towards the :head. There are,
bl'sides, several other small streaks or tufts of longer hair

upon the limbs, neck, and flanks. Dissection offered nothing

remarkable in the skell'ton or viscl'ra : the intestinal canal was

more than eighty-three fl'et in ll'ngth. Mr. Otto observed only
one individual, a female, perfectly adult, about four feet long;
the tail 0,.1' foot. It was sent from a menagerie without
indication of its native country.

The learned professor dol'S not mention whl'ther in this

species the shoulders were higher than the croup, a circum
stance which may have escaped obsel'vation, because femalea

in Keneral are lower at that part than males. It is to be

regrettl'd that the dimensions, at least, in the abstract, found

in the Bulletin des Sciences Naturelles, are not more dl'
tailed. It may be surmised that this species belongs to

Central Africa, and there seems to be some affinity be

tween it and the Tragelaphus of Caius, which we refer to

the genus Ovis.
The Koba. (D. Senegalensis.) Of this species so little

is known that there may be an error in placing it among
the Acronotine series of Damalis, but as it appears to

have some affinity with the following, whose location in this

group seems to be proper, we place it here until further
observations decide the question. The skull and horns of

the animal were brought from Senegal by Mr. Adanson,
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and described by ButTon; and we hear that another has
bl'en brought by Messrs. Denham and Clapperton from
Central Africa, where the nativt"s called it Korrigum; but
as the short notice on the subject unites Koba and the Se
Qeg&l Antelope, some doubt respecting the identical species
must remain. According to Adanson, it is known to the
French on the Senegal by the name of Grande Vache Brune,
and it may be conjectured that the herds of dark-brown
Antelopes observed by Messrs. Smith and Cranch, during
their disastrous journey in the vicinity of the Congo, were
of the same species. M. de. Blainville, however, gives the
following concise notice ~f this species. "It is confounded
with A. Pygarga j in size equal to a Stag; horns laterally
compressed, lyrated, nineteen (French) inches long, with
fifteen to seventeen rings abQut the lower t"nd, and smooth
at the point; head fifteen inches long i ears nine inches;
colour dark rufous; belly dirty white;. knees with black spots;
]t"gs slender; hoofs small; tail a foot long, black, covered
wilh long hairs." *

The Sass(J.yby. (D. Lunata.) Mr. Daniell figures a
male animal under the name of Sassayby, with the charac.
ters of an Antelope, but without a dt"scription. The horns
in his plate, have certainly a great affinity to that genus, but

• By the. drawing and dimensions of the head in the British Mu
seum, which we have .since received, A. Seneyalensis of Captain
ClappertolJ, is the Koba. The head is fourteen inches and a half
long;' facial line convex, with a dark streak down to the nose,
which terminates in a broad black muzzle j the cheeks are brownish;
lachrymary sinus not very evident; horns placed on the summit of
the frontal ridge above the plane of the occiput, aa in the former
species, nineteen inches long, five inches and a half from tip to
tip, curved backwards and inwards, with sixteen annuli, five or
six semi-annuli at base, where they are seven inches in circum
ference. Mr. Pennant's A. Senegalensis appears to be a compound
made from the skull "rought by Mr. Adanson, and the skin of
..4. Caama, which that author bought at Amsterdam.

-
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they approximate to each other much at base; the shoulders
of the animal are greatly elevated; the back slopes down con
siderably towards the croup; a black space surrounds the
root of the horns, and extends down the face; the legs are
dark anteriorly, and the ears are very long. This descrip
tion, though destitute of dimensions, approaches the figure
to Bubalis, but is insufficient to fix it in the present genus.
Mr. Burchell, however, during his valuable travels in
Africa, obtained a specimen of an unknown species; the
skin was injudiciously mutilated at the Cape, but the parts
re-united, are still sufficient to determine that it belongs
either to the Sassayby of Daniell, or to a species nearly
allied to it; the doubt arising solely from the want of di
mensions and description of that species, and from the
horns in the plate, which represents the male, being rather
slender, bent outwards and upwards; with four prominent
annuli; the neck long, and the body and limbs slender;
whereas, Mr. Burchell's are the spoils of a female with
robust horns, rising on the summit of the frontal crest,
at base rather close together, swdling out a little for
wards and then backwards, with the upper ends again for
ward, the general sweep being lateral, and rounding up
walus, with the points turned towards each other, thus
forming two segments of a circle, and when seen in front,
representing together a perfect crescent. They are two
inches asunder, nine inches and a half long, five inches and
a half in circumference at base, and ten inches distant at
the tips: near the root are six distinct and rather distant
wrinkles, abO\'e which are six obscure or incomplete annuli,
the whole occupying about half of the length, the rest being
smooth, and the colour black. The skin is four feet six
inches long from tile nose to the tail; the neck short, the
body bulky, and the head broad at top with a convex fore
h«.>ad, anl bearing a Bubaline appearance; the height at
th«.> shoulder, in the present state of the subject, is about
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three fet't, and two feet eight inches at the croup; the fur is
of a deep blackish-purple brown; the ears are asinine, six
inches and a half long. abundantly lined with light hair
within, and on the edgPS; there is a lachrymary sinus beneath
the eyes; the face is straight, and the nostrils separated by a
demi-muzzle; the colour of the face and back of the ears
rufous.dun, with a black streak commencing between the

• horns, contracting between the eyes, then again widening to
near the nostrils: the legs are robust and rufous, with short,
stout, and black hoofs; the tail descending to the houghs, is
terminated by a tuft of long black hair; the number of mam
mle could not be ascertained.

It is probable that Mr. Daniell's figure reprf'Sellts a young
male. The adult of that sex must of course be larger and
the horns still more powerful than those of the female we
ha\'e described, and probably also more ponderous in its
proportions. Mr. Burchell fell in with only this oue specimen
in the Booshwana country, where the species must be rare,
but probably it is more abundant on the desert of the southern
Sahara, beyond the Gareep: both this and the Koba may
possibly hereafter form a separate section of this, or of the
genus Antilope.

THE BOSELAPHINE GROUP.

We circumscribe this group, originally instituted by M.
de Blainville, to the single species of Oreas of authors, and
to a supposed variety, which deserv~s the denomination' of
a species. The Boselaphi are among the hightst and most
bulky ruminants, and although the horns have a distant re
semblance with some of the middle-sized Antelopes, their
stature and ponderous make, thin heavy dewlap and elevated
shoulders, bring them more properly into the present genus.
In this group the horns are common to both sexes, they are
heavy, very robust, placed on the summit of the frontals,
transversely wrinkled, straight, or slightly bent. with the tips
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forward; brown or gray in colour, twisted upon their own
axis, which is on the prolongation of the plane of the face,
with a ridge more or less prominent, forming "a spiral tum
round them; a large sinus in the lower part of the bony
core? the rest partially porous; the animals have a muzzle,
no suborbital sinus, a mane on the neck, a broad and deep
dewlap furnished with long hair, and the females are provided
with fOUf mammm forming an udder. The group is confined
to Africa.

The Impoofo. (D. Oreas.) Of all the animals of the
genus Antilope of former authors, this is decidedly the
largest. weighing often above eight hundred pounds, aud
measuring between eight and nine feet in length. A female
in the Tower was five feet high at the shoulder -; the head
is long and square to the l'xtremity of the foremost grinder,
then tapering to the muzzle, which is broad; the facial line
straight, and the horns rise from the summit of the frontals
along the plane of the forehead. In the male they are ex
ceedingly bulky, from one foot llnd a half, to two feet long,
straight, in old age bent forward at the tips; each formed
as if two horns were united into one, whereof the first
should form the axis, and the second a spiral ridge twining'
around it, commencing on the forehead, and turning out
wards till they are lost near the tips. The skull is without
lachrymary depressions; the forehead flat, and two small
cavities exist on each side of the connecting sutures be
tween the frontals and nasal bones. The proportions of
the male arl' little inferior to those of a domestic bull, but
with the bones of the legs more elongated i the circumfer
ence of the body, behind the fore-legs is above seven feet;
the posterior part of the head and neck are very thick; the
shoulders much raised, producing great depth of the fore-

• Mr. Barrow mentions a large male six feet and a half high, and
ten feet and a half long, but it is not stated how the dimensions
were taken.
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quarters. Beneath the gullet is seen an enlarged larynx of
the size of an apple, and lower down the throat, the skin be
comes lax and pendulous, forming a very large dt'lwlap, ending
in a point towards the front, and fringed anteriorly with tlark
bri~t1y hairs. On the middle of the forehead there is a re
versed crest of bristles, passing upwards between the horns
and along the ridge of the neck to the extremity of the ele
vated withers; the carC&S3 is round, and rather long, the croup
a little deprl'sseu; the tail, about two fel't long, is terminated
by a tuft of coarse black hair. The hair is soft and rather
woolly on the face, harder on the rest of tbe body, but more
thinly scatterPd; rufous passing into dun and buff in colour.
which being Rpread upon a black hide produCl's a dirty-gray;
the legs are more rufous and buff, and the hoofs greatly re
semble those of a Guemsey cow.

The females are little inferior to the males in height, but
shorter of body; their neck is less voluminous, the dl'wlap
smaller, and the horns more slendl'r and longer; they appear
to be and really are lighter animals than the males: the horns
diverge more; the two spiral turns of the ridge, have a sw"l
ling of the axis between them, which appears like a third
knot, above which they bend backwards, become slender and
pointed, their length extending from twenty to thirty inches;
the face is more rufous, and the back more ashy.

These animals are gregarious and said to live in herds,
where the sexes are kept separate, the males flocking to
gether and the females feeding apart; but this opinion
seems to have aris('o from the practice of the old bulls ex
pelling all the others f/"Om the berd, w110 are thus COIll

pelled to live together. The females, being more active than
their ponderous (~hief, surround him, so that he is not im
mediately distinguished, except by experienced sportsmen,
who, knowing that his carcass is the fattest, the hide the
most valuabl(', and speed tbe least swift, select him out
and run him down. Formerly, ",h('n the species was more I

i.....
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abundant, this was done so much at the leisure of the
Colonists, that notwithstanding the invariable endeavours or
t.his game to fly to windward, they would drive it in the
direction of their own homes, and bring it down only when
they judged it convenient for their servants to transport
the carcass into the house, I r they pushed the animal too
keenly, it was subject to drop down dead, melted tallow
running out al the nostrils; these are the caust's which
make the femal~s appear occasionally without a male, but
this cannot be long, for the species is asserted to have no
regular rutting period, the females being found in calf all
the year round.

At present the Impoof is mostly found amid the rocks of
the Karoo districts, along with Gnoos, Guaggas, and Os
triches, galloping clumsily, but leaping and traversing
broken ground with considerable facility. It is by nature
docile, and readily tamed, but though its strt'ngth is great,
the shoulders do not seem to have sufficient solidity to bear
the labours or domesticity with advantage to the agricul
turist. The flesh and marrow are highly esteemed, and the
hides of the males considered excellent for traces and other
coal"88 and strong gear. We have compared a living spe
cimen with several skins, and many heads and horns. The
name or Coesdoes or Condoma or Buffon, belon~ to a
different species, and seems derived from the Hottentot
K'gojes, signifying a cow; but the real name in that lan
guage is Tganna, or T'gaun, and in the Caffre dialect Im
poofo. The Dutch have bestowed a most improper name
on it, solely derived from its stature, it is that of Eland or
Elk.

The Canna. (D. Canna.) There is a second animal of
this group, as yet but little known, and vaguely noticed by
travellers as a variety, but which, upon examination, is found
to be possessed of characters, fairly entit.led to claim a dif
fe-renee of species. We-designate it by the name of Canna,
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ml'rely to'make a distinction with the former, and because the
Catrres use this appellation for the present animal, and
Impoofo only for the other. The Dutch Colonists distinguish
the two, by adding the word Bastard to the word Eland for
the Canna, which implies that they consider it a spurious
Elk, in the same manner as they distinguish two species of
Gnoo, by adding the same epithet of Bastard to one of
them. The Canna is not so large as the Impoof, more
slenderly made; the head is shorter, and the horns are de
prived of the prominent spiral ridge, being only obtusely
angular in front, forming one spiral twist towards the
point; they are more parallel, very closely wrinkled, half
way up, and bent back from their root beneath the line of
the face; the point is turned forward, and their colour is
dirty horn. In one female speciml'n they measured twenty
two inches, in a male seventeen inches; thl'se were more
robust, divergent, and somewhat undulating iu their ascent,
and standiug four inches asunder at base; a circle of loose
soft hair of a darkish colour, feathers on the forehead, and
a narrow dark streak passes half-way down the chaffrol:l;
the anterior canthus of the eyes is prolonged, and forms a
small la~hrymary opening, beneath which there is a dark
angular spot, pointing towards the nose. The shoulder is not
much elevatl'd, but the ridge of black hair is similar to that
of Oreas, excepting that it is not recurrent j the dewlap is
small, furnished with long black hair; tht' ears, not 80 long
as in the former, white on the inside and on the outside,
together with the hl'ad, of a mixed tone of buff-gray and
brown; the nose and space round the mouth, dark; the rest
of the neck, body, &c., dark brown-gray; a small space be
tween the fore-legs white; the tail entirely black does not
reach to the houghs, and the legs beneath the joints are dark;
the hide is black.

Occasional troops of this species are met 011 the same
grounds, with the Impoofo and Koodoo, but thl'Y never

•
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intermix, and beyond the Gareep, upon the Great Desert,
they are more numerous, but unattended by the other two
species. Thl"re is a drawing in the Banksian library of this
animal, by Dr. Forster i it is a young male which was kept
in the menagerie of the Cape. Mr. Daniell has figured an
adult female, under the name of a variety of the Cape
Elk *; we have compared these with the skin of an adult
male, and with several skulls.

THE STREPSICEROTINE GROUP.

Several Antilopine characters are recalled in the forms of
this group, but others approach the genus Bos even more
than the last. Of the former, the ridge and spiral figure of
the horns, and the constant white mark passing over the
eyes and across the chaffron, show an affinity with the last
species of the Oryges j of the latter, the texture of the
horns, smooth, without wrinkles, pale in colour, and darK
only at the tips: the breadth of the muzzle and real dew
lap, evidently bring the group into the intermediate state
of the presl"nt genus. On the neck there is a long mane,
and It beard on the chin; the osseous nucleus of the horns
is porous at the upper end, and provided with a deep
cavity near the base, communicating at the back of the
head, with blood vessels passing over the parietal bone j

the lachrymary sinus is wanting; the ears are broad and
open, and the structure of the It'gs firm. The females are
without horns, and are provided with four mammm, forming
a small udder. This gronp is confined to Africa.

The Koodoo. (D. Strepsiceros.) This magnificent ani
mal is chiefly distinguished by the horns being placed on
the summit of the frontal bones, bulky at base, compressed,
marked anteriorly with a ridge, forming along with the
horns two complete spiral circlell, the tips turned forward

• Sketches, ~c. of Southern Africa, 1820.
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and outwards; they are slightly mgous at the base, then
smooth, pale, darkening near the summit, and the points
white. standing close on the head, and regularly diverging;
the spirals of the turns so exactly arranged, that a spear
might be thrust into the temples, throu~h both the open
ings of the curves; the forehead is flat and squarE.', the
chatfron straight, and the muzzle broad. The ears stand
out obliquely as in the Ox, broad in the middle, and pointed
at the tip; the neck is thick, the withers high; the croup
rather depressed, and the dewlap anteriorly square. On
the forehead the colour of the hair is black; a white line
passin~ over the orbits, unites and forms a kind of crescent
on the chaffron; the chin likewise is white, and furnished
with a kind of beard, which, as in the Aigoceri, soon drops
out; but from the throat to the end of the dewlap deIJE.'Dds
a long and loose fringe of coarse black hair, and a similar
ridge forms a mane on the neck, and stands up over the
withers to the middle of the back. Beneath this mane a
line of white hair passes down the spine to the tail, tra
versed by four or five others from behind the shoulders to
the hips, and two, three, or four more across the croup,
forming in all eight or nine cross streaks, whil'h terminate
at the belly, or on the thigh j the edge of the buttocks is
white down to the houghs, and long hairs of the same
colour fill the anterior part of the ears; the chatrron, sides
of the head, back of the ears, shoulders, body and croup,
are of a buff-gray, usually appearing darker in stuffed spe4

cimens; the inside of the ears, bE.'hind the white piles,
throat, dewlap, belly, and legs rufous-buff; the tail, which
does not reach to the houghs, is white above, edged with
grayish-dun, and terminated with long black hails; the
hoofs are short and firm. The male i:.l from three feet eight
inchel to four feet high at the shoulder, and above eight
feet long, exclusive of the tail, which measures two feet.
The female is some inches lower, without horns, and more
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raintly marked with three or four cross liJK>s on the sides,
and one or none on the thighs: in the calves the marks are
less perceptible.

The Koodoos live singly, or in pairs, in the woody dis
tricts of the eastern part of the Cape Colony, and Caffraria,
on the plains of the Karoo Mountains, and about the sources
of the Gareep, feeding on buds and shrubs: they are becoming
daily more scarce. They are very powerful and active'
bounding with ~at force to a considerable height, but like
the rest of those animals which are lower behind than before,
they are not very fleet when chased by dogs; the males
naturally bold, soon. stand at bay and defend themselves
with spirit. They are easily tamed, and mild when kept
in a menagerie: the females bear but one calf at a time. We
have compared five specimens of males, one female, and above
thirty heads and fragments; the best figure extant, is that of
Mr. Daniell.

Among the zoological plates in the Eru:yclopedie Mel!lo
dique, there is a front view of a head .without name
which we consider to represent a young male of the above
species.

Professor Herman in his Zoological Observations, de
scribes a pair of horns under the name of A. Torlicomis,
which appear to belong to the Strepsicerotine group of
the present genus. They are slightly rugous, closely spiral,
sub-compressed, and sub-carinated; measuring in a straight
line twenty-three inches, and on the curves twenty-six
inches, six lines, French measure, or about twenty-eight
inches English; they weigh one pound thirteen ounces.
Native country unknown.

Profl'Ssor Afzelius in the Nov. Act. Up.al. tab. 8, fig. 3,
represents a round horn, turned spirally. once and a half in
a loose ascent, with a slight ridge; the base finely wrinkled,

VOL. IV. 2 B
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and on the rest of the surface small longitudinal striae. It
measurt's two feet ten inches in le"cath, and eleven inches
in circumference at the base. This hom was brought from
Sierra Leone. M. Desmarest9 suspects that it belongs to
a species of ox, if any were known in that country. Cattle
are certainly found in the interior, and horns artificially
t.wisted into spiral turns, are often seen on the heads of
favourite oxen in CatlTaria, and the practice may extend t.o
the equinoctial line; but the presence of a ridge and the
strim, seem to refer the !.'pecimen to the present group, and
we learn from a friend, who has resided on the west coast at
different times, that similar homs are sometimes brought down
for sale by the Mandingos.

M. De Blainville mentions a pair of horns attached to a
part of the skin, observed by him in England They were
black, smooth, close together at base, bent outwards, and
then turned inwards at the tips; they were still attached to
a part of the skin belonging to the forehead, which was
marked with a large dark space, with a triangular spot of
white, symmetrically shaped into a crescent, cGmmencing at
the base of each hom, the rest of the chaffron supposed to be
white: this fragment is unknown to us, and might be of the
Young Addax, or of the Strepsiceros, but the figure is not very
satisfactory.

THE PORTACINE GROUP.

I n this group we place the large species of Southern
Asia, still more connected with the Bovine genus than the
preceding, by the position of the horns at the sides of the
frontal crest, the complete ,muzzle, bulky round body, and
cow-like feet. T)ley are connected with the Damaline
genus, by the cavity in the nucleus of the horns, the ele
vated shoulders and depressed croup; by the mane on the
neck, the tull beneath the tllroat, and an incipient dewlap.
The females are provided with four mammm, but destitute
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of horns: of Antilope they retain only the de('p suborbital sinus,
and some portion of their manners.

The Neelghau. (D. Risia.) Of the large ruminants
usually placed with Antilope, the Neelghau, or A. Piela of
authors, is the only Indian species whieh unquestionably
required to be transposed. We propose to rtject the name
of Pieta, which Pallas adopted from Mr. Pennant's cha.
racter of White-footed Antelope, a character by no means
constant, and substitute the name Risia, from the Sanscrit
Ris'ya, or Rishya, because it is derived from the Hindee
IWjh·, the animal being designated by that word in the
Amera Cosha, and in the Indian Sacred. Volume, chap. xxiv.
ver. 27, where three Rishyas aretiirected to be conse
crated to the deities, named Vasus. The Neelghau, in
common with the rest of this genus, is never regarded by
the natives as in the least allied to A ntilope. Its name im
ports Blue-Ox, in the Persian dialect used in India. In
stature this species measures at the shoulder about four
feet four inches, and at the croup four feet; the legs are
not disproportionably long, but the anterior part of the
body is very deep j when standing, the hind·feet and croup
are generally gathered up, or drawn in. The head is long
and pointed j the forehead arched, with the horns rising at
the sides of the frontals, far asunder, sub-triangular, thick
at the base, a sort of blnnt ridge passing downward upon
the forehead: the rest rounded, a little elevated above the
plane of the face, bending slightly forwards and outwards,
black, smooth, and about seven inches long j the lachry
mary sinus is considerable; the ('yes full and dark; the
nose enclosed in a square and black muzzle; the incisors
small at the sides, the middlemost long; the ears seven
i ches long, very broad, white inside and marked. with two
black streaks; the neck rather long, maned with black

• Rojh. Raksh? Lightning j may be a figurative expression (or
the velocity of ita attack.
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Btanding hair down to the withers, and upon the throat a
long tuft of coarse hair hanging down to the dewlap j the
colour of the head, IlE'Ck, and body is slatY-A'ray j sepia or
brown on the face j round the mouth and on the legs; the
fetlock joints often, but Dot always, marked with one or
two white rings. The tail reaches to the houghs, inserted
in a groove at the buttocks as in the Cow, and terminated
by a 101\ of long black hair; the hoofs rather broad and
pointed, resemble those of a cow; the under-jaw, a space
round the eyes, the throat, belly, and buttocks, are sometimes
white. The female is smaller, lower at the shoulder, without
.homs, and much resembling a hind; the fur of her coat is
usually ashy rufous-gray, though sometimes slate-coloured,
like the male; UDder the throat is a tuft of hair, and the
mammee are four ill number j upon the feet there is occasionally
a third white spot.. Gestation lasts nine months, producing
commonly only one calf.

The Neelghau is an animal of very considerable vigour,
petulant, sometimes vicious, not remarkable for fteetness ;
residing in pairs, or alone, on the borders of the Jungle,
and ill the woods of Northern India, where it affords a
common meal to the Asiatic Lion, and sport to the grandees'
who hunt these animals, as formerly, with whole armies'
and in the same manner as Bernier relates, that Aureng
sebe conducted this sport betweE'n Lahor and Delhi. To the
British residents it affords no such interest, because they
will not employ the formidable array of elephants, unless to
attack the Rhinoceros, the Lion, or the Tiger: and the Neel
ghau appearing not to be accE'ssible, but in the vicinity of
the large Carnivora, these always obtain the preference. It
is moreoyer considered an animal, when driven hard, that
will tum upon horsemen, and be the first t.o charge. They are
still common in Central InUia, in the districts of Kamaghur,
~c. where their mangled CarC8S8l"S are often found, and where
on one occasion, several of our friends observed that no less
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than thr~ lions had shar~d the quarry. TIley are spread
over the valleys and plains, at the foot of the Himalayah
range, where fOl'Pst and hl'avy cover is at hand, and it may
be this animal which in the Penjab is known by the Persian
name r.:>jJ~ Gaw-zan, or Ox-stricker.

In a domestic state they are unsafe, as their attack is
suddl'n and without warning, uttering only a low muttering
sound, and drawing the hind-legs under them ready to drop
and attack; for when this is intended they fall on the
knees, and suddenly spring forward with prodigious force
and velocity. Mr. Hunter, the celebrated anatomist, who
kept several in a p~dock, certainly exposed himst'lf to
their attacks, for they always dropped on their knees on his
entering, and there are instances when both horse and
rider have been prostrated by a charge of these animals.
When the males fight against each other, they knl'el at
some distance and approach in this manner until within
a few yards, when both spring forward and dash their
heads together with the greatest violence. An instance is
related of one shattering a boarded paling by the force of
his spring, directed against a labourer who was passing
unconsciously on the other side. Their sense of smelling
appears to be very acute, and constantly used with a loud
rushing noise.

Lord Clive introduced the first pair into England from
Bombay, in the year 1767; they bred every year: another
pair was afterwards presentl'd to the queen. We have sapn
five together in London, and pairs several times, but from
their vicious character, we believe that breeding them is
abandoned. Naturalist8 generally agree, in considering
the Biggel of MandeIslo, and Tragocamelus of Parsons,
as the N eelghau, the latter seeming not to be a larger animal,
when the pretended thirteen feet of ht>ight are reduced to
thirteen hands; but there is still some differl'nce in the ('olour
and length of tail.

It is said that there is another species referrible to the
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group, but as ypt undescribPd, which resides in some of the
great islands of the Indian Archipelago, and our sub-genus
Anoa, may ultimately unite with or osculate with Portax.

THK GENUS CATOBLEPAS.

Although the Gnu or Gnoo, here considered as the type
of the genus, was hitherto classed with AntiJope; it appears
that Zoologists felt the necessity of moving it into one
more nearly allied to Bos. Baron Cuvier, and M. F.
Cuvier both admit~d the propriety, and the latter gentle
man in his description of a female Gnoo, not only esta
blishes this necessity, hut confirms the remarks which we
made on the genus Damalis, by observing that when the
multitude agree in assigning one class of affinitiP8 more
than another from external characters, a generical type will
be usually discovered more analogous to natural classifica
tion, than the arbitrary systems of nomenclators indicate.
Zoology displays in almost all the genera, connecting links
from one to the other, and in proportion 'as we advance in
the discovery of additional species, the original characters
of genera 'diminish in precision, till at. length recourse
must be had to a single character, or to an aggregate of
several minor distinctions. In the present instancp, how
ever, these distinctions are much more decisive than those
which separate Antilope, Capra ~nd Ovis, and the genus
which is here proposed, is not confined to one sPeCies, but
to two, three, and perhaps four. With regard to the 'name
here offered, we adopt it as a generic' designatum in defer
ence to the high authority of the great Zoologist just named
and the direct testimony of iElian·, who repre!ent8 "the
Catoblepas as an animal of Africa;' the native country of
an immense variety of, creatures, resembling a bull, but
with a more fierce a~dterrible aspect; its eyes red with
blood, resembling those of an ox, surmounted by large and

• Lib. vii. c, 5. .tEliani, &c.
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elevated eyebrows, with an oblique look directed towards
the earth; whence the name which it bears. Its mane
rises on the summit of the head, descends on the fore
head and covers the Cace, giving an addit.ional terror to its
aspect."

The generic characters which distinguish the Catoblepas
from other ruminants are, a square head, with horns in both
sexes, flat and broad at the base, nearly joining, lying out
wards on the frontal ridge, in general turning down with
the points uncinating upwards; they are without annuli,
wrinkles, or stn." but round and smooth from their
points to where they join the head; the muzzle is very
broad; the nostrils bovine, and provided internally with a
valve of a triangular form, which opens and closes at pIt·a
sure·, and glands on the cheek. They have a mane on
the neck, and a considerable beard upon the throat; a small
dewlap: a ridge oC hair on the chatrron; bristles round the
eyes, and upon the lips; the carcass and tail oC a horse,
and the legs like those of a stag. The genus is confined to
·Central and Southern Africa; is possessed of uncommon vigour
and swiftness, is vicious and pugnacious, living in herds on the
desert, seemingly as regardless of shade and of water, as the
Quacha, or the Ostridge.

The Gnoo. (C. Gnu.) This species is the smallest of
the genus yet known, measuring at the shoulder not more
than three feet nine or ten inches, and from nose to tail
little more than six feet six inches. The head is square, the
neck thick, the shoulders deep, the body very short and
rounded, the croup broad, with a pillow of Cat upon each
hip, and the legs long and finely formed, and composing
altogether an animal exceedingly compact and active. The
horns commence as in the Cape Buffalo on the summit of
the frontals, very near each other, couched flat outwards,

• Observed by Dr. Leach, Mr. CraBB, and myself; noticed by
Mr. Gray, and originally by Mr. Pennant.
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then becoming round, tum down forwards over the ~1e!

and sweeping round with their points vertical; they are

smooth, sharp, and of a blue-black colour, but paler, f'.x~

cepdng at the tips, in old subjects. Strong bristly hairs of
a black colour, directed backwards and sideways, extend
over the face; beneath each eye there is a large tuft. of
similar hair; long white bristles surround the mouth, and
other white bristles form a star-like circle round the eyes;
a vertical mane, about four inches high, reaches from the
back of the horns to the middle of the withers j in the
centre it is black, but the lateral hairs are white, pro
ducing the effect of a white mane with a black edge; a
hard bushy beard Jines the whole under-jaw; a dark brown
ridge of long hair passes down the edge of the throat and
dewlap, between the fore-legs to the end of the sternum:
the tail is chiefly adorned with long white hairs, reaching
to the heels, and ascending at the sides to near its root ;
the hair of the cheeks, sides of the neck, body, and fegs, is
smooth and close, of a deep brown, but in the, female more
ashy; the ears are not long or open; brown in colour; the
hoofs are pointed and blue-black; the females are. smaller
than the male, their horns not so broad at their origin, nor
80 close together, the hair between them turning down
and meeting that on the chatrron betweeu the eyes j they
have four mammlB.

In old males the white hairs gradually disappear till
all the bristles are black. The calf is at first pure white,
with the hair on the face straight, and radiating round
the eyes; soon arter, or perhaps at the birth, two black
prominences, rather distant on the head, shew the inci·
pient horns; the muzzle is naked and black. We are,
however, not certain that these characters apply to this
or to the next species, but it is probable that both in this
respect are alike; the dung of the Gnoo is like that of a
cow.
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This specil'S is lively, active, and petulant, trotting, am
bling, and galloping with great swiftness; the males bellow
somewhat like a bull i the young have a nasal murmur. They
are sportive, and when alarmed always commence by playing
with each other, striking sideways with their horns, but this
lasts only a moment, the whole troop soon flies across the
desert with amazing speed. They are gregarious, living in
large herds on the barren deserts of South and probably
Central Africa; at present none are found nearer the Cape,
than the great Karoo district, where they undergo great
vicissitudes of cold and excessive heat. It is not likely that
thl'Y would submit to domestication; we always found them
vicious: many have been brought to England, and from thence
conveyed to the continent.

Dr. Sparman first classed it with Antelope, and his and
Mr. Allaman's were the first figures, but Mr. Daniell's in the
African &emry, is the best published. M. F. Cuvier also
published a good representation of a female. We have been
assured by Mr. Daniell, that the species is particularly subject
to a kind of bots, probably the larvllEl of an (Estrus, which
force their way into the nostrils, and numbers are expeUl'd
every time the animal snorts. This he observed in all
that he met on the Karoo plains, and is possibly the origin
of that disease which we mentioned as consuming the Oreas,
Caama, and others; he may have seen it in the commence
ment of its course: the word Gnoo is of Hottentot derivation,
the Dutch Colonists name it Wilde-beast, or Wild Cattle,
or Ox.

The Ko1coon. (C. Taurina.) Mr. Daniell first publisbed
the figure of this species, which, however, was already
noticed by Professor Lichtenstein, and Mr. Burchell had
deposited the spoils of one in the British Museum. The
male is nearly four feet six inches high at the shoulders.
but much lower at the croup, and five ft'et from the breast
to the rump; the head, neck, and shoulders, are excessively
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thiek and powerful; the head is shorter in proportion than
the former, the nose still broader, but similarly formed;
the eyes, high up in the head, are protected by the over
hanging of the horns j these are placed similarly as in the
Gnoo, but not so broad at base, and marked with a suc
ceBBion of irregular rugosities about their root, and more
distant from each other; tht-y are black, bent down side.,
ways behind the ears, and then turned upwards with a sud
den tum, but not to the front, the forehead ascends high
between their bases, and appears elevated by a thickening
of the frontals, making the head one foot ten inches long;
the ears measure ten inches; the tail furnished with long
black hair, is three feet three inches long; the neck is
covered with a flowing black mane, reaching half way
down the back; from the centre of the forehead to the Ilese

a protuberance of a. cartilaginous nature, covers the whole
chaffron, and is furnished with a ridge of long black hair;
on each side, towards the cheek and below the inner can
thus of the eye, there is a circular glandulous naked spot
one inch in diameter, with a spungy character, from
whence a white viscous humour is distilled, and beneath it,
is a tuft of black hair; the chin is furnished with a black
bushy beard, spreading along the under.jaw, down the
breast and dewlap; the general colour of the animal is
dark ashy-gray. It possesses neither the spirit, activity, nor
speed of the Gnoo. This description, mostly extracted from
Mr. Barrow's Voyage to Cochin China, is corroborat.ed by
Mr. Burchell's specimen, excepting that his appears to be
entirely of a dark colour, almost black. The name Kokoon
is derived from the Booshwana dialect, which Professor
Lichtenstein spells Kokong; he represents the hair to have
a silky gloss, and the mane and tail entirely white, the
horns stouter, and the flexure more knotty. It is found in
the Caffer country, but 110t in the same place with the
Gnoo.
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Dr. Blainville describes a pair of horns, black, smooth,
close at base, thrown out sideways. and bending aga\n
inwards, round at base, and compressed at the points; seem
ingly belonging to this species.

The Brindled Gnoo. (C. Gurgon.) A third species, which,
however, is somewhat doubtful, because it may be a mere
variety of the last, is at present exhibited in the Museum
of the Miuionary Society of London. It is larger than the
Gooo, but inferior 'in size to the last. In the stuffed form,
the Deck appears more slender than either of the above j

the eyf?S are' near the summit of the head, and the horns,
placed very close togt'ther on the frontals, stand up, 1JE.nd
ing outwards, and the points turned towards f?ach other,
present ~he figure qf a pair of' forceps. 'Suspe~ng them
to be placed impr0FE!rly, we inqu~ed of Mr. Leadbt'ater,
the very able artist in this line, who had set up the spe
cimen, and learnt from him, that they are most certainly
in their true direction. At base they offer no' gyeat deve
Jopement j they' are whitish, smooth, round, tapering, a.n~

the points dark; on the forehead' and chaffi'on. are, ~re

gular depressions and f?levations, not covered with bushy
hair j the nose and mouth are flat and square, but, much
narrower than in the preceding; the ears not longer than
in the Gnoo; on the neck is a long flowipg mane of blac~

hair emnding half way down the back; there is no beard
immediately beneath the jaw, but long black hairs descend
from the throat down the breast; the tail is, lined with
black hair, which in the specimen is not longtlr than below
the houghs. The whole animal is at present of a dirty
sepia dun-gray, probably clearer when first obtained; over
the neck, back, and shoulders, are indistinct darker streaks
or brindles, running from the back down the sides, and in
front of the upper arm, four or five cross streaks; the fore
head and chaffron are sepia-brown, and the hair of these
parts is somewhat longer than elsewhere. It was sent from
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South Africa, under the name of Jrilde-beest, or Gnoo, but
we hear that it is distinguished by the Colonist, as the
Badert Jf'ilde-beast, or spurious Gnoo, and may be re

garded as the Baas of the Namaquas. We have named
this species, provisionally, Gorgon, because that denomination
was also bestowed upon the Catoblepas, according to Call.
Rhodius, as quoted by Gesner.

The specimen from which we drew our description is
not sufficiently accessible to ascertain the sex, but it ap
pears to be a male, and the brindles are not now very
distinguishable, though clear when our drawing was
taken.

In Mr. Brooks's collection, there is a hom of a shining
black colour, thirteen inches and a quarter long, the base
nearly flat, very open, the surface forming a triangular
figure, surmounted by the rounded part" which bends back,
and then forward!!; the flat triangular part, full six inches
across, is open, and must have been placed on the base of
the osseous core j it is at first smooth, where the hair
covered it, and then suddenly mgous, with heavy confluent
protuberances and pearls for t.he space of about four inches
and a half, the rest converging rapidly to a round and
smooth point. It is from the left side of the head and
cannot be assigned to any of the above three species, 1I0r
to the Musk-Ox; it may therefore be designated by the
name of C. Brooksii, the celebrated anatomist, to whom It
belongs, and for the present be joined. to this genus.

THE GENUS OVIBOS.

North' America produces animals which resemble the
last genus in so many particulars, that it would perhaps be

more ad\'isable to constitute Ovibos into a subordinate
group of Catoblepas, wanting indeed the mane and beard,
but equally slender in the limbs, and exhibiting some cha-
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racters which Pliny notices as particular attributl'S of the
Gnoo. The" Fera Catoblepas Modica alioquin cmterisque
membris iners, caput tantum prmgrave mgre ferens; id de
jectum semper in terras, ~c." being also very apposite to
our present subjecL The appearance of a stuffed specimen
of Musk-Ox, in a decayed stat(>, when the woolly hair is
destroyed, is very like a large Gnoo in a similar condition,
but an immense geographical distance intervenes between
them. In the former, high northern latitude bestows its
usually woolly covering; an unknown local cause which de
prives several northern animals, and especially the rumi
nants of the usuaL length of tail, operates upon the Musk
Ox, and its body is much heavier, and somewhat lower
on the limbs than in the Catoblepas.

The generic characters nearly such as they were esta
blished by M. De Blainville, are a low compact body, the
legs short, not bulky, clean in. fonn, and the feet hairy
under the heel, behind the junction. of the toes; the head
short; the forehead broad and flat; no suborbital sinus; a
muzzle not naked, but the chaffron narrow at the end,
very £Iquare, and covered with close hair; the horns com
mon to both sexes, in contact on the summit of the head, flat
and broad, then tapering, and turned down against the cheeks
with the points tumed up; the ears short, horizontal, far
back; the eyes small; the tail short; mammm two 1 hair
very abundant, long, and woolly. .

The Musk-Ofll. (0. M08chat'IU.) It would be a pleonasm
to repeat the above characters for the species, which hi
therto stands alone, in a living state, though there is some
reason to suspect that another once existed in the north
east of Asia, and poss.ibly even now may exist in that de
solate and extensive region. The Musk-Ox is in size equal
to a Guernsey cow; the hair is brownish-black, occasionally
marked with large white blots; it grows to a very great
length, and is composed of a long and soft down, inter-
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mixed with straight hair~; the summit of the head of the
male is covered by the borns, which form a kind of scalp,
in the ftlmale it is covered with hair: the legs are gene
rally white, and the hair spreads forward under the heels.
so as to cover the greater part of the Crog·.

These animals reside to the nort.h-west of Churchill
River in Hudson's Bay; living in herds of thirty or forty,
the bulls are few in proportion to the cows. caused as it ap
pears by the mortal conflicts among them for the posses
sion of the females; for it is observed that dead males aN

often found, and that in the rutting season the bulls are so
jealous, that they run bellowing at every animal, even
ravens to drive them off. They rut in August. and the fo.
males calve about the end of May, never bearing more than
one; they prefer mountains and barren grounds. to wooded
countries, climb rocks with agility and secure footing;
they feed principally on grass, when in season, but mostly
on mosses. the tops o~ pine shoots and willows. The flesh
is flavoured like that of the Elk; the fat clear white, with
a tint of azure; but the calves and heifers are the best for
the table, the meat of old bulls being so impregnated with a
musky smell, as to be very disagreeable food. The genitals
of the male are always lubricated with a musky unctuous
secretion, which is 80 powerful as to retain its smell (or
several years; the dung is in small round kobs like that of
the Varying Hare: several thousand weight of the flesh are
usually brought frozen by the Indians for winter store to
Prince of Wales's Fort. Captain Parry met this species as
far north as Melville Island, with the first appearance of
the spring; each carcass furnishing him with from three
hundred to three hundred and fifty pounds of beef. It

.. The under part of the hoofs and frog. show a singular softish
transversely-ribbed surface, of a brown-red colour, seemingly in
tended to secure the foot on slippery snow and ice; the outer-toc?
is round, and the other crooked and pointed.
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descends as far south' and west as the province of Guivira,
according to Lopez Gomara, where the Spaniards found
shpep as large as a horse, with long hair, short tails, and
enormous horns.. Messrs. Hearne, Dobbs, and Graham,
have supplied the fullest information relative to this ani
mal, which waS first described by Mr. Pennant, though
noticed long before by Mr. Jeremie, a French officer, who
was stationed in Canada during the succession war.

The Fossil Musk-Ox. (0. Pallantis.) Mr. Pallas first
published an account of heads found on the banks of the
Obi, and near Tundra, north of the Arctic circle. One was
without the horns, but shewed their base to have extended
over the forehead, from the orbits to the occipital crest;
another found between the Lena and Indigirska, figured by
M. Ozeretkofsky, represents them descending against the
temples, behind the orbits, but with such a particular
twist, that Baron Cuvier comparing some minor distinc
ti~ns in the osteological structure of these skulls with those
of the American species, appears in· doubt whether they be
not of a separate species. Though fossil, they have all the
characters of recent existence, and the Baron admits with
Pallas, the possibility of their reaching Asia, by being con
veyed on the field ice. Comparing Captain Parry's figure
of the Musk-Ox, with the head represented by M. Ozeret
kofsky, the tlexures and compression of the horns against
the parietals are very similar, but there is, we believe, a
difficulty not noticed by the learned Zoologists above men
tioned, which iR, that if the ice had conveyed the heatls in
question from America to Asia, that ice ('.ould scarcely have
ascended the rivers; on the contrary, the river ice must have
carried them out to sea: the Bears alone could have conveyed
them on shore, but in that case, the remains of carcases
would have been near. We believe all accounts agree in as
serting that the currents, along the shores of North and Polar

• See Purchas's Pil[JTims. book viii. chap. 5.
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America. SE't almost constantly to the eastward, and that
from this circumstance the chief obstacles arose, which
prevented the success of the endeavours to penetrate towards
Behring's Straits from the eastward; hence it might be
objected that Asiatic animals might thus be conveyed to the
coast of America, but no American to that of Asia.

THE GENUS Bail.

In describing lOme of the former genera of ruminants,
we have occasionally introduced our views of the ostensible
physical agents employed by Providence, to entice man
towards an improved state of existence, and to advance
successively from the state of a huoter to a shepherd; fore
going the exclusive use of flesh, meat, and wild fruits, for
a more innocent and a more social life. But the posse88ion of
-.he Dog, the Goat, the Sheep, and even the Camel. could not
carry him beyond a wandering state of society: influenced
by the condition of the pastures and their seasons, he was
compelled to change his residence from place to place,
until the Ox and the Buft"alo being given him, his interests.
as well as his inclinations, induced him to fix his abode
and commence the cultivation of the soil. Until he had sub
dued the powers of theBe bulky animals, all efforts at tillage
must have been insignificant. even though. at that early
period, he should ,have been in po88888ion of sundry edible
roots of the Gam. of the Phasis, and even of some Tritica.
At first it may b& supposed the Bovine race were used only
as domesticated grazing creatures; like the Camel, the Ox
may have been a beast of burden, but the essence of his
strength lay not in the back: accident or judgment may
have led to the discovery that he would draw; lengthened
shafts were then attached to his shoulders or horns, at the
end of which a kind of sledge. BUch, probably, as is still
used in some parts of Asia, may have been fixed and become
the type of the cart, and the plough, which with the pro-
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gressive docility of a succession of domesticated generations,
produced all the immense conseoquences upon the civilization
happiness, and increase of mankind which afterwards fol
lowed. But the conquest over brute strength, such as the
wild species of the genus possess, cannot have been the result
of force alone, any more than in the Camel; it ill perhaps
the natural consequence of that instinct in the calves, of
nearly all the species, which impels them to follow the hunter,
who has slain its mother, and carries off the carcass j a calf
thus obtained, is readily tamed, and there are numerous ex
amples which establish the fact at this day in the American
Bison, and eVl'n in the Elk.

The genus is distinguished by a slrong skull, more or
less dl'nse about the frontals, which are variously formed.
convex, nearly flat, and e\'en concave; but the horns con
stantly occupy the summit, and their roots project at firs
laterally. The OSSl'OUS nucleus is throughout porous; lD the
Buffaloes indeed cellular, or according to Mr. Bailly, hollow,
and communicating with the olfactory apparatus of the
nose. The bony core is covered with a horny sheath, desti
tute of annuli and strilB j the muzzle is invariably broad
and black j thl're is no suborbital sinus j the ears are
mostly middle-sized; th" body long, the ll'gs solid. The
males have a bellowing voice, some of the females low,
others utter a kind of groan. They fight by butting with
the hl'ad, and kicking with the fl'et. In threatening the
f'yes become fiery; thl'y give a low del'p roar, stamp, and
paw with the feet, and erf'ct the tail. The greater number
will submit to domestication; but the quantum of docility
varies nearly in the ratio of their strength, and of their
sense of feeling; all are offended at the sight of glaring
colours, particularly red: they hear and see well, but the
sense or smelling is in them the most perfect. The grega
rious are capable of a certain degrl'e of education, and even
attachment, but the solitary, and luch as remain in families,

VOL. IV, 2 C
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are the most untractable, and perhaps altogether unt ame
able. All the genus have a musky smell, but none, not
even the Bison, is 80 strongly impregnated with it as the
former genus. «(hJibos.)

Tbe lengthened body and short legs common to the
greater part of the gl.'nus, indicate that they feed prmcl_
pally on herbs. In a wild state they prefer woody valleys
acclivities, and flats: one species only seeks mountains.
Originally, a great geographical distribution seems to have
been assigned to the groups of which the genus is com
poeed. The Bubaline sub-genus occupied the warm and
tropical regions of the earth j the Bisontine, the elevated
and the Taurine, the lower grounds of the temperate lat.i
tudes of the northern hemisphl.'re, quite round the globe.
In the deep investigations of Baron euvier on the fossil re
mains of this genua, undeniable proofs are adduced of the
existl.'nce of the two last named, among the mins of the
earliest mammiferee of thE" present superficial system of the
earth; probably even of an anterior period, for their reo
mains are found with those of extinct species of the Ele
phant and Rhinoceros, but in smaller quantity than those of
deer. In more recent. strata, such principally as the peat
beds, others are found more evidently allied to the presl.'nt
domestic species j nonp, however, of the Buffalo of Africa or
of India have been discovered.

THII: BUBALINR GROUP.

The name Bubalis, is asserted to have been transferred
from the Antilope Bubalis of Authors, before described in
our genus Damali.f, to the animals of the present group,
during the sixth century of the Roman pmpire. It is true,
ali BulTon maintains, that Aristotle, Pliny, and Oppian did
not know the BulTalo by the name of Bubalis; but it cannot
be denied that in the age of Martial, this name was vaguely
applied even to the Urus, and, consequently, that the vulgar
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were already familiarized with it as ('arly as the time of
the first Cee88r&. Now the Bubalis of Aristotle must have
been a rare animal, which certainly bore no such Greek
Dame in ita native regions of Central Africa; and therefore
the word itself originated, and became common in some
other manner. The learned among the ancients, were as
U"ble to misapply appellations of strange anilDals a8 the
moderns, and the Arachosian Oxen of Aristotle may have
been known to the Greek soldiers of Alexander by another
designation; indeed, by the name which, it appears, he
Buffalo bore among the northern nations of Central Asia,
from the earliest periods, a name which, although it has
the sound of a Greek compound, is nevertheless of genuine
Touranian origin. It is composed of the syllable Bu, Ox,
and joined to a di~tinctive epithet. Taking the Tartaric
to be the root, we find that nearly all the dialects of ancient
Turan, Cheen, and the posterior Sclavonic, designate both
the BuffiUo and Bull by the words, Busan, Tartaric, Buka,
Bu.rum, Buja, Bulla, Bucha, !Juga, Bujau, Kukan. Buu:ol
is the modern Russian, Bawol the Polish, Buwal Bohe
mian, and Bial, the Hungarian -. In most of the countries
where the above dial('cts are spoken, the Buffalo is nearly
as common as the Domestic Ox, and, moreover, BOrne of
these dialects were spok('n by the vpry nations who intro
duced the animal into Western Asia, Africa, and Europe.
It will hardly be llsserted that the invaders forgot their
own name of a domestic animal, peculiar to thems('lves, to
ll."arn Ii Greek one which b('longed to another; or, that
this sci('ntific name, which was not even accepted at Athens
or Rome, should have found its way into the heart of Asia,
where G~ with ita language was not heard of. The

• Thia lilt might be considerably lengthened: Bubaa il even an
Hotterttot name of the Common Ox. Bucharia leeml to have itl
name from the Buffalo.

2C2
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words Bu, 130ft, BOil, are all derived from an imitation of
the bovine voice; a primitive mode of designation which is
still retained in words of first necessity, among those Ian.
guages in particular, whose roots can be traced to the
earliest ppriods *. On r~ferring to the Persian names, it
will appear that they and the Arabs derivoo theirs from
the word .J't Gau, an ox or cow j thus the Persian l.;)~1!

Gayan, l:J~.J't Gaacban, and in particular, UN,YO't Gamull, all

names lor the Buffalo, and not dissimilar from the Arabic,
J'O~ Jamus, which is probably taken from the Persian,

~ tbe other synonyma in that language are all figurative
epithets, such as the Mother of 1'Vealth, ~c. The whole of
these bear no evidence of being original, like the Indostane
Bhain, but seem to be compounds, made when the animal
became known to the followers of the Prophet. But those
of Upper Asia cannot be charged with the same suspicion,
and therefore establish the presumption that the nations
who invaded the Roman and Byzantine empires, brought
with them the very animal, whose name had rt'sched Europe,
perhaps by mt'ans of the Greek followers of Seleucian dy
nasty; and that the word Bubalis is the true name of the Buffalo,
as clearly as U rus and Bison are derived from the Teutonic
Uroks and Wizend.

Aristotle and othel's evidt'ntly knew the Buffalo {3ou

"'YPIOI EJ' Apa.x,tiJ"foIJS, Bas Indieus, or Arachosian Ox: it is de
scribed, as differing from the Ox, as the Wild Boar from
the Hog. to be black, powt'rful, with the nose turned up,
lind the horns bent· outwards. In that period the species
was not found further Wt'St than North-eastern Persia.

• Examplel of the kind are numeroul in the Greek and Latin;
ltill more common in the Celtic and Teutonir:, and allO in Indee.
Among the names of animall which are derived from an imitation
of their voice, we will ollly point out the universal Baa. Ber, Bo
hara, for Iheep, the Indee Cou,aJ, a crow; Plat!OJ, a jackal j

Chi-eel, a kitej Boloo, an owl, clc.

J
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Paul Warnefried. surnamed Diaconus, fixes the appearance
of Buffaloe's in Italy in the reign of Aigilulf, or tbe close of
the sixth ce'lltury, that is, in the year 596.; but we may
reasonably look for their appearance in the east of Europt.>
to an earlier date. If the myriads of AttiIa's forces drawn
out of Eastern and Central Asia, were supported by droves
of cattle bearing grain (buck-weed), as is still done with
buffaloes in common trade, and by the Nomad eque~trian

nations, who lead or follow these animals in their native
regions, there is no reason for us to conclude that the Ara
chosian Buffalo was not in their herds; or if. it could
be proved that the power of the Huns did not extend into the
nort.hern provinces of Persia, or Chorasmia, the Abars and
Bulgarians t may be regarded as the conductors of that spe
cies to the valley of the Danube, Thrace, and IIlyricnm.
This was probably during the reign of Marcian, or about 453,
and the posterior introduction of the animals into Italy
might result from causes not connected with the migrations
of barbarians.

In Syria and Egypt, they seem not to have been known
till after the Arabian conquest of Persia, and their domes
tication, originating in China or India is probably far

posterior to that of the other species. These two suppo
sitions appear borne out by facts and circumstances, and
account for the silence of the Greek writeril of the time
of Alexander, the ignorance of the old Roman authors,
their misapplication of its name to the U rus, and the
almost sudden abundance of the species when the Upper
Asiatic and the Tartarian tribes had invaded Southern
Asia on the one side, and Eastern Europe on the other.

• Tunc, (A.D. 596.) primum, Bubali, in Italiam delati, Italie,
populis miracula {uere.-Paul Warnef.!. iv. c. 2.

t Here the very name of Bulgar seems to be a descriptive
epithet o{ a nation of Buffalo .drivers, or Guallahs, as they would
be termed in IndiL
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Hence also the Buffalo is not among the gods of Egypt; but
in India, where a similar mythology obtains. we find the
Giant Buffalo, MaJaish .ASura, reprt'senting the great. in
undation of waters, supplying the tyIK' which ancient Egypt
found in the Hippopotamus, and Durgas on the Lion,
like Horua in Egyptian mythology, piercing him with
arrows.

Buffaloes in general are animals of a large staturp., re

sembling a bull, low in proportion to their bulk, and sup
ported by ~trong and solid limbs. The head is large, the
fort'head, though narrow, is remarkably strong and convex;
the chaffron Iltraight, flat, prolonged, and terminated by a
broad muzzle; the horus being 6at or bending laterally,
with a certain direction to the rear, and therefore Dot very
applicable in goring j the ears are rather large, net'er
erect., funnel-shaped; the eyes large; they. have no hunch
on the back, but a small dewlap on the breast. The females
bea.r an udder with four mammle, two of which are some
times not developed; the tail is long and slender j the
back rather straight; the hide black, more or less covered
with hair of an ashy or blackish colour; sometimes it is
brown or white. 111t>y avoid hills, preferring coarse plants
of the forest and such as grow in swampy regions, to those
of open plains; they love to wallow and lie for hours
Bunk deep in water; they swim well, or rather float on the
surface, and consequently pass the broadest riv"rs without
hesitation; their gait is ht'avy, and unwieldy, and they run
almost always with the nOlle horizontal, being principally
guided by their s8n88 of smelling i but this attitude prevents
their seeing beneath them, and conceals their horns. In
their combats, they usually strike or butt with the forehead.
endeavour to lift the opponent on their horns, and when
thrown to crush him with their knees: they tramplt> on the
body, and their vindictive fury is so lasting, that they wiJl
return again and again to glut their vengeance upon the
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same inanimate corpse; they herd together in small flockl',
or live in pairs, but are never strictly gregarious in a wild
state; they have a tenacious memory, and they low in a deep
tone. The females bear calves two years following, but re
main sterile during the third; gestation is said to last twelve
months, but it appears not to exceed ten; they propagate at
four and a half year's old, and discontinue after twelvl.'. Par
turition (in Europe) takes place in the spring, and never ex
ceeds one calf. Dr. Pallas asserts that they breed with do
mestic cattle, but that the produce usually dies: their life
may extend to twenty-five years.

Although in a domestic state they are not remarkable
for docility or attachment to their keepers, yet a feeling
of this kind, mixed no doubt with instinctive antipathy, is
exemplified in an anecdote related by Mr. D. Johnson, .. Two
Biparies, or carriers of grain and merchandise on the backs
of bullocks, were driving a loaded string of these animals
from Palamow to Chittrah: when they were come within a
few miles of the latter place, a tiger seized on the man in the
rear, which was seen by a guallala (herdsman), as he WaR watch
ing his buffaloes grazing: he boldly ran up to the man's
assistance, and cut the tigl.'r very severely with his sword;
upon which he droppl.'d the Biparie, and seized the herdsman.
The Buffaloes observing it, attacked the tiger, and rescued
the herdsman; they tossed hini about from one to the other,
and to the best of my recollection killed him. Both the
wounded men were brought to me; the Biparie recovtl'red,
and the herdsman died." This anecdote reveals, if not at
tachment, great antipathy and courage; and it is well known
that neither the Tiger nor the Lion are inclined to prey
upon the BuWalo, whose vengeance is probably b'pl. alive
by occasional dl.'predations upon their young, and Indian
herdsmen do not scruple to pass the night in the most dangerous
jungle, seated upon the back of some one favourite ani·
mal.
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Their ex.treme hostility to red colours 1S often remarkro
in India: the same antipathy is observed at the Cape, and
in Europe. A general officer, now living, rt"lates, that
while a young man, he was employed in surveying in Hun
gary, and happened to use a small plane table, the back of
which was co,-erpd with rt.'d morocco; as he walked from
one station to another, he sometimes carried it with the
paper against his breast, and the crimson colour' in fronl
On a sudden, he perceived at a considerable distauce, a
herd of grazing buffaloes throw out signs of defiance, aud
come down in full gallop towards him with their tails up
and evincinK the most tumultuous frenzy. Not suspecting...
the cause, he paused and dropped his hand, when the
whole troop stopped and looked about, as if at a loss; be
went on, and unconsciously raising the table again, brought
the red colours in sight. They set off a second time towards
him, but guessing the cause, he turned the obnoxious co
lours towards his body, and was suffered to proceed un
molested.

The Cape Buffalo. (B. Caffer.) This species is designated
among the Hottentots by the name of Qu'araho. It is dis
tinguished by dark and rugous horns spreading horizontally
over the summit of the head in the shape of a scalp, with
the beams bent down laterally, and the points turned up.
They are from eight to ten inches broad at the base, and
divided only by a slight groove, dark coloured, extremely.
ponderous, cellular near the root, and five feet long, mea
sured from tip to tip along the curves. The incisor teeth
are almost always loose in the gums of the adult animal
whose height is about five feet six inches at the shoulder,
and the length from nose to tail, about nine feet; the legs
are short and strongly knit; the dewlap is rather consider
able; the ears large, hanging open; on each side of the
chin and nether jaw, there is a bean! of stiff hairs; the
hide t'xtremelythick, hard and black. almost naked ill old
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animals, and the tail quite naked, excepting some distich
OtiS hairs at the end. In younger beasts, a scattered brown
hair covers the neck, back, and belly; and in the young
heifer, the colour is brown-black, the hair more abundant,
and a sort of standing mane four inches long, spreads from
behind the horns, along the neck, down the spine to the
tail, darker than the rest of the hair, almost black. At
that age, the horns are only six inchl"s long, thirteen inches
distant from tip to tip, pale in colour, originating at the
side of the frontal crest, and rising obliquely upwards,
with some slight indication of wrinkll"s. The forehead and
nuccha are covert>d with loose black hair, as also the
throat, dewlap, and top of the tail; the shin bones and
pasterns furnished with curling woolly dark hair. The
head is one foot long, and the length of the animal, from
nose to tail, five feet seVl"n inches; the tail one foot. At
that age, there is so great a dissimilarity from the adult,
as to give it the· appearance of a different species, for
which, indeed, it was taken in the specimen of Mr. Bur
chell, had not a note within the skin l"stablished the
specit>s.

There is some doubt whether Pliny allndes to tbis spe
cies in his description of the fierce African wild oxen
which were caught in pit-falls·: the Araho is truly a
terrible and ferocious beast, possessed of a tremendous
bellowing voice, and moving with considerable swiftness,
but so ponderous as to be disinclined to ascend; its scent
is k8l"n, but the breadth of the horns impede its sight.
This species of buffalo lives in families or small herds in
the brushwood and open forests of Caffraria, occasionally
uniting in droves upon the plain. Old bulls are often met

• He gives it blue eyes, and mfous hair. Chap xxi. 1. viii., but
it seems confounded with II. species of Bison. I f Captain Clapper
ton's notice be referred to B. Ca:ffir, it is found also in Borneo,
under the name of Zamouse, the Arabic YamtU.
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alOlle, but though these are, if polSible, still fiercer than the
youngt'r : they are leIS dangerous, because less swit\. or in
clined to exertion. In the woods they make paths for
themselves, where it is extremely dangerous to fall in with
them. Professor Thunberg gives an appalling account of
t.he dt'structioD of two horst's by one of these animals,
the riders providentially eBCaping by climbing trees, and
the professor himself driven to the same expedient, though
his horse remained unhurt, owing to the buffalo turning
into the wood. Sparmann, who first fully dt'SCribed this
species, is no leIS animated in the dangerous hunting ex
ploits he witnt'ssed.

They are excited to madnelS by the sight of red colour.
and swim with great force. The hide is made into shields,
cut jnto whips and traces, and is so hard that eo musket
ball will scarcely penetrate it, unless the lead be mixed.
with tin. If this animal could be rendered tractable, it
would make the most powerful in agriculture existing. Since
the increase of the settlements about the Cape of Good
Hope, the Buffalo is become more scarce -in. the colony, but
they spread along the eastern side of Africa to an unknown
distance in the interior.

The Pagasse. (B. PegQSWI.) The names of Pacasse of
Gallini and Carli, Empaguess& of Merolla, EmpaC888e of
Lopes and Marmol, indicate an animal, presumed to be a
specie8 of Buffalo, but not detlCribed with sufficient pre
cision to be admitted into the catalogues- 9f noroenclators.
The word is evidently of great antiquity and extent, as may
be gathered from Pliny, although at present banished from
the regions where the Arabic - has usurped the ancient
language, and confined to the regions of Angola aod
Congo, where it is coupled with the generic name Em
or En, denoting a Bovine animal. Thus Engamba a
cow, Empalanga another large ruminant which is conjec
tured to be the Tackbaitze of Daniell; and Em-paeasst'.
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Pliny relatt'S that ...Ethiopia produces winged horses, armed
with horns named Pegasi. Fathers Gallini and Carli observe
that, r< On the road to Loando in the kingdom of Congo,
they saw two Paca.sses, which are animals very similar to
buffaloes, roaring like lions; the male and female being always
together. They are white with rufous and black spots; with ear.
half a yard in length, and the horns always straight.
When they see human beings they do not flee, nor do
they hal'm, but stand and look on." Lopes describes them
as somewhat less than an ox, but similar in head and neck.
Dapper reports thelD to be buffaloes of a reddish colour
with long horns.

These testimonies are very "ague, hut still indicate
one and the same animal, partially misrepresented.
To these accounts might be added the notice of Cap·
tain Lyons respecting the Wadan, r< a fierce buffalo, the
size of an ass, having large tuft.s of hair on the shoul
ders, and very long heavy horns." This Arabic name

seems derived from ,I~ waad, braying or bellowing like

a young camel, and may coincide with Carli's account of the
roar of Pacasse, and the tufted hair on the shoulders
be no unapt representation of Pliny's pretended wings of
his Pegasus; but no place would have been deservedly
given to these obsel'Yations in this work, if, in the col
lection of df!lwings formerly the property of Prince John
Maurice of Nassau, now in the Berlin library, there
was not among the number of zoological subjects of Brazil,
several of Angola, such as sheep and an African elephant,
which latter cannot have been executed from a speci
men in America. The sheep also have their Congo and
Angola names, and it may be fairly conjectured, that the
prince during his command in Brazil, had an artist on the
Mrican coast, from whence, at that. time, slaves were be·
giIUling to be abundantly transport.ed. to the Dutch settle
ments. Among these, is a figure of a ruminant with
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the name Pacasse written under it *. Judging from the
general appearance of the painting, it represents a young
animal, although the horns are already about as long as
the head. They are of a darkish colour, with something
like ridges passing transversely, commencing at the sides
of the frontal ridge, turned down and outwards with the
points slightly upwards; the head is sbort, thick, abrupt at
the nose j the forehead wide; the eyes large and full, dark,
with a crimson canthus: the neck maned witb a dense and
rougb mane j the tail descending below the hough, entirely
covered with dark long hair, appearing woolly; tbe carcass
short, and the ]('gs bigh and clumsy; but the m~t remark
able character appears to consist in pendulous ears, nearly as
long as the head. The mane and tail are dark j the head,
neck, body, and limbs, dark brown, excepting the pastern
joints, which are white: this figure cannot be referred to a
known species, and is suffieiently curious to merit an en
graving. If it should appear to be a different animal from
Pacasse, it may still represent a new species of buffalo, or,
perhaps, of Catoblepas or of Ovis.

The .A.rnee. (B. .A.rni.) India and China are the native
regions of another group of true buffaloes, both wild and
tame, which Baron euvier's investigations refer to one spe
cies, divided into mere varieties. It would be pre~\Imptuous

to reject conclusions drawn from comparative observations
of the osteological structure of the heads by the first au
thority living; but we think it, nevertheless, interesting to
offer the result of our inquiries from a number of mili

taryand civil officers, who have long resided and repeatedly
hunted the buffalo in various parts of India. It appears
that the Wild Buffalo in the central districts of Bengal, is
commonly named Arnee or Arnaa, and distinguisht'd by tbe

• The notes in this collection are written by three handa, the
Prince's, Markgrave's, and Piso's; I believe, in this instance, that
the name is written by the fint,
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lunate form of the horns and black colour; while the se
cond sort~ usually but not always domestic, is known by the
appellation of Bhain or Byne. Of this sort, the horns are
much shorter, bent back towards the neck with the points
turned upwards: thus constructed, their arms are but in
diffen.'nt instruments of attack, and serve only to lin,
while in the former they are invariably used for goring.
But neither of these are the Gigantic. or Taurelephant
Arnee, which appears to be a rare species, only fonnd single.
or in small families. in the upper eastern provinces and
forests at the foot of Himalaya, though formerly met in
the Rhamghur di!ltricts. It is probably the same which the
Mugs and Burmas na.me Phang, and consider next to
the tiger the most dangerous and fiercest animal of their
fon.'Sts. A party of officers of the British cavalry, stationed
in the north of Bengal, went on a three months' hunting

. expedition to the eastward, and destroyed in that time
forty-two tigers, but only one Arnee, though numerous
wild buffaloes became their quarry. When the head of
this specimen rested perpendicular on the ground. it re
quired the outstretched arms of a man to hold the points
of the horns. These are described as angular, with the
broadest side to the rear, the two others anterior and
inferior, wrinkled. brownish, standing outwards, not bent
back, straight for near two-thirds of their length, then
curving inwards with the tips rather back: the face is nearly
straight, and the breadth of the forehead is carried down
with little diminution to the foremost grinder. The best
figure we are ll88ured, is in Captain Williamson's Ora'ental
Field Sports.

Our OWII researches, both abroad and in England, have
always found skulls, not of this, but of the Common Ar
nee of Bengal, such as are figured in Shaw, and in the
Ossemem FOIntes, excepting a pair of horns in the British
MU!lt'um. which correspond with those before noticed, and
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may be of the troe or Great Arnee. Ead1 measures along
the curve from base to tip, six feet three inches; circum
ference, at base, eighteen inches. They are subtrigonal;
anterior face, seven inches and a quarter; external face,
ihree inches and a quarter, and posterior face, Beven inches
and a half: Wrinkled throughout, with one great sweep,
neither bending backward or forward, but uncinating;
smooth and sharp at the point·. All other heads and
boms referred to Arnee in Baron Cuvier's plates, in the
Paris Museum, in the British, and in the Royal College of
Surgeons, have the acute angular side of the horns rounded ;
the curves are regular semicircles, besidps a backward
bend at bBllE", and the tips turned forward; the largest not
attaining five feet along the curves. The true Arnee is
said, besides to be entirely covered with black hair, to have
a white epidprmis, and a tail scarce reaching to the houghs.
In his movement!!, the nosp is not carried horizontally,
but 80 that the horns always remain conspicuous. Tbeose
observations shew at leallt, that further inquiries are neces
sary, and that every buffalo with large horns may, in Bengal,
obtain the name of Ampe without, therefore, being the
gigantic species which should be understood by it; that
is, the black haired, long homed animal npar seven fePt
high at the shoulders.

Captain Williamson evidently sppaks of the true Arnee
in the anecdote, where one of these animals pursued
a sportsman to his elephant, and ran its horns under his
belly to lift him up. This individual W88 killed, and was
upwards of six feet hi ghat the lIhoulder, nearly three feet
in breadth at the breast, and the horns til'e fept and a balr
long.

• Thil is our measure, as they are at present, ppearing partly
broke at bottom, and having, in a former measurem n t, lix feet six
inchel and a half, weighing twenty-nine poundl without the bony
cores.
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The other or Common Arnee is also a very large animal,
though nearly a foot lower at the shoulders than that last
mentioned. I t is not much less in weight; the head is
lIDlaller, the body longer, the tail reaching to near the heels,
and the hide m~re scantily covered with hair. These are
much more common, live gregariously in woody .wamps or
plaius, occasionally floating in whole droves down the
Ganges, seemingly asleep, until the current lands them on
lOme island, or on the bank: boats are sometimes endan
gered by sailing in among them unawares. They are said
to plunge under water, and raise aquatic plants with their
hom to the surface, where they feed on them, while driving
with the stream. An animal of this kind drifted down
to near Shaugur Island, in 1790, and was shot by the crew
of the Hawkeabury Indiaman, towed alongside, and hoisted
in j the meat weighed three hundred and sixty pounds per
quarter, exclusive of the head, legs, hide, and entrails,
and the whole could therefore be scarcely less than two
thousand pounds, though the ship's butcher pronounced it not
above two yeai'll old.

A herd of these animals was observed by a column of
troops some yeai'll ago, on the march to Patna, by the inland
road. On discovering the red dreues of the soldiers, they
threw out their usual signals of hostility, and galloped off;
then suddenly wheeling round, came in a body, as if they in
tended to charge, and their hOl'Dll overtopping the head!
rendered it doubtful whether they were not mounted by
some hostile force; part of the column, therefore, halted
and formed, and the animals suddenly struck by the glittering
of the arms, .toppro, turned tumultuously round, and dashed
into cover-.

These anecdotes shew the scepticism of solDe continental
naturalists, respt'Cting the existence of wild buffaloes in

• It is not impossible, that more than one species is confounded
under the name Amee, and that even the genuine Urus of the An
cients still exista in the remote temperate fornts of Asia.
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India, to be quite misplaced. Formerly, this race was
occasionally reduced to a precarious domesticity, by order,
and for the amusement of, the native princes; but now they
use the largest of the domestic breeds: these are mounted
by their keepers and brought into the Arena to engage in
battle with the Tiger, who is almost invariably defeated.
The race of the Common Amee is also, it would appear,
domesticated in the eastern states: a white variety is found
in Tinean, and other islands of the Indian Archipelago. On
the coast of Cochinchina, and the Malayan Peninsula
this race appears to predominate: they are 'of very great
bulk, with the horns, when seen in front, forming a true
crescent; their skulls are the usual Amees of European
Museums. Although the skin of the white variety be rosy,
the muzzle and edge of the lips are yet black, the eyes are
large and dark, the snout longer and narrower than i.n the
black-skinned Buffalo, and their height at the shoulder is
not five feet, owing to the legs being short. Those of Siam,
both wild and domesticated, are ashy-gray, larger than an
ox, the muzzle much prolongt'd, and the horns very long
forming a crescent above the head. This variety ? has a shrill
weak voice, and the domesticated are more easily managed by
children than by grown men.

The Domestic Buffalo. (B. Bubalus.) Whether or not
the Amee of Bengal be the stock from which the Domestic
Buffalo is descended, certain it is that the species now
under consideration, is still found in a wild state, as well
as domesticated, and that in all countries, sufficiently un
inhabited and affording the requisite conditions, the black
skinned domestic animal will soon supply a wild breed.
This occurs whenever local circumstances are favourable,
even in the kingdom of Naples, and we might draw an in
ference from this fact alone, th at the speciE>s with cl'ascent
horns, are distinct from the prpsent. although both have
breeds which have received the yoke of man j nor if it were
proved that a prolific intermediate race exist, produced by
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the intermixture of both, would it fully determin«.> that both
fornl only one original species. What forms a species, and
what a variety. is, as yet, far from well understood.

The Bhain of India may be r«.>garded as the true stock of
the Domestic Buffaloes of Southern and Western Asia, North
Africa, and Eastern Europ.e. Little doubt can be raised, that
in India that animal was first subdued, perhaps, by means of
the intelligence and powers of the Elephant, who alone could
compel it to subjection; from thence, commerce or remote
military expeditions se«.>m to have introduced it into Tartary
and Eastern Persia, till by either of these means the Domestic
Buffalo was fOood on the shores of the Caspian. Here they
resided at the time of the Macedonian invasion, though the
Tartars seem to have used their Busan as beasts of burden,
at least, as early, and about that period, or soon after, to
have led them to the banks of the Tereck. They were found
by the Mahomedan Arabs in Persia, and during their wars
brought westward into Syria, and Egypt. Baron Cuvier, with
his accustomed research, proves the pilgrims and writ«.>rs con
cerning Palestine to have noticed them by the name of Buflus,
early in the eighth century, and we have already seen at what
period they reached Italy.

The stature of the Buffalo varies according to the cir
cumstances of food and climate. The Hungarian and
Italian are about eight feet and a half long, by five feet
at the shoulder; the horns are directed sideways, com
pressed, with a ridge in front, reclining· towards the neck
and the tips turned up, placed at a great distance from each
other, with a convex forehead between them j the mammm
of the male placed in a transverse line; the hair scattered,
coarse, and black, and the tail long, terminated by a tuft;
the hide is of a purplish black, in India almost naked, in
Egypt, sometimes totally without hair, and in the Indian
Archipelago the anterior half is occasionally covered with

VOL. IV. 2 D
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1081 hair, and the posterior naked; it varies also to rufous,
and white occurs in ROme breeds.

It is an animal at all times of very doubtful docility, witb
a sombre malignant eye; active, daring, swift, and perse
vering when excited; dull, slow, wallowing in his ordinary
state; naturally preferring Oats and swampy soil;~
of great strength for burden, and for the plough, two being
equal in power to four horses; but furnishing little, and
indifferent milk and worse ftt'Sh: the hide and horns are alone
valuable. In India, however, they furnish more milk from
which a kind of liquid butter is made, well known by the
name of glree. The domestic breed. in Bengal, is not more
than four feet and a half high. and used to labour; but for
burden. care must be taken that the goods they carry do not

suffer from wet., their propensity to lie down in water being
invincible; wood and bricks are, therefore, the most common
load. The largest. of the wild breed. are used by the native
princes. to supply the place o( Amees, and fight with tigers in
public shows. With the natives, especially the Guallah cast,
or herdsmen, they are docile; they ride on their favourites. and
spend the night with them in the midst of jungles and forests.
without fear of wild beasts. When driven along, the herds
keep close together. so that the driver, if necessary, walks from
the back of one to the other, perfectly at his convenience.
The females are dangerous, while they nurse their calf. In
Italy, it is asserted that Buffaloes are again become wild; the
domestic, however, both there and in Hungary, are managed
by means of a ring passed through the cartilage of the nose:
in India, it is a mere rope. The practice is ancient. and it
would seem that the Sclavonic Wenden, brought Buffaloes
with them to the shores of the Baltic, if we may judge
from the armorial bearings of provinces and families, not
unfreqnent in the North of Germany and Switzerland;
llnl~8s we prefer to helieve that the Urus or parent of the
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Domestie Ox, required to be ringed for many generations be
fore it beeame traetable.

A small variety noticed by Mr. Pennant was brought from
the Indian Islands. It was not larger than a runt, with a
Of·arly naked skin, the hair being bristly aud rather long on
the neck and shoulders, and the rump and thighs quite bare,
with a few dusky stripes. The horns compressed sideways,
taper and sharp at the points; the inside and tips of the ears,
and the lips, white.

Comparing our series of drawings taken from living speci
mens of the Hungarian, Italian, India~, and dwarf varieties,
no doubt remains of their identity; but the same certainty d()('s
not attach to those described as Arnees with the lunated horns,
though of that race the domestic breeds of China, furthest
India, and the Archipelago, are mostly composed.

TUB BtSONTlNB GROUP.

If the elevated ridge of the spine on the shoulders, long
lpgs, a woolly fur, and the residence in mountain forests,
approach the Bisons nearer the Damaline and Catoblepine
genera than the Buffaloes, this group should take place of
them and he the first of the genus Bos. In this group are
found indications of an ancient and colossal species existing
at one time in Europe and Northern Asia, and even in
America, attested by t~e repeated discovery of enormous
skulls in the diluvian strata of the earth, on the vegetable
mould, and even beneath them, among the remains of the
Mastadon and Rhinoceros. But there set>m to be fossil
remains of two different epochs; the first or deepest
belonging to the colossal, and the second perhaps to the
existing Aurochs, or, tp speak more correctly, Bison. In
order to establish this group upon a drar foundation, and
separate it from the Urus and domestic species with which
it has long bpen eonfoundrd, it is necessary to repeat the

2 D 2
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luminou8 view which Baron Cuvie-r furnishes on the subject.
He says" the fore-head of the Ox is tlat and even slightly con
cave; that of the Aurochs (Bison) is arched, though some
what IE'SS than in the Buffalo: it is in the Ox nearly equal
in height and breadth, taking the base between the orbits;
in the Aurochs, measured in the same place, the breadth
greatly surpaS8e~ the height, in the proportion of three to
two: the horns of the Ox are attached to the- extremity of
the highest salient line of the h('ad; that which 9('parates
the forehead from the occiput: in the Aurochs this line is
two inch('8 behind the root of the horns: the plane of th('
occiput forms an acute angle with the forehead in the Ox;
that angle is obtuse in the Aurochs: finally; that plane of
the occiput quadrangular in the Ox, is semicircular in the
Aurochs.

These characters are constant in all the variE'ties deriving
from the Ox, including those with hunched backs: besides,
the Bison has fourteen pair of ribs, while the Ox, in com
mon with most ruminants, numbers ~mly thirteen pair: the
legs are more slender than those of the Ox or Buffalo, aud
the tongue is blue, while the Ox has it tlesh colour. Mr.
Gilib('rt who reared an individual, naming the specil'S by
its true appellation, represents the hair of the f('male Bison
as soft, placed in the skin at an obtuse angle: of two sorts
one long and the other soft; while those of the Cow are of
one kind, hard and close to the hide. Those of the male
Bison are very long under the jaw and throat, and upon
the shoulders and upper arms; also upon the back, but les.c;
prominent: the tail descends to the houghs, and is pro
vided with abundance of long black hair; the summit of
the head is covered with a bushy and spreading space of long
hairs, strongly impregnated with musk; and the horns are
short, lateral, black, and pointed: the eyes large, round, and
full. The back part of the body is covered with shorter
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hair, which also predominates in summer on the shoulders.
The hide is double in thickness to that of the Ox, and the
species shews a decided aversion to domestic cattle.

The name Aurochs, applied to the Bison by the Germans,
is evidently the origin of the Latin Vrus; but Baron Cuvier,
following up with his usual research the observations of
Herberstein, establishes beyond a doubt, that the true Urus
may still have existed in Bome parts of Massovia by the
name of Thur in the time of the last-mentioned author,
but that it is now extinct in Europe and Western Asia, and
its name transferred to the Bison of the Ancients, which
the Poles at this day still distinguish by the appellation of
Zubr, and the ancient Germans called Wizend and Bisam
(Musk). The Baron explains the causes which have mis
led naturalists, and caused them to overlook the Bison in the
Bonasus, Bolinthus, Monepus, Monapus, and the Preonian
Oxen of Aristotle and Pliny, who clearly distinguishes the
maned Bison from the rapid V rus, and Seneca still more
distinctly says,

Tibi dant varire pectora. tigris
Tibi villosi terga Disontes
Latisque feri cornibus Uri.

Pausanias and Oppian both represent the Bison as "ery hairy
about the neck and breast, place it in Preonia and Thrace,
and repeat almost the very words which Aristotle uses for the
Bonasus.

But the Bisons of Europe are not the only species of the
group; for, beside the American, Asia, in all probability,
contains two more. All appear to live in small families,
which assemble into herds only in certain seasons: those of
the Old World prefer woods and mountains. In America,
from causes probably local, they are mostly found on open
elevated plains or savannas. Notwithstanding the hostility
between the Bison and the Ox, it is asserted that in Ame
rica, the males often drh'e the Bull from the Cows; and
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cover them, and that the intermediate animal is prolific. Our
inquiries on the spot never produced a proof, or even an as
sertion, from the w~ll.infonned. that they had seen the hybrid
offspring.

The Bison. (B. Bi.ron.) The animal commonly knOWD
by the namps of Aurochs and Zubr is, as before explained,
the true BisoD of the Ancients. It is distinguished by an
elevated stature. measuring six feet at the shoulder, and
ten feet three inches from the nose to the tail. -In adult
~cimens the withers are elevated, but when old they do
not appear so, nor are they conspicuous in the females. The
head is broad, and th\i horns far distant. short. robust.
pointed, slightly turned forwards, and dark-coloured; the
forehpad is arched; the eye large, full, and dark; the body
is formed with fourteen pair of ribs; the mammm are four,
disposed in a square; the anterior half of the animal, with
the exception of the chaffron, is covered with a heavy coat of
mixed woolly and long harder hair measuring more than a foot
in winter; the internal parts of the woolly. is gray or whitish,
R!l also in general that on the top of the head, throat, and
breast; the external browner on the throat and breast, abun
dant and bearded; the lower extremities, back, Banks, and
croup, short haired, of a brownish-black colour. The females
are smaller, with shorter and less hair on the shoulders and
throat, and the colour paler.

Mr. Gilibert, who residpd a long time in Poland, and reared
a female, is the author who dissected and best described this
species. As we have observed, it WR!l known to the Ancients,
and their bones are often found in the superficial strata of
temperate Europe. At present they are nearly destroyed
in Lithuania, though they were still common in Germany
in the eighth century. They may now be looked upon as
residing only in the forests of Southern Russia in Asia,
the Carpathian and Caucasian mountain-rorests, and the
Kobi Desert; but none exist in Siberia. They prefer high
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wooded localities to tht! plain or the low lands, live III small
troops, and have a groaning voice. The Gall1-Kottah of the
Persians is probably this animal

The Gaur·. (E. Gauru8.) The next in order of ~is

group may be placed a species of Bison, which, from all ac
counts, appears to be among the largest now living; and
although in Indian phraseology the word Buffalo has been
used, no doubt can exist rellpecting the propriety of placing it
in this section; indeed the Gaur may be no other than the true
Bison, though from certain testimonies we are inclined to re
gard it as an intermediate species.

In the Mem. au M'IU. a'Hid. Nat., vol. ix., a notice was
published, purporting to be an extract from an English
account of a hunting excursion in the mountains of Mine
pont (Midnapoor ?), vaguely indicated as situate one hun
dred leagues from the sea between the coast of Coromandel
and the head of the bay of Bengal, and describing an ox of
gigantic stature under the name of Gaour, with the spi
nous apophyses of the vertebral of the withers projecting
t!zternally! One of these was slain, and measured five feet
eleven inchE."S nine lines at the shoulders; eleven feet eleven
inches nine lines from the nose to the end of the tail, and
seven feet seven inches nine lines in circumference. In
another specimen the head exhibited nearly all the cha
racters of the Domestic Ox, but the forehead was more
arched and raised; the horns, strong and rough, were not
bent back as in the Buffalo; the top of the forehead was

• This name of Gaour, or Ghau-ur, originating in Central India,
ahews how far the root UT, urus, it extended. Gaur, a giant j

Goour-uT, the gigantic, ancient, my8terioua, terrible Ox: ur it
IOmetime8 an epithet of the Lion in the east, and of the Bear in the
west, and used &8 the aynonyme of the proper name, no doubt be
cause in the primitive root j nobility, genero8ity, mischief, 8laughter,
are all Ilecondary aiguificationa of UT. Gar appears mistran8lated
wild &IIIl in the Schahnamed, where Roatun kills one as large all an
elephant.
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covered with ~hite woolly hair; the rest of the hair was
smooth, close, and shining, of a dark-brown colour, almost
black; the eyes were smaller than in the Ox, and pale
blue j the muscles of the legs and thighs very prominent and
strong. But the most remarkable character of the Gaur,
that which should distinguish it from all other ruminants, con
sists in a series of spinous processes along the back, beginning
at the last vertebrm of the neck, shortening gradually till they
are lost half way down the spine j the foremost are at least six
inches higher than the ridge of the back. These Gaurs live
in families of ten or twenty, graze on the meadows, and feed
on leaves and buds of trees j the female bears a twelvemonth,
and calves in August. Buffaloes fear their presence, and never
invade their localities.

There is every apIX'aranee of a mistake, or what would
be more unpardonable, a hoax, in the description of the
spinous vertebrm of the shoulders, which our own inquiries
by no means confirm. In Mr. D. Johnson's Sketches, etc.,
the Gaur is described as a kind of wild bullock of a pro
digious size, residing in the Ramghur district, not well
known to Europeans. That gentleman continues: H I have
never obtained a sigot of them, but have orten seen the
print of their feet, the impression of one of them covering
as large a space as a common china plate. According to
the account I received from a number of persons, they are
much larger than the largest of our oxen; are of a light
brown colour, with short thick horns, and inhabit the
thickest covers. They keep together in herds, and a hl.'rd
of them is always near the Luggo-hill; they are also in the
heavy jungles between Ramghur and Nagpoor. I saw the
skin of one that had been killed by Rajah Futty N arrain;
its exact size I do not recollect, but I well remember that
it aston!shed me, having never seen the skin of any animal
so large. Some gent lemen at Chittrah ha\'e tried all in
their power to procure a calf without success. The She-
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carries and villagers are 80 much afraid of these animals, that
they cannot be prevailed on to go near them, or to endeavour
to catch any of their young. It is a prevailing opinion in the
country, that if they are in the least molested, they will attack
the persons disturbing them, and never quit them until they
are destroyed, and should they get into a tree, they will remain
near it for many days."

We have received similar accounts from. other .British
sportsmen, with the addition that they are more hairy in
front than on the back, and that the shoulders are greatly
elevated. The tone of colour i~ said to vary with the seasons,
which accords pretty well with other Bisons, who are almost
black in winter and sun-burnt to rufous in summer. In the
mountainous districts where they reside, there are not at pre
sent stations of troops with elephants at their command suf
ficiently near to go in search of them and clear the jungle; yet,
as their residence is well known at N orungabad, their de
scription may be expected at no great distance of time.
Although the existence of this animal is more questio~able in
Africa, yet Pliny's }Ethiopian Bull with blue eyes * might
refer to this species, and even the. white variety as large as
a camel, known in Madagascar by the name of Bouri, be the
same.

The American Bison. (Bos Americanus.) This species
is commonly known by the name of Buffalo, and was long
confounded with the Bison of Europe, though it is anato
mically more remote from it, than the. Yak, notwith
standing the gr£>at external similarity between them. This
species is distinguished by small homs~ round, lateral,

• Sed atrocessimos ha.bet (JEthiopia) tauros rglvestres majores
agrestibus velocitate ante omnes, colore f'UlvOi oculis camJleu pilo
in contrari'Um verso; rictu ad aures dehiscente, juxta cornua mo
bilia, tergori duritia silicis, omne respuens vulnus, feras omnes ve
nantur; ipsi non aliter quam foveis; capti, feritate semper inte....
ennt.-PUn. I. viii. c. 21.
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black, very distant, turned sideways and upwards; the
height at the shoulder is about five fa-t. and at the croup
four; length from nose to tail eight feet: but these di
meDBiODB must be considerably increased in some indivi
duals. being reported sometimes to weigh sixtee~ hundred
and even two thousand pounds. The structure of the
animal is heavy in front. meagre and weak behind; the body
is long, having fifteen pair of ribs and only four coccigiao
vertebJ'1ll; the eyes round and dark; the chaffron short; the
forehead broad. and the muzzle wide. Upon the summit of
the head there is a vast quantity of long woolly bair. hanging
over the face, t>arB, and horns; the neck is a little arched,
and the withers are greatly elevated; upon the race the hair
is rather curled, but on the eheeks. throat, neck, shoulders.
breast, and upper arms, very long; the back. flanks, croup,
thighs, and legs covered with clOge short hair; the tail. about
eighteen _inches long, is terminated by a long tuft of coarse
hair: the colour in winter is a purplish brown-black. turning
rusty by the effects of tht> sun and w('ather. 80 as to become
light-brown in :summer. The female is smaller, the horns
still less, and the quantity of hair on the anterior parts mueh
smaller.

These animals are in the habit of standing with the
feet much more under t.hem thao domestie cattle, and then
they appear as if their body was shorter. They reside
in winter as much as possible in the woods of temperate
North America, ascending tht> mountains and penetrating
loto New Mexico. Towards the summer they migrate north
wards, and in their passage both in spring and autumn,
occasionally form ht>rds of several thousand. They are not
naturally dangt>rous, but irritable; we have seen them leap
over fences four feet high, and defend themselves against
bull-dogs with much spirit and more activity than tho
Domestie Bull: they tum \\ith great quickn('ss, and being
co\'erro by their shaggy hair, dogs seldom seize thenl

I
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firmly. When a dog thus snaps into the hair. they toss him
over the head in an instant; and if at length. they are,
~hat is termed, pinned by the nose. Ihey spread the forelegs.
bring the hind feet forward, till they tread the dog under them,
and then tear the head loose regardless of the wound they thus
inflict upon themselves, provided their enemy be crushed by
their feet. They defend themselves against troops of wolves
by forming a circle with the strongest outside; a practice
which is common to most gregarious ruminants of the northern
hemisphere.

About the middle of June the rutting season commences
with the mOllt determined battles among the males: they
are then not to be approached with safety. Young animals
acquire a certain temporary docility, and might. be used to
the plough; but the elevation of the shoulders. and their
weakness about the loins. will never allow such profitable
use to be made of them as of the Domestic Ox. The females
besides do not retain their milk long. yield a smaller quan
tity. and it is said to smell musky: they are also very restless,
leaping the fences and enticing the other cattle to stray
by following them, and damage the corn-fields. We have
seen many of these animals, but none that were estimated
to weigh more than eight hundred pounds, and suspt>ct the
reality of such ponderous individuals as before mentioned.
unless· they belong to a larger species, said to be found in
the interior. and differing somewhat in their form, and
much more in their size; though it must be confessed that
old bulls, sometimes concealed singly in good pasture, will
fatten so enormously as to run with difficulty and fall an
easy prey.

Formerly the species was known to the eastward of the
Apalachian Mountains, but they are no longer found in
the remote parts of Pennsylvania 01' in Kentucky, and only
seen bt>yond the Mississippi; on the Ohio and Missouri
they are in great numbers. The Indians shoot them or
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encompass a herd by firing the grass. when a number are
destroyed without difficulty. In the northern parts they drive
them into a kind of staked avenues, or kE'ddah, while the snow
is on the ground, and kill them from a tree in the centre of the
rl'Cess, and from around it: they make cloaks, etc., of the
hides. The Buffalo dance is one of the principal ceremonies
of the year among many tribes. It takes place before the
hunting season of the Bison, and has been fully described by
Pennant.

The Yak. (B. Poiiphagu•.) This animal was originally
noticed by lElian under the abo,-e name, and since described
by Pallas, who preferred as a specific designation grunniens
or grunting; but it should rather be groaning, as its voice
has no similarity with the grunt of a hog. The Yak
bears some resemblance to a buffalo in the form of the
head j but it is shorter, more conn'x, and thicker about the
muzzle; the ears are wide, horizontal; the eyes large; the
muzzle itself small, and the nostrils almost transverse:
the lips tumid; the forehead rather flat; the top of the
head convex between the ears, and covered with frizzled.
woolly hair; the neck of the male thick; the withers ele
vated, but not hunched; the mammm placed in a trans
verse line, and the body fumished with fourtRe'n pair of
ribs. The hair of the forehead whirls, and is 'close; that
on the neck, back, and sides, is long, woolly, pendent in
winter, and upon high ~ountains, but shorter on the sides
in summer, and in low warm situations. From the shoul
ders along the spine, there is a streak of hair generally
grayish, aud turned forwards; the tail more furnished with
long and finer hairs than in the Horse, reaches to the heels.
The stature of the animal varies, the smaller ht-ing only
seven feet long, and three feet ten inches at the shoulder;
but there are larger varieties, the tail of one in the British
Museum ml'asuring six feet in length. The horns are
round, smooth, pointed, lateral. bending forward and up-
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wards, black or white with black tips, or even pure white.
and there are some hornless. The colour varies greatly, but in
gent'ral it is black; but many have their fine tails pure white,
as also the ridge on the shoulders, which is .abundantly covt'red
with light frizzled hair, that it appears like a hunch; two or
four legs are commonly of the same colour, and the line
of the back sometimes extends in a broad white streak to the
tail: a few have locks of rufous among the white about the
shoulders.

Like the rest of the Bisontes, the Yaks are more fond
of mountainous woods and valleys, than the open plains,
keeping on the south side in winter, and on the north in
summer. They are said to be fond of wallowing in water,
and to swim well; but to take the water, can only be in
the summer heats, and in the countries where their fleece
drops. The species is both wild and domesticated, but the
latter have still much of the sombre menacing-, and down
aspect of wild animals, and all their irascibility at the
sight of the gay colours. They will attack strangers, or at
least throw out signals of hostility, stamping with the
feet, whisking t.heir tails aloft. and tossing the head: they
are active in running and climbing. The mountains of
Bhotan and Thibet offer the principal asylum to the wild
specit's, where they appear to enjoy the vicinity of the
snow; but they are also domesticated in that country,
spreading- from thence over a great part of China, and even
to Central India, where they seem to be without woolly
hair, but still marked by the white feet. We are inclined
to consider the white species of wild cattle in the Ramghur
Mountains as a variety of this species; for a country
which includes the course of the Ganges from beyond the
Himalaya range to the sea, contains every degree of cli
mate, and may, therefore, well be supposed to mark also
its various impressions upon animals, to the two extremes
of which their ~ature is capable; and the practice of the

..
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Braminical cut, to giYe liberty to certain cattle at their
deaths, may produce great differences upon animals, who
are thus restored to a state of nature. The Yak inhabits
also the Altaic Mountains, and supplies milk to the Cal
muks, the Mongolian and Doukfa Tartars, and affords
materials of trade in the sale of their white tails, of which
the Turks and Persians make standards, commonly named
horse tails, dyed of various colours, but principally crimson.
In India and Persia, chowries or fly-drivers are made of
them, and they adorn the ears of elephants, the throat,
band, and croups of horses, as may be seen to have consti
tuted a practice of antiquity in the bas reliefs of Chelmi
nar (Persepolis) and Naktchi Roustam, the temple of Sal
sette, and is still in vogue at this day. The Tartars lead
a wandering life with these cattle, preserving the milk,
which is very good and abundant, in bladders. till they load
the animals with their own produce. and carry it to market:
they make tents and ropes of the hair; caps and clothes of
the skin. The Chinese name them Si-nyn or Water Ox, and
adorn their cap. with the fringes of the hair. The Tartar name
is Sarlyk Ukur; the Mabomedan, Ghau-n'ouk. In India
the Yak is called Soorgoy; and the Persians seem to indicate

it by ~~,IJ Gawdiuhti.

The Gayal. (B. Gavams.) If the Guavera of Ceylon be
the same animal as the Gayal of India, the species was
known from the time Knox wrote his history. but was
little noticed by naturalists, until Mr. Pennant extracted
from this work his account of it, and Mr. Brooke Lambert
subsequently described a specimen, which lived a short time
in England. . Captain Turner also had noticed it, and lately
Mr. F. Cuvier figured the Jungli Ghau. There existed a paper
on the Gayal in the second volume of the Asiatic Researches ;
but in the Eighth, 1808, a more complete description is pro
duced through the communications of Drs. Roxburgh,
Buchannan, Messrs. Colebrook, Macray, Bird and Dick,

f
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gentlemen stationed'in various parts or India, and haring)he
means to extend their inquiries.

From these accounts, it appears that the Gayal is nearly
the size and shape of an English Bull, with a dull heavy
appearance; but at the same time, of a form equal in
strength and activity with the Wild Buffalo. It has short
horns, which are distant at, the bases, and rise in a gentle
curve directly out and up. The head at the upper part is
very broad and flat, and contracted suddenly towards the
D08(', which. is naked like that of the Common Cow; from
the upJ>€'r angles of the forehead, proceed two thick, short,
horizontal processes of bone, which are covered with a
tuft of lighter-coloured hair: on these are placed the horns,
shorter than the head, and lying nearly on the plane of the
forehead; at the base they are very thick, and slightly com
pressed, the fiat sides being towards the, front and tail;
the edge next the ear is rather the thinnest, so that a trans
verse section would be somewhat ovate; towards their tips,
they are rounded, and end in a sharp point. The eyes resemble

"those of a Common Ox, the ears much longer, broader. and
blunter than those of that animal; the neck is very slender
near the head, at some distance from which a dewlap com
mences; but this is not 80 deep, nor so much undulated as in
the Zebu. The dewlap is covered with strong longish hair, so
as to join a kind of mane on the lower part of the neck; but
is not very conspicuous, especially when the animal is
young.•

In the place of the hump, the Gayal has a sharp ridge,
which commences on the hinder part of the neck, slopes
gradually up till it comes over the shoulder joints, then
runs horizontally almost a third part of the back. where
it terminates with a very sudden slope. The height of this
ridge makes the neck appear much depressed, .and also
adds greatly to the clumsiness of the chest, which although
narrow is very deep; the sternum is covered by a continuation
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of the dewlap; the belly is protuberant, but in its hinder
part, is greatly contracted; the rump, or o. sacrum, has
a more considerable declivity than that of the European Ox,
but less than that of the Zebu. The tail is covered with short
hair, except near the end, where it is tufted, but descends no l
lower than the shins. The legs, especially the fore ones, are
thick and clumsy: the false hoofs are much larger than those
of the Zebu; the hinder parts are weaker in proportion than
the forehead; and· owing to the construction of the belly,
the hinder legs, although, in fact, the shortest, appear to be
the longest.

The whole body is covered with a coat of short hair:
from the summit 'of the head, there diverges, with a whirl,
a bunch of rather long coarse hair, which lies flat, is usually
white or lighter-coloured than the rest, and extends towards the
horns and over the forehead. The general colour is brown in
various shades, which very often approaches to black, but some- f
times is rather light; the legs and belly are usually white,
as also the tip of the tail.

The head is about one foot eight inches long, and the dis
tance between the roots of the horns ten inches; total length
from nose to tail about nine feet six inches; height at the
shoulders, four feet nine or ten inches; height at the loins, four
feet four or five inches. Circumference of the chest six feet
seven inches; circumference of the loins five feet ten inches;
length of the horns, one foot two inches; length of ears,
ten inches.

The voice of the Gayal has no resemblance to the grunt
of the Indian Ox; it is a kind of lowing but shriller, and
not near so loud as that of the European Ox, but resembling I
it more than the Buffalo's. The Cucis or Lunctas, a
people inhabiting the hills to the eastward of Chayaon,
(Chitagong) have berds of the Gayal in a domestic state,
from time immemorial, and without any variation in their
appearance from the wild stock: no differenCe whatever
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being observable in the colour, both having the same vari
ations of the brown shades; nor in their ~tature, both being
bred in nearly the same habits of freedom, on the same
food, and the domestic not undergoing any labour. By
them it is calledShial, from which, most probably, its
name of Gaya1. It is possible that the wild cattle of Siam,
who use their terrible horns with great success against the
Tiger, noticed by Colonel 8yms under the name of Catin, are
of this species.

Gayals never descend to the plain of their own accord,
residing in Tipura,· Silhet, and Chatgaon, Bhotou, and
Cath-har, west of Manipus. They are little known beyond
the Burrampootra. The Mugs name them' J'hongnuah,
and the Burmas, Nunel. In the Hindoo Sastras they are
co.1led Gobay, As'l Gayal, and Seloc by the Cucis of Chat
gaon, who hunt them for their flesh. They have a full
eye, but are subject to blindness in old age; in disposition
rather gentle, even in a wild state not being considered
dangerous. They <klight to range in the thickest forests,
browsing evening and morning on tender shoots and shrubs,
seldom feeding on grass, retiring to the mountain shade to

ruminate, and never wallowing in water; they live from
fifteen to twenty-six years; at five years old they are nearly
adult: at three years the female receives the bull, and goes
eleven months. The milk is not abundant nor lasting, but
very rich. The Hindoos will not kill the Gayal or Gobay,
which they hold in equal veneration with the Cow, and quote
the Sastra: "Gosadrisha, Govayah," a Govay is like an ox,
from whence their casuists infer that it is not an ox; still
they are occasiona])y sacrificed by some sect.s to the hill
gods. Go, an ox or bull; viana, wild, are stated to be the
root of Govaya.

Mr. Bird afforded from Dacca decisive information re
specting their breeding with the Indian bull. <c Having
brought a domesticate,l female Ga~'al from Chittagong to

VOL. IV. 2 E
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that place, and not being able to procure a male Gayal at
Dacca, he directed a common bull of the Deswali bret>d, or
Common Zebu, ~ be presented to her, which the female
received upon being blinded by a cloth thrown over the
eyes. The issue was a cow, resembling mostly the Gayal
mother; and from that cow, impregnated by a bull of the
same common breed, another cow was produced, which also
had grown up, and was in calf by a common bull at the
date of the letter."

The Gauvera of Ceylon is likewise a wild ox, dark co
loured, with a high ridge on the shoulders, and white feet;
it resides in the woods of the interior, "and has hEoen shot by
British parties during the war in Candy. These animals
appear to form but ohe intermediate species, between the
Bison, and the true taurine group, with which it might per
haps be arranged with greater propriety.

Beside the above existing species, it may be proper to
mention the fossil Bisons.

The Broad-headed Fossil Bison (B. Latifrons) of Dr.
Harlan, is described by Baron Cuvier. The skull differs
little from that of the Bison, except in its greater .dimen
sions ; the forehead is arched, broader than high; the
horns are attached two inches before the line formed by the
union of the facial and occipital surfaces, which lattE'r fonn
an obtuse angle j the plane of the occiput represents a semi
circle; the horn is twenty-one inches in circumference at
its base; a fragment of this size was found in Kentucky,
and similar skulls were discovered near Melnick in Bohe
mia, in Italy, and on the Rhine. in Russia, Siberia, and
probably over the whole northern hemisphere.

The Bos Bombifrons of the same American author is de
scribed by Mr. Wistar from a skull presented by Mr. Jeffer
son to the American Philosophical Society. The 'top of the
head between the horns is strongly arched and projecting;
facial line forming rather an acute angle, with the oc-
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cipital surface; horns first projecting laterally from the sides
of the head, then curving downwards: they are placed on
the skull at a considerable distance anterior to the union of
the facial and occipital surfaces. The specimen injured,
and wanting the face and jaws, was found in Big~bonelick,

near the fans of Ohio. The affinity seems to be nearest to
the Tartaric Yak.

THE TAURINE GROUP.

We have now reached the' last group of ruminating ani
mals, that which constitutes the niost useful and important
gift. to man in a social state. The immense advantages
derived from the domesticated Ox iIi the beginning of
human civilization, may be gathered from the coo:spicuous
part its name and attributes perforni in the early history of
mankind. We find the Bull among the signs of the zodiac;
it typifies the sun in more than ODe system of my.thology;
the supreme power as Jupiter among the Greek and
Roman; the strength of war with Mars; the sinews of
commerce with M~rcury, but still typifying the sun; the
Dolichenus among the Sequanian Gauls. The Bull was
personally worshipped by the names of Apis .and Mnevls
among the Egyptians, aud is !liill venerated in India. . The
Cow is repeatedly a mystical type of the earth in the
systems of ancient Greece, or a form of Bhav~ni with the
Hindoos, and still more marked i~ the lunar arkite worship
of the Celtic nations. The Hindu Vedas consider it as
the primordial animal, the first created by tlie three' kinds
of gods, who were directed by the supreme Lord to furnish
the earth with animated beings. The Ox first enabling
man to till the ground, was a direct cause of private ter
ritorial property and of its consequences, wealth-, com-

• Hence the Ox stamped upon the money of Attica j hence the
Cow is a representative of money in ancient Irish transactions.

2E2
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meree, leisure, and learning; he was no less the means of
abstracting mankind from the necessity of shedding blood,
and thus he became the emblem of justice, the vehicle of
Siva. This merited consideration we see dexterously used
by ancient legislators to soften the brutality of human
mannl're, either by forbidding the flesh as food in those
countries where his acknowledged utility was counteracted
by obstacles in the increase, or by commanding the frequent
use of sacrifices by a proper slaughter, and where fire and salt
should be employed, to check a horrid species of massacre
and practice of devouring the flesh in a raw state. Such
are the meaning of the prohibitions in Deuteronomy; and
the necl'ssity of these prohibitions is but too manifest in the
ancient allusions of Orpheus which inculcate that principle.
when we find Julius Firmicus, many ages after, reproach
ing the civilized Greeks with perpetrating these horrid
repasts in their Dionisiacs : .. Vivum lamant dpntibus
taurum ;" and again, "A1t.er, cruentus ore. dum viva pe
('oris mpmbra discerpit;" which evidently mean the brutal
repast still practised in Abyssinia. for which the veracity
of Bruce was so vehemently impugned by ignorant philan
thropists and wits.
T~e words Thur, Tur, Toor, Tipr, Deer, Stier, Steer in

the northern dialects of Europe, in thpir early and in their
latest acceptati01ls. are direct names of well known rumi
nants; but in proportion as we pureue the root towards its
origin in Central Asia, we find that the parent language
of the Gothic and Sclavonian, as well as of the Hpllenic
and others, unite in fixing it upon a large bovine animal,
perfectly applicable to that known in C,z.ar'. ComfTUmtane.r
by thp name of Drus, implying primmval, ancient, silvan,
flercp, mysterious ; 8tlll retained in the Teutonic ur and its
numerous adjuncts. We there find the root of the denomi
nation of spveral regions in which the parent race of the
Tauri, or the Drus, has existed, or still r~sides. Thus
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Turan of Eastern Persia, Turan South of the Caucasas,
the cradle of the Turkish nation; the presE'nt Turcomania;
the Thurgaw; the Canton of Uri; the Thur;ngian forest;
and if we take the root from the Southern and Eastern
T"vpos, Taurul, we find the Tauric Cherso-nesuB j the Tauri
a Sarmatian tribe; the Taul'ini inhabiting Italy, near the
present Turin, etc. In most of the countries, the gigantic
Urus has left his remains, or the more recent Urus has
been known to herd. In the same manner the words Ox,
Ochs, Opmos, dE'rive from the same original language, ap
plied it M'ems both to the domestic animal, and to rushing
waters: ,thus the river Oxus, or the Gihon or Ghayon, the
Cow-ril'er, perhaps figuratively on account of its source
rising from an ice cavern like the Ganges, representing a
cow's mouth. The word implied a title of power, and is a
proper name: Ochus occurs in Persian history, Okous a
bull, is a common name amon the Curds (Coords), and
other Caucasian (Gaw-cas) tribes· Bovr, Bos, and the Ara
bic~ Bakr, Koe, Kuhe, Cow, Gaw, and Ghai, are evidently
from a common root descriptive of the voiee of cattle.

To pursue the thread of this philological tnquiry could
scarce have deserved attention j but that it indicates the
original station whence the languages derived, and the
identity of the animal designated ill its different states,
wherever it was found by the tribes descended from the
Caucal.!ian race, In Ihe Ossemens Fossiles, Baron Cuvier
traces, in a luminous manner, the Urus of ClIlsar to the
large skulls still not unfrequently found both on th~ con
tinent and in England. Among the most anciently known
and celebrated, is that in Warwick Castle; there is another
in the British Museum, and there are many in the museums
abroad. All are nearly one-third larger than the skulls of

• This list could be greatly extended in names of provinces, tribes,
and men, of ancient Central Asia. Both this root and UT unite in
their primitive meaning of spreading, circumBuent, .urrou_.~· _
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•domestic OXlOn, square from the orbits to the occipital
crest, somewhat hollow at the forehlOad, and the horns
shewing a peculiar rise from their root, at the side of the
above crest, upwards, and then bending outwards, then
forward and inwards. No domestic race shews this tum,
but numerous specimens of inferior size, found fossil in
BOme of the Cornish mines, have this shape, and the Wild
Bull of Scotland alone in part retains it.· The rest of
the living Taurine group have the square, concave forehead,
with the horns rising from the ends of the frontal ridge =

they are destitute of a mane, have a deep dewlap, but only
thirteen pair of ribs; the t.ail is rooted in a kind of groove,
between the extremities of the coccygian bones, and hangs
down to the heels. The original colour appears to have
been black. I t would be superfluous to enter further into
details, which are sufficilOntly known to every reader.

The Fossil Urua, (B. Uruv.) The characters already
noted of this species, are sufficient to give a just idea of a
race whose remains lil" scattered over the whole of tem
perate Euro~, in the same strata with the lost species of
Elephant, and therefore belonging to a zoology of a former
period; and again more frlOquently in later formations, in
peat mosses, drained lakes, marshes, and sand beds. From
the tlOst.imomy of ClBsar may be inferred that the colossal
specil's existed in his time, and countenance the conjecture
that it was the same which was vanquished by the hel'Ol'S
of antiquity, including that slain by Philip of Macedon,
who hung up its spoils in the vestibule of the temple of
Hercull's. The wild raclOS of inferior size come nearer the
present time, and Illay exist even now in Asia. We have
already seen that Herberstein, in his M08covite History,

• This character is strongly marked in the golden bull head
ornaments, found in the grave of King Childeric, near Tournay.
See Chifllet and Montfaucon.
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still acknowledged their existence in certain parks 'of Mas
sovia, kept no doubt for curiosity, as is done at prest'nt
with the Bison, and in this country with a variety of Urus;
and they can be traced in their more degenerate descendants

to a period sufficiently late, not to require the aid of fancy
for refuting the remarks made by authors tbat Herberstein
had mistaken the Buffalo for the real U rus.. Seneca and
Pliny, as before stated, distinguished the Urus, and the

latter complains of the vulgar, among whom Martial must

be included, for applying the wrong name of Bubalus to the
prelK'nt species.

Illi ceaait atrox Bubalua atque Bison.

We next find the martyr Saturninus attached to the horns

of a wild bull, and dragged to death at Toulouse on the
spot, where afterwards one of the most ancient churches of
Gaul was built, named du Taur. Baron Cuvier quotes
Gregory of Tours to prove their existence in the Vosges
Mountains, under the name of BubaIus, in the reign of

Gontram, and also in the Ardennes proved by a passage in
the poel Fortun3tus, where Gogon the first known maire ef the
palace of Austrasia is represented hunting.

Ardennll, an VosaguB, cervi, caprlle, helicia ursi
Cilede sagittifera Bilva fragore tonal,
Seu validi BubaIi ferit inter cornua campum.

The animal is also mentioned in the German verses quoted
from the l\tielJellfngen-

• The WOrdB of Herberstein are formal. "Uros sola Massovia,
Lithuanille contermina habet; quos ibi patrio nomine TAur ,"ocant j

non est magnli eorum copia; suntque certi pagi, quibus cura et
custodia eorum incumbit nee fere aliter quam in vivariis quibusdam
servantur."-De rebtu Mo.ewicia Comment., p. 83. The plate is
not to be mistaken, and with regard to the name of Buffalo, we
have seen that in Polish, it is Buwol, and well known in that king
dom. In the earliest map of Poland, both the UrnB and Biaon are
figured.
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Dar nacb Schlucb er Schiere, einen IYwnuI und eioen Elch
Stareber Ure viere und einen grimmen IChelcbe-

where we find one Bison and four Uri alain in the woods
near WorDlB. In the legendary romance of 81. Genoveva
the Bubalus occurs, but is there. exprenedly stated to mean
the Urns. In England the well-known adventure of Guy
Saxon, Earl of Warwick, with the Dun Cow, pro\"'l"S that in
the tenth century such actions were still in the memory of
the people, if not actually common; and the alleged de
nstations of the beast are only the same as thoee which
caused the Macedonian Philip to hunt his quarry about
mount Orbela, t amI 800m to be a trait by which this
species was distinguished from the Bison even among the
Latin poets: but the adventure of Guy is not singular, for
we find Fitz Stephen speaking of the Uri Siwellres, which
in his time, that is about 1150, infested the great forests
round London. The family of Turnbull in Scotland claims
the date of its name, from having turned a wild bull from
King Robert Bruce in the act of attacking that hero while
engaged in hunting these animals, which must have btoen
early in the fourteenth century; and last Boetius mentions
the Jubati Bisonte., by which he means the wild race of

•
"hite-coloured oxen, the breed of which is still extant in a
diminutive form, and now preserved in parks.

The ancient German and Polish race is figured only in
the works before quoted or their copyists: but we found
an old painting on panel of indifferent merit in the hands
of a dealer at Augsburgh, which represents the animal, and
judl{ing from the style of drawing, &c., may date from the
first quarter of the sixteenth century. It is a profile repre-

• The reader may refer to' t11e article Elk for the traDslatioD of
theae linea. The bull fights of Spain originated in the cbue of the
Wild Urua. and a Celtiberian vaal' with aD undeciphered Celtiberian
inscription represents the animal and the hunter,

t Anlhol. Gr~c. lib. 6.
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sentation of a bull wit.hout mane, but rather rugged, with a
large head, thick neck, small dewlap entirely BOoty black,
the chin alone white, and the horns turning forward and
then up"'ard like the bull of Romania; pale in colour, with
black tips. In the comer were the remains of armoritrJ.
bearings, and the word Thur in golden German characters
nearly effaced. We made a sketch of the figure.*

The White Una (UTUIl ScotiCUB) is a wild breed of
the Ox, the probable remains of the genuine Urus. It is
of small size, and ranged formerly through the woods of
Southern Scotland and the north of En~land. When this
breed was exterminated from the open forests is. unknown;
but BOme tinfb before the reformation, the· remnants were
already confined in parks bt-Ionging to ecclesiastical esta
blishments, from whence they were transferred at the disso
lution to that of Drumlarig, and other places. Those in
the park of Burton Constable were all destroyed in Ihe
middle of the last century by a distemper. The race is
entirely of a white colour; the muzzle in\'ariably black;
the inside of the ear, and about one-third part of the outside,
from the tip downwards, red; the horus are white with
black tips of a fine texture, and, as in the fossil skull, bent
downwards. Bulls weigh from thirty-five to forty-five stone,
and cows from twenty-five to thirty-five, fourteen pounds
to the stone. Before they were kept in parks they were
probably larger and more rugged; old bulls still acquire a
kind of mane about two inches long, and their throat and
breast is covned with coarser hair. Those at Burton Con
stable differed flbm the others, they having the ears and lips
of the tail black.

Their manners differ from domestic oxen, and may be in
part those of the ancient Urus. Upon pert".eiviug a stranger

• Thil figure agreel with that on the ltone of Clunia with a Cel
tiberinn ioscription, and represeoting a hunter facing a wild bull.
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they gallop wildly in a circle round him anll stop to gaze,
to88ing their heads, and shewing signs of defiance: they
then !let oft', and gallop a seeond time round, but in
a contracted circle, repeating this circular molle of ap
proaching till they are 80 near that it becomes prudent
to retire from their intended charge. The cows conceal
their young calves for eight or ten days, going to suckle
them twice or three times in a day: if a person comes Dear
the calf, it conceals itself by crouching. One not more
than two days old, being discovered by Dr. Fuller,* was
very lean and weak. On his stroking its head, it got
up, pawed the ground, bellowed very loud, went back a
few steps and bolted at bis legs; it then began to paw
again, and made another bolt, but missing its aim, fell, aud
was 80 weak as not to be able to rise; but by this time its
bellowing had roused the herd, which came instantly to its
relief, and made the doctor retire. When one of this breed
happens to be wounded, or is enfeebled by age or sickMss, the
others set upon It and gore it to death.

These animals were killed, to wit hin a few years, by a
grand assemblage of horsemt'n and country people armed
with muskets: the former rode one from the herd, and the
latter took their stations on walls or in trt'es. Tht're was
grandeur in the chase, but from the number of accidt'nts
which occurred it was laid aside. We believe that at
preSt'nt none remain, excepting at Cbillingham Castle, the
property of the Earl of Tankerville, near Berwick-upon
Tweed; at Wollaton, in Nottingham; at Gisburne, in
Craven; at Limehall, in Cheshire, and at ehartly, in Staf
fordshire.

The Dome.tic Ox. (B. Taurus.) It may be conjectured

• This anecdote is elsewhere ascribed to Mr. Bailey of Chilling
ham": We understand that there is a large breed, not perfectly white,
in the Duke of Hamilton's park in Scotland. .
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that the original domeetication of this species took place in
Western Asia, and was performed by the Caucasian nations,
who thereby effected a leading cause of that civilization
which their descendants carried wt'stward and to the south·
east, where the genuine Taurine races, not multiplying or
yit'lding equal returnR to human industry and human wants,
have caused the veneration in which they are held, and ne
cessitated the prohibition of feeding on their flesh. It is
to thl'Se circumstances also that we lOay refer the domesti
cation of the Buffalo, whose strength and habit was suited
to supply the deficiencies of the Ox; and a similar effect has
since operated in Egypt, for since the introduction of the
Buffalo into that country, domestic cattle are not only fewer,
but far from deserving the commendations bestowed upon them
by the Ancients.

The character of domestic oxen is absolutely the same as
the fossil, and the wild breeds differ only in the flexures of
the hon1s and external appearance, occasioned by the va·
riations of climate, food, and treatment. An opinion has
lately been Started that the hunched varieties of cattle
are derived from a different species, against which no
conclusive objection can well be made: when it is con
sidered that the Gobia or Gayal produces a mixed race with
t.he domestic Taurine; that the Yak of Tartary, and even
American Bison, are equally reported to copulate with that
species, notwithstanding the anatomical differences, and
that the times of gestation are not similar. We might be
led to look for the parent species of the hunched breeds in
the Gayal, because those races seem principally and most
anciently establishl'd to the eastward of the Burrampootra,
and that the purity of these particular distinguishing marks
appear less and less evident in propoltion as we s('!ek for
them to the westward of that river. The hunched races of
Africa may be regarded as introducoo with the Arabian in
vasions after the Hegira; for in the numerous representa.-
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tions of Taurine animals, sacred victims, or in scenes of tillage
upon the monuments of ancient F..gypt. none occur.

The domel.'tic races wit.h straight backs are, howe\·er.
bfoyond a doubt, more pure and nearly allied to Urus than
the others. We find them inhabiting. or descending more
directly from the probable original region of domestication.
retaining in their stature and in their colour a closer re
semblance with Urus. but developing in general a greater
extent of horn.

The breeds of the Kisguise and Calmuck Tartars, those
of Podolia aud Ukraine, of European Turkey, of Hungary.
and of the Roman States. are among the largest known.
They are nearly all distinguished by ample horns spreading
sideways, then forwards and upwards, with dark points:
their colour is a bluish-ash passing to black. That in thil
Papal dominions is not found represented on the ancient bas
reliefs of Rome, but was introduced most probably by the
Goths, or at the same time with the Buffalo.

Italy POSSl:'88eS another race, presumed to have t'mtoo
in the Pagan times, valued for its fine form and white
colour: it is not 80 large, but the horns are similarly
deJ'eloped. Tuscany produces this race, and we have seen
droves of them transplanted to Cuba and imported into
Jamaica.

Ancient Egypt nourished a large white breed, which,
however, is not the most common llpon the monuments of
that country, where the cattle are usually representoo with
large irregular marks of black or brown upon a white
gronnd. The representations of Apis shew the horns to

ha\'e been turned outwards and upwards (perhaps artifi
cially), 80 as to figure a crescent, its colours varied: ontl
figure of this sacred ox i.~ black, with a row of singular
white streaks descending irregularly down the nl:'ck; another
is entirely white; a third white with a double o\'al length
enl:'u ring on the flank; and a fourth, partly covered by
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drapery is rufous.- This breed appears to have spread west
ward, through Nubia to the shores of the Atlantic, where
occasionally fine cattle are seen, and to the south over Abys
sinia to Madagascar and Caffraria.

In Abyssinia there i.. also a large white breed, but the
greater numb~r are variously coloured. The Caffres and
Hottentots rear a fine race likewise marked with large
brown or blar.k clouds: some are of extraordinary size,
with the horns directed forward and upwards. I t is from
these that their Bakeley, or war oxen, are chosen: they
ride them on all occasions, being quick, persevering, ex
tremely docile, and governed by the voice or a whistle of
the owners with surprising intelligence. They thrive most
on the Zuure Velden or saline pastures, and that kind of
food may cause the peculiarly fetid smell of their breath,
noticed by Mr. Barrow. The long horns of some of this breed
are often trained by the Namaquas and other tribes, so as to

twist in spiral curves or other fanciful forms, said to be managed
by means of a warm iron.

Denmark rears a breed of large stature, which most
likely producetl the tall Dutch race, of which we have seen
one weighing two thousand pounds. From this race aprung
t.he Holstein, which was the parent of the old unimproved
English breeds; the Vandals or Goths may have conducted
it into Spain, and left its traces in the large breeds of Salamanca,
and transported from thence to South America, furnished the
root of the fine races which cover the Pampas near BUE'nos
Ayres, and in Cuba; while the large English supplied that of

the United States.
Breeds with small and middle-sized horns exist in the

Crimea, in a great part of Germany, Sweden, France,

- The figure on the Isiac table. haa the head, neck, Bnd croup,
black. the rest white. It is possible tbat these various coloured
figures may represent, not Apis alone, but also Onuphis. Bacia, lind
Mnevill.
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England, Italy, and Spain; and the Polled races, or horn
less cattle, originally, as it would appear, a German breed,
u ne annentis quidem honor aut gloria frontis," according
to Tacitus, have spread to Iceland and Norway, where
they are orten ft.'<1 011 dried fish. They are now abundant in
Scotland, exist in France, and about Penaranda. in Spain,
from whence they may have been transported to form the
Polled breed of A880mption in Paraguay. They are also
common in Abyssinia and Madagascar.

Before we enter upon the hunched breeds, it may be
proper to give a short account of the principal British breeds,
derived from the spveral above-noticed races.

1. The Long.horned or Lancaster breed, distinguished
by long horns and thick firm hides, long close hair, large
hoofs, and depth of the fore-quarter, give in proportion
less milk, but more cream. They are of various colours, but
in general finched, that is, with a white streak along the
spinp, and a white spot inside of the houghs. The Improved
Leicester is a slight variety originally bred at Canley, near
Coventry.

2. The Short-homed, sometimes called the Dutch, in
eludes the varieties, named the Holderness, Tees1JJater,
York.hire, Durham and Northzttnberland. This has been the
most improvPd, produces milk, usually twenty-four quarts
per day, and butter to three firkins per season. Thpir
colours are much varied, but generally red and white mixed,
or what the breeders call fteeked. The Oxen commonly weigh
from sixty to one hundred stone (fourteen pound to the stone);
thPy have been fed to one hundred and twpnty, one hundred
and thirty, and particular ones to one hundred and fifty stone
the fore-quarters only.

3. The Middle-homed, comprehending the Devon,
Hereford and Su.sex, most esteemed for draught. active
and hardy, do not milk so well as the former, but fatten
parly. The Devona to be pure, must be of a high red co-
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lour without white spots, a light dun ring round the eye,
and the muzzle of the same colour; fine in bone, and clear
neck; thin faced, the tail set on high. The Cows weigh
from thirty to forty stone, and the Oxen from forty to sixty.
The north Devon is the most esteemed for its flesh. The
Sussex and Hpreford are larger, of a deep red colour, well
made, and bone not larger: an Ox weighs from sixty to
one hundred stone.

4. The Polled breeds, of which the most esteemed is the
Galloway, straight in the back, well moulded, with soft
hair, black or dark brindled; not large, wt'ighing gene
rally about forty stone, before they are regularly fattened.
They travel well, and reach the JAondon markets, without
deterioration. The Suffolk Duns 'are a variety of this race,
introduced from Scotland, and crossed.

5. The Highland race consists of several varieties. of
which the West Highland Argyleshire or Skye form the
most valuable: of these the Kyloe from the Hebrides. so
named, because, in their progrpss to the south, they cross
the Kyloes or ferries in the main land and Western Islands.
The Bulls are of middle size, of a black, dark-brown. or
reddish-brown colour- without white; head small; muzzle
fine; horns rathpr slender, of a waxy green: they weigh
about fifty stonp. The other variety is the Norlandr; their
hidps are coarse, the make narrow and long IPgged.
The Orkney or Zetland are of a diminutive size; an
ox weighing about sixty pounds a quarter, and a cow
forty. They are of all colours, and their shapes generally
bad; but they give a quantity of excellent milk, and fat
ten rapidly.

6. The Fifeshire appears to be an improved breed of the
Highland crossed with the Cambridgeshire. They are black,
spotted or gray: the horns small, white, very erect: the
Aberdeeoahire are a variety of them.

7. The IVelsh have two breeds: one large, dark-brown,
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with some white, denoting °a cross from the long homed;
they have long legs, and slender; the horns white, and
turned upwards, aod next to the Devon, the best for the
yoke. The second is lower, well formed, black, with little
white, and good milkers.

8. The Aldemey or more properly Guernsey. is small,
mostly yellow, or light red, with white about the t'ace and
limbs; they have crumpled horns, and till lately ill-shaped.
The true breed is distinguished by a yellow colour within
the ears, at the root of the tail, and of the tuft. at the end
of it: they give excellent milk and fiue beef.

The races of France are principally distinguished into
two divisions, among both of which fine breeds are found.
The first is commonly designated as BCBUfs de haul C1"U, or
those who are of middle or small stature; with a fierce
look, thick hid~, coarse hair. large dewlap, horns greenish
or black; living in th~ mountainous departments fonned
of the ancient provinces of Limousin, Saintonge, .0\ ngou
mois, Marche, Berri, Gascony, Au~ergne, Bourbonnois,
Charolois, and Burgundy.

The others styled BCBUfll de Nature. Their stature is large
or middle sized, head and body small, ears and muzzle fine;
horns white, hide thin; bair soft, and aspect kind: they
fatten easily and belong to low or level lands. Such are

.. the Cholets, Nantz, Anjou, Marcais, Breton, Mans, Dutch,
Cotentin and Comtois breeds.

The ditrerence between the straight backEd races, and
tbe hunched, are, beside the hunch on the back, a certain
liveliness and activity, also a ditrerent voice, for they groan
or produce a sound like the shriller and weaker tones of the
Gayals; and in the Chinese, some breeds have the horns
placed further back, so that" the forehead is actually arched.
These races occupy aU Southern China, Jndia, and Cey
lon. In Persia they appear not to have existed at an early
JX'riod, if. we may judge by the bas reliefs of Chelminar,
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where ox~n with straight backs and Taurine horns are re
presented forming part of the tribute of several Satra
pies. They now abound in that country. and are spread
westward to Morocco and Guinea, and through the Galla
States to the Caffres and Madagascar. They have in gene
ral small and crumpled horns, and much white in their
colouring.

The large species of India, equal to the Bulls of largest
stature. have a lump on the back. weighing sometimes fifty
pounds; it is usually red or brown; the horns are short and
bent backwards.

The middle-sized race, Common Zebu or Deswali of India
and Northern Africa, white or blue-gray and white, brown,
and even black, breeds commonly with the straight-backed,
and loses the hump on the shoulders in the fourth generation.
This race has horns mostly bent forward and upwards; it is
not unfrequent in England.

The Chinese breed, in size equal to the smaller British
race; hump not very large; forehead round; very short
horns, bent back; dewlap loose; colour often white. It is
often figured on china-ware.

The small' Zebu race, with small or no horns, commonly
whitish-gray: size of a hog.

The Abyssinian breed, white and black in clouds, low on
the legs, with the horns hanging loose, fonning small horny
hooks, nearly of equal thickness to the point; turning freely
either way. and hanging against the cheeks. This breed
transferred to Caffraria, and mixed with the straight-backed,
has lost its hump, retaining the other characters, and is
esteemed very valuable.

Beside these varieties. a race remains to be mentioned,
reared in Abyssinia, the Galla country, and northern Cen
tral Africa: it is of large size, generally white, and armed
with immense horns. Travellers agree that they are
hunched, but in some accounts they are considered as

VOL. IV. 2 F
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bufFaloes, nor does it appt"ar proved, that the hunch is a
simple fatty excrescence i there is even 80me probability,
that the ridge of the withers is the principal cause, in whi~h

cast>, the true location of this race would become doubtful.
Of this

The Galla or Zanga race, generally white, with small
hunch, black muzzle, small bone, and high legs, is the
longest known. The horns turn up vertically, are of a
pale horn colour, extremely bulky, and near four feet in
length. Tbe next is

The Bomou race, likewise white, of a very large size. with
hunched back, and very large horns, but not rising vertically;
they are couched outwards and downwards, like those of
the African Buffalo, with the tip forming a small half spiral
revolution. We are indebted to Captain Clapperton for
the knowledge of this species. The corneous external coat
is very son, distinctly fibrous, and at t.he base not much
thicker than a human nail; the osseous core full of vascular
grooves, and inside very cellular; the pair together, scal'C(>Jy
weighing four pounds. The skin passes insensibly to the
horny state, 80 that there is no exact demarcation where the
one commences or the other ends. The dimensions of a hom
are, length measured on the curve, three feet seven inches;
circumference at base, two feet; circumference midway, one
foot six inches; circumference two-thirds up the horn, one
foot; length in a straight line, from base to tip, one foot fi,,-e
inches and a half. The species has a small neck, and is the
common domestic breed of Bornou where the Buffalo is said
to have small horns.

In terminating this review of the Ruminantia, we cannot
but express our regret that residing far from the capital.
the press could not be superintended with sufficient care,
nor the information collected for the purpose. be verified
anew, to the extent that it was desired. Others, similarly
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situated with ourselves, have no doubt felt the difficulties
arising from this circumstance. However careful and exten
sive private notes may be considered when they are first drawn
up. they leave a doubt upon the mind, and a wish to re
examine the materials. when they are about to be submitted to
the public.

We have entered into a variety of details. some not
strictly zoological, but aU, we hope, interesting. We en·
deavoured to fix a number of species, not with the ex
pectation that science will take our opinionS for more
than their value. but with a wish to state fairly what
are our present impressions after a long and atten·
tive study of the order we have investigated. The new
subgenera or Racemi which are proposed, may partly be
converted into genera, if the progress of science should
render it preferable; and the specific names are in part the
restoration of those by which the ancients designated the
species, and in part new. These latter, we leave to the
candid judgment of philological naturalists, affixing to our
nomenclature, no further importance than that of mere
names, many of which date anteriorly to the descriptions
that have appeared in print from other Naturalists; feeling
more solicitous about the correctness of the statements,
than the value of our names: we nevertheless mean not to
imply that nomenclature is an unimportant branch of the
natural sciences. We regret that this investigation appears
with so many questions undetermined, and yet necessary
for the precision of classification: some of these,· are the
result of that haste which always accompanies a travel
ler, whose principal occupations allow only of certain mo
ments to bestow upon Natural History; and if it had not
been for the universally liberal aid and facilities received in
the cabinets abroad. facilities which are sometimes denied
in this country, these sheets would be still more in.com·
plete than they now are. It is to be hoped, that the truly

2F2
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philosophic views of the Subscription Museum or Frankfort
may become universal; for there the enlightened Profeseor
Gritzmer, said .. We care not who takes notes, describes or
publishes from the materials in our Museum; it is open alike
to all Naturalists; we envy not the honour provided science
be the gainer."

CHARLES HAMILTON SIlITH.

PlYJMut1a~ April, 1827.



THE

EIGHTH ORDER

OF THE

M A M MAL I A.

THE CETACEA

ARE mammiferous animals without hind feet; their
trunk is continued by a thick tail, which is termi
nated by an horizontal cartilaginous ,fin, and their
head is united to the trunk by a neck 80 short and
thick, that scarcely any diminution from the width
of the bod] is perceptible. It is composed of cer
vical verlebrre extremely slender, and partly united,
and, as it were, glued together. The bones of the
anterior extremities are 80 shortened, flattened, and
enveloped in a tendinous membrane, that they are
reduced" to positive fins. In fact, the Cetacea have
altogether the external form of fishes, with the ex
ception that in the latter the fin of the tail is vertical.
Accordingly they remain continually in the water;
but as they respire by lungs, they are obliged to
rise frequently to the surface to take in fresh supplies
of air. However, the characters of warm blood,
ears with external though small openings, vivipa
mus generation, mammte for the purpose of suckling
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their offspring, and all the details of their anatomy,
sufficiently distinguish them from the class of
fishes.

The brain is ample, and its hemispheres well
developed. That part of the cranium which con
~ins the external ear is separated fro~ the rest of
the head, and only adheres to it by means of liga
ments. The ears are not externally protuberant, nor
are there hairs upon the body.

The form of their tail obliges them to wave it up
and down in swimming, and is of great assistance in
enabling them to elevate themselves in the water.

We shall add to the genera hitherto reckoned
among the Cetacea, those which were formerly
confounded witb Trichecus: they form our tint
family, or

THE HERBIVOROUS CETACEA.

11leir teeth have flat coronals, a character which
determines their. mode of existence. Accordingly
they frequently emerge from the water to seek for
pasture on the shore. They have two mammre on
the breast, and hairs like 'mustachios, two circum
stances which, when they raise the ,anterior part
of the body above water, give them some re
semblance to men and women, and have pro
bably occasioned those fables of the ancients oon
cerning tl"itons and sirens. Though in the cranium
the osseous part of the nostrils opens towards the top,
yet the opening in the skin is at the termination of the
muzzle.

---I
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Tug LAMANTINS, OR MANATIS,

(MANATus, CUfJ.)

431

Have an oblong body, terminated by an oval elon
gated fin: the cheek-teeth. eight in number alto
gether, have square coronals, marked with transverse
hillocks. There are no incisors nor canines in the
adult subject; but in the very young ones we find
two very small sharp-pointed teeth in the intermax
illary bones, which speedily disappear. Vestiges
of claws may be discovered on the edges of their
fins, which they use with tolerable dexterity in
creeping and carrying their little ones. This has
given rise to a comparison of these organs with
hands, and hence these animals have been called
Manatis, which word by corruption, became Laman
tin. The stomach is divided into several sacs or
receptacles: the crecum is separated into two branches,
and they have an inftated colon. All herbivorous
characters.

In consequence of their mode of living, they have
also been called sea-cow, sea-hof'se, ltc., and by reason
of the mammre, mef'maitU, ltc. (TricheCtU Manatus,
Linn.) Buff. Xl!.. LVII.

They are found towards the mouth of rivers, in
the hottest parts of the Atlantic Ocean; and it
would appear that those of the American rivers
differ specifically from those of Africa. They
grow to fifteen feet and upwards in length.
Their ftesh is used as food.
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The DOOONGS, Laeep. (HALlCORE, Illig.)

The ch~k-teeth al'e composed each of two cones
united at the side, The teeth implanted in the in
cisive bone are preserved, and grow to such an
extent as to become genuine pointed tusks; but
they remain in a great measure covered by fleshy
lips which bristle with mustachios. The body is
elongated, and the tail terminated by a fin in the
form of a crescent.

But one species is known, which inhabits the
Indian Sea, and which many travellers have
confounded with the Lamantin.

This has also been called the Siren, Sea-cOfC,

(Renard, poiBB deB Indea,pl. XXXIV.,f. 180.)

The STELLERES, Cuv. (RYTINA, Illig.)

Appeal' to have on each side only a single cheek
tooth with flat coronal, and bristling with plates of
enamel. Their fins have not those little claws ob
servable on the Manatis; and according ~ Steller,
who first described them, their stomach is also m~ch

more simple.
One species only is known, which is found in the
north part of the Pacific Ocean.

The Recond family, or

THE COMMON CETACEA,

Are distinguished from the preceding by that sin
gulul' apparatus calledapiracles. As they swallow
with their prey an immense quantity of water, some
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mode was necesBary to enable them to get rid of it.
The water pa68e8 into the nostrils by meaDS of
a peculiar disposition of the palate, and is accumu
lated in a sac placed at the external orifice of the
cavity of the nose, from which it is expelled with
violence, by the compression. of powerful muscles,
through a very narrow aperture situated at the top
of the head. Thus it is that the whales produce
those water-spouts observed by navigators at such
a considerable distance. Their nostrils, thus con
tinually exposed to the influx of salt water. cannot
be lined with a membrane of sufficient delicacy to
enable them to detect odoW'8 with any acuteness.
The olfactory nerve is excessively small. and if they
do enjoy the sense of smelling it must be in a very
faint degree. The larynx, of a pyramidal form, pe
netrates to the back part of the nostrils. to receive
the air and conduct it to the lungs, without the
animal being necessitated to put its head and throat
out of the water. There are no projecting laminre
in the glottis. and the voice is reduced to simple
lowing. They have no vestige of hairs, but the
whole body is covered with a glossy skin, under
which is a coat of thick fat. from which the oil is
produced that renders these animals an object of such
attention.

The mammre are situated near the anus, and the
fins are incapable of grasping anything.

The stomach has five and sometimes even as
many as seven distinct pouches. Instead of a
single spleen, they have many small and globulous.
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The species which have teeth, have them all of a
conical fonn exactly resembling. They do not chew
their food. but swallow rapidly.

Two small bones, suspended in the flesh near the
anus, fonn the only vestige of posterior extremities
which remain.

Many have on the back :'a vertical fin of tendinous
substance, but Dot supported by bones. Their
eyes, flatted in front, have a thick and solid sclero
tica. The tongue has only smooth and soft tegu
ments.

They may be again subdivided into two small
tribes. Those whose head is in the ordinary propor
tion with the body. and those which have it immeasu
rably large.

The first comprehends the Dolphins and Narwhals.

The DOLPHINS (DELPHINUS, L.)

Have teeth in both jaws, all simple, and almost
always conical. They are the most carnassial, and,
in proportion, the most cruel of the order. They
have no crecum.

The DOLPH~s.properly 80 called, (DELPHINUS. Cuv.)

Have the throat forming in front of the head. a beak
more slender than the rest.

The Common Dolphin (Delphinus Delphis. L.) Lacep.,
Get. pl. XIII. f. I.

With depressed beak, and armed on each side
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of the jaw with from forty-two to forty-seven
slender teeth, arched and pointed; black above,
white underneath; in length from eight to ten
feet. This animal, found in nwnerous troops
in every sea, and celebrated by the velocity of
its movements, which sometimes cause it to
precipitate itself on the helms of vessels, ap
pears to have really been the Dolphin of the
ancients. The entire organization of the brain,
indicates that degree of docility which they
universally attributed to this animal.

Tlae Dolplain witla Ilendef- beak (Delpla. Rodrat1u, Shaw.)

Head more convex, and beak more compressed
and slender. Twenty-one,' twenty-two, or
twenty-three CQnical teeth at most on each side,
and in each jaw. Its tints are paler, which
has gained it the appellation of the White
Dolphin. It is said to inhabit the American
Seas.

Tlae GreGt Dolplain (DelplUnu6 Turlio.) Vulg. the WAidler.

Lacep. XV. f II. (BonnGterre.)

Beak short, wide, and depressed. Twenty-one
to twenty-three teeth, altogether conical, and
often blunted. Some individuals arrive to more
than fifteen feet in length. It would appear
that they are to be found in the Mediterranean
as well as in the ocean.
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The PORPU88ES (PHOCMNA, C1I1I.)

Have no beak, but a muzzle short and uniformly
convex.

The Common PurpU.f, (Delph. PhoctBfI.(J, L.) Lacep.
XIII. f II.

Compressed trenchant teeth,· of a rounded
figure from two to five-and twenty in each
jaw, on each side. Blackish above, white un
derneath. It is the smallest of the Cetacea,
seldom passing four or five feet in length: very
common in all our seas, where it is found in
large troops.

The Grampus (Delph. Orca et Delph. Gladiator.) Lacep. XY.
I., and not so good, V. III.

Thick conical teeth, a little crooked, eleven in
all, the posterior ones flattened transversely.
The body black above, white below; a white
spot on the eye in the form of a crescent; the
dorsal fin elevated and pointed.

This is the largest of the Dolphins, being
frequently from twenty to twenty-five feet in
length, and a most cruel enemy to the Whale.
The Grampusses attack the latter in troops,
harass it until it opens its mouth, and then
they devour the tongue.

The DELPHINAPTERA (Lacep.)

Differ only from the Porpusses in having no dorsal fin.
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The Beluga. (Delph. Leucas, Gm.)
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Nine teeth throughout, thick and blunt at the
end; spine of a yellowish white; as large as
the Grampus. Found in all the Icy Sea, whence
it often ascends pretty hi~h into the rivers.

The HYPEROODONTES, (Lacep.)

The body and muzzle are confonned like those of
the Dolphins proper; but there are only two small
teeth in front of the lower jaw, which do not always
appear externally. In the palate are many small
tubercles.

Only one species is known from twenty to five
and-twenty feet in length, and perhaps more.
It is taken in the North Seas, and is often named
the Beaked Whale.

The NARWHALS (MONODON, L.)

Have no teeth, properly speaking, but only long,
straight, and pointed tusks, implanted in the inter
maxillary bone, and directed in the line of the axis
of the body. The fonn of the head and body much
resemble that of the Porpusses.

Only one species is well known.

Monodon Monoceros, Lin. (Lactp.lV. VIlJ.)

The tusk of this animal, furrowed into a spiral
form, is wmetimes ten feet long, and for a
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long time W118 called the horn of the unicorn.
It has the genns of two tusks, but it rarely
happens that both grow equally. In general
that on the left side alone is developed, and the
other remains concealed, during the existence
of the animal, in the right alveolus. This small
tusk we have ourselves found "in many crania.
It is not developed, in consequence of its interior
cavity being too speedily filled by the ivory
matter, and the gelatinous kernel thus becoming
obliterated. The Narwhal may be almost double
the length of its tusk. The skin is marbled, as
it were, with brown and whitish; the mouth
small; the spiracle on the top of the head"; no
dorsal fin, but merely a projecting crest all
along the spine. Some tusks of the Narwhal
are found perfectly smooth.

The other Cetacea have the head so large,
that it makes one third, or one half the length
of the body; but the cranium or brain, does
not partake in this disproportion, which is alto
gether owing to the enormous development of
the facial bones.

The CACHALOTs (PRTSETER, L.)

Are Cetacea with a very voluminous head, excessively
inflated, especially in front. No whalebone in the
upper jaw, nor teeth, except sometimes very small
ones not projecting. The lower jaw narrow, elon
gated, and, corresponding to a furrow in the upper,
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is armed on each side with a range of conical
or cylindrical teeth, which enter into the corre
sponding cavities of the upper jaw when the mouth
is closed. . The upper part of the enormous head
consists only in large cavities, covered and separated
by cartilages, and filled with an oil which fixes when
it cools, and is well known in commerce under the
absurd name of 8permaceti. It is this which renders
the Cachalots an object of research, for their hody
is not supplied with much fat. These cavities are
vt'ry different from the true cranium, which is rather
small, placed under them, and contains the brain as
usual. It appears that canals filled with this spermaceti
are distributed in many parts of the body, and commu
nicate with the cavities which fill the mass of the head.
They are even interlaced in the usual fat found through
out the skin.

The odorous substance 80 well known by the name
of ambergdis, appears to be a concretion formed in the
intestines of the Chacalots, and principally in the
crecum. It more especially takes place in certain mor
bid states of the system.

The species of Cachalots are anything but well
determined. The Macrocephalus of Shaw and
Bonnaterre, which seems to be the most com
mon, has only a callous eminence instead of a
dorsal fin. In the lower jaw, on each side, are
from twenty to three-and-twenty teeth, and
there are some small conical ones hid in the
gums of the upper. The spiracle is single, and
not double as is usual with most part of the
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other Cetacea; nor is it symmetrical, but di
rected towards the left side, and terminated on
this side on the front of the muzzle. The left
eye is said to be much smaller than the other,
and fishermen consequently attack the animal on
this side. This species abounds in many seas, if
it be true that it furnishes all the" spermaceti and
ambergris of commerce, for these substances
are derived both from north and south. The
Cachalots without fins are taken as far as the
Adriatic.

The PRUETER8 (Lacep.)

Are only Cachalots with a dorsal fin. Two species
are only distinguished among them. 1J:ficrops and
Tar8io, or Mular, and that only by the equivocal cha
racter of arched or straight teeth, sharp or obtuse.

They are found in the Mediterranean as well as
in the Icy Sea. Those of the last are said to be cruel
enemies to the Seals.

The WHALBS (BALlENA, L.)

Are equal in size to the Cachalots, and also in
the proportional magnitude of the head, though this
is not so much inflated in front; but they have no
teeth. Their upper jaw is much after the form of
a keel, has both its sides furnished with thin trans
verse laminre called whalebones, formed of a sort of
fibrous horn, slender at their edges, and which serve
to retain the little animals, on which these enormoU9
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Cetacea live. The lower jaw sustained by two
osseous branches arched externally and towards the
summit and totally unarmed, lodges a fleshy tongue,
very thick, and envelops, when the mouth is closed,
all the internal part of the upper jaw, and the corneous
laminm with which it is invested.

These organs do not permit the Whales to live on
animals so large as their enormous size would lead
us to believe. They live. on small fish, but still more
on worms, mollusca, and zoophytes, and it is said that
they principally take those very small ones, which
become entangled in the filaments of the whalebone:
they have a short cmcum.

The Common Whale, (Bal. Mysticehu)- Lacep. eet. 1.f. I.

'l'he largest of known animals; enormous head,
obtuse in front; almost as high as long; no
fin on the back. Its fat yielding an immense
quantity of oil is such a desideratum in com
merce, that it is pursued annually by entire
fleets. Formerly it used to venture into our

• The lfIaMlva of Ariatotle and }Elian. which waa an enemy of
the DolphiDB, appeara to have been a large cetaceous animal
armed with teeth. Ariatotle wu acquainted with DO true ballooa
but his myltiCftUl, which. wu probably the Whale with wrinkled
throat in the Mediterranean. It is probable, however, that Juvena1
means the Common Whale in this verse:

Qrlanto Delplainil "balama Britannica major .-
but the lAtina applied the term balama very vaguely to all the
large Cetacea, .. the people of the North do still the name of
WItale or Wall.

VOL. IV. 2 G
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seas, but it has gradually retired into the depths
of the North. where its numbers diminish daily.
Beside the oil, it also furnishes the black and
flexible whalebone eight or ten feet long.
Each individual has eight or nine hundred of
these strips on each side of the palate. It is
said that this monstrous animal feeds only on
the small mollusca which swim in the seas it
inhabits. The Whale. arrives to eighty or one
hundred feet in length, and as many in circum
ference. Its throat is tweniy feet wide in the
aperture; the young one is twenty feet long at
the moment of its birth. A single individual
yields a hundred and twenty tuns of oil. Shell
animals attach themselves to its skin and multi
ply there as on a rock. Some even of the
family of the balanus penetrate into tbe skin.
Its excrements are of a beautiful red which
tinges cloth pretty well.

The Nord-caper, (Bal. Glacialis, Klein) Lacep. pl. II. and 111.

As long but more slender, and with a more
pointed muzzle than the Whale. It has much
less fat and is more agile and difficult to catch.
Accordingly, it is seldom sought after except·
in the failure of the whale fishery. It is com
mon on the coasts of Norway and near the
North Cape whence it derives its name. It
devours much fish.
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The other species (THE BALENOPTERA,
Lacep.) have a fin on the back. They are
again subdivided according to whether the gills
be smooth or wrinkled.

The BALENoPTERA with smootA belly,

Approach very nearly to the proper whales: only one
species is well known, named

Gibbar, by the Basques (Balama Physalus, L.) Finn-
Fisch of the Dutch, &c., (Lacep. I. f. II.)

As long, but much morp. slender than the Com
mon Whale: very common in the same haunts,
but avoided by fishers, as it yields but little oil,
and is extremely ferocious. It is difficult to
catch, and even dangerous for small vessels, by
the violence of its movements.

The BALENOPTERA with wrinkled belly,

Have the skin 'of the under part of the throat and
chest folded longitudinally in yery deep wrinkles,
and susceptible of great dilatation. Their use in the
economy of the animal is not known.

One species only is well determined.

The Jubarta of the Basques, (Bal. Boops., L.) Lacep. 1. f.
Ill., IV.f. I it II., V.I I., et VIII. I & II.

ls said to approach to the length of the Com
mon Whale, but has all the dangerous quali
ties, Ite., of the Gibbar.

These Whales have been taken in the Medi
terranean as well as in the Ocean.

2G2



SUPPLEMENT TO THE ORDER

OETA.OEA..

THE name of this order is derived from the Greek K;jTOf,

a name employed originally by Aristotle, to designate those
marine animals in which he recognised characters essentially
different from those of the class of fishes, and which, though
so little like in external form. do yet appertain to the class
Mammalia.

The first among the Herbivorous Cetacea, according to

the Baron's arrangement, are the LAIIANTINS, or MANATlSS.

To the zoological description of this genus we have nothing
to add.

The Lamantins live on the shores of the Atlantic, and
frequent the mouths of rivers. Sometimes they ascend those
rivers to a considerable distance, advancing occasionally,
according to the account of La Condamine, more than a
thousand leagues into the inland. They are essentially
herbivorous, assemble in very numerous troops, and appear
to possess a mild and sociable character. The females have
generally one or two little ones ~t a birth, and the period of
gestation is reported to be one year.

There are two species well characterized, the Lamantin
ofAmerica, (ManatfU Americanu.r. Buff.) and the Lamantin
of &negal (Manahu Senegalenn.r.) The first, when adult,
is sometimes more than twenty feet in length. A fmtus of
this species, observed by M. F. Curier, was fourteen inches
altogether in length; the head four inches nine lines, from
muzzle to occiput; the tail was about three inches long
and two wide; the eyes were remarkably small, and the
aperture of the ear excessively so. It was moreover con
cealed by the epidermis, and could not be observed until
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that was removed. The nostrils were middle sized, ap
proaching each other, and placed on the upper part of the
muzzle; the head was thick and clumsy, swelling in the
upper part and rather flatted above the eyes; it termina1ed
in a gross projecting muzzle; the upper lip was entirely
divided into two distinct portions, furnished at their ex
ternal edge with thick, short and bristling hairs; the under
lip was fumished in the same way; the neck was extremely
short, but yet distinct. The anterior members are placed
almost under the head, and nothing is seen externally but
a short compressed fore-arm, terminated by a fin-shaped
hand, having four fingers enveloped in the skin, of which
the middle and the two lateral alone are terminated by
a short nail; the body was thick and short; the tail thick
at the origin, and flat and broad towards the end; the skin
was brown, thick, much wrinkled, and fumished with a few
hail'8 of a gray colour.

The Lamantin of Senegal appears to be a distinct species,
observed only in that quarter of the world. Adanson de
scribes it as eight feet long, having a conic head, round and
very small eyes, with the iris of a deep blue; a cylindrical
muzzle; fleshy and thick lips; no visible aperture of the
ears; four nails on the edge of the fins; horizontal tail, and
thick skin of an ashy lilac. The Negroes call it Cercon.

This Lamantin has the osseous head shorter and wider
altogether than the American species. The lower jaw is also
much less rounded, and the upper as well as the rest of the
head much less narrowed and long.

To the Dugong, Illiger has given the name of Hal"ieore,
derived from the Greek and signifying daughter of the sea.

But one species as euvier observes is known. It in
habits the Inwan seas. Its head is rounded towards the
top, oblique from the .forehead to the muzzle, which last is
vertical and terminates abruptly. This part of the face
is fermed by the upper lip which hangs from each side of

t
I
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the mouth, forming those two mobile and fleshy pendants
which cover a part of the lower jaw laterally. These are
set with small corneous spines, about an inch long, which
are doubtless organs of toul'h; between these is a slope in
front of the upper jaw, which receives the extremity of the
lower, above which the point of the tusks is perceptible on
each side. The interior !I these lips is furnished with
corneous warts, which it is supposed the animal employs
to tear away the alga ,on which it feoos. The nostrils form
two parabolic clefts, approximating at the upper extremity
of the muzzle; the opening of the ear is very small, and
there is no external conch; the eyes are simple and small;
the fins show no vestige of nails, but have warty callosities
underneath at their external edge; the tail is horizontally
sloped or cut like the arch of a circle; the body is wider at
the middle than the extremities, and the side of the tail is
more slender than the opposite side; the skin is smooth,
and has some scattered hairs. An individual taken near
Singapoor, and described by M.M. Diard and Duvaucel.
was seven feet long. These gentlemen found suspended
in the flesh, on each side in front of the eighth lumbar
vertebra, two narrow and flat bones evidently forming the
rudiments of a pE'lvis; the vertebrm were fifty-two in num
ber, and the ribs thirty-six; the ventricles of the heart w~re
separated at their origin; the lungs were not lobulated j the
tracheal artery was bifurcated immediately below the larynx;
t he liver was divided into two large lobes, aqd the gall
bladder covered by a smaller lobe in the shape of a tongue.
The kidneys are large, and the bladder susceptible of great
extension.

The animal had two stomachs j the lIt'Cond smaller than
the first, and near its orifice two conical <:IEcums.

The Malays call this animal Douyrmg, and hold its flesh
in such estimation, that it is reserved for the tables of the
Sultan and the Rajahs.
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The extraordinary animal described by Stelln, and which
be termed the Larnantin of the North, evidently appears,
even on the mOllt superficial inspection, to be of a different
genus from the ManatlU .Americmuu. The Baron has ac
cordingly separated these animals under the name of STEL
LERBS, derived from their first describer.

Instead of the usual epidermill this animal has a kinl\
of bark or crest an inch thick, composed of fibres or tu~
perpendicular on the skin. This singular bark is so hard
that steel can penetrate it with great difficulty, and eveo.
when it is cut it resembles ebony, as much in its compact
texture, as in its colour. These fibres are implanted in the
true skin by as many small tubes, so that when the bark is
torn away, the surface which attaches to the skin is rough
like shagreen, and the skin itself is reticulated by as many
little holes as there are tubercles in the bark. The external
surface of the bark, as might be expected, is unequal, rugged,
fissured longitudinally, and·without hairs, (or the fibres, in
fact, which compose it, are properly nothing but hairs glued
together, and furnishing a coat of mail. In a word, this
animal is completely armed with a substance similar to that of ,
the hoofs of the Horse or the Ox, or the sole of the Elephant
or Camel. This kind of armour is observable in the Great
Whale, but has never existed in the genuine Lamantin. The
upper lip is double, and so is the lower, both divided into
internal and external.

The teeth are singular; they are not simple, numerous,
and provided with roots as ill the Lamantin. In each jaw,
on each side, is a composition-tooth, or rather plate, com
parable to the palate of the Striped-Eagle, and which is
not fixed by roots, but is appliep and united by an infinity
of vessels and nerves, which penetrate from the jaw into
this dentary palate by a quantity of lit.tle holes which make
its surface contiguous to the maxillary bone, altogether
porous or spungy. The same has been observed in the
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teeth of the Ornithorhyncus and Orycteropus-the triturating
surface is unequal, and hollowed with tortuous furrows, in
tended to facilitate mastication.

The tail diminishes from the anus to the fin which terminates
it, and the apophyses of its vertebne render it· almost
quadrangular.

The fin is about seventy-eight inches broad, and only seven
long, which is quite the reverse of that of the true Lamantin.
In Steller's animal, too, it has the figure of a crescent. and is
terminated on each side by a long horn.

The fins. have their shoulder-blade. humerus. bones of
the fore-arm, carpus and metacarpus, but there are no
vestiges of nails, or phalanges; the stomach is simple;
the msopha.,aus inverted in the middle, and a thick gland
placed near this inversion pours juices into it through nu
merous and wide pores.

The intestines very much resemble those of a horse; the
CleCUm is enormous, and as well 88 the colon is divided into
large inftated portions by its ligaments; the bones of the nose
articulate one with the other, as in animals in general.

The pelvis is composed of two OS8& innominata similar
in some respects to the cubitus of man, attached on one by
means of strong ligaments, to the twenty-fifth vertebra. on
the other, to the os pubis.

There are six vertebne in the neck. nineteen in the back,
and five and thirty in the tail.

This animal does not eat terrestrial herbs like the Laman
tin, but only fuC1U.

Steller observed this animal in the North Pacific.
The Lamantina Been by Dampier at New Holland and

Mindanao, are referred by Pennant and Shaw _to this
genus. But it is more than probable, that they belong to
the Dugong.

Fabricius assures us, that he found in Groeuland a cranium
with dentary bones like those described by Steller.
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A good figure and complete description of this animal,
is yet a desideratum in Natural History, which we hope to see
supplied by some of our own countrymen.

Pursuing the arrangement of our author, we commence the
Common Cetacea with the DOLPHINS, although other writen
class them under the division Cachalot, making that and Ba
lena include all the Cetacea, herbivorous excepted.

The form of the Com",on Dolphin, (Delpllinua DelphU),
very exactly resembles the figure that two cones would make
with the bases joined together. The head is terminated by a
•..ery protruded muzzle, considerably flattened from the upper
to the under part j many writers have compared it to an enor
mous beak, shaped like that of a goose or swan.

The aperture of the mouth of this animal equals in length
the rest of the body. It exhibits two jaws, each equally
advanced, and each provided with forty-seven conical and
pointed teeth, so arranged, that when the mouth is closed,
they enter each into the interstices between the opposite
ones: the number, however, varies according to age aRd
sex.

The tongue has ilCveral small perforated eminences, princi
pally towards its root, and is terminated in a point, cut out
into narrow, short, and obtuse strips. Though this organ is
very fleshy, it is more mobile than in the other Cet.acea. It is

said to be very agreeable eating.
The two spiracles unite in one and the same aperture,

situated a little above the eye; the organ of vision is almost
in the direction of the extreme point where the two lips unite.
The meatus auditorius appears externally only by a narrow
orifice, 80 small as to be with difficulty perceptible. Never
theless, th~ internal organization of the ear. renders this
animal susceptible of great attention; it produces a sensibility
to musical sounds, and enables the Dolphin to distinguish
at a considerable distance, the cries of joy or alarm of
its congeneu.
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The cranium of the Common Dolphin is externally yory

convex j its neck is very short, and it results from this
conformation, united to the close adberence of tbe atlas
which is the first of the cervical vertebl'lll, to the second,
that no motion of the head can be independent of the body.
Like the majority of other Mammalia, it has thirteen dorsal
vertebrle, and filly-three lumbar, sacral, and coccygian. All
are surmounted by apophyses less elevated in proportion as
they approach the vertebrle of the tail. These last are
furnished with apophyses, which also diminish gradually as
far as the three last caudal vertebrle, which are destitute of
these processes j the ribs adhere intimately to the dorsal
vertebrm.

The diameter of the body does not exceed one-fifth of its
total length, which is almost nine feet. The animal is con
sequently leBS embarrassed in its abrupt and rapid move
ments, to which the force of the muscles of the tail and
of that of the fin which terminates it, contributes most ma
terially. This fin is divided into two large lobes a little
sloped, the .width of which is nearly equal to two-ninths of
the total length of the animal.

The skin of this dolphin is smooth, soft, and shining.
These qualities are derived from the coat of fat immediately
under it. The colour of the epidermis is sometimes of a livid
brown, ilometimes blackish on the back, and pearly-gray
on the aides and belly, patched with black. Sometimes
it is of a gray more or less deep, and sometimes of a
lustrous snow-white. The flesh oolow the fat is hard, and
often exhales a fetid and most unpleasant odour. Gestation
continues for teli months, and the femaltl rarely brings forth
more than one at a birt.h. She suckles the young with the
utmost care, carrying it under the pectoral fins which an
swer the purpose of arms: while the little one is yet feeble,
she eXf'rcises it in swimming, sports with it, defends it
with the utmost intrepidity, and never quits it ~ntil it can
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do without her cares. Their young grow rapidly; in teu
years they attain their utmost length.

Not only are the female dolphins united by the bonds of
a tender and durable affection to their yOllog. but the male
also attaches himself for life to his female comPanion, and
beeomea her most zealous guardian and protector. It is evt'.D
said, that the sentimeots of mutual aft"ection in these animals
for each other extend to all the individuals of the ;pecies.
Accordingly they are frequently seen aasembled in nu
merous troops, in regular phalanx, formed, as it wt'l'e, into
order of battle. They are commanded and directed by a chief,
chosen from among those who have displayed the greatest
vigour and intrepidity in the combat.

Some authors, more especially the ancients, have not only
celebrated the mutual friendship subsisting among the
Dolphins themselves, but have also asserted that they have
a lively and natural affection towards the human species,
with which they are easily led to familiarize. They have
recounted many marvellous stories on this subject, which
would be rather out of place in a sober treatise on Zoology.
All that is known on this point for certainty is, that when
these animals perceive a ship at sea, they rush in a crowd
before it, surround it, and express their confidence by rapid,
varied, and repeated evolutions. sometimes bounding, leaping,
and manmuvring in all manner of ways, sometimes perform
ing complicated circumvolutions, and exhibiting a degree
of grace, agility, dexterity. and strength, which is perfectly
astonishing.

We must not, however, be deceiyed by such external show
of affection. These animals, represented as susceptible of so
much attachment to man, are thoroughly carnivorous, and if
they follow the track of vessels, it is perhaps with no other
view than the hopes of preying on something that may fall
from them.

The Dolphins subsist indiscriminately on all sorts of animal
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and vegetable substances. They exhibit, however, a peculiar
avidity for certain fishes, such as cod, fe.; they pursue their
victims with the utmost pertinacity into every sea, for all
climates are alike to them. They are equally to be found in
the Northern Atlantic, and under the Equinoctial, near the
shores of Western America, along the coasts of China, and in
all the African and European seas. -

The Maraouin, Porpoise, or Delphinus PhoMna, is a strik
ing example of the partiality of fortune in the distribution
of her favours. While the Dolphin has been the theme of
poets and historians, and has been almost exalted to the rank
of divi~ity, this animal possessing the same attributes, the
same habits, the same affections, and the same qualities,
has received from marinel'8 and fishermen the degrading
appellation of Maraouin or Sea-hog. The word porpoise or
porpus has a similar meaning, being a corruption of the
Latin pareua piscU.

This animal is found in the Baltic, near the coasts of
Groenland and Labrador, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
throughout the whole of the Atlantic, and in -the great
Pacific Ocean; in the Gulfs of Panama, Mexico, and Cali
fornia, near the Gallapagos Isles, and in short, in almost
every sea.

The Porpoises are constantly to be found sporting in the
stormy ocean, and traversing its agitated surface with the
most complete tranquillity. .They cut without difficulty the
foaming wave, and when the black tempest appears to con
vulse the sea even to its profoundest abysses, they float
upon its bosom with the same security as in the sunny hour
of perfect calm. It is to its muscular force and the powerful
instruments of natation with which nature has provided it,
that the Porpus owes the astonishing rapidity of its motion,
and those wonderful springs and evolutions which the eye can
scarcely follow.

This animal exhibits the figure of a very elongated cone in
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ita body and tail. The head may be considered &s another
.ery short cone, the base of which is closely united to that
of the forml'r; it is slightly inflated above the eyes which are

small, and situated at the same elevation as the division
of the lips; the iris is yellow and the pupil triangular. lk-
yond the organ of vision and at a small distance, is that
of hearing, which from its diminutiveness is difficult to
distinguish.

The tongue is bl'OBd, 90ft, and flat, and apparently indentPd
at the edges.

The orifice of the two spirar.1es is in the form of a crescent,
whose convexity faces the taiL This respiratory organ is
placed above the space comprised between the eye and the
aperture of the mouth.

The pectoral fin, situated very low, is almost three
twentieths of the entire length of the animal; the caudal.
about one-fourth of the same, has two large sloping lobes,
from the middle of the division of which proceeds a lon
gitudinal projection extending over the back as far as the
dorsal fin. This tail, with the assistance of these vast lobes,
forma a powerful lever, and contributes mainly to the various
evolutions of the animal.

The epidermis is very 90ft to the touch, and of a deep
blue or brilliant black abovl', whitish underneath; under
the true skin is a thick bed of very white fat convertible
into oil.

The Dutch, Danes, and most of the marine people of
Europe, pursue this animal into remote and inhospitable
regions, to obtain this fat. The Laplanders and people of
Groenland, whose taste is not remarkably delicate, feed on
all the parts of it, the flesh of which they boil or roast,

having left it first to putrefy that it may become more
tender.

In the time of gestation,. care of the young, ~c., the
PhOCllBDlB precisely resemble the Dolphins. They prey on a
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great number of different species of fish, which they seize with
astonishing promptitude and address.

Notwithstanding the quickness with which they disappear
under the water, numbers of them fall victims to the murderous
skill of fishermen. They have another enemy to fear not less
redoubtable, one of their own order, Physeter Mycrops,
which pursues them with indefatigable perseverance, and de
vours them with amazing rapacity.

There are two varieties of the Delphinus Orca, the Ore
and the Grampus (Delphinus Gladiatrrr). The first is an
animal of considerable power, though the tyranny which it
exercises in the empire of the waters, has been much ex
aggerated by the genius of fiction.

The audacity of these animals is excessive when assem
bled in ~roops. These bands are 80 bold and ferocious, that
though the isolated individuals never prey except on such
fishes as the pleuronectes, ~c., thus mustered they will ven
ture to attack the largest Cetacea. They fall upon the Great
Whale with such fury, and reiterate their attacks with 'such
agility and address, that the surface of the sea is quickly
covered with blood, flowing in torrents from the wounds they
have inflicted on their gigantic enemy. He, vexed, tor
mented, and assailed on all sides by such numbers, has
no chance of escaping death, but by a flight 80 precipitatt",
that he il generally driven on the shore, where he is likely
to encounter inevitable death from the harpoon of the
fisherman.

The Ore is about eighteen or twenty feet long, and fifteen
in circumference in the widest part of the body: the tail is
elongated, the cranium not very convex, and the muzzle
short and rounded; the pectoral fins which are formidable
weapons, are broad and oval, and the general colour is black,
brown, and white, in the under parts.

There is much affinity between the DelphiftfU Gladiator
and the last. The colours are similar, and the head is very
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convex: but the most characteristic trait is a sort of white
crescent on the upper part, which contrasts strongly with
the deep tint of the rest of the body in this part. The
shortness of the muzzle gives it an appearance of being
truncated j the jaws of equal length, are armed with very
sharp teeth, and the eye, much more el~vated than the
commissure of the lips, is yet as near as they are to the
termination of the muzzle; the pectoral fins, near six feet
long and three broad, are flat and widened in the shape of
a spatula; the dorsal which has been compared to an
immense sabre, is much longer than that of the Orc: it is
almost on the nape of the neck; its elevation is sometimes
six feet. The caudal fin is divided into two lobes which
leave between their reciprocal extremities almost a space
of about nine feet: they form a crescent, the. concavity of
which looks to the muzzle.

They are found in Davis's Straits, on the coasts of America
and Spitzbergen, in troops of from six to eight. They live
usually on fish, but will attack the Common Whale, espe-

_dally when young: they assail him on all sides. This
peaceable animal, tormented, harassed, and even forced. to
succumb under the attacks of these audacious adversaries,
opens his mouth to respire a little; in an instant these
ferocious assassins seize with fury upon his tongue and tear it
to atoms.

The Nuamack (Delph. Ne8amack, Lacep.) is found in
the Northem Atlantic; the natives of those coasts feed upon

.. its flesh, fat and entrails. It is more than nine feet long, and
its greatest thickness is between the pectoral and dorsal fin;
the skin is blackish above and white underneath.

The head is rounded; the muzzle flattened, and bears
some resemblance to the beak of a duck; the two jaws, of
which the lower is the longest, are furnished with forty
two cylindrical teeth, straight, and very much blunted at the
summits.
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The common orifice of the two spiracles is above the eye)
nearer however to the muzzle than this organ.

The pectoral fins small and sloped) are situated very low;
the dorsal which bears a certain extent is also sloped. The
winter is said to be the period of parturition.

The Delphinus Fef'es, Lacep., is about fifteen feet long, the
skin which is blackish is very fine; the upper part of the head
is elevated aud convex.

In each jaw, and both are of equal length, are twenty un
equal teeth, ten of which are thicker and larger than the rest;
one half or the tooth is enclosed in the gum, and the other half
is of a rounded form at the top,ovo'id and divided into two
holes by a longitudinal curve.

When this animal has received a few deep wounds, it sends
fOrth the most piercing cries, which, when simultaneously
repeated by a number of. individuals of the same llpecies, pro
duces a bellowing excessively deep and terrific.

The Dolphin of Peron is blackish-blue on the back; end
of the muzzle and extremity of the fins and tail of a brilliant
white.

We have inserted a figure of a new species of Dolphin in
the museum at Paris, named by the Baron in. the " Ossemens
Fossiles" Delphinus Frantatus, of which nothing'is known
beyond its specific characters mentioned in the Table.

The Dolphin of CommeTSOfl, was discovered in the neigh
bourhood of Terra del Fuego, and in the Straits of Magellan.
The extremitieos are black, and all the other parts of a
polished and silvery white. Commerson has seen them
in numerous bands in the rivers of Cape Hom, swimming
round his vessel, and remarkable for the facility with
which they outswam it. This Dolphin is ll.!ss thnn the
Porpoise.

The family of the DKLPHINATBRI contains two' species.
The Beluga (Delphinru Leuca.r) is found in the Arctic Icy
VOL. IV. • I H
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Sea, in the Northern Atlantic, and especially in Daris's Straits.
When the winters are excessively rigorous, it is reported that
it quits these icy climates in search of more temperate regions,
and sometimes ascends rivers.

These animals are very gentle, and so familiar, that when
they discover a vessel they swim away in a crowd to meet it,
forming a kind of suite, and playing all manner of gambols.
The Beluga, however, is no object of researeh to fishermen,
who set little store by it. Mariners assert that it is usually
the precursor of the Common Whale, and that whenever it
makes its appearance, this monarch of the Cetacea is at no
great distance.

The head of the Beluga is small and elongated. The an
terior part of the body presents the figure of a cone, the base
of which may be considered to rest about the pectoral fins
against that of another cone much longer, and composed of the
body and tail; the muzzle is elongated and rounded in
front; the jaws are equal, and. furnished with nine small
teeth, blunt at top, unequal and distant from each other; the
longest are in front of the termination of the muzzle, where
the mouth, small in proportion to the size of the animal, is
situated.

The Beluga is from eighteen to twenty-one feet in length.
Above the anterior part of the head is a protuberance which

is the common orifice of the two spiracles; its situation in the
head causes the water rejected by the Beluga to fall behind it.

The trye is small, round, projecting, and of a bluish colour;
at some distance behind it, is the meatus auditorius, but the
orifice is so small as to be scarcely perceptible.

The Beluga instead of a dorsal fin has only a sort. of
longitudinal projection on the back, which is demi-callous.
and seems to possess very little sensibility; the pectoral
tinA are oval, broad, and thick, &ad the longest of the fingers,
which are all enveloped in a membrane. has five articula-
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tions j the skin, especially when the animal is young, is of a
whitish colour, with a multitude of brown spots.

The Beluga subsists on pleuronectes, cod, and a variety of
other fish, which it swallows with such avidity as often to run
the risk of being suffocated, the orifice of its throat is so narrow:
the flesh they say has a reddish tint.

The attachment of the female for the single young one to
which she giVE.'S birth is very great. She retains it continually
by her side, and is never separated from it without displaying
the most lively uneasiness. She frequently presents it one of
the mammre which are situated near the tail, and the little
one sucks the milk with avidity, which is of a dazzling
whiteness.

The other species, which Rondelet has given under the
name of Mular or Senedetta, the Baron conceives to be far
from authenticated, and to be probably nothing but a young
Beluga. We shall therefore refrain from citing any descrip
tion of it.

Of the H YPKROODONTRS there is but one species, to
which the name of Butskopf has been given. The distribu·
tion and situation of the teeth of this animal have appeared
to all the naturalists who have spoken of it, so decided a
character, that they have agreed to express it by a single
word which should be the type of an entire family. The word
is composed of two Greek terms, hyperoon signifying palate,
and odos tooth.

The animal in question whose jaws are equally advanced,
hal' only two conical teeth in the lower one situated at its
extremity. But the entire circumference of the upper one, and
also the surface of the palate, are furnished with small~ sharp,
unequal teeth, of very considerable hardnpss. The tongue,
which has much analogy with that of a young ox, is rough to
the touch, indented in its entire circumference, and adherent
to the lower jaw.

The common orifice of t.he spiracles is a crescent whose
2 H 2
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two points face the tail This orifice is externally directed
backwards, but the interior canals that lead to it are so in
clined, that the water rejected falls in front.

The eye of this animal is situated towards the middle of
the upper part of the head, and is more elevated than the
commissure of the lips; the pectoral fins are placed very
low betwa"n the eyes and the termination of the mw:zle:
they are about one-twelfth of the entire lengt.h of the
animal which is about twenty-four feet, on a circumference of
fifteen.

The dorsal fin is near the extremity of the tail and carried
backwards; its elevation is about one-eighteenth of the total
lpngth of the animal.

The skin is brown above, whitish underneath. Some in
dividuals have spots of a different colour from the ground;
this skin covers a yellowish fat, ben('ath which is the flesh
very red.

The tail and body form a very elongated cone in the base of
which are inserted the pectoral fin".

This animal is found in the North Atlantic, and in the
Arctic Icy S('a. When agitated by anger or pain, it is re
ported to send forth dreadful bellowings, like those of a bull in
the same condition.

Of the NARWHALS the first species, or CommOfi Narwlwl,
is an animal of colossal strength. It precipitates itself on
everything which gives it the least offence, and furiously
rushes against the most trifling obstacle. Its habitual
sojourn is in the midst of the icebergs of the Polar Sea.
Here in the empire of eternal frost, where darkness reigns
for 80 great a portion of the yt.>ar, this giant of the wave
dares every power, braves every danger: bent upon camage
he attacks without provocation, combats without rivalry,
and destroys without nect.>SSity. Its general form is ovoid;
the usual length from forty-two to sixty feet; its bead is big,
its volume being nearly equal to one-fourth of the anima1's
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total length. Its upper jaw, more advanced than the under,
is covered by a very thick lip, and from each side of this jaw
projects an immensely long, narrow, conical tooth, and
which from its base terminates insensibly in a very sharp
point.

This same_tooth separated from the animal, was for a
long period of time preserved in the cabinets of the curious
under the improper name of the horn of the unicorn. It
was represented as the remains of a weapon which the
ancients supposed to exist in the middle of the forehead of
that fabulous animal, which they pictured as partaking of
the form of the Horse and of the Stag, and whose chime
rical history has been transmitted to posterity.

Even long since this opinion was dismissed as erroneous,
many have believed with Albertus, that this tusk was
situated in the forehead of the Narwhal. A series, however,
of subsequent and exact observations, have established the
certainty that two tusks exist in the upper jaw of this
animal, one on the right side, and the other on the left.
When an individual of this species has attained its full
growth, but one of these tusks remain, the correspondent
one being broken by some accident.

Be this as it may, this tooth, excessively hard and pointed,
and sometimes twenty feet long, must prove a most tre
mendous weapon, and inflict cruel and deep wounds when
directed by the enraged animal at any object of his fury.

This offensive and defensive weapon is twisted spirally
through its elltire length, and the number of volutes from
base to point is sometimes sixteen, sometimes voluting to
the right, sometimes to the left. The matter of which
this tooth is composed has some analogy with ivory, and is
employed for the same purposes. It is hollow at its base
like that of the Elephant, which it exceeds in hardness and
whiteness; its fibres are finer, and not crossed one upon
the other like that of the quadruped alluded to. They are
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merely united, and cohere more closely, and form a whole
more compact, more heavy, and less liable to injury and
discoloration than the tusks of the Elephant. The dia
meter of this tooth measured at its base is frequently one
thirtieth of its total length. The Groenlanders make hunt
ing darts of it, and stakes for their buts.

Tbe aperture of the mouth in the Narwhal is remarkably
small in proportion to the enormous size of the animal.
The eye, tolerably remote from the commissure of the lips,
forms an equilateral triangle with the end of the muzzle and
the orifice of the spiracles. The back is convex and wide;
the pectoral fins very short and very narrow; the two lobes
which form the caudal are rounded at their extremity.
Behind the spiracles is a sort of crt'St forming a longitu
dinal projection ~ which extends from them even over the
caudal fin, decreasing insensibly in elevation as it approaches
this last extremity. The two spiracles unite so as to form
an external orifica which is situated on the hindermost
part of the summit of the head. This orifice is capable of
being opened or closed at the inclination of the animal,
by means of a fringed and mo,=eable cover, as if it adhered
by a hinge. The water rejected by this emunctory canal is
elevated to a surprising height.

This elephant of the ocean is to be met with in the Arctic
Seas, towart.ls the eightieth degree of latitude. There he
seeks his subsistence among the Mollusca, and wages cruel
war on the tribe called Planorbes. Among fishes he par
ticularly prefers the Pleuronectes. When tbe Narwhals
assembled in troops meet a whale, they are sure to give
him battle, and a bloody contest ensues, of which they are
not unfrequently themselves the victims.

Some naturalists assert that it is not from any natural
sentiment of hatred that the Narwhals thus attack the
Whale, but merely for the pleasure of devouring his
t?ngue, which these t'picures esteem no small delicacy.
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In such combats the Narwhal pout'SBeS immense: advan
tages, both from his amazing swiftness and the power of
striking his enemy without fear of retaliation. Even when
his head is at a considerable distance, he can penetrate with
his tusk to the very heart of the Whale. He strikes his
adversary with reiterated blows; pierces him, and deprives
him of life without being himself ill a situation to receive the
least damage.

The Narwhals lVould be taken with much difficulty but
for one circumstance. They assemble sometimes in such
immense numbers in the open creeks of the icebergs, that
the manner in which they press upon each other obliges
them to put their tusks upon the backs of those who pre
cede them. This is the moment in which the intrepid
mariners attack them, and destroy all that are nearest to
their vessels, without giving them time to place themselves
in a defensive posture.

An oil is derived from the Common Narwhal which is
preferred to that of the Whale. The Groenlanders are
very fond of the flesh of this animal, which they smoke
dry. The intestines they consider a most delicious morsel.
Of the tendons they fabricate little cords, which are said to
be extremely strong and durable.

The Narwhal MicrocephalfU is a species found in the
supplement of Count Lacepede to Buffon, and which is
named from the smallneBB of its bead, in comparison to that
of the Common Narwhal.

This animal is said to resemble, in figure, a long cone of
greatest diameter at the belly, and then gradually diminishing
in bulk towards the extremity of the tail.

From twenty-three to twenty-six feet is the total length.
The tusks are sometimes as long as the entire body.

The muzzle is considerably rounded, and the head in a
front view resembles a bull's. The upper jaw is a little more
advanced than the under, and the aperture of the mouth
is small.
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The swiA-ness of this Narwhal from its slender form. i.
astonishing, and would, if its strength and bulk correspond('d
to its agility, render it formidable. It is found most frequently
on the shores of Boston.

Anothpr Narwhal has been supposed to E'xist, from the
fact of some tusks having been obsl'rved at Hamburgh, by
Anderson, which WE're perfectly smooth, without. spirals or
furrows.

The Anamack oj Groiinland, (MOftodon SpUrifU of Fa
bricius,) a species not particularly well authenticated, the
Baron considers may belong to Hyperoodon or be not
much removed. The generic characters are one or two
small teeth, re-curved in the upper jaw; none below; a
dorsal fin.

We now come to the CACHALOTS (PHYSETKR). The first
species, Macrocepkalu., is another of these giants of the
main, whose colossal structure and tyrannical dominion,
I'E'nder them truly formidable. This Cachalot is more
lively and active than the generality of the Cetacea, and is
only less bulky than the Common Whale, of which he is a
most dangerous rival. Though lea." powerful than that
first of the marine Mammalia, yet the terrible arms, the
powerful and numerous teeth with which nature has pro
vided tbe Cachalot, renders it a terrific adversary to all the
inhabitants of the deep, even to those that are most dan
gerous to others, such as the Phocll'l, the Balenoptera, the
Dolphins, the Sharks, and SqualID. So terrified are all
these animals at the sight of the Cachalot, that they hurry
to conceal themselves from him in the sand or mud, and
orten, in the precipitancy of their flight, dash thE'm
selves against the rocks with such violence as to cause
instantaneous death. It is not, therefore, surprising if
the myriads of fishes on which this tyrant preys are struck
with the most lively terror at his presence. So powerful
is this ft'eling, that the multitudes of fish which seek with
avidity the dead carcasses of the other Cetacea to devour,
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dare not approach the body of the Cachalot when it is floating
lifeless OD the surface of the water.

This redoubtable animal does not appear to have chosen
any particular latitude for the scene of his tyrannical de
vastations. He is found in the Oct.>an and the Me(!iter
ranean, in the seas of Spitzbergen amI Groenland, in Davis's
Straits, and in the greatest part of the Northern Atlantic
Ocean. It has been seen even in the British Channel, near
Newfoundland, not far from the Cape of Good Hope, near the
Channel of Mozambique, near Madagascar, the Isle of France,
and the northern coasts of New Holland. It has also been
found on the coasts of New Zealand, near Guatimala,
around the Gallapagos Isles, Mocha, and Chili, in the Sea of

Brazil, and near Cape Finisterre.
The usual length of the Macrocephalus is upwards of

seventy feet. The circumference in the largest part of the
body is fifty-two feet three inches. Its height is sometimes
more than a third of its total length.

The head of this Cachalot is one of the most voluminous
known of any existing animal. It forms a gross and bulky
masss, truncated in front, and almost cubic. It is more than
a third of the length of the whole animal.

At the bottom of the surface of this immense cube, is the
aperture of the mouth, which is long and narrow. The upper
jaw is sensibly longer lmd wider than the under which it
surrounds, it is more than eighteen feet long and about five
feet wide; the lower is about fifteen feet long, and not more
than a foot in width.

The number of teeth which furnish the lower jaw, ollly
varies from twenty to thirt.y according to the age of the
animal; they are strong, conical, and slightly curvilinear
towards the interior of the throat, and externally they
have the colour and hardness of ivory; their circumference
in the widest part, is about three inches and a half; that
portion of these teeth which is out of the gums is received
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in as many alveoli which are sunk pretty deeply in the upper
jaw; a fleshy tongue of a lively red and little mobility, fills
almost the entire of the bottom of the throat.

The eye which is blackish and surrounded with very smooth
hairs has but a small diameter. It is situated above the space
which separates the aperture of the throat from the hairs of the
pectoral fins.

The orifice of the meatus auditorius is scarcely distin
guishable, though situated on a sort of excrescence of the
skin which appears very plainly between the eye and the pec
tOral fin.

The two spiracles by which this animal ejects the water
to a considerable height and with uncommon force, lead to
one and the same aperture situated at the exterior _extremity
of the muule. The oblique direction of these respiratory
canals causes the water to fall in front. Such is their orga
nization, that the Macrocephali can remain longer under
water than any other of the Cetacea.

The nape of the neck is marked by a slight depression
which is traced from each side of the head as far as the
pectoral.fin. The belly is very voluminous and rounded;
the tail, not so long as the head, is conical: it is susceptible of
considerable mobility. Its extremity, the diameter of which
is small, is divided into two lobes, sloping and recurved one
upon the other. From the end of one of these lobes to
the extremity of the other there is sometimes a distance of
fifteen feet.

I n the last third of the length of the back is a longitudinal
callosity in the form of a fin, which is abruptly terminated from
the side of the tail in a perpendicular line.

The Cachalot Macrocephalus h~ a skin as soft as silk:
its usual colour is blackish with green reflections, and
mingled with shades of gray. Sometimes it is of a slate
blue spotted with white, and the belly is alway~ whitish.
Spring is the time of rut, when desperate combats take
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place between the males, accompanied by loud and piercing
cries. When orace the males and females are coupled off
together, they retire to the mOllt unfrequented shores, such as
the neighbourhood of the Gallapagos Isles, where they rush in
crowds from the coasts of Mexico and Pent, and the Gulf of
Panama. Gestation lasts from nine to ten months, and rarely
more than one young animal is born; the affection of the
mother for it is a model of tenderness, and she affords an
astonishing example of courage in its defence.

The fat of the Cachalot is seven inches thick, and the
flesh is quite red; the intestines and tendons are employed
for the ame purpose as those of the Narwhal. The Indians
make instruments for fishing and hunting of the teeth
and many of the bones. The tongue is considered a delicacy
by northern nations. The oil gives a clear flame without any
unpleasant smell, and with the fibres of the muscles is made
an excellent isinglass; but what the Cachalots are particularly
pursued for, are the Adipocera or spermaceti, and the
ambergris.

The first of these substances is derived from the head of
the Cachalot. After removing the skin, the teguments, the
fat, and also a black membrane which envelops some very
large nerves on the summit of this enormous head, the bony
cap of the cranium is observable, which is more or less
solid. Then is its cavity observed, which is divided into
two wide unequal portions by a membrane tissued with
nerves horizontally disposed. From these two cavities, which
have been justly compared to caverns, are sometimes drawn
from eighteen to twenty tuns of this matter then in a liquid
state.

We must observe, however, that this fluid matter is not
contained directly in these two cavities: each of them is
divided into several compartments by another membrane
very much rl:'semhling the interior pellicle of an egg, and
which contains the spermaceti. This during the life of the
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animal is perfectly liquid. When entirely cooled it assumes a
consistence like that of the pulp of a water melon, and when
completely concrete, it is crystallized and brillianL

Though this oily substance is found about the brain, it
is very distinct from it in nature and situation; nor is it in
the head alone that it is found. I t pervades the entire
body, but more {'!speeially all the fatty parts. It is con
tained in a great numb('r of very small vessels which ter
minate in a canal improperly named the spermatic vein.
This canal follows the direction of the spinal marrow. Its
embouchure is in the brain itself, where it discharges new
quantities of this substance in proportion as th(' old is ex
tracted.

The ambergris to which we have above alluded, is a portion
of the excrements of the animal hardenoo by the effect of
disease and mixed with undigested aliments. It is found in
the intestinal canal in balls or irregular lumps, sometimes to
the number of four or five.

The Cachalot Trumpo, (Catodon Macrocephalus, Linn.)
has a head longer than the body; teeth straight and pointed;
body and tail elongated; a rounded eminence a little beyond
the origin of the tail.

This Cachalot is found in the latitudes of Groenland, &c.•
but particularly near the coast of New England and the
Bermudas. It is upwards of seventy feet in length, but is
more particularly remarkable for its enormous head which
occupies more than half of this length, and is an immense
reservoir of spermaceti, The jaws appear as if tl1lncated,
and produce an appearance resembling the muzzle of a
monstrous bull; eighteen large teeth are in the lower jaw
on each side, which are received into as many correspond
ing alveoli in the upper when the mouth is closed. These
tooth are between seven and eight inches in length, and
are as white as the finest ivory. This aniDIal though
sometimes about forty-three feet in circumference in the
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widest part of the body, is yet by far the most agile, the most
audacioUll, and most formidable of his congeners. The pec
toral fins are extremely short, and the skin, which is very soft
to the touch and of a blackish gray, covers a coat of fat, from
which an oil is derived less rank and more clear than that of
the Common Whale. This Cachalot also furnishes the sper
maceti and ambergris.

Another species is the Cachalot Svinewal (Physeter
Catodon, Linn.) This cetaceollS animal is easily recognised
by its rounded head, small aperture of the mouth, and by
having the lower jaw sensibly narrower than the upper.
This alone is furnished with teeth on both sides of no great
length, which correspond to an equal number of alveoli in the
upper; the orifice of the spiracles at the upper end of the
muzzle seeMS to be the same as that of the nostrils; there is a
callous eminence on the back; the length of the body is from
eighteen to twenty-two feet.

Another species upon which we shall not dwell, as it is
doubtful, is called the Whitish Cachalot. In Gmelin's edition
of Linnams it is Var. B. of Catodon Macrocephalus. The
Baron declares it to be the Beluga.

Count Lacepede makes a separate family of the PHYBALUS,
of which he reckons but one species, the Cylindrical Oachalot
of Bonnaterre. The general characteristics are, head equal to

one-third or one-half of the total length of the animal; upper
jaw wide, elevated, destitute of teeth, or with very short ones
completely concealed by the gum; lower jaw narrow, armed
with gross conical teeth; orifice of the spiracles united, and
situated on the muzzle at a small distance from its extremity.
No dorsal fin.

Of the PHYSETERS, Lacepede reckons three species.
Mycropl, Orthod01l, and Mular or 'l'u.rsio. The general
characters are the same as Physalus, with the exception
of a dorsal fin, and the orifice of the spiracles being situated
near the termination of the upper part of the muzzle.
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We shall trouble our readers with no details respecting
any of these, as their authentication appears to be very insuf.
ficient, and as they seem to be confounded with some other
species already noticed. But it would be -great injustice to
close this notice of the Cachalots generally without giving the
Baron's sentiments on this subject. In the Ossemena Fossiles,
after a compendious view of what other authors have done, the
Baron proceeds thus ;-

.. Having thw explained the ideas of so many celebrated
men, may it not be considered as temerity on my part, to
maintain that at the present day there is but one species of
Cachalot really known, namely, the Common Cachalot that
yields the spermaceti 7

" And yet, when justice has been done to erroneous combi
nations of synonymes, when the Beluga and the Grampus
or Globiceps wrongly confounded with this genus have
been removed, what remains but Cetacea of great magni
tude with the same general characters? Enormous head,
in great part filled with spermaceti j conical teeth more
or less B.J"('.hed, more or less blunt, about forty or fifty, but
on the reckoning of which we cannot always depend j the
back provided with a prominence of no great projection,
which some call a fin-bone, a longitudinal crest, and some
a tubercle, and which some, like Clusius, do not pretend to

have Been at all, having only observed the animal cast
ashore on its back, and not finding it SO easy to turn a
carcass sixty or seventy feet long, and twenty feet thick.
Scarcely does such an occurrence take plaet>, but the
populace rush to the spot and speedily dismember the body.
fortunate if the naturalist can find but a few bones re
maining.

"If any precise observations on this subject could be
expected, it was when Camper compared the head of a
Cachalot wrecked at Audierne in 1784, with one preserved
in the church of Schevelingen in Holland, and which pro-
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bably belonged to the Cachalot of Clusius. But this last
cranium had been mutilated. The jugal bone was gone as it
was also in the other, 80 was all the orbital part of the frontal,
and a part of the occipital crest had been broken. In all the
rest there was no difference."

* * * • • *
"Are there Cachalots with an elevated dorsal fin? are

there any with the spiracles pierced near the forehead on
the middle of the head? Are there any in which the
branches of the lower jaw, are not joined for most of their
length in a cylindrical symphysis? All this remains to be
proved, and to be proved otherwise than by figures drawn
by common sailors. Not until such beings have been carefully
observed by enlightened men, not until t.heir osseous parts have
been deposited in collections where they can be verified by
naturalists, shall we be justified in admitting them into the
catalogue of animals."

.The Baron adds, that in all his researches he never met
but with two fragments that could afford the slightest indi.
cation of a cachalot different from the common species,
and that, even in these instances, the differences were not
sufficiently important to produce any definite conclusion on
the subject.

Before we proceed to the B.uMN£, we shall indulge in a
few general observations on the cetaceous tribes we have
thus far reviewed, with the exception of the Herbivorous
Cetacea, on which we shall not dwell at present, as we have
already given every important particular concerning them:
the reader must have observed a strong general affinity be
tween all lhe rest from the Dolphin to the Cachalot. This
indeed is 80 striking, that Count Lacepecle has separated
them all into one grand section of Cetacea, under the gene
ral name of Cachalots. But following the order of our
author, we are necessitated to give our general observations
on these animals after the specific details. With the Balrenle,
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we shall observe a dilFereut arrangement. For the sake or
prt"Cision, we shall use the pneral term Cachalot in speaking
of the others, but at the same time Wtl beg to be understood as
not using it in opposition to our author, but merely to avoid
disagreeable circumlocution.

The histories transmitted to us of the Cachalots by earlier
navigators, like their histories of the Balamlll, abound in ab
surdity and fable. Such is the neoossary result of the first
sentiments of terror and affright which some or the species
would naturally inspire, or the consequence of that heated
imagination which leads some enthusiil.sts to see nothing in
nature but miracles and monsoon.

Such recitals, however, excited the attention of men of
science, and stimulated them to carry, if possible, the light of
truth into a region of natural history long darkened by igno
rance and falsehood. Green, Aldrovandus, Willoughby,
Rondelet, Artedi, Ray, Sibbald, LinIllllus, Brisson, Marten,
and a crowd of other distinguished naturalists, occupied
themselves with the history of these animals. Some, how
ever, treated but of isolated species, and others too heed·
lessly admitted the reports of lying travellers; uncertainty,
confusion, error, imperfection, and fable, still too generally
prevailed.

The illustrious Count Lacepede, one of the brightest orna
ments of science and of his country, and whose loss she and
Europe have had so lately to deplore, was the first who intro
duced order into this department of Zoology. His work on
the Cetacea, though from uncontrollable causes, not everything
that can be desired, is yet by far the most perfect of anything
yet offered to the world on the subject.

Some of the Cachalots, as we have seen, delight in such
regions as the Northern Atlantic, the coasts of Groenland,
the inhospitable shores of Spitzbergen. Some species, how
ever, approach less elevated latitudes, while others again
are found only in the happy climates of the temperate
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Zones, or under the burning sJ,ties of the Equator. In general
we might assert that the Cachalots frequent every sea, that
like the erratic birds, they adopt no peculiar country, but ad
vance, sojourn, or recede, according to the proportional supply
of food they meet with. This is the more easily conceived,
when we remember that the inhabitants of the deep can always
procure an equal temperature according to the degree of their
immersion in the waters.

The external fonn of the Cachalots is not, as we have seen,
universally the same. . The general shape of their bodies is an •
ellipsis more or less perfect, and by no means agreeable. The
form of the Common Dolphin accords most with our received
notions of beauty.

The two jaws of the Cachalots differ in their relative propor
tions not only in the different species, but often are dissimilar
in one individual to the rest of his kind. In some they are of
equal length, in some the upper is longest and widest; and in
some the upper jaw is completely surrounded and cased as it
were by the upper, and in others the contrary arrangement
takes place.

Concerning the teeth enough has been llaid, and also con
cerning the situation, direction, ~c., of the spiracles, which in
the whole tribe have one common vent.

There are few of the species which are not animals of
extreme ferocity. They are in general the most cruel and
dangerous inhabitants of the deep, where they reign as
despotic conquerors with an empire absolute and destruc
tive. They are not contented with repelling any attack,
but dash with fury against everything which appears to
resist them. They combat with intrepidity, cover the seas
with blood, and pursue their prey with a bitterness and
pertinacity that has scarcely any parallel in animated
nature.

They are all distinguished by the extreme rapidity of their
moyements. They appear and disappear like lightning.

VOL. IV. 21
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Tbey advance and retreat with the velocity of an arrow,
and the eye can with difticulty follow their varied evolutions.

In the combat. fear, fury, or pain, draw from them such pro
found groans, or piercing ~ng cries, that their congeners
are attracted in crowds Crom all sides. continue the fight with
fresh ardour and audacity, and stain the waters with blood
often to the distance of many leagues.

Notwitbstanding their natural ferocity, all the Cachalots
exhibit for their consimilars an extreme attachment. They
voyage toget.her in numerous troops. in peace and mutual good
understanding. The largest. or strongest always leads the
phalanx, and gives the signal of combat, retreat, or victory.
The male and female entertain for each other a reciprocal
affection, which nothing but death can alter. They both par
take the sentiment of mutual affection for their young, which
is a constant object of their solicitude. The mother suckles
her offspring with the utmost care, teaches it to swim, and
wben it appears tired, carries it in her arms with much
show of affection, combats with astonishing courage in its de
fence, and never separates from it until it can dispense with
her maternal cares.

The females of almost all the species bring forth but a
single young one at a birth, and the time of gestation for all is
nine or ten months.

The food of the great majority of these animals consists
in fish, such as pleuronectes, cod, ~c.• and also in mollusca..
There are some, however, among the Cachalots that pursue
seals. and some are sufficiently audacious to attack many
species of the BalamlB, especially 8ueh individuals as are not
adult. -

The people of the north, Laplanders and Groenlanders
in particular, subsist very much upon the 6esh of the Ca
chalots, which they dry in the smoke and consider an exqui
site and delicate viand. They also feed upon the fat, the
entrails, and 1he skin. The European navigators pursue
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these animals for the oil, which is preferable for many pur
poses to that of the Common Whale. Their teeth are also
an object of research, and are employed for the same
purposes as those of the Elephant. It is even asserted
that the ivory of many of these Cetacea, is harder, more
compact, and cousequently susceptible of a finer polish than
what is obtained from that quadruped: the ambergris
and spermaceti we have already noticed. The people of
Groenland fabricate very strong cords from the tendons of
the Cachalots, and also obtain small bladders from the
gullet, which are said to be employed advantageously in
fisbing. We shall now proceed to the consideration of the
BALlEN..£.

As distinctive characters these animals offer to our notice
whalebone instead ofleeth, naked skin ofdifferent colours, mam
mil', spiracles, fins instead of arms, no posterior extremities,
red and warm blood, two ventricles, and two auricles to the
heart, vertebrll', and lungs.

The natural history of these colossal animals is an object
worthy of the utmost attention of the philosopher. It was
the Whale which doubtlees gave rise to the fabulous stories
of hyperborean monsters, such as the Kraken, extending many
thousand yards in length, like an immense bank of sand, or
a reef of rocks on the surface of the water. Such exaggera
tions are however totally unnecessary for the purpose of ex
citing our wonder, for the animals in question in their own
proper dimensions, are more than sufficient to impress every
observer with astonishment. Those dimensions, when suffi
cient time has been allowed for the complete development
of the animal, are terrific. There is no doubt that whales
have been seen at certain epochs, and in certain seas appear
three hundred feet in length, and weighing more than
three hundred thousand pounds. Among the individuals
of this genus met with at the present day at a considerable
distance from the Arctic Pole there are some from seventy to

2 I 2
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a hundred and twenty feet long. Some species however are
considerably smaller.

The forms of the BallBDlsa1so vary. Some exhibit the shape
of an immense and irregular cylinder, the diameter of which is
nearly equal to one-third of its length; in others the body ap
pears like two cones paated together at the \tases. The most
geDl·ral form may however be considered an ellipsis more or
less perfect.

The two ja.ws are not in all instances similarly conformed.
Sometimes they are nearly of the same length, sometimes
the upper exceeds the lower, and sometimes the lower the
upper. Some tenninate in a point, and others hav('! their
edges rounded and festooned. The aperture of the mouth
is sometimes immense. Duhamel-Dumonceau relates that
a common whale taken in the bay of the Somme in 1726,
though but seventy feet long, had so wide a mouth that two
men might enter it without stooping. In some Rorquals
it is said to be so large that fourteen men might stand up
right in its interior j and according to the report of Sibbald,
a sloop with all its equipage was seen to enter the open
throat of one that had been cast away on the shores of the
Great Ocean.

Both jaws are completely divested of teeth, the place oC
which is supplied in the upper by certain laminlB, called whale
bones. Each of these is composed of a kind of stiff hairs or
bristles, placed side by side lengthwise. They are united, and,
as it were, pasted together by a glutinous substance, which,
when dried, produces on each whalebone a smooth and shining
surface like scales or hom. They have almost all the proper
ties of this latter substance.

All these whalebones, taken separately, are of an elongated
form. They are curved a little in their length like a scythe:
they diminish insensibly in elevation and thickness from base
to point. Their edge, which is trenchant on the under side, is
a little concave. It is furnished from bottom to top with a sort
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of disunited bristles, fonning a kind of fringe, which is more .
tufted and longer the more it approaches the extremity of the
whalebone.

The usual colour of "'these l:comeous lamine, is a black,
marbled with shades of a l~ss deeper hue. Sometimes,
however, they are concealed under a grayish epidermis,
and then appear to the eye of that colour. In the interior
of the mouth of the whale is a bone extending from the end
of the muzzle to the entrance of the gullet, and covered by
a white and fine substance, to which the name of a gum has
been given. Along this bone, on each side, the whalebones
are situated with a trifling inclination from front to rear.
The base of each of them enters into this gum, traverses
it, and penetrates even into the jaw-bone, while the convex
part of each la1Jlina is applied against the vault of the
palate, which then appears as if bristling with very hard

. hairs, and the length of which, in passing the lips, forms
there a sort of beard, which denomination is frequently given
to them. 4

As the palate of the Whales is oval, it is easy to conceive
that the longest whalebones must be nearest its greatest
diameter, and that the shortest must necessarily be situated
near the entrance of the throat, and towards the end of the
muzzle.

Some of those lamine are five-and-twenty feet in length;
their base, which penetrates into the gum to the depth of
two or four feet, is a foot or a foot and a half in thickness, and
on each side of the jaw there are three or four hundred of these
lamine.

Besides these which we have now noticed, there are
other lamine of the same. description situated under the ex
tremity of the palatal bone, but very small, and couched
one upon the other, much in the same style as the scales of
the body of the majority of fishes. The use to which 'nature
appears to have destined these lamine, is to prevent the
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extremity of the jaw, which is slender and trenchant, from
wounding the upper lip.

Each of these elastic laminlB is accompanied in its develop
ment by others which are called intermediate, because they
are in fact placed under the whalebones, which they separate
one from the other. These laminlB being formed at the same

with the others, and making but one and the same body
with them, must necessarily strengthen and maintain them in
their place.

All the BallBnlB have not their whalebones as those of the
Common Whale, to which the observations DOW made must be
referred. Some have them not above a foot long; but in all
they are equally edged with those tufted bristles, of various
colours. and sometimes very long.

The tongue of the Ba1lBnm is usually thick, fleshy, fat, 90ft.
and spungy. It is sometimes twenty-seven feet long, and from
nine to twelve feet wide. It will produce then more than six
tuns of oil. In some species it is covered with a slender and
smooth skin, while in others it is aHqgether rough and bristly.
Its colour is almost always white, spotted with black on the
sides.

Though adherent to the lower jaw, this tongue is neverthe
less susceptible of some motion. Certain species can raise,
swell, and extend it to the end of 1he muzzle. The base of
this organ in some individuals is covered with a flabby skiD,
extending towards the root, over the orifice of the gullet, and
rendering the entrance there IlO narrow that fish of a moderate
size cannot pass down.

The gullet of the Common Whale is J!luch narrower than
one would be led to suppose from surveying the enormous
circumference of the mouth. Themsophagus, however, which
is lined with a glandular and folded membrane, is nine feet in
length.

The" Baleena Roatrata, or Pike-headed Whale, is also said
to have a narrow throat. It haa also a peculiar organ, which
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is a kind of large pouch or air-bladder, placed in the interior
of the two branches of the lower jaw, and extending along the
under part of the body. This pouch, which may be considered
as a kind of swimming-bl~der, the animal can inflate at plea
sure with the atmospheric air received through his spiracles,
and thus increase his body to a diameter of eleven feet, while,
by lightening its specific gravity, he is enabled to move with
double swiftness.

One of the organs of the BalenllB most worthy of consi
deration is the eye. In concluding this article we shall
examine the relations of its structure with the liquid ele
ment, when we shall treat more particularly of the different
senses of these animals, and of those of the Common Whale
especially: at present we shall just glance at the situation of
this organ.

In almost all the BalllBnllB the eye is equally remote from
the spiracles and the extremity of the muzzle. It is l!itu
ated on a sort of small convexity raised above the surface
of the lips, and which permits the animal to direct this
organ so as to consider an object somewhat remote, and to

see it with both eyes at once. The eyes are widely sepa
rated, and placed immediately above the commissure of
the lips, and consequently very near the shoulder. The
crystalline is altogether conformed like that of fishes.
Their eye is furnished with lids like those of other Mam
malia, from which, however, they differ, in being almost
immoveable, in consequence of the quantity of oily
fat which inflates the interior. There are also no eye
lashes.

The eyes of the BalllBnllB are in general very small in pro
portion to the enormous volume of the head and body. In
the Common Whale, the largest of these animals, the dia
meter of the eye is scarcely the hundredth and ninety-second
part of the total length of the body.
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The want of extemal ears is a character which the BalamlB
and all the Cetacea share in common with some of the PhoclB.
and most aquatic animals.

The internal arrangement of this organ presents some
interesting peculiarities. which we shall notice in speaking
of the senses. The external orifice is nothing but a very
narrow cartilaginous canal. proceeding from the tympanum.
winding through the bed of fat as far as the surface of the.
skin. and opening externally by a little hole almost imper
ceptible, and terminated by no vestige of a conch. This canal
pierces the upper maxillary bone. and terminates above the
spiracle in an orifice which a small valve renders impenetrable
to water.

It was believed. that the Ballenm preserved after birth the
oval foramen which in the mammiferm is open previously
to birth, and by means of which the blood can pass from
one part of the heart into the other without circulating
through the lungs. This opinion however is erroneous; and
it is now ascertained that the Cetacea can remain under water
but a very short time, and are obliged to come frequently
to the surface to respire the atmospheric air through their
spiracles.

These same spiracles are two canals situated towards the
middle of the great vault of the head, a little behind that
part where a hump is raised on which this orifice is
situated. They proceed from the bottom of the mouth,
traverse obliquely and in a curved direction the interior of
the head. terminating towards the middle of the upper
part. They ha\"e not however the same form and situation
in all the Balamm. In some they have the form of two
crescents with the convexities opposed. and a little sepa
rated one from the other; in others there are two aper
tures completely circular, sometimes considerably remote
from each otller, and sometimes so near that they seem to
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form but one and the same orifice, th(' external diamet('r
of which is about a hundredth of the total length of the
individual.

The spiracles answer the purpose of expelling the water
which p('netrates into the interior of the Whale's throat, or
to introduce into the larynx, and consequently into the
lungs, the air that is necessary for the respiration of the
animal. They send forth so considerable a volume of
water, that it is sufficient instantly to fill a boat. I t is also
sent forth with amazing rapidity, especially when the
Whale is agitated. by any violent feeling, and the noise,
which is tremendous' to those unaccustomed to it, may be
heard at a very considerable distance. It is said that those
cascades are sometimes carried to a height of thirty or forty
feet, and communicate a motion to the surface of the sea,
which is quite perceptible at a distance of six thousand
feet.

The organ by which the Whale thus expels the water
through his spiracles, consists in two large membranous
pouches imbedded under the skin in front of these orifices
with which they communicate. Some fleshy fibres very
strong, proceeding from the circumference of the cranium,
unite above thP.Se pouches and compress them violently at
the will of the animal. When he wants to rid himself of
the superfluous quantity of water in his mouth, he swallows
it, but at the same time closes the pharynx and forces the
fluid to ascend into the spiracles, where he raises, by the
movement he impresses on it, a fleshy valve placed in the
spiracle itself towards its superior extremity below the
pouches. The water then penetrates into those pouches;
the valve then closes and prevents the water re-entering the
mouth, and the animal compressing the pouches with violence,
ejectS the water to a height proportioned to the force of the
compression.

The Balamm are truly biped animals, or to speak more
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correctly, they are without feet, having but t"o arms with
which they row, fight, and nurse the young. These two
arms may be compared to the two pectoral fins of fish from
which they differ however in their composition. Instead.
of being formed of radii connected by a membrane, they
consist of bones, muscles, and tendinous flesh, and are
covered by a thick skin. They have a clumsy appearance,
looking like a sort of flattish sack with a pointed termioa
tion. They are more or less long, and more or lees wide,
~ording to the different species, having however in all a
sufficient extent to perform the office of very strong and
active oars. The insertion of their base with the body is
more or less near the commissure of the lips.

Independently of the two pectoral fins, most of the
Balanus have, in common with the fishes, a dorsal fin, the
fonns of which differ, and which is situated either at a
greater or less distance from the orifice of the spiracles, or
from the extremity of the tail. The Common Whale has
no such thing.

The tail of the Balmnm, strong, flexible, and rapid in its
movements, is augmented at ita extremity by a broad
horizontal nn, composed of two oval lobes, which by their
union produce a crescent, and each of which possesses a
power of rapid and varied motion, and an independent action.
These lobes are so long in some, that from the end of one to
the extremity of the other, is a distance of three-sevenths of
the length of the animal. This tail, so powerful an auxiliary
both in Bwimming and in combat, is the substitute of the
hinder extremities of other Mammalia.

If these fins give some resemblance to Balmna with the
class of fishes, and seem to remove it from the mammifera. the
organs which serve for the re-production of species indi('ate
its close affinity with the latter. The parts of generation
in both St"xes are strictly confonned on the mammiferous
type. and ill the female, on each side of the vulva, at a
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small distance from the anus, is a mamma situated, with a
longitudinal folded furrow,' the skin of which is less hard
than that which covers the rest of the body. This mamma
is llatted, and not much apparent, except when the animal
is giving suck. This lacteal reservoir then expands 80

much as to equal about the fiftieth part of the entire length
of the body. The Whale's milk very much resembles that
of the Cow, but contains more cream and a greater quantity of
nutritive matter.

The orifice of the anus, which consists in a round or oval
aperture, is situated between the parts of generation and the
extremity of the tail.

The skin of the Balmnm without scales, tubercles, or
hairs, is very strong, though penetrated by a multitude of
large pores. In certain species it is more than eight inches
thick.

The epidermis is very smooth, porous, and composed of
several layers. It shines because it is penetrated with a
sort of oil, which in the rays of the sun makes it appear
like polished metal. This oil besides diminishing the rigidity
of the skin, preserves it from those injurious changes
it might otherwise experience by the alternate sojourn of
the animal under water, and on its surface.

The mucous tissue or rete mUC08um, which separates
the epidermis from the true skin, is thicker than in other
mammifera. Its colour which is communicated to the epi
dermis, varies much, not only in the different species. but
in individuals of the same kind, by reason of age, sex. and
probably the tempt'rature of the usual habitat. In some, it is
of a pure and deep black, in others, of a black shaded
with gray. Many species are half brown and half white,
while the under parts of the body are of a dazzling white.
Almost all the Whales of Spitzbergen are entirely white.
Some Cetacea are marked irregularly with white upon a
black or gray ground, but this appears to be the result of
woullds which have become cicatrized.
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The flesh below the epidermis and skin is reddish, COB.I"lIe,

hard, and dry, by no means agre'eable to the taste, and im
pregnated with an unpleasant odour.

Between the flesh and skin is sometimes a coat of fat,
more than a foot in thickness, on the head and neck. A
part of this fat is so liquid, that it often forms an oil with
out the necessity of having recourse to the process of ex
pression.

The quantity of blood which circulates in the Whale,
is greater in proportion than that which flows in the veins
of quadrupeds. TIle diameter of the aorta is sometimes
more than thirteen inches.

The heart of the Whale is broad and flatted. This animal
has a true ceecum, a very voluminous liver, a spleen of no
great extent, pancreas very long, and a bladder of middling
size and elongatE'd fonn. The stomach of the Whale is pe
culiarly conformed j instead of four cavities. as in the
Ruminantia, there are five very distinct and separate in the
BalenlB.

When we proceed from the consideration of the softer parts
of the BallBnlB, to that of the 08ReOUS frame-work which sustains
and consolidates them, the enormous masses presented to our
view excite astonishment and admiration.

While this animal is yet young, the parietal bones adhere
closely to the temporal and the occiput so as to be soldered
(as it were) together. These five bones form together a vault
of a good many feet in length, with a breadth of about half
as much. On opening the cranium, the interior of its base
is almost level. On considering it externally, the two orbi
tal foramina which form lL communication between the ca
vity of the orbit of the eye and the nasal foss, are very
small in the Common Whale, and covered by osseous
laminlB.

The two bones of the lower jaw form, by their union, a
portion of a circle or ellipsis. from four and twenty to eight
and twenty feet in diameter. In the gallery of anatomy in
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the Museum of Paris, are three maxillary bones of this
animal eight and twenty feet long.

The occiput is articulated by large condyles to the dorsal
spine. The cervical vertebne are seven in number; the first
of which, the atlas, is soldered or pasted to the second the
axis. The dorsal are sixty-three, and their union may be
compared to an immense beam, extending forty-two or
forty-six feet. The last of these next the caudal fin is nine
teen inches in diameter. On each side of the dorsal spine
are four ribs, each twenty-one feet in length, and eighteen
and nineteen inches in circumference. The first of them is
articulated to the sternum, which is wide, especially in front,
but its thickness is not considerable.

The clavicles have no analogy with those of other mam
mirera. A shoulder blade of nine feet long i'J in the
National Museum at Paris. The humerus is short in pro
portion to the size of the animal, rounded towards the summit,
and marked by a small tuberosity.

The cubitus and radius are very much compressed late
rally.

The carpus is composed of five bones almost hexagonal,
disposed in two ranges, one of three, the other of two
pieces. The bones of the metacarpus are similarly formed,
soldered together, and the five digits have not the same
number of phalanges.

All these bones which Corm the pectoral fins are so arti
culated that they cannot move one upon the other. There
are no muscles to tum the fore-arm, and these bones are
united by very long cartilages, which sometimes cover one
halt of the bones that they unite, and leave no suppleness to
the organ which they contribute to form. All this proves
that the arms of the Whale were meant as fins or oars. and
not intended for the purposes of feeling. seizing, or retaining
objects.

The last observation we shall make on the OS800U8 system
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is. that all the bones have a compactness and a peculiar
tiBBue, and a kind of unctuous appearance which they owe
to the oily substance with which they are penetrated while
yet fresh.

We shall now make a few brief observations on the senses of
these animals.

We find that in all the other mammifera, the senses of
smell and taste are closely approximated in situation. In
the BahenlB on the contrary. the organ of smell is near that
of hearing, and the union of these t\,O senses serves to
communicate to the animal the impression of many remote
objects. This approximation of smell and hearing, pre
vents the acquisition of sensations equally precise with
those produced by the union of smell with taste and touch.
and the fonnation of comparisons equally certain; but it
occasions more numerous, more frequent, and more varied
ones. These diversified and reiterated impressions, pro
bably increase that inclination that the BalIBDIB exhibit for
rapid evolutions, and may be one cause of their frequent
and remote excursions.

The exquisite organs of smell, sight, and hearing in the Ba
IlBnlB, do yet exhibit proportions of extraordinary littleness
in comparison with the enormous mass of the body. They
even seem to be inBtnlmentB only appended to the body, and
forming no essent.ial part thereof. But when we reflect
that the true relations of their dimensions must be with
the nature and number of the sensations they convey to the
animal, to its cerebrum, and entire nervous system; when
we consider that if more extended, they would not concen
trate these impressions more, or at least, they would trans
mit them only in an isolated way; if we remember that
if they were in proportion to the ot.her parts, they would be
little more than a simple organ of touch, and become com.
paratively useless for their peculiar purposes, we shall be
forced to confess in this, as in every other ins.tance, the wis-
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dom of the arrangements of nature, and the exquisite exacti
tude of her adaptations.

The Whale has an organ of vision admirably conformed
to the aqueous and saline element, to the thick and humid
atmosphere through which it is destined to see objects. It
can, moreover, as we have already observed, intercept any
inconvenient quantity of light, by interposing between it
and the eyes a veil, which it can render more or less opake
according to the degree of depth to which it chooses to sink
below the surface of the waters. It can exer('ise this organ
as it pleases. By elevating its head above the water, it can
place it 80 as to extend its view over an immense plain
formed by the surface of the tranquil sea, and the only limits to

• its power of discernment, are the smallness of objects or the
curvature of the earth.

The eye of the Whale is in general conformed like that of
fishes. Its crystalline is tolerably convex before and spherical
behind. Its general form is maintained in a great measure,
by the enTelope called the sclerotica, which instead of being
simply attached to the cornea by a cellulosity, mOst usually
penetrates into the corneous substance, by long and fine
ligaments. In the choroid are observable the apertures of the
vessels, and also the internal membrane called ruyschian: we
can even count the radiating fibres which are disposed cir
cularly, and surround the crystallint'o

The pupil of the eye is susceptible of contraction by means
of the dilatation of the iris, and of becoming a transversal
elongated aperture. It is moved by four straight muscles.
and by another called the suspensor muscle, which is divided
into four; there are, moreover, two oblique muscles superior
and inferior.

The Balmnm in common with the majority of aquatic
animals, have no lachrymal glaIllls. Their place is supplied
by two sorts" of lacunre, situated under the upper lid, from
which distils a thick and mucilaginous humour.
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Every natural philOllOpher is aware, that the more the
luminous radii fall obliquely on the surface of a diaphanous
body, the more they are refracted in traversing it. He also
knows, that the refraction of the rays of light is greater
through a sphere, than through a flatted lens. Now the
crystalline of the Whale, presents a degree of sphericity,
of density, and inflammability, occasioned by the oily substance
with which it is impregnated; in a word, it has such a degree
of refracting forct>, that it compensates the defect of refraction
in the water.

The Whale can hear BOunds or noises comparatively fee
ble, at a great distance. The meatus auditorius is very
wide, and the Eustachian tube of great diameter. When
the animal swims along the surface of the ocean, the ear
is often eight or nine feet below the level of the water; it is,
therefore, through the watery medium that the sonorous
vibrations arrive at the acoustic organ. The aqueous fluid is
a most excellent conductor of such vibrations, for by means of
currents it transmits even the most feeble BOunds to the
greatest distances.

When the Whale ejects by its spiracles a quantity of
water which falls around it with a tremendous noise, it can
no longer distinguish other BOnorous vibrations, and
the whalers generally take advantage of this temporary
deafness, to fall upon the animal and harpoon him more
effectually.

The internal ear is composed of a labyrinth, three semi
circular canals, a cochlea, a cochlearian .orifice, a vestibu
lum, a vestibulary orifice, a tympanum, a membrana tym
pani, articulated osselets, placed in the tympanum from the
membrane to the vestibulary orifice, a Eustachian tube. a
canal, whieh from the membrane of the tympanum opens in
a small hole extemally, and is terminated by no vestige of

conch.
On the first consideration of the spiracles of the BaleDe,
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we should be tempted to suppose the animals totally deprived
of smell, since there are neither crypta Dor mucous follicles,
nor projecting laminl8. Neither do these organs communicate
with any sinus, nor exhibit any apparatus adapted for the
transmission of odorant sensations. Their interior is covered
with a dry skin, of little sensibility, and capable of resisting
without injury, the repeated currents of salt water with which
it is deluged.

It is, however, very certain that the Whale does through
this organ, or by some other means, receive the odorant cor
puscks, and that even at a distance it can distinguish the de
grees and qualities of odours.

A curious faot in proof of this position, is cited by Lacepede
in his natural history of the Cetacea.

The Vice admiral Pleville-le-Peley, being one day at sea
with his fishers, perceived some whales above the horizon.
He prepared to give way to them, but the quantity of cod
which W88 in the boat, haying spread there a great quantity
of stinking and putrid water, Pleville-Ie-Peley ordered this
pestiferous water to be flung into the sea: the Whales instantly
made oW and disappeared. He tried this experiment se
yeral times on the approach of Whales, and invariably with
the same result. From this we may conclude that these ani
mals have a perception, even at a distance, of odorating
bodies.

In speaking on this 8ubject, we may observe tbat the
Eustachian tube of the ear, furnishes an interior eommuni
cation from the tympanum to the mouth, and then ascends
towards the summit of the spiracle into the cavit.y of which
it leads; the part of this tube which is near the ear, ex
hibits at its internal face, a hole tolerably large, opening into
an empty space. Thill hollow is prolonged into different
sinuses, and these sinuses and this cavity, are lined with a
blackish, mucous, and tender membrane. Now the odorating
emanation.~ easily penetrating to this hollow and th('8e

VOL. IV. 2 K
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sinusetl. through the orifice of the spiracle. through the aperture
of the mouth, or through the Eustachian tube, we may pl"t'Sume
that the seat of smell resides therein.

We han already seen that the arm or fin of the Ballen,."
was an organ adapted for IIwimming, rather than touch, seizure.
or retention. How far it was capable of such operations, we
have also seen. We may, however, believe that notwithstand
ing the thickness of the skin by which it is covered, it is yet
capable of communicating by taet some sensations of the qua
lities of external objects; still all considerations must lead us
to pre-suppose the very moderate development of this sense
in the Ballenle.

The size, softness, and mobility of the tongue, does not
permit us to doubt that the Whale possesses some delicacy in
the sense of taste. The habitual humidity of this organ must
render it more percipient of savours. We may, indeed, re
mark, that though on the score of touch and taste, the 'Whale
has been less favoured than most of the mammifera, it is far
beyond the fishes in this respect, which seem totally deprived
of these two senses.

In considering an animal of this enormous bulk, we might
well be led to suppose that it would require for its support a
proportionate abundance of food, that it would swallow the
largpst fishes, and in the course of its long existence, depopulate
the seas which it inhabits.

Sueh, however, is not the ease; the whale-tribe are sus
tained on crabs and mollusca, most of whieh are very small
animals, but their number compensates for their bulk. They
are so numerous in the seas frequented by the Whale, that this
animal has often little to do but open his mouth to take in
~any myriads. The most certain proof that he subsists on
these alone is, the extreme leanness of the Ballenlll which are
taken in the equinoctial seas, where these mollusca very rarely
aOOuud.

All the speci(>s, however, do not eontent themselves with
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similar aliments. Some of the Balenoptera prey on fish of
tolerable size, and particularly such as assemblt! in troops, such
as mackerel, herrings, fe.

There is no certainty respecting the longevity of the Whales.
We may presume, however, that individuals of the larger
species might have lived more than a thousand years. We
need not be surprised at the genius of allegory adopting them
as the emblems of duration.

On the subject of the Whale-fishery. ~c•• it would be foreign
to the nature of our work to enter, and even were it otherwise.
the notoriety of the subject would render any remarks of ours
superfluous.

As we have enlarged so much in our general remarks on
the BallDnlB. we must avoid too minute details respecting the
species.

The Common Whale (Baltlma MysticetU8,) to which moet
of the foregoing remarks apply, is otherwise remarkable for the
immenst! power of one organ; namely. the tail. The tail ·of
the Mysticetus is of the figure of a cone, the base of which is
applied to the body properly so called. The muscles which
move it are so vigorous, and their irritability so great, that even
when great portions of them are detached from the eaudal fin.
it will still continue to bound, and that even when separated
from the body. A longitudinal projection extends in the upper
part of this tail. from the middle of its length to its extremity,
which is terminated by the great fin of which we have already
spoken.

In this tail resides the real power of the Whale. It is the
main-spring of its swiftness, and acts as a most vigorous lever.
It is with this, as with an enormous weapon. that it repels its
enemies. and often destroys them. Endowed with the most
extraordinary suppleness. mobility. and force, it has been
sometimes known to overturn and submerge vessels of no meap
burden.

If we re6ect that a whale may weigh about three hun
2 K 2
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dred thousand pounds, that its mass is equal to that of· a
hundred rhinoceroses, a hundred hippopotami, or a hundred
elephants, we must conceive that the shock of such a tremen
dOUB battery, coming with the rapidity oC lightning, must strike
like a thunderbolt. It is not surprising, therefore, that it
mould spread destruction around wherever the blows do not
fall short of their aim.

There is an insect of the family of the Crustacea, com
monly called the Whale-louse, that very much infests and
annoys this immense animal. It attaches itself 80 strongly to
the skin, that it cannot be removed without tearing it. It
particularly attaches itself to the commissure of the fins, to thd
lips, and to the organs of generatio~; to the most sensible
parts, and where the animal cannot 80 easily rid itBelf of the

annoyance by rubbing: the bites of this insect are deep and
painful.

Other insects also swarm upon the body, and multiply,
particularly on the tongue, to such an extent, as almost
completely to eat through it, and thus cause the death of the
animal.

These i.nseots, and Crustacea, frequently attract a number
of sea-birds on the broad back of the Whale, which are partial
to these importunate vermin, and hunt them there without
constraiIlt or ceremony, performing a very useful and agree
able office to the Whale, in ridding him of his troublesome
guests.

Of the time necessary for the development of the Whale
we are quite ignorant; all we know is, that this develop
ment goes on very slowly.. It is now many ages since man
began to pursue this enormous animal, and yet it does not
appear that any taken since the first commencement oC
whale-Bshing, have at all equalled the sise of the earliest
whales that were captured in the Polar Seas. The life of
the Whale may last for many ages, and we shall Dot cousider
it any exaggeration to suppose that it may reach' to a thou-
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sand years, when we consider that a carp can live two hun
dred.

The Whale can inhabit every climate, but has been driven,
by the avidity and persecution of man, to the bleak retreats
of the Polar Regions. The species has been long dimi
nishing, and there is every reason to belieye that the period
is not very remote, when this gigantic remembrancer of
fonner worlds shall exist only in the memories and the
histories of men; when its colossal remains shall attract
the admiration of another age, as those of the Mastodontes
and Megatheria, the Ichthyosauri and Plesiosauri do of
ours. Change, diminution. decay, and dissolution of parts,
are perpetual in the universe, and nature is permanent only
as a whole.

We have nothing to add of any interest to our author's
aecount of the NOf"d-Caper, or the BALMNOPTERA; nor shall
we trouble our readers in this place with an enumeration
of species that can yet scarcely be considered as sufficiently.
authenticated. We shall therefore conclude this notice
on the Balmnm as we did that of the Cachalots, by giving
the Baron's sentiments respecting the discrimination of
species.

It The Balmnm, in the modem acceptation of the word,
i. e., Cetacea with the palate furnished with whalebone, are
divided into three sub-genera: The JVkale.r Proper which
have no dorsal fin, or fold under the throat; the Fin Fi,A or
Gihbar.r which have a dorsal fin, but are without the fold;
and the Rorquals, the throat of which is channelled with
folds or longitudinal furrows. This division we see is based
on very precise characters; but the case is far otherwise in the
species reckoned in each of these sub-genera. In fact, we shall
find that even the existence of the second sub-genus is hardly
sufficiently authenticated.

f< The most celebrated of the WAales Proper, is the Great
Whale of the Northern Seas, which formerly used to come

•
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as far as the Gulf of Gascony, where the Basques were in
the habit of pursuing it, but is now confined to the coasts
of Groenland, Iceland, and Spitzber~n. It will hardly
be credited that for more than a century there was but a
single figure in the least degree .authentic of an animal,
the pursuit of which occupied so many men. It is true.
however. that the figures engraved in almost all books be
fore that of M. Scoresby. are copied from Frederic Mar-

. tens's published in 1671. with some slight alterations made
by the designers for the purposes of concealing the pla
giarism.

.. The enormous thickness of the body represented in
Martens's figure, we have known from that of Scoresby to
have been much exaggerated, and this. added to some ob
scure expressions of Martens. led some writers to doubt the
species.

.. This author says that the Whales taken near the North
Cape are not so gross in bulk as those of Spitzbergen, and
yield less fat. He adds that they are more dangerous.
He designates these Whales in German by the adjective
Nord-Caper (Nord-Caper Wall-fisclt), Whale of the North
Cape. This was considered a sufficient ground for the forma
tion of a new species designated by the noun substantive
Nord-Caper. This word was even supposed to signify Pi
rate of the North, because the word Caper. taken substan
tively and derived from a different root, has that meaning in
German.

n Another equivocal expression of Zorgdrager. a Dutch
author. was attended with similar consequences. He
speaks of fishes of the ice (Ys:fiscll. in German Ei,-jUcl&),
by whil.'h expression he simply nleans such Whales as are
taken near or in the midst of the ice-bergs. and which ex
hibit some difference of bulk or habits. He distinguishE'-8
even those that are taken in the southern ice between
Spitzbergen and Nova Zembla. and those ~Ionging to the

..I
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west betwet>n Spitsbergen and Davis's Straits. This from
superficial reading induced Klein to .establish his BalamfP
Glaciali, which he divides into Australis and Occidentalis.
and adds the Nord- Oaper as a variety under the name Borea
lis. the habitat of which is in reality more southern than that
of Australis. This name Nord-caper has also been since in
distinctly used for many of the larger Cetacea. supposed to be
slenderer than the Common Whale.

« As to the Nord-Caper, the only document of any' au
thenticity concerning it, consisted in the figures done in
Groenland by Backstrom. and sent by Sir Joseph Banks to

Lacepede. They certainly appeared different from those of
the Common Whale, as long as these last were taken only
from that of Martens above mentioned; but since the recent
and exact figure of Captain Scoresby, it is evident, on compa
rison. that he and Backstrom represented but one and the
same species. This is -affinned by Scoresby himself, who
has braved with the most distinguished courage and perse
verance those dreary climates where the Whale fishery is
carried on, and since the year 1820 has personally contributed
to the taking of three hundred and twenty individuals. He
declares that the old drawing of Martens, represents nothing in
nature, and that there is no foundation for the species of the
Nord-Caper.

« The case of the Gibbar or Fin-fi.ch is not precisely
similar to the last. It has been described and represented
by Martens as a distinct species. But when we reflect on
the one hand. that it is his figure which has been copied in
all books of natural history. none having been given even
by Captain Scoresby, and on the other. that Martens has
not spoken of the Rorqual. or Whale with folded throat.
called also Fin-fisch, we may be led to suspect some con
fusion.

« This animal would appear to be as long or l0"eaer than
the Common Whale, much more slender, with a more
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poinu-d muzzle, and a vertical fin on the back, from which ils
name is derived. But all these characters are attributed to
the large Rorquals, and the only one which distin.,auishes the
Gibbar, is that MartE'ns has said nothing of the folds under
the throat.

rc Egedius's Fin-ji.ch is only a bad figure of a Rorqual, and
Anderson's that of a Common Whale, a little slender, to which
a fin has been added.

.. Peter Camper gives a bead of a skeleton of the Gibbar
preserved in the Museum of Bremen; but the painting of the
animal found in the Weser is also preserved there, and M. AI·"
hers assures us that it represents a true Rorqual.

II The name of J ubarta givE'n to one of these Balenoptera
or Rorquals seems to be only a corr1Jption of the name Gibbar.
A more ludicrous corruption has given rise to the name or
Jupiter's fish, used by some northern whalers.

.. The name or Rorqual means in Norwegian, whale feith
fUrT'OfD8, and indicates the folds which characterize the throat
and part ofthe belly of this sub-genus of the Balame.

.. Nomenelators admit tbree spl'cies in the North, and bave
been justified by what we find in some travellers. But an at
tE'ntive examination of the figure, and descriptions on which
these rest, does not enable us to establish any distinctive
characters. A 11 these animals have the head' horizontaUy
flatted, the skeleton ditTerently fonned from that of the Com
mon Whale, the lower jaw a little longer than the upper,
the skin of the breast and throat furred with a great num
ber of longitudinal folds, and capable of dilatation. The
whalebones short, hard, and filing off into large and brittle
threads. A fin in the rear of the body, short and thick, and
resembling a boss. When we examine the testimonies con·
ce••ing these three pretended species, we find no one who
has seen more than one, and E'ach author is obliged to refer
to the evidence of strangl'l's. Thus Linneus who names two,
Boops and Musculus, affixes to the latter the sign that hl"
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has not seen it. Fabricius, who describes Boops very well,
speaks only on hearsay touching Musculus, and seems to
think it the Nord-caper. His Rostrata which he character
izes only by its extreme littleness. may be only the young of
Boops. Ascanius, who has figured one very well, asks if it
may not be Musculus, without saying why it should not be
Boops. The same observation applies to Captain Scoresby,
who talks Qf three species, but has only seen and represented
one, and confesses that the figures given by naturalists are
,'eryembarrassing.

" As for the third species, the Pike-headed Whale of Pen
nant which some French writers call Baleine amuseau pointu,
it is according to Pennant, Shaw, and all the English who
have described it, nothing but BoO[Js itself. Sibbald first
called it piked whale, on account of the dorsal fin, and it has
been confounded with the BaltZna Rostrata of llome writers
which is the Hyperoodon; besides, this denomination of pike
head would apply to the entire sub-genus.

"There remains, then, but one distinction applicable to
those baLenle with 1>1Aled throat, that is, divenity of size.
Mr. Scoresby gi"M to Boops forty-six feet in length; Fa
bricius fifty-four. Musculus should be much larger, and
even exceed the Common Whale in size. It would be, ac
cording to Scoresby, sixty-six, and even eighty feet in length,
and much more according to Olafsen and Powelsen. The
Rostrata would be, in its smallest dimensions, seventeen,
twenty, or twenty-five feet. But who, considering that these
remarks are founded on individuals beheld singly, at great
distances of time and place, and by divers observers, shall
hazard the assertion that such differences are not the result of
agel

" However, if it should be proved that but one Borqual
exists in the Northern Seas, it may still be possible that other
seas may contain different species. I

" Were we to trust to the list of citations given by nomen-
VOL. IV. 2 L
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clators, we might suppoee that a coDsiderable number or
writers had observed and described Bal.nm with bosses, one
or two on the back instead of a fin. We find, hOWeYer, that
the beings called in catalogues BaltI!fUJ Gibb08a, and Bakma
Nodosa, rest only on a few equivocal lines of Dudley's, in the
Plaimopmeal T,.auaetion.r. It is. impossible, from what is
there said, to say that the first is Bot a Rorqual. We also
know how easily the Cetacea lose. by accident, all or parts of
their dorsal fin; we can well c.onceive that thOlle species, or
which no naturalist has spoken since, may depend only on
individual alterations.

" \Ve have seen how incomplete and confined are yet the
notions we have on the various BalalDoo. I am far, however,
from pretending that their species are reducible to the number
I have here characterized. These animals have been too little
observt>d, to allow us to believe that they have been all de
scribed. We know not if the Whales of the Pacific are the
same as those of the Atlantic. Lacepede, after drawings made
in Japan, has described st>veral, which, if the figures be cor-

I

reet. arlt p.rtkably distinct species. 41111 eoUld wish by this
exposition or JIly doubts, is to prevent' natW'alists from as
suming as defiatitions what are really Mt. so, .and registering
imaginary species in systt>ms of nature as if they really existed,
and to prevent navigators from supposing that their endeavours
are no longer wanting to the furtherance of this branch of
science."

END OF THE CLASS MAMMALU.




